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ABSTRACT
This study revolves around the jihad ideas of 'AbdAllah 'Azzam- an iconic figure in
jihadist circles. To date there has been no single work in English dedicated to the study of
his jihad ideas- a fact underscoring this study as an original academic contribution.

This study has several objectives. The first is to render an in-depth description of his
ideas by way of a review of his writing, hitherto little referenced in the literature. The
second objective is to identify how these ideas have inspired so many to participate in
militant jihad in the Soviet-Afghan war, and indeed elsewhere. The third objective of this
study is to highlight the internal contradictions and inconsistencies in 'Azzaro's ideas,
and to juxtapose these ideas with contemporary jihadism. The fourth objective is to
identify specific aspects of 'Azzaro's ideas in order to extract key lessons for counterideology work within the framework of counter-terrorism.

The primary approach of this study is that of a qualitative literature review of 'Azzaro's
books, articles and transcripts of sermons and speeches. In analysing the text, the study
applies Snow et. al.' s framing method, used in the study of social movements as the key
analytical tool.

Upon reviewing all of 'Azzam's literature and other relevant published materials, the
study concludes and makes three key arguments/observations on 'Azzam's jihad ideas.
The first is' Azzam's success in mobilising Muslims for jihad in Afghanistan was not due
to his jihad ideas alone, although they mattered to him and were important tools for
mobilisation. The study identifies two other non-ideational structural factors that were
critical in effecting his mobilisation. Secondly, some aspects of 'Azzam's jihad ideas
have serious implications on national security. Thirdly, some of 'Azzam's jihad ideas
diverge fi·om dominant ideas held by current jihadist groups like Al-Qaeda and these
could potentially be used to counter contemporary jihad ideas and practices ofjihadists.

X
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The study then addresses the above observations and all other issues arising from it with
the objective of providing insights to delegitimise current jihadist ideology, thereby
providing a means towards the mitigation of its threat to national and global security.

Xl
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CHAPTERl

JIHAD IDEAS OF 'ABDALLAH 'AZZAM: MAKING THE CASE FOR A CASE
STUDY

Introduction

This is a study of the jihad ideas of 'Abd Allah 'Azzam. Born in Palestine in 1941 and
having migrated to Jordan when his hometown was occupied by Israel during the 1967
Six-Day War, he was an influential and iconic figure in jihadist circles due to his role as
the key mobiliser of foreign volunteers and fighters when the Soviet Union invaded
Afghanistan in December 1979. He was assassinated in a bombing on November 24,
1989.

Despite his revered status and important contribution to militant jihad, there has not been
much study done on him and no single work in English has hitherto been dedicated to
studying his jihad ideas. 1

The emergence of jihadist terrorism as one of the major contemporary global security
threats makes this study not only of academic value, but also of strategic and operational
importance to the cuiTent offensive on terrorism. This study endeavours to provide a
greater understanding of the threat of jihad ism and the methods of its mitigation.

The study sets to achieve the following objectives:

•

To provide an in-depth description of 'Azzam's jihad ideas through a review of his
ideological materials.

1 There is a Ph.D dissertation in Hebrew about 'Abd AIEih 'Azziim. The dissertation was submitted by Asaf
Maliach and endorsed by Bar-IIan University in Isreal in May 2006. The dissertation's title in English is
'AbdAllah 'Azzim and the Ideological Origins of Usiimah ibn Liidin 's Worldwide Islamic Terrorism. The
dissertation was then largely used as basis for a book published in Hebrew in 2009. See Asaf Maliach and
Sha'ul Shai, Mi Kabulli- Yerushalayim: al-Ka 'idah, ha-g 'ihad ha-Islami ha- 'olami '(Ch<r 'imut haYisre'eli-Palcs,tini(From Kabul to Jerusalem: Al-Qa'idah, the Worldwide Islamic Jihad and the IsraeliPalestinian Conflict), Tel Aviv: Matar Publishing House, 2009.
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•

To identify aspects of 'Azzam's jihad ideas that has inspired many Muslims to
participate in jihad in Afghanistan, and perhaps elsewhere.

•

To identify internal contradictions and inconsistencies in 'Azzam's jihad ideas and
also those that conflict with contemporary jihadism, thereby gaining insights into the
security ramifications of his jihad ideas.

•

To identify aspects of 'Azzam's jihad ideas and practices which could be used to
counter contemporary j ihadism.

The primary approach of this study is that of a qualitative literature review of 'AbdAllah
'Azzam's books, articles and transcripts of sermons and speeches. In analysing the text,
the study applies Snow et. al.' s framing method, used in the study of social movements as
the key analytical tool.

Upon reviewing all of 'Azzam's literature and other relevant published materials, the
study concludes and makes three key arguments/observations on 'Azzam's jihad ideas.
The first is 'Azzam's success in mobilising Muslims for jihad in Afghanistan was not due
to his jihad ideas alone, although they mattered to him and were important tools of
mobilisation. The study identifies two other non-ideational structural factors that were
critical in effecting his mobilisation. These factors are: 1) precipitant events that provided
justification for collective action frames and context for mobilisation, and 2) powerful
allies that provided direct assistance for mobilisation or facilitated indirectly.

Secondly, there are two specific aspects of 'Azzam's jihad ideas which have senous
implications on national security: 1) the duty to reclaim all past Muslim territories that
are currently part of, or occupied by, non-Muslim states, and 2) the duty to wage jihad altalb (offensive jihad) against non-Muslim territories until they are either part of Dar Allslam or submit to the rule of Dar Al-lslam. The study explicates in detail how these two
ideas could pose threats to state security.

Thirdly, some of 'Azzam' s jihad ideas diverge from dominant ideas held by current
jihadist groups like Al-Qaeda and these could potentially be used to counter

2
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contemporary jihad ideas and practices of jihadists. The study identifies these as rather
"positive" implications of 'Azzam's jihad ideas and practices because they could
potentially be used to counter contemporary jihad ideas and practices of jihadists.
Aspects of 'Azzam's jihad ideas and practices identified under this category are his
opposition to acts of rebellion against Muslim rulers and prohibition of indiscriminate
attacks, effecting attacks against the enemies outside conflict zones or in non-belligerent
countries, and the use of terror tactics.

Based on the above findings, the study offers some recommendations that would
contribute to the on-going counter-ideology work against jihadist groups.

Although the study of 'Azzam's jihad ideas is significant to the understanding of
contemporary jihadism, it must be highlighted at the onset that 'Azzam is just one of
many other ideologues that have contributed to the shaping of contemporary jihadism.
Thus, more studies like this should be undertaken on other ideologues to uncover more
insights in aid of the ongoing counter-ideology work against extremism and terrorism.

This chapter will introduce the foundation of this study. It seeks to answer the question,
"Why study 'AbdAllah 'Azzam's jihad ideas?" and demonstrate in detail the academic
and practical value of this study. It will, 1) establish 'Azzam as a prominent figure
wm1hy of academic research and how his jihad ideas and practices are relevant to the
current challenges of terrorism; 2) highlight the contribution that this study can make
towards the body of knowledge in this field; 3) identify the research framework used in
this study to achieve the above set objectives; and 4) illustrate how the study will be
conducted.

This chapter is divided into three sections: 1) background; 2) justification for studying
'Azzam; and 3) research plan.

3
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The first section delineates the global security concern following the September 11, 2011
incident, prominently marking jihadism as the source of threat. Countering jihadism has
thus become a significant endeavour.

The second section in the chapter proceeds with more background to the study. It is
divided into two parts. The first highlights the important role played by the SovietAfghan war as the context that facilitated the emergence of 'Azzam as a prominent jihad
ideologue. The second part of this section accords an account of 'Azzam's life, and his
role during the Soviet-Afghan war.

The third section illustrates how the study will be done. It defines the aim and objective
of the study, its academic contribution, the methodology it uses, its unit of analysis,
research questions, assumptions and structures. Likewise, the chapter elucidates and
vindicates the use of Snow eta!. 's framing model as an analytical tool in deconstructing
'Azzam's jihad ideas.

Background to the Study

The threat ofjihadist terrorism
The most profound impact of the September 11 incident has been in the field of terrorism.
Before the incident, terrorism was a local security concern, limited only to specific
countries. However, September 11 elevated terrorism into a global security problem.

This change was due to the transnational character of the perpetrators and the extreme
measures they were willing to take in waging wars against their enemies. These enemies
are the US, a large number of European countries and leaders of most Muslim countries
who they perceive are collaborating with or suppm1ing a modem "crusade" against
Muslims. Countries such as Russia, India, the Philippines, China and Thailand are also
seen as being guilty of committing atrocities against their Muslim citizens.

4
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September 11 directly and indirectly led to the proliferation of terrorism in many parts of
the world when it exposed the vulnerabilities of the "enemy" and the impact that
terrorism could have on a target country. Some examples are the Moscow theatre attack
and Beslan hostage crisis?

Widespread anger against the US-led military interventions in Afghanistan and Iraq in
response to September 11 led some Muslims to embrace the cause propagated by the
perpetrators of September 11, resulting in the attacks in Madrid, London, Istanbul, Bali,
Jakarta, Casablanca, Amman and Riyadh, to name a few. Some attempts such as the
Singapore Jemaah Islamiyah ploe, Richard Reid the "shoe bomber" 4 and the Jose Padilla
bomb making plan 5 were successfully thwarted by the respective governments.

Conversely, September 11 led other terrorist groups to review their terror practices. The
Irish Republican Army (IRA) for example has since discontinued the use of armed
stmggle. 6 Indeed, with the initiatives taken against terrorism all over the world, some
terrorist groups have been forced to cease operations so as to avoid being targeted and to
ensure the survival of their respective causes.

Thus, the threat of terrorism today comes largely from a single source- jihadist groups. 7
'·Jihadist" refers to a person who subscribes to jihadism - an ideology that is committt,::d
to the establishment of an all-encompassing Islamic state so as to implement Islam as a
way of life for all (Muslims and non-Muslims) through the violent dissolution of the
existing international system. 8

'"Chechen warlord claims theatre attack", BBC News, 1 November 2002; Jill Doughe11y, ''Chechen
'claims Beslan attack"', CNN World, 17 September 2004.
1Ministry of Home Affairs, The White Paper: The Jemaah Lvlamiyah Arrests and the Threat of Terrorism,
Singapore. 2003.
4 "Who is Richard Reid?'', BBC News, 28 December 2001.
5Amanda Ripley, "The Case of Dirty Bomber", Time. 16 June 2002.
6 Rafael Epstein, "IRA cease-fire takes effect", ABC Newsonline, 29 July 2005.
7"Defeating the Jihadist: A Blueprint for Action", A Century Foundation Task Force Report. (New York:
The Century Foundation Press, 2004), 1.
8Mary Habeck, Knowing the Enemy: Jihadist Ideology and the War on Terror, (London: Yale University
Press, 2004), 4; Gilles Kepel, The Roots of Radical/slam, (London: Saqi Books, 2005), 15; Jalil Roshandal
and Saran Chadha, Jihad and International Security, (New York: Palgrave, 2006), 10; Walid Phares,
Future Jihad: Terrorist Strategies Against America, (Hampshire: Palgrave, 2005), 59.

5
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There are many jihadist groups that are operating in many parts of the world. Some are
local in their characteristics and political objectives, while others are transnational. AlQaeda (also known in Arabic as Qa'idah Al-Jihad or Al-Qa'idah) is regarded, at the time
of writing, as the number one enemy at the international level for its transnational
character and its "success", especially after September 11. 9

Jihadists consider it obligatory to establish Islamic states governed by legitimate Muslim
rulers, as a means to achieving an Islamic way of life. 10 However, it is important to note
that not everyone who subscribes to the idea of Islam and an Islamic way of life are
jihadists. Many Muslims, or for that matter Islamists, have different ideological
understandings of jihad and seek to achieve this vision through peaceful or democratic
means.

II

Jihadists hold the conviction that non-Muslims would never allow Muslims to live in
peace and that armed jihad is the only means of attaining Islamic supremacy as
pronounced by Usamah ibn Ladin (a.k.a Bin Laden), "There is no way to obtain faithful
strength but by returning to this jihad.'' 12 In fact, in today's context, jihadist groups
consider jihad as farcj 'ayn (personal obligation) upon all Muslims due to the occupation
and transgression over all lands fi-om Andalusia (Spain) to Mindanao (southern
Philippines) that were previously pm1 of the Islamic caliphate or under Muslim rule.

9

Shaul Meshal and Maoz Rosenthal, "AI-Qaeda as a Dune Organization: Toward a Typology of Islamic
Terrorist Organizations," Studies in Conflict & Terrorism, 28, no. 4 (Jui-Aug 2005): 275-93; Roshandal
and Chadha. Jihad and Security, 17-37 and 81.
1°Kepel, Ra~lical Islam, 41-59;. Mark A. Gabriel, Joumey Into the Mind of an Islamic Terrorist (Lake Mary:
FrontLine, 2006), 65, 79, 81, 84, 89, 93; Roshandal and Chadha, Jihad and Security, 52-3, 57, 62-3;
National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States, The 9111 Commission Report, (New
York: W.W Norton, date not cited), 50-1.
11 Fawaz A. Gerges, The Far Enemy: Why Jihad Went Global?, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2005), 117; Meghnad Desai, Rethinking Islamism: The Ideology of the New Terror, (London: I.B Tauris,
2006), 23-7; Roshandal and Chadha, Jihad and Security, 11.
J:'Peter Arnett, Interview with Usamah ibn Ladin, CNN, March 1997. See also Abu 'AbdAllah AI-Sa'di,
"Al-Jihad Sabll Al-Tamkln", Sawt AI-Jihiid, no. 7, (1424 Hijrah calendar): 26-7; "Fas'alu Ahl AI-Dhikr:
Fatawa Fi Al-Jihad Wa AI-Siyasah AI-Shar'lyah", Sawt Al-liha(i, no. 19, (1425 Hijrah calendar): 37-8;
Gabriel, Islamic Terrorist, 95, 102-5. Roshandal and Chadha, Jihad and Security, 6, 44-9.

6
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Jihad, they believe, has to continue until all these lands have been returned to the domain
of Dar Al-Islam (Land oflslam). 13

In waging armed jihad against the enemy, jihadist groups argue that targeting civilians
and non-combatants is justified for the following reasons:

1. To avenge the blood of Muslim civilians shed by the enemy;
2. Because civilians in enemy states are responsible for the acts of their government by
virtue of their voting their leaders to power and paying taxes, which are used against
Muslims;
3. It is a necessary or unavoidable evil for a greater good. 14

On the issue of suicide bombing, jihadist groups generally regard it as 'amafiyat
istishhadiyah - martyrdom operations - and not suicide. Al-Qaeda endorsement of
martyrdom operations is clear, in both word and deed. Bin Laden specifically addresses
this issue in one of his statements, "We stress the importance of the martyrdom
operations against the enemy - operations that inflicted harm on the United States and
Israel that have been unprecedented in their history, thanks to Almighty God." 15

13 "Declaration of War Against Americans Occupying the Land of the Two Holy Places," PBS Online
Newslwur, (August 1996), http://www.pbs.org/newshour/terrOiism!international/fatwa 1996.html
(accessed October 25, 2010); "World Islamic Front statement on Jihad against Jews and Crusaders,'' AIQuds AI- 'Arably, 23 February 1998, http://www.library.cornell.edu/colldev/mideast/fatw2.htm (accessed
October 25, 201 0); Tayseer Alouni, Interview with Us amah ibn Ladin, Al-.!azecra, October 200 I; "Text of
Al-Qaedah's statement," AP, 9 October 2001; "Bayan Min AI-Mujahidln Tlii AI-Ummah Al-lslamlyah",
Saw/ .41-.lih<ld, no. 3, (1424 Hijrah calendar): 25-30: M ubammad ·Abel AI-Salam Fa raj, A!-.lihiid AIFarl~iah AI- Chii'ibah, http://tawhed.ws/a?a=a5ieej5j (accessed July 6, 201 0). Fa raj was a leader of the
Egyptian Islamic Jihad Organisation which Ayman Al-4awahirly also belongs to before its merger with AIQaeda. The book was the organisation primary reference of its ideology; Abu 1-Jamzah Al-Baghdadly,
Limiidlw Nuqiitil? Man Nuqiitil?, http://tawhed. ws/r?i=juzn3cys (accessed July 6, 20 I 0); 1-Jamd ibn · Abd
Allah Al-l-! umaydiy, Hatta La-Tasma' Li A!-.lihiid Muniidiyan, 8 Jumada Al-Ula 1423R
http://tawhed.ws/r?i=6yp4itbx (accessed July 6, 201 0); Roshandal and Chadha, Jihad and Security, 66-7.
14 Ibid; John Miller, "Interview with Usamah bin Laden", ABC, May 1998; "Text ofOsama's message to
US," AFP, 30 October 2004; "Exclusive Interview: Conversation With Terror," Time, 11 January 1999;
Hamid Mir, Interview with Usamah ibn Ladin, The Dawn, 9 November 2001; Alouni's Bin Laden
interview, Al-.Jazeera, 2001; "AI-Qaedah statement," AP, 2001; Gabriel, 11-lamic Terrorist, 56-7; Roshandal
and Chadha, Jihad and Securitv, 76-80, 87-91.
15 "Bin Laden tape: Text," BBC, 12 February 2003; Gabriel, Islamic Terrorist, 53-5; Roshandal and Chadha,
Jihad and Security, 82-6.
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Jihadist groups also share some common perceptions. They see the world and world
events in three ways: as binary views of "us versus them", i.e., Dar Al-Isliim (Land of
Islam) versus Dar Al-Jiarb (Land of War); as conspiracies against them and; through
simplifications and generalisations.

On this binary view, Bin Laden expounds, "these incidents divide the world into two
regions; one of faith where there is no hypocrisy and another of infidelity .... " 16 This
binary view and its inherent hostility towards all non-Muslims poses a serious social
problem in both Muslim and non-Muslim countries because it hampers peaceful and
harmonious coexistence between Muslim and non-Muslim communities.

The perception of an alliance of Jews and Christians against Muslims is prevalent and
continuously emphasised in rhetorical discourse. All Jews and Christians are viewed in a
simplistic, one-dimensional way, neglecting the heterogeneity and pluralistic nature of
. 17
each commumty.

International institutions like the United Nations and its conventions are seen with
cynicism and are believed to be part of the Cmsader-Zionist conspiracy against Muslims.
They are viewed as kufr (infidel) systems. In 2004, Bin Laden even offered a gold reward
for the killing of the Secretary-General of the United Nations. 18

Jason Burke has described Al-Qaeda as "less an organization than an ideology" 19 , a view
that is shared by many other scholars. 20 Al-Qaeda uses its ideology to attract followers

16
'"Bin Laden rails against Crusaders and UN;' BBC, 3 November 2001; "Bin Laden's warning: full text,"
BBC, 7 October 2001; See also "Al-Qaedah statement," AP, 2001; Roshandal and Chadha, Jihad and
Security, 62.
17 "War Against Ame1icans," PBS, (1996); "Jihad against Jews and Crusaders," Al-Quds AI- 'ArabJy, 1998;
Alouni's Bin Laden interview, Al-.!azeera, 2001; ''Bin Laden against Crusaders and UN," BBC, 2001; "AlQaedah statement," AP, 2001; Yusuf ibn ~alih AI- 'Uyayrly, "AI-"I:arlq II a Arq Al-Ma'rakah", Sawt AlJjhii(f, no. 17, (1425 Hijrah calendar): 36; 'AbdAllah ibn Na~ir Al-Rashld, "Maqa~id Al-Jihad: Al-Maq~ad
Al-Thalith- Al-Nayl Min Al-Kaflrln Wa lrhabihim", Sawt Af-Jj!Jiid, no. 18 (1425H Hijrah calendar) 46-7;
Gabriel, Islamic Terrorist, 87-8; Roshandal and Chadha, Jihad and Securitv, 60-1.
1
gJohn Miller's Bin Laden interview, ABC, 1998; Naouar Bioud, Translati~n of Bin Laden's audio message,
CBS, 6 May 2004; "Purported bin Laden tape offers gold for Bremer," CNN, 7 May 2004.
19 Jason Burke, "Think Again: AI-Qaeda," Foreign Policy, 1 May 2004, 18-9; Jason Burke, Al-Qaeda: The
True Story of Radical Islam (London: Penguin Books, 2004), xxv-xxvi.
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and wm sympathy from Muslims. Al-Qaeda emphasises that it strives for Islam and
represents true Islam by quoting verses from the Quran, Prophet Muqammad's traditions
(qadith) and opinions of classical Muslim scholars. It continuously uses fatwa (religious
rulings) of various contemporary (and like-minded) Muslim scholars and would proffer
its own opinion as fatwa for the Muslim ummah. 21

Even after a leader of Al-Qaeda is killed or captured, the ideology lives on, continuing to
lead many others to strive and be ready to replace the fallen leaders. 22

The profiles of members of Al-Qaeda and the Al-Qaeda-linked Indonesian Jemaah
Islamiyah 23 also reveal that they are ideologically driven. Ayman Al-Zawahirly, AlQaeda's deputy leader, was a physician. Khalid Shaykh Mul}ammad, head of Al-Qaeda's
operations, obtained an engineering degree from an American university. Azahari Husin,
the Jemaah lslamiyah bomb expert killed by Indonesian's anti-terrorism unit, had a
doctoral degree from Britain's University of Reading24 , and was a lecturer at Universiti
Teknologi Malaysia (University of Technology Malaysia). At least two of the Jemaah
Islamiyah members detained in Singapore had diplomas in engineering. 25 Jason Burke
describes these jihadists as "intellectual activists"; "men who can justify their attraction

20 Meshal

and Rosenthal, "AI-Qaeda as a Dune Organization," Studies in Conflict & Terrorism, 290;
Habeck, Knmving the Enemy, 170; Desai, Rethinking Islamism, viii; Protecting Australia Against
Terrorisn1, (Canberra: The Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, 2006), 8.
21 "War Against Americans," PBS, (1996); "Jihad against Jews and Crusaders," Al-Quds AI- 'Arahly, 1998;
Alouni's Bin Laden interview, Al-Jazeera, 2001; "Bin Laden against Crusaders and UN,'' BBC, 2001; ''AIQaedah statement," AP, 2001; "Full transcript of Bin Laden's speech," Al-Jazeera, November I, 2004,
http://english.al jazeera.net/archive/2004/11/200849163336457223 .html (accessed August 23. 20 I 0);
Chistopher M. Blanchard, "AI-Qaeda: Statements and Evolving Ideology," CRS Reportj(Jr Congress. 16
November 2004; Jarret M. Brachman and William McCants, "Stealing AI Qaeda's Playbook," Studies in
Conflict & Terrorism 29, no. 4 (June 2006): 315; Desai, Rethinking Islamism, 19.
"'Abu 'Abd Al-Rahman AI-· Iraqiy, "Statement confirming the Death of Al-Zarqawi," 8 June 2006,
http://www .alwatanvoice.com/arabic/content-47133.html (accessed July 6, 20 I 0); Michael Scheuer,
"Victory in Death: The Political Use of Islamist Martyrs," Terrorism Focus, 5, no. 19 ( 13 May 2008):
Farhana Ali, "Jihadists Remain Strong after the Death of al-Zarqawi," Terrorism Focus 3, no. 23 (13 June
2006).
23 International Crisis Group, Indonesia Backgrounder: How the Jemaah Islamiyah Network Operates, Asia
Report, no. 43 (II December 2002): 1.
24 Royal Malaysian Police, Tangkap Ketua Kumpulan Militan Malaysia Johor & Senarai Ahli KMM Yang
Dikehendaki Polis, 27 September 2002.
25 Ministry of Home Affairs, Particular of detainees- Singapore government press statement on !SA
arrests, Singapore, 11 January 2002.
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to radical Islam in relatively sophisticated terms." 26 This trend can also be found in many
jihadist groups apart from Al-Qaeda and its sister organisations. 27

The current information and communication technology, the Internet in particular, has
facilitated the dissemination and accessibility of jihadism to youths who are increasingly
frustrated with world events. Increasingly, individuals have collaborated on acts of
terrorism on an ad hoc basis such as in Madrid on 11 March 2004, in London on 7 July
and 21 July 2005, the attempted car bombing attacks in London on 29 June 2007 and
Glasgow International Airport on 30 June 2007. On 2 June 2007, Singaporean authorities
announced the arrest of a Singaporean who was on route to Afghanistan to participate in
jihad against the coalition forces after he was influenced by radical ideas via the
Internet. 28

The importance of counter-ideology
The ideology of jihadist terrorism has been central in two ways. Firstly, it has provided a
clear vision and a set of objectives for the existence of the jihadist group. Secondly, the
ideology has legitimised acts of terrorism, and has become a means of gaining sympathy
and support for their continued struggle. The centrality of jihadist ideology within these
groups has led many to argue that the key in defeating it is in formulating a counterideology.

c6Burke, Al-Qaeda, 281.
" 7Roshandal and Chadha, Jihad and Securitv. 99, 102-3.
c8 Aidan Kirkby, "The London Bombers as :'Self Starters": A Case Study in Indigenous Radicalisation and
the Emergence of Autonomous Cliques," Studies in Conflict & Terrorism, 30. no. 5 (May 2007): 426; M.E
Bowman, "Some-Time, Part-Time and One-Time Terrorism," Intel!igencer: Journal of U.S Intelligence
Studies, 13, no. 2 (Winter/Spring 2003): 16-8; See Walter Laqueur, The NelV Terrorism: Fanaticism and
the Arms of Mass Destruction, (London: Phoenix Press, 1999), 265-9; Ted G. Groetzel, "Terrorist Beliefs
and Terrorist Lives," Psychology of Terrorism, Vol. 1, Chris E. Stout, ed. (London: Praeger, 2002), 109;
Petter Nesser, "Jihadism in Western Europe After the Invasion oflraq: Tracing Motivational Influences
from the Iraq War on Jihadist Terrorism in Western Europe," Studies of Conflict & Terrorism, 29, no. 4
(June 2006): 329, 334; Meshal and Rosenthal, "AI-Qaeda as a Dune Organization," Studies in Conflict &
Terrorism, 281-2; Peter Mascini, "Can Violent Do Without Sympathizers?", Studies in Conflict &
Terrorism, 29, no. 4 (June 2006): 351; Brachman and McCants, "AI Qaeda's Playbook," Studies in Conflict
& Terrorism, 316; Edward Newman, "Exploring the "Root Causes" of Terrorism," Studies in Conflict &
Terrorism, 29, no. 8 (December 2006): 753; Fawaz A. Gerges, Journey of the Jihadist: Inside Muslim
Militancy, (New York: Harcourt Trade, 2006), 20-39; Roshandal and Chadha, Jihad and Security, 106-17,
122-8; Ministry of Home Affairs, Press Releases- Further Detentions, Releases & Issuance of Restriction
Orders under the Internal Security Act, Singapore, 8 June 2007.
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Stephen Biddle has asserted that the real enemy in the war against terrorism is AlQaeda's radical ideology. Countering jihadist terrorism requires the means to incarcerate
the jihadists and the formulation of ideas to rehabilitate them or prevent the spread of
radical ideas among Muslims. He is convinced that the key in the war against terrorism is
to win over the hearts and minds of the politically uncommitted Muslims. 29 The battle
against jihadist groups themselves has become increasingly complex as the ideology has
taken on a trans-national flavour and motivates individuals with little or no allegiance to
any particular group to take up the call for armed jihad and perpetrate terrorist acts.

Counter-ideology should be undertaken for the following reasons:

1. To immunise general Muslims against the ideology.
2. To persuade less fanatic members of terrorist groups to abandon the ideology.
3. To create doubts and dissension within the terrorist organisation.
4. To rehabilitate detained terrorist members.
5. To present alternatives to terrorist ideology so as to minimise and alleviate conflicts
between Muslims and non- Muslims that may be exploited by the jihadist. 30

Unless the ideology is defeated, counter-terrorism will fail because the ideology will help
the group to be replenished with new recruits or inspire others take their initiatives. 31

The first step to countering the ideology is to understand the main ideas of the jihadist
groups, especially Al-Qaeda and its regional affiliates like Jemaah Islamiyah.

"9

Stcphen Biddle, "War Aims and War Termination," Defeating Terrorism: Strategic Issue Analyses,
Colonel John R. Martin, ed. (Carlisle: Strategic Studies Institute, US Army War College, January 2002), 78; Habeck, Knowing the Enemy, 170.
30 Muhammad Han iff Hassan, "Key Considerations in Counterideological Work Against Terrorist
Ideology," Studies in Cm~flict and Terrorism, 29, no. 6 (September 2006): 565-6; Habeck, Knowing the
Enemy, 172; Gabriel, Islamic Terrorist, 164-7, 181-3.
31 Arthur Saniotis, "Re-Enchanting Terrorism: Jihadists as "Liminal Beings"," Studies in Conflict &
Terrorism, 28, no. 6 (November 2005), 540-2; Desai, Rethinking Islam ism, 12, 89, 131; Countering
International Terrorism: The United Kingdom's Strategy, Her Majesty Government, 2006, 9-13.
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Sun Tzu wrote, "Know yourself and know your enemy". Clear understanding of the
ideology would also help to better identify the characteristics of these groups. To
facilitate the mapping of these ideas, serious efforts should be put in place to collate and
compile materials produced by the jihadists themselves. Naturally, studies on the key
ideologues that shape jihadism have to be carried out also. 32

A Case for a Case Study

While scholars regarded 'Abd Allah 'Azzam as one of the contemporary key ideologues
and advocates of armed jihad, there has been a dearth of scholarly studies specifically on
'Azzam's jihad ideology. Searches made at prominent dissertation databases covering
major universities in the US, UK and Australia has not produced a single study
specifically focused on 'Azzam. 33

This section seeks to demonstrate the important role that 'Azzam had played in the
development of jihadism. The section is divided into two. The first places us during the
Soviet-Afghan war which is the context within which 'Azzam emerged as a prominent
jihad ideologue. The second part of this section gives a biographical account of 'Azzam's
life, and his role during the Soviet-Afghan war.

The important role ofthe Soviet-Afghan war

Jihadist terrorism is not a post-September 11 phenomenon. Egypt has been experiencing
jihadist terrorism since late 1960s. Algeria also has a similar experience since the early
1990s after the military launched a coup against the Islamic party which had won the
general election. Some Palestinian groups also use terrorism in their struggle against
Israel. However, these activities had been largely local phenomenon.

32 Hassan, "Counterideological Work," Studies in Conflict and Terrorism, 566-7; See Giovanni Caracci,
"Cultural and Contextual Aspects of Terrorism," Psychology of Terrorism, 3 (2002), 58; Brachman and
McCants, "AI Qaeda's Playbook," S!udies in Conflicl & Terrorism, 318.
33 See note 1 of this chapter.
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The ideology of jihadist groups developed partly as a result of Islamic revivalism
experienced since the early 20th century. Individuals like Jam~il Al-D1n Al-Afghan1y,
Mul}ammad 'Abduh34 and Rashid RicJa have had tremendous influence.

Their efforts were later continued by I-tasan Al-Banna, the founder, in 1928, of the
Muslim Brothers which has been regarded as the largest Muslim revivalist movement.
The Jamaat Islami movement founded by Abu Al-A'la Al-Mawdud1y has had a
significant presence and influence in the Indian sub-continent and in Islamic movements
in the West founded by revivalist Muslims from the sub-continent.

In Egypt, the anti-colonial teachings of Al-Banna and the Muslim Brothers drew harsh
suppression from the ruling regime. Al-Banna himself was assassinated while many of
his followers and other activists were arrested and brutally tortured. The extent of the
brutality left such deep hatred and vengeance in the hearts and minds of the detainees that
they became even more determined to resist the regime through even more radical means.
The ideas which fermented in these prison experiences were propagated by those who
were released from detention. One of these important figures, Sayyid Qutb, published

34 It

must be noted that putting Al-Afghan1y and 'Abduh within the context of the development ofjihadism
here does not imply a causal link. They are included in the chain of development because the reform spirit
that they propagated had tremendous impact on Muslim movements in the 20' 11 century. Their call for
reform spurred Muslim activists to revive the ummah from decadence by returning to the religion's original
sources- a mission shared by jihadists, albeit with some differences. The jihadists believe that Muslims
can only bring back their past glory by strictly following the way of the early Muslims (salaf) and cleansing
themselves from non-Muslim influences, whereas Al-Afghan1y and 'Abduh were open to learning from
non-Muslims in facing modern challenges, despite their critique of the West. In fact, Al-Afghan1y and
'Abduh's ideas, as a whole, are in contradiction to thejihadists' to the extent that both men were branded
by the militants as heretics. 'Azzam was one of the harshest critics. He denounced and accused both of
them of collaborating with western colonial to westernise Muslims. · Azzam claimed both were members of
freemasonry which was a zionist cover. The merit of including Al-Afghan1y and · Abduh in the chain here
is that it provides the bigger picture and brings a point that influences that shape radicalism are not
restricted to the radical domain.
Sec Khaled Abou El-Fadl, The Great Theft: Wrestling Islam Back From the Extremist, (New York: Harper
Collins, 2006), 37-8 and 75-94; Bernard Haykel, "On the Nature of Salafi Thought and Action", Global
Salajism: Islam's New Religious Movement, edited by Roel Meijer, (New York: Columbia University
Press, 2009), 45-6; Roel Meijer, "Introduction", Global Salafism, Roel Meijer, ed., 7-8; 'AbdAllah
'Azzam, Kha,t AI- Ta{mwwul AI- Tiirlkhly, (Peshawar: Markaz Al-Shah1d 'Azzam Al-rtam1y, date not
cited), 3, 7 and 17-8, http://tawhed.ws/a?a=a82qriko (accessed July 30, 2010); 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, Ttijjiir
Al-lfurub, (place not cited, date not cited), 17, http://tawhed.ws/a?a=a82qriko (accessed July 30, 2010);
· Abd Allah · Azzam, AI- 'Aqldah Wa Atharuha-F[ Bin a-· Al-Jay/, (Peshawar: Markaz Al-Shah1d · Azzam Alrtarn1y, date not cited), 18, http://tawhed.ws/a?a=a82qriko (accessed July 30, 2010).
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Ma 'iilim Ff AI- farlq (Milestones), which continues to be a manifesto for many extremist

and jihadist groups. 35

Revivalism took on a new intensity at the end of 1960s and after 1973. In 1967, the
Muslim world experienced extreme humiliation when Israel defeated Egyptian, Syrian
and Jordanian forces during the Six Day War. Palestine, Sinai, the Golan Heights, West
Bank and most importantly East Jerusalem, where the

Al-Aq~a

Mosque is located, fell to

Israel. This defeat was seen as proof of the failure of Arab socialist nationalism in
safeguarding Muslim interests. The episode gave legitimacy to Muslim revivalist
movements and many started looking towards Islam as the source of solutions for their
problems. It was against this background that early jihadist groups emerged in Egypt. 36

The oil crisis of 1973 provided Muslim oil-producing countries with large financial gains
which Saudi Arabia in particular used to propagate their brand of Islam all over the world
and which concurrently heightened Islamic revivalism. 37 This movement intensified in
1979 with the success of the Iranian revolution, under the leadership of Ayat Allah
Khumayn1 (a.k.a Ayatollah Khomeini), against a tyrannical ruler supported by major
powers. Analysts have suggested that the fear of the spread of Islamic revivalism in the
energy-rich Muslim-dominated region of Central Asia may have motivated the Soviet
Union to invade Afghanistan. 38

It has been argued that the Soviet-Afghan war which began in 1979 was responsible for

the widespread proliferation of jihadism and its transformation to a transnational
movement. 39 David C. Rapoport. in describing what he calls the "religious wave" of

35 Kepel,

Radical islam, 25-7,40-1, 57, 73; Gabriel, Islamic Terrorist, 20-6,29-36, 39-40; 'AbdAllah
Kamal, "Al-Rayat Al-Sawda'- 'AbdAllah 'Azzam Min AI-Jihad Ila Al-lghtiyal," Al-Sharq Al-Awsat,
8555 (l May 2002); Phares, Future Jihad, 61-7; Roshandal and Chadha, Jihad and Security, 65, I 03.
36 Gerges, Journey ofthe Jihadist, II.
37 Desai, Rethinking ls!arnism, 29-30; Roshandal and Chadha, Jihad and Security, 13-4.
38 Chalmers Johnson, Blowback: The Cost and Consequence ofAmerican Empire, (London: Time Warner,
2002), xii-iv.
39 Shaul Shay, The Endless Jihad: The Mujahidin, the Ta!iban and Bin Laden, (Herzeliya: The International
Policy Institute of Counter Terrorism at the Interdisciplinary Centre, 2002), 40; Richard A. Clarke, Against
All Enemies, (New York: Free Press, 2004), 36; Phares, Future Jihad, 115-6; Roshandal and Chadha, Jihad
and Security, 14-7.
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terrorism views the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 as a "political turning point
that was vital to launch the fourth [religious] wave". 40 The other two key events were the
Iranian Revolution and the millennia! expectations at the start of a new Islamic century.
Mark Sedgwick, who takes a different approach in analysing the history of terrorism,
classifies the Afghan Wave as the fourth distinctive wave of terrorism after the Italian,
German and Chinese waves. 41

The invasion of Afghanistan was regarded not only as an act of aggression against
Afghan Muslims but also as a serious threat to other Muslim countries and Islam due to
the atheist character of the invading country and its track record in oppressing Muslims.
The invasion became a rallying call for jihad and Muslims all over the world were
mobilised for financial support and to participate directly as fighters. Jihad in
Afghanistan became a cause that all Muslims, whether moderate or radical, identified
with. 42

Tens of thousands of Muslims answered the call and joined the jihad in Afghanistan in
the years after the invasion. Training camps, set up by various Muslim organisations,
were constructed to host, train and indoctrinate them. Campaigns to support jihad in
Afghanistan and the constant media coverage on it contributed in socialising the idea of
armed jihad among Muslims. Those who volunteered became fascinated with anned jihad
and embraced it as their way of life. 43 They were rewarded when the Soviet Union
withdrew from Afghanistan in 1989 and the Afghan communist regime fell in 1992. The
experiences of these "Afghan alumni" reinforced their ideology and made their ideas
more resilient. 44 The cross-fertilisation of ideas and the proliferation of political Islam

40 David

C. Rapoport, "The Four Waves of Modern Terrorism," Attacking Terrorism. Audrey Kurth eta/.,
eds. (Washington: George Town University Press, 2004), 61.
41 Mark Sedgweick, "Inspiration and the Origins of Global Waves of Terrorism," Studies in Conflict &
Terrorism, 30, no. 2 (Feb 2007): 106-7.
41 Gilles Kepel, The Trail of Political h/am, (London: I. B. Taw·is, 2003), 8, 144,219, 315; Mahmood
Mamdani, Good Muslims, Bad Muslims, (New York: Pantheon Books, 2004), 127, 129, 131; "Defeating
the Jihadist," Century Foundation Task Force Report, 9.
43 Zachary Abuza, Militant Islam in Southeast Asia, (London: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 2003), 6, 8, 10, 11,
91; Mamdani, Good Muslims, Bad Muslims, 126, 129, 131; "Defeating the Jihadist," Century Foundation
Task Force Report, 9; Shay, The Endless Jihad, 40.
44 Kepel, Po/itical!slarn, 9, 18,219,315.
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among traditional Afghans, the people of the region and Muslims at large, evolved into
jihadism and have had tremendous social and political impact in many parts of the world
such as Palestine, Algeria and Sudan. 45

The formation of Hamas in the occupied territories of Palestine was inspired by the jihad
in Afghanistan. 'Azzam, a Palestinian, was reported to have contributed directly to its
formation. The battlefields of Afghanistan allowed many Hamas activists and other
Palestinians to acquire military skills and real combat experiences that were not possible
in the occupied territories. The widespread proliferation of political Islam contributed to
the popularity of Hamas, propelled the Islamic party's win in Algeria's general election
and facilitated the military coup in Sudan in 1989. 46

The fall of Kabul in 1992 also made many foreign fighters redundant and the subsequent
civil wars between various Afghan factions caused many of them to leave the country.
However, many of them could not return to their country of origin for fear of arrest and
persecution. Others wanted to continue their jihad adventure elsewhere. The dispersal of
these battle-hardened and jihad-indoctrinated fighters contributed to the proliferation of
political violence in places like Bosnia, Chechnya, Algeria, Somalia, Sudan, Central Asia
and Kashmir. 47

The end of the Soviet-Afghan war also contributed to the existence of a small but
significant mass of Muslims who were available for military recruitment. 48

" 5 Ibid,

9, 137, 142-3, 233; Montasser Al-Zayyat, The Road to AI-Qaeda: The Sto1y of Bin Laden's Righthand Man, (London: Pluto Press, 2004 ), I 0, 33; Gerges, The Far Enemy, 80-7, 118.
" 6 Ibid, 9.
" 7 Abbas Am an at, "Empowered Through Violence," The Age o.f Terror, Strobe Talbott and Nay an Chanda,
eds. (New York: Basic Books, 2001), 140-1; Shay, The Endless Jihad, 123-31, 136-7; Mamdani, Good
Muslim, Bad Muslim, 129-30; Michael J. Hut, "In the Wake of Sep. II: The Clash of What?," History and
Sept. 11, Joanne Meyerowitz, ed. (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2003), 79; Rapoport, "The Four
Waves of Modern Terrorism," 62.
48 Ibid, 140-1, 147; "Defeating the Jihadist," Century Foundation Task Force Report, 9; Phares, Future
Jihad, 115; Ahmad Rashid, Tali han: The Story of the A(g,han Warlords, (London: Pan Books, 2001 ), 13040.
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The confidence gained from the successful jihad against a superpower also redirected the
target of jihad. Before the defeat of the Soviet Union in Afghanistan, the jihadist groups
were more concerned with waging jihad against the "near enemies", which were the local
regimes, they viewed as corrupt, ruling Muslim countries. Since the near enemy's
survival depended on support from the "far enemy", namely the United States, it would
be more effective - and economical - for them to confront the "far enemy". They hope
that its defeat will cause the subsequent collapse of the "near enemy", just like the defeat
of the Soviet Union. This was compounded by the continuous presence of the United
States' military forces in Saudi Arabia which Bin Laden wanted to be freed of infidels.
This subsequently led to the occurrence of jihadist terrorism against the interests of the
"far enemy" such as the attack on the USS Cole in Yemen and the bombings in Africa,
Riyadh and Bali. 49

Thus, jihad in Afghanistan contributed directly to the emergence of prominent individuals
and groups promoting and practicing jihadism. Among the individuals were Bin Laden,
head of Al-Qaeda and his deputy Ayman Al-Zawahir1y, leader of foreign fighters in
Chechnya Ibn Al-Khattab, and operational head of the first Bali bombing Imam
Samudra. The prominent groups are Al-Qaeda, Taliban, Abu Sayyaf in southern
Philippines and Jemaah Islamiyah in Indonesia. 50

Like any other conflict, war in Afghanistan gave rise to millions of refugees and orphans,
precipitating a humanitarian crisis. Most of the refugees were concentrated along the
Afghan-Pakistan border. The magnitude of the crisis invited humanitarian assistance in
the form of education for Afghan children and orphans. Madrasah (Islamic schools)
mushroomed in the border areas. From these madrasah, emerged the Taliban (literally,
'students') who were responsible for much of the cunent threat of jihadist tenorism.

49 Gerges, The Far Enemy, 9-15; James Bruce, "Arab Veterans of the Afghan War," June's intelligence
Review, 7, no. 4 (1995): 175-9; Roshandal and Chadha, Jihad and Security, 72-3.
50 Mamdani, Good Muslims, Bad Muslims, 132, 136, 155-8, 161-3; Shaul, The Endless Jihad, 138-40; Hut,
"In the Wake of Sep. 11 ," 76; Roshandal and Chadha, Jihad and Security, 17-37.
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It was during the Tali ban's rule of Afghanistan that Al-Qaeda, under the leadership of
Bin Laden, had a safe haven to train its fighters and to plan and execute terrorist attacks
including the September 11 incident. Most of terrorist attacks after September 11 were
also committed by Al-Qaeda. 51

'Abd Alliih 'Azzam: His life and role during the Soviet-Afghan War
As indicated in the preceding section, the Soviet-Afghan conflict captured the
imagination of the entire Muslim world. Against this backdrop, 'Azzam, whose jihad
ideas are the subject of this study, emerged as the key protagonist. Rationalising this
process of emergence, which this section seeks to address, requires the exposition of
significant aspects of his past.

'AbdAllah Yusuf'Azzam (1941-1989) was bom to Al-ijaj YusufMustara 'Azzam and
Zak1yyah

~alih

Husayn Al-Al}mad in a neighborhood known as ijarat Al-Shawahinah

within Sailat Al-ijarith1yah village in the Jenin district of central north Palestine. Today,
it is located within the West Bank territory occupied by Israel. His mother died in 1988
and his father in 1990.

'Azzam was known to be an intelligent student and a pious child with an innately serious
disposition. He participated in proselytising activities and joined the Muslim Brothers
before he had even come of age. Even at a young age, 'Azzam's intelligence shone
brightly and he excelled so much that the leader of the Muslim Brothers in Jordan
constantly visited the village to keep abreast of' Azzam 's development.

51 Ibid, 136, 161-3, 155-8; Rashid, Tali ban, viii; Al-Zayyat, The Road to AI-Qaeda, 11, 52, 59; Peter
Brooks, A Devil's Triangle: Terrorism, Weapons ofMass Destruction and Rogue State, (New Yor:
Rowman & Littlefield, 2005), 77-8; Amanat, "Empowerment Through Violence," 37-9; Hut, "In the Wake
of Sep. II," 78; C. Raja Mohan, "Catharsis and Catalysis; Transferring the South Asian Subcontinent,"
Attacking Terrorism, Audrey Kurth eta!., eds. (Washington: Georgetown University Press, 2004), 206-20;
Tim Dunne, World in Collision, (New York: Palgrave, 2002), 32; Roshandal and Chadha, Jihad and
Security, 8-9.
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'Azzam attended elementary and secondary schools in his village. He then continued his
education at Kha<;lur1yyah Agricultural College in Tulkarem, where he obtained a
diploma with distinction.

Upon graduating from college, 'Azzam embarked on a teaching career. Due to
differences between 'Azzam and the dean of the college, he was posted far away to a
village named Adr in the Kirk district of Jordan. A year later, he was transferred to
another school in West Bank. Because of his qualifications, 'Azzam was also an
agricultural supervisor in the village where he lived. 52

In 1965,__Azzam married a girl from Tulkarem whose father was a close family friend. He
was blessed with five sons and three daughters from this marriage. 53

'Azzam had a strong religious disposition and was passionate about shar!'ah (Islamic
law). He enrolled himself into the Faculty of Shari' ah in Damascus University where he
earned his first degree in shari' ah in 1966.

His unwavering religious outlook during his study in Damascus brought him into contact
with many Muslim scholars and leaders of the Islamic movement in the Levant (Syria)
such as Dr. Mul}ammad Adib Al-Salih, Shaykh Sa'1d Hawwa and Dr. Sa'1d Rama<;lan AlBut!y who were all prominent leaders of the Muslim Brothers in Syria, and Mulla
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Ramaqan who was a distinguished scholar of the Shafi'1y school of jurisprudence in the
Levant. 'Azzam also read the works of Hasan Al-Banna and Sayyid Qutb.

Upon graduation, 'Azzam returned to the West Bank, but this turned out to be a short
stay. In 1967, the West Bank was invaded and captured by Israel during the Six-Day
War. 'Azzam was determined to resist the occupation but the village elders prevented
him for fear of their life and property. Unable to accept the fall of his birthplace and life
under the occupation of Israel, 'Azzam migrated to Jordan where he became a teacher in
Al-Taj secondary school for girls.

He travelled to Saudi Arabia to work as teacher there m 1968 but returned back to
Amman a year later.

From Amman, 'Azzam actively resisted the occupation in Palestine. He trained himself in
weaponry and organised a group of youths after consulting with the Islamic movements
in Jordan. He joined like-minded Islamic resistance groups at the Al-Shuyukh base and
also helped to train fighters under the leadership of Marwan :fiadid, who opposed the
Syrian government. 'Azzam became the commander of the Bayt Al-Maqdis base. 54

'Azzam' s exploits eventually received the attention of the Israeli forces that occupied the
West Bank. His father was reported to have said that the occupying forces offered money
for him to dissuade 'Azzam from continuing his resistance. When this failed, they
employed more aggressive methods and unsuccessfully urged 'Azzam's father to lure
him to Palestine. 55
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'Azzam' s involvement in resistance operations did not stop him from continuing his
religious education. He enrolled, and later graduated at, Al-Azhar University's Master
program in shar1' ah. In June 1970, rebellion by the Palestinian resistance groups erupted
against the Jordanian governrnent. After months of fighting, Jordanian armed forces
expelled these Palestinian resistance groups. When armed resistance activities in Jordan
against Israel were subsequently banned, 'Azzam's jihad activities were seriously
curtailed. 56 He became disillusioned when he found that the members of the resistance
movements were not performing their obligations as Muslims, committed acts which
were forbidden in Islam and were influenced by leftist ideology. His efforts in promoting
Islam among the fighters were resisted and the last straw came when a Palestinian fighter
told him that Fatah- the main faction within the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO)
- has no religion behind it. 'Azzam ceased his involvement in Palestinian armed
resistance activities 57 and took up teaching again as a lecturer at the Jordan University in
Amman. In 1971, he pursued a PhD at Al-Azhar University and graduated in 1973 with a
doctorate in U~ul Al-Fiqh (Principles oflslamic Jurisprudence). 58

While in Cairo, 'Azzam got acquainted with the family of the late Sayyid Qutb, who had
a tremendous influence on him. 'Azzam was reported to have said, "Four people
influenced me in my life; Ibn Taym1yyah on creed and theology, Ibn Al-Qayyim on
etiquette, Al-Nawaw1y on jurisprudence and Sayyid Qutb on worldview." 59

After completing his PhD in Cairo, 'Azzam returned to Jordan University and had a short
stint with the Jordanian Ministry of Religious Affairs and Endowment. He later joined the
Shar~'ah

Faculty at Jordan University where he became involved in Islamic movement
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activities.

His outspoken manner in criticizing the Jordanian government got him

expelled from the university in 1979. 60

He left for Saudi Arabia and was soon teaching at King 'Abd AI-'Az1z University. 61 It
was in Saudi, in the grand mosque of Mecca, that 'Azzam met with Kamal Al-Sanan1r1y,
an Egyptian member of the Muslim Brothers and the brother-in-law of Sayyid Qutb. AlSanan1r1y was on his way to survey the situation in Afghanistan and organise assistance
for the Afghan fighters on a full-time basis. He urged 'Azzam to join his mission and take
up a similar path. 62 Although Al-Sanan1r1y was arrested in 1981 by the Egyptian
authority and subsequently died in prison, his role in persuading 'Azzam proved to be a
significant turning point in mobilising Muslims for jihad in Afghanistan. 63

'Azzam soon made arrangements to fulfil his m1ss10n. In 1984, he joined the
International Islamic University in Islamabad, Pakistan as a lecturer. It was reported that
he got himself seconded from King 'Abd 'Al-Az1z University to the university, 64 so he
could be closer to Afghanistan. There he became acquainted with the leaders of the
Afghan resistance groups. In 1986, when his teaching contract expired and was not
renewed by the Saudi university, · Azzam decided to take up jihad in Afghanistan as his
full-time profession.

To facilitate his m1sswn, he relocated to Peshawar, a town in the Northwest Frontier
Province of Pakistan, closer to the border of Afghanistan and where most Afghan fighters
groups were based. 65
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'Azzam was responsible for mobilising Muslims for the jihad in Afghanistan. He
travelled all over the world highlighting that the problems in Afghanistan were that of the
whole Muslim ummah as well. In his tours, he raised the Muslims awareness about jihad
and encouraged them to join the fight. Thousands of Muslims answered his call to jihad. 66

In describing 'Azzam, Chris A. Suellentrop wrote:

"Political Islam's Great Communicator and traveling salesman, Azzam
trotted the globe during the 1980s to promote the Afghan jihad against the
Soviets. By the time of his death in 1989, he had recruited between 16,000
and 20,000 mujahideen from 20 countries to Afghanistan, visited 50
American cities to advance his cause, and dispatched acolytes to spread the
gospel in 26 U.S. states, not to mention across the Middle East and
Europe." 67

·Azzaro frequently travelled to Afghanistan to motivate the fighters in the frontlines, get
updates and understand the conditions inside the country. He travelled to the
mountainous region of Hindukush and lived for a month with Al}mad Shah Mas' lid, the
famous Afghan commander known as the Lion of Panjsher, and wrote a special book
about his experience with him.

It was reported that after res1gnmg from the International Islamic University in
Islamabad, · Azzam worked for a Saudi-based organisation, Rabitat AI-' A lam Al-Islamiy
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(Muslim World League). He ran its aid operations that provided financial assistance to
the Afghan people in Pakistan. 68

Later, he founded his own independent aid agency known as Maktab Al-Khidmat Li AlMujahidin (Office for Mujahidin Services). The aid agency was a front for other
activities such as creating awareness and support for jihad in Afghanistan, and providing
services for the foreign volunteers in Afghanistan. The agency had a sister agency and
affiliate in the United States known as Al-Kifiih Afghan Refugee Centre in Brooklyn. It
was from this set up that a core group of individuals under the leadership of Bin Laden
emerged, and later formed what is known today as Qa'idat Al-Jihad or Al-Qaeda. 69

'Azzam used the media to spread his campaign for jihad in Afghanistan. He wrote books
about Afghanistan. Three of his most important works are

Al-D~fa~

'An Aracfl Al-

Muslimin (Defence of the Muslim Lands), Jlhaq BT Al-Qiifilah (Join the Caravan) and
Ayiit Al-Raj1miin F[ Jihad Al-Afghiin (The Signs of Al-Rahmaan in the Jihad of the

Afghan). These books were widely distributed and translated into various languages. His
book Defence of the Muslim Lands was endorsed by many Muslim scholars at that time
such as 'Abd Al-'Az1z ibn Baz, the Grand Mufti of Saudi Arabia; Muqammad Najib AlMu' t1y, a renowned Egytian scholar; Sa '1d Hawwa, a leader of the Syrian Muslim
Brothers; 'Umar Sayyaf, Grand Chair of the 'Ulama' in Sanaa, Yemen; and 'AbdAllah
Na~ih AI-· Ulwan. a professor in Jcddah. 70

68
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He also published an Arabic monthly magazine, Al-Jihiid with the primary objective of
disseminating news and developments in the armed operations of Afghan and foreign
fighters. The magazine was distributed to many Muslim countries. A weekly newsletter

Lahlb Al-Ma 'rakah (In the Heat of Battle) was published to meet readers' demand for
quick updates from Afghanistan. These publications played significant roles in creating
jihad awareness, mobilising support and recruiting volunteers. Maktab Al-Khidmat also
internationally distributed hundreds of cassettes containing 'Azzam's sermons, speeches,
and videos of jihad operations in Afghanistan. These materials were freely copied and
redistributed again. All these efforts helped to finance and recruit volunteers for his
.

campmgn.

71

'Azzam also commissioned the 11-volume Mawsziat Al-Jihiid Al-Ajghan[y (The
Encyclopedia of the Afghan Jihad), but was unable to witness its completion. The
encyclopedia became an important training manual for jihadists. 72

Among the important individuals who were recruited into jihad in Afghanistan through
'Azzam' s efforts was Bin Laden, the son of a wealthy Saudi building contractor who later
inherited a fortune after his father's death. Bin Laden rep011edly had his first contact with
'Azzam when he studied in the same university in Jeddah where 'Azzam was a lecturer.
Later, Bin Laden joined 'Azzam in Peshawar for a short period before returning to Saudi
Arabia. After making some preparation and arrangement, Bin Laden travelled again to
Peshawar to dedicate himself fully to jihad, just like 'Azzam.
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In the beginning, the relationship between 'Azzam and Bin Laden was excellent. Bin
Laden benefited from 'Azzam's spiritual guidance and ideological indoctrination and
'Azzam benefited from Bin Laden's strong financial assistance that poured into his
agency Maktab Al-Khidmat.

After a few years, there were disagreements on the management of foreign volunteers,
the use of aid resources and the employment of battle tactics. 'Azzam felt that the foreign
volunteers should not operate independently from local Afghan jihad organisations,
commanders and fronts. He also considered that the money and materials donated by
Muslims all over the world for jihad in Afghanistan should only be used for the intended
purpose and cannot be diverted for jihad in other places. Furthermore, the gravity of the
situation in Afghanistan necessitated that priorities for jihad be given to Afghanistan.
'Azzam believed that all Muslims must join jihad in Afghanistan unless they were
already in Palestine. 'Azzam was also against the indiscriminate killings of innocent lives
practiced by the Egyptian groups. 73

Bin Laden, however, wanted to run his jihad operations independently. This was partly
due to prevalent views among Arabs volunteers that the Afghans were inferior to the
Arabs in religious disposition and character. His close association with leaders of
Egyptian groups led by Ayman Al-Zawahir1y had also led him to channel some of the
resources for jihad to Egypt. This implicitly endorsed the tactics already used there. In
1986, Bin Laden left Maktab AI-Khidmat and stopped his financial assistance. He set up
his own guesthouses for foreign volunteers, training camps and fronts. Both 'Azzam and
Bin Laden, however, maintained a cordial relationship and mutual respect for one
another. At a later period, Bin Laden reportedly sided with Hekmatyar, a leader of an
Afghan fighting group known as Hezb Islami, against Al}mad Shah Mas'ud, a prominent
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The Oil Factor in Middle Eastern Terrorism," The Making of Terrorist, Vol. III, James J. F. Forest, ed.
(Westport: Praeger, 2006), 153; Coli, Ghost Wars, 155-6, 163-4; 9/11 Commission Report, 50-1; Gerges,
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field commander of the Afghan Jamaat Islami group who was popularly known as the
Lion of Panjshir Valley, while 'Azzaro's position was to mediate between them. 74

'Azzaro's efforts for jihad in Afghanistan were not without criticism. Some criticised him
for highlighting only the positive aspects of jihad in Afghanistan in order to recruit
volunteers and supports. His fellow Palestinians criticised him for giving priority to jihad
in Afghanistan instead of Palestine. Others felt that the Afghans needed material support
rather than more manpower. 75

Although 'Azzaro was busy with jihad in Afghanistan, he did not forget his homeland,
Palestine. He constantly reminded Muslims about the obligation of jihad in Palestine. He
kept himself updated with the developments there and used his work to build networks
with the Palestinian Islamic groups. He trained members of the Palestinian Islamic
groups in Afghanistan with the clear objective that they would be fighting for Palestine.
He helped to found Hamas, which later become a potent Islamic resistance front against
the Israeli occupying forces and one of many platfonns that promoted jihad awareness
among Muslims all over the world. 76

'Azzaro also played an important role in maintaining unity among vanous Afghan
groups. He often mediated between the Afghan groups as most Afghan leaders respected
his status as a scholar, foreign volunteer and for the assistance that he provided. 77

Naturally, the prominent role played by 'Azzam made him a target for assassination. He
escaped at least one attempt on his life at a mosque frequented by Afghan Arabs where an
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anti-tank mine rigged with 2 kilograms of TNT was found and defused. It was planted
under the pulpit of the mosque from which 'Azzam was to deliver a Friday sermon few
weeks before his assassination. In November 24, 1989, however, his enemy got him. He
was killed with two of his sons, Mul].ammad and Ibrahim, and the son of his best friend
Shaykh Tam1m Al- 'Adnan1y, who was the manager at Maktab Al-Khidmat, while they
were on their way to Sab '1 Al-Layl mosque for Friday prayer. 'Azzam was driving his car
in a congested lane when few bombs were detonated. 78

Until now, there has not been any conclusive evidence pinpointing the perpetrator behind
the assassination. The list of suspects includes, 1) the United States who feared that
'Azzam's jihad ideology and anti-Americanism threatened its interests; 2) Israel's
Massad because of 'Azzam's influence on Hamas; 3) the Soviet Union because of
'Azzam's role in Afghanistan; 4) Pakistan's security services; 5) Afghan communist
factions; 6) Iran or Shiite (Sh]'ah) communities; 7) Other Afghan Arabs who had
ideological differences with 'Azzam and saw him as a stumbling block to their future
ambitions. There were also those who accused 'Azzam of being a CIA agent which made
him an apostate for collaborating with the non-Muslim enemy and, thus, a legitimate
target. 79

To conclude, 'Azzam's role during the Soviet-Afghan war period had tremendous
contributions to the current state of national and international security, and can be
described thus:

I.

A jihad advocate who raised jihad awareness among Muslims all over the world and

rallied them to participate and support jihad in Afghanistan.
7878 'Abd
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2. A commander for foreign volunteers m Afghanistan, training them for jihad and
deploying them to various fronts.
3. An ideologue who constructed jihad ideology to mobilise Muslims and indoctrinate
fighters.
4. The founder of Maktab Al-Khidmat which, whether intended or not, later
transformed into Al-Qaeda.
5. A mentor to Bin Laden who went on to become the leader of Al-Qaeda, the leading
jihadist organisation today. 80

Although there were other individuals such as scholars and preachers who contributed to
jihad in Afghanistan, none of them could compare to the roles that 'Azzam played. 81

'Azzam left behind ideological legacies in jihad books, articles and audio cassette
materials. Some of his cassettes have been transcribed into reading material for
publication and distribution, and many of these are available online.

'Azzam also left behind an institutional legacy, the Maktab Al-Khidmat, including its
networks of support, thousands of trained and battle-hardened fighters and thousands
more of ordinary Muslims who were sympathetic to his idea and ever willing to offer
their suppor1. 82

Unfortunately, his intellectual legacies have been manipulated to promote jihadism that
has led to the September 11 incident.

'Azzam' s biography has raised a few interesting issues for research, one of which is the
differences which he had with Bin Laden and other key players during the Afghan jihad

B0 Al-Baghdadly,

"Athar Istishhad Al-Shaykh," 36-7; Al-'Assiil, "Risalat Al-Shahld," 44-5; Kamal Alt!albawly, "FI Inti~ar Al-Mutakha~~i~in," Af-Jjhiid, 74 (November-December 1990): 43-5; Rafiq, "Athar
Istishhad Al-Shaykh," 46; Biography, Azzam.corn; McGregor, "Al-Qaeda's Egytian Prophet," 275, 277;
Ruthven, A Fury For God, 202; Clarke, "Fuelling the Fires," 153; Esposito, Unholy War, 7; Roshandal and
Chadha, Jihad and Securitv, 99-100.
81 Al-Baghdlliy, "Al-KhutGt Al-Ra'!Siyah," 38.
82 Roshandal and Chadha, Jihad and Security, 132, 136-8, 141-4.
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period. These differences had been raised by academicians and individuals who were
involved in jihad during the same period, and can also be found in 'Azza.m's works. The
questions of whether Al-Qaeda and other jihadist organisations today are based on
'Azzam's jihad construct, have "deviated" from it or mutated into more radical forms,
have not been sufficiently studied and explored.

The period of dormancy, as far as anned jihad activities in 'Azzam' s life are concerned,
also raises the question of whether 'Azzam was really a hardcore jihadist. There are no
reports or evidence that 'Azzam, while he was studying in Egypt, was involved injihadist
organisations like the Egyptian Al-Jama' ah Al-Islam1yah and Al-Jihad, which waged
armed jihad against the Egyptian authority. 'Azzam was distinctly different from the
general trend of known jihadists who constantly looked for jihad fronts and, for that
matter, Al-Qaeda, which not only looks for jihad fronts but also strives to create new
ones.

'Azzam's exploits were conducted within the context of the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan, justifying armed resistance under international law and defensive jihad
under Islamic jurisprudence. This raises the issue of dynamic relations between the
context and 'Azzam's idea of jihad. The question of the extent to which the strategic
context influenced 'Azzam' s idea of jihad, whether 'Azzam' s idea of jihad was
constructed independently or that both were inter-related, could raise different research
hypotheses and have different theoretical and policy impacts on how jihadist terrorism
should be countered.

The issues raised above makes 'Azzam a compelling research subject, pm1icularly, for
counter-jihadism work. Two pat1icular issues are of interest:

1. Sustained counter-jihadism work requires deep understanding of the ideology and the
ideologues of jihadist groups. Because 'Azzam is regarded as the person responsible
for the initial construction of the modem jihad idea, it is logical, then, to study his
jihad construct and its possible impact on national security so as to provide better
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understanding of the current jihadism trend and to inform more effective counterideology work.
2. Since 'Azzam continues to be revered within the jihadist fraternity, an in-depth study
of his jihad construct and the ideological differences that he had with Bin Laden
could provide insights, together with the traditional Islamic jurisprudence, on the
deviationist tendency of Al-Qaeda, such an approach could potentially minimise its
appeal and subsequently its threat.

Despite his prominent role, 'Azzam remains an understudied jihad ideologue, with only
minimal references made to him in books or articles on terrorism, Muslim extremism or
political Islam. 83 Only three articles so far have been focused on 'Azzam.

One, by Andrew McGregor, entitled "Jihad and the Rifle Alone: Abdullah Azzam and the
Islamist Revolution", was published in Conflict Studies Journal in Fall, 2003. 84 The
second article entitled "Abdallah Azzam" was written in French by Thomas
Hegghammer as a chapter in Al-Qaida dans le texte: Ecrits d'Ouusama ben Laden,

Abdallah Azzam, Ayman al-Zawahiri et Abou Moussab al-Zarqawi (Al-Qaeda and the
Text: The Writing of Usamah ibn Ladin, 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, Ayman
Abu

Mu~' ab

Al-~awahir1y

and

Al-Zarqaw1y) edited by Gilles Kepel. The book was published in 2005 by

Presses Universitaires de France, and has been translated into English by Pascale
Ghazaleh and published under the title Al-Qaeda in Its Own Words. 85 The third miicle,
entitled ·'The Striving Shaykh: Abdullah Azzam and the Revival of Jihad" by John C. M.
Calvert, was published in the Journal of' Religion & Society (Supplement Series 2) in
2007. The writer in this article admitted, "there is presently no full critical biography of
Abdullah Azzam" and that "a mdimentary account of his life can be assembled from the
largely hagiographical portraits that his followers posted on the internet beginning in the

83

See note 1 of this chapter.
"Jihad and the Rifle Alone," 92-113.
85 Gilles Kepel and Jean-Pierre Millelli, Al-Qaeda in Its Own Words, trans. Pascale Ghazaleh (Cambridge:
The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2008), 81-143.
8 ~McGregor,
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late 1990s", which nonetheless had been used by some writers in short articles about
'Azzam. 86

McGregor's article describes 'Azzam as "the most influential figure in modem times",
the man who "was responsible for internationalizing the Islamist struggle against
secularism, socialism and materialism" and the founder of "the agency that would evolve
into Osama bin Laden's al-Qaeda". 87 In view of the eruption of jihad in many parts of the
world, the article asserted that "it is important to understand the man whom so many
mujahideen cite as their inspiration". 88

McGregor's m1icle illustrated 'Azzam's ideas and traced his thought through his most
important influences so as to understand how "the Sheikh's ideology transformed radical
Islam from a group of disparate movements defined by national borders into a potent (if
scattered) force in the international arena". 89 As the focus of the article was on 'Azzam's
ideas on jihad, it did not provide much details on 'Azzam's biography. Where relevant,
his biography was included in between descriptions of the ideas. A significant portion of
the article illustrated the ideas of Sayyid Qutb, Ibn Taym1yah and Mul}.ammad 'Abd AlSali.im Faraj, from which 'Azzam's own ideas were shaped. The article also traced the
roots of his ideas to fiasan Al-Banna, Mul}.ammad 'Abduh, and Al-Mawdud1y. 90 Only
about a third of the at1icle dealt with 'Azzam's own ideas based, on his book Join the
Caravan. The remainder was based on his article Martyrs the Building Blocks ofNations

and 'Azzam's biography written by others. 91

Hegghammer's chapter in AI-Qaida dans le texte attempted to present Al-Qaeda's views
based on excerpts of translated works and pronouncements made by individuals closely
related to it i.e. Bin Laden, 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, Ayman Al-Zawahir1y and Abu

Mu~'ab

Al-Zarqaw1y. Hegghammer's chapter on 'Azzam begins with his biography and included
86 Calve1i,

"The St1iving Shaykh," 85.
"Jihad and the Rifle Alone," 92.

87 McGregor,

88 Ibid.
89 Ibid.
90 Ibid,
91 Ibid,

93-8.
99-108.
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excerpts from three of 'Azzam's works along with a letter to young Muslims of the
United States. 92

Hegghammer again emphasised that "no serious biography of Abdallah Azzam [sic] has
been published up till now... A certain number of biographies in English, which are
short, incomplete and mediocre, are available on the Intemet." 93

Calvert's article attempts to understand the dynamic relationship between Islam and
violence and how Islam "whose doctrines were formulated in contexts of confrontation or
political triumphalism" could be a source for activist to express "deeply held social and
political aspirations" and mobilise resources "for many different kinds of activism,
including nationalist, anti-colonial struggles or civilization confrontation". 94 Calvert
explains his reasons for writing about 'Azzam:

''['Azzam] arguably did more than any other person to create the theoretical
underpinnings of the contemporary Jihadist movements. Azzam formulated
much of the Islamist ideology of war against the Soviets in Afghanistan,
recruited Arab fighters to implement his vision of a reborn caliphate, and
established the foundation for the international network that his disciple,
Usama bin Laden, would inherit and tum into Al-Qaeda." 95

''What I hope to make clear is that in reviving the classical doctrine of jihad,
Azzam

connected

significant

numbers

of young

Muslim

men to

paradigmatic moments of their past, which had the effect of both enhancing

and directing their incentive to challenge forces seen as responsible for the
decline of Muslim fortunes in the modem world." 96

92 Thomas Hegghammer, "Abdallah Azzam: The Imam of Jihad," AI-Qaeda in Its Own Words, Gilles Kepel
and Jean-Pierre Millelli, eds. (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2008), 102-43.
~ 3 Ibid, notes 2, 294.
9 ~Calvert, "The Striving Shaykh," 82-5.
95 lbid, 85
96 Ibid.
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Calvert then proceeds with 'Azzam's biography, which made up half of the article. 97 The
most significant part of the article describes 'Azzam's jihad ideas which unfortunately
cannot be said to be comprehensive. 98 In the bibliography, the writer lists six of' Azzam' s
works (three books and three articles). 99 But upon analysing the article, the bulk of
Calvert's description of the jihad ideas is based on only one of 'Azzam's work, The

Defense of the Muslim Lands. The section on jihad ideas was more descriptive than
analytical, perhaps due to the limitations of space for an article in a journal.

There is thus much more that can be said about 'Azzam, something which this study
seeks to achieve.

The Research Plan

This section will outline the research plan, mms, objectives and methodology of this
research.

Despite the works on 'Azzam mentioned earlier, there is still more that needs to be
studied on 'Azzam' s idea of jihad including tapping into a vast resource of Arabic
literature. To date, there has not been any comprehensive description of 'Azzam's jihad
ideas written in English. An English language narrative on 'Azzam, based on Arabic
sources, will enable scholars of various fields to make a more meaningful analysis.

Aim and objective

A PhD dissertation work on 'Azzam's idea of jihad in English will be an invaluable
contribution to academic fields such as security, tenorism, jihadism, Muslim radicalism
and strategic studies.

The objective of this study has already been mentioned in the beginning of this chapter.
In short, the study aims to establish a comprehensive view of'Azzam's jihad ideas based
97 Ibid,

85-92.
92-97.
99 Ibid, 100.
98 Ibid,
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on his writings and transcripts of his speeches and sermons, both published and
unpublished, many of which have yet to be translated into other languages. The second
aim is to offer analytical commentaries and insights from a security and theological
perspective; and to extract key lessons for counter-ideology work within the framework
of counter-terrorism.

What the study can offer
This study is significant, not only because of the important role that 'Azzam played in the
Soviet-Afghan War and his contribution to jihadism, but also because:

1. It will help to foster a deeper appreciation of the ideological dimension within the
context of the Soviet-Afghan war.
2. It will explain the dynamics mobilising the Muslims masses for the Soviet-Afghan
war, which could provide a better understanding of contemporary jihadist groups and
offer insights to counter them.
3. It will explore the implications of 'Azzam' jihad ideas from a contemporary security
perspective, on state or international systems.

Methodology
The primary approach of this study is that of a qualitative literature review. 'AbdAllah
'Azzam's books, articles and transcripts of sermons and speeches as listed in the
bibliography have all been reviewed. Other related published and unpublished materials
available in open sources, or online in print, video and audio have also been reviewed.

In analysing the text, the study applies the framing method, used in the study of social
movements as the key analytical tool. The framing method is a "schemata of
interpretation" that enables individuals "to locate, perceive, identify and label"
occurrences within their life space and the world at large." A frame is thus an
"interpretative schema that simplifies and condenses the 'world out there' by selectively
punctuating and encoding objects, situations, events, experiences, and sequences of
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action." The frame's functions are "to orgamze expenence and guide action, whether
individual or collective." 100

Gregory Bateson first used the concept of the frame in 1954 in an essay about
epistemology and animal behaviour. This method has now been used in various fields
such as linguistic studies, social psychology, media studies and policy studies. In
sociology and political science, it is used inter-alia, to study social movements. 101

Erving Goffman has been regarded as the first person to introduce the concept into
sociology in his study of everyday interaction and communicative acts. Later, it was
introduced into the study of social movements by Todd Gitlin in his study of the media's
treatment of the Students for Democratic Society in the US in the 1960s. This was later
reinforced by William Gamson, Bruce Fireman and Steven Rytina's works that shifted
the focus from media to political actors by examining how people constructed alternative
explanations to events in relation to official versions. 102

Today, framing has become one of the key approaches underpinning cultural perspectives
to the study of social movements. 103

Framing has become increasingly impmiant in the study of social movements "because of
its potential to provide insight into the various forms of interpretation that are parts of the

100 David

A. Snow et al., "Frame Alignment Processes, Micromobilization, and Movement Participation,"
Rcrie>~·. 51 (August 1986): 464; David A. Snow and Robert D. Benford, "Ideology.
Frame Resonance, and Participant Mobilization," International Social AfoJ•ement Research I, 197 cited in
Hank Johnston and John A. Noakes, eds. "Frames of Protest: A Road map to a Perspective," Frames of
Protest: Social Movement and the Framing Perspective, (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield. 2005), 3; David
A. Snow and Robeti D. Benford, "Framing Process and Social Movements: An Overview and
Assessment," Annual Review Sociology, 26 (2000): 614.
101 Hank Johnston and John A. Noakes, eds. ''Frames of Protest: A Road map to a Perspective", Frames of
Protest: Social Movement and the Framing Perspective, (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2005), 3.
102 Ibid; Snow and Benford, "Framing Process and Social Movements," 611-2; Pamela E. Oliver and Hank
Johnston, "What a Good Idea! Frames and Ideologies in Social Movement Research," Mobilization: An
International Quarterly 5, no. I (Spring 2000): 37-54,
http://www .sse. wisc.edu/~oliver/PROTESTS/ ArticleCopies/Frames.2.29.00.pdf (accessed July 6, 20 I 0).
103 See Sidney Tan·ow. Power in Movement: Social Movements and Contentious Politics, (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2006), 15-19; see also Steven M. Buechler, "Beyond Resource Mobilization:
Emerging Trends in Social Movement Theory", The Sociolor;ical Quarterly 34, no. 2 (May 1993): 217-35.
American Sociologicu!
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dynamics of social movement." 104 It brings in socio-psychological dimensions to the
study and the role of human agency in the rise of social movements. Framing allows
researchers to understand how individuals are transformed from bystanders to
participants in collective action through the interpretation of political issues and the use
of culture, religion and ideology in negotiating meaning within a political context. It
helps researchers to understand how social entrepreneurs use meanings to mobilise
people in order to achieve political objectives. It also allows the understanding of the
content of the idea and the processes taken to construct it concurrently. 105

There are various models of framing in the study of social movements. This research has
adopted Snow et al. 's model of framing. Unlike other models, this model focuses on the
strategic level in which social movement entrepreneurs operate. Social movement
entrepreneurs are "people who exhibit strategic initiative in spreading the word about
their cause and promoting its message" whose primary role is "to communicate the
movement's frame to current and potential constituents." 106 This is very relevant to the
study because social entrepreneur fits 'Abd Allah 'Azzam Azzam's role as jihad
mobiliser during the Soviet-Afghan war period.

The central idea of framing under Snow et a!.' s model is the concept of collective action
frames. 107 Collective action frames are "action-oriented sets of beliefs and meanings that
inspire and legitimise the activities and campaigns of a social movement organization
(SM0)" 108 or, in other words, collective action frames are interpretations of issues by the
social movement entrepreneurs that are intended to mobilise people to act. 109 Collective
action frames have three basic tasks:

1. Diagnostic framing. Its function is to provide interpretation of issues and events to the
targeted audience. It basically tells us what is wrong, and why.

104

Johnston and Noakes, "Frames of Protest," 3.
3-5, 7; Oliver and Johnston, "What a Good Idea!"
106 Ibid, 7-8.
107 Ibid, 5, 11.
108 Snow and Benford, "Framing Process and Social Movements," 614.
109 Johnston and Noakes, "Frames of Protest," 5.
105 Ibid,
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2. Prognostic framing. This frame offers solutions highlighted in the diagnostic frame.
3. Motivational framing. This frame provides people with reasons to join collective
action to effect the solutions and overcome the problems. 110

As frames in social movements have been constructed with the objective of mobilising
people to effect change, they must resonate well with the target audience. Frame
resonance is, thus, essential in the study of frames. Snow et al. use the term "frame
alignment", which refers to "the linkage of individual and SMO interpretive orientations,
such that some set of individual interests, values and beliefs and SMO activities, goal,
and ideology are congruent and complementary." 111

Under this model, the effectiveness of framing judged by its resonance to the target
audience, requires the examination of six alignment processes:

1. Frame consistency. This refers to the frame's logical complementariness m its
different aspects, i.e. tactics, diagnosis, prognosis, core values and beliefs.
2. Empirical credibility. This is to ascertain whether the frame makes sense to the target
audience's view of the world or event.
3. Credibility of the frame's promoters. This holds the vww that credibility of the
promoters has significant persuasive power and affects the resonance of the frame.
4. Experiential commensurability. This is to examine the congruency of the frame with
the target audience's daily experiences.
5. Centrality. This holds the view that the more central the core values and beliefs
articulated by the frames to the lives of the target audience, the more they resonate

with them.
6. Narrative fidelity. This refers to how the frame resonates well with the dominant
culture of the target audience, its narratives, myths and basic assumptions. 112

110 Ibid,

5-6; Snow and Benford, "Framing Process and Social Movements," 614-8.
et a!., "Frame Alignment Processes," 464.
11 cJohnston and Noakes, "Frames of Protest," 11-2; Snow and Benford, "Framing Process and Social
Movements," 619-22.
111 Snow
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The model also proposes four strategies for effective resonance of the frames which
Snow et al. call frame alignment processes:

1. Frame bridging. This occurs when two or more frames that have an affinity but were
previously unconnected are linked, e.g. Islam + Politics = Political Islam.
2. Frame amplification. This involves highlighting some issues, events, beliefs or values
as being more salient than others. It is usually manifested in catchphrases or slogans,
e.g. "Islam is the solution". This can be done by value amplification, which is "the
identification of, idealisation and elevation of one or more values presumed basic to
prospective constituents but which have not inspired collective action for any number
of reasons"; or belief amplification. The former refers to "the goals or end-states that
movements seek to attain or promote" and the latter refers to the "ideational element
that cognitively support or impede action in pursuit of desired values."
3. Frame extension. This occurs when the frame is extended beyond the social
movements' interest to areas that are presented to be of importance to the target
audience.
4. Frame transformation. This refers to "changing old understandings and meanmgs
and/or generating new ones" to generate support and mobilise the target audiences.
This occurs when the programs and values promoted by social movements "may not
resonate with, and on occaswn may even appear antithetical to, conventional
lifestyles or rituals and extant interpretive frames". This is of two types; a)
transformation of domain-specific interpretive frames which refers to "fairly selfcontained but substantial changes in the way a pa11icular domain of life is framed,
such that a domain previously taken for granted is reframed as problematic and in
need of repair, or a domain seen as normative and acceptable is reframed as an
injustice that wan·ants change", b) transformation of global interpretive frames, akin
to radically changing the target audience's worldview or ideology. 113

The framing approach is very relevant to the current study for the following reasons:

113 Ibid,

11-2; Ibid, 623-5; Snow et al., "Frame Alignment Processes," 467-70, 4 72-5.
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1. The approach is capable of providing not only an understanding of 'Azzam's jihad
ideas but also their construction.
2. In writing and propagating jihad, 'Azzam was not acting as an ordinary Muslim
scholar. He was not a passive supporter but an activist who sought to mobilise his
target audience for jihad. In this respect, 'Azzam did not produce his works on jihad
for academic reasons, unlike many traditional Muslim scholars. He produced them to
serve an agenda that could not be said to be purely religious or theological but rather
political and as a response to a problem that was deemed critical at the time. This
again makes the framing method very relevant and in particular Snow et al. 's model,
which is designed to examine frames produced by social movement entrepreneurs.
3. The Snow et al.'s model helps in the understanding of the dynamic relationship
between events, ideas, beliefs, culture and audience, where each influences the other,
resulting in meanings and ideas that affect mobilisation. This will be helpful in
examining the 'Azzam's jihad ideas. As the framer, he has embedded certain beliefs,
ideas, values and cultures. The context within which 'Azzam operated in- the SovietAfghan war and the audience he was addressing his ideas to- were already embedded
with certain beliefs, ideas, values and cultures. This is relevant because, although,
ideas, values, beliefs, etc. are prone to changes due to circumstances and counterarguments from opposing parties, individuals usually maintain certain core beliefs.
These core beliefs guide the interpretation of events. They are not mere frames
constructed to mobilise people. Rather, frames and contexts are used to promote these
beliefs and values among people. 114
4. · Azzam 's idea of jihad was a response to the context. It is also impot1ant then to
understand 'Azzam's interpretation or framing of the context. The other side of the
framing approach, as mentioned before, concerns the conversion of passive
bystanders into suppot1ers and activists through the interpretation (or reinterpretation)
of events and issues. Thus, the approach is relevant in investigating 'Azzam's frame

11 -lSnow et a!, "Frame Alignment Processes," 469-72, 4 73-6; Snow and Benford, ''Framing Process and
Social Movements," 625-7. Oliver and Johnston, "What a Good Idea!".
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of the context, which contributed to the role he played, and subsequently m
understanding his construction of the mobilisation for jihad.

Figure 1 below illustrates Snow et al. 's model of framing.
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In Islamic Activism: A Social Movement Themy Approach, Quintan Wiktorowicz makes
a relevant remark:

" ... the study of Islamic activism has, for the most pmt, remained isolated
from the plethora of theoretical and conceptual developments that have
emerged from research on social movements and contentious politics.
Instead most, publications on Islamic activism are either descriptive
analyses of the ideology, structure, and goals of various Islamic actors or
histories of particular movements. Other sociological dynamics typically
remained unexamined or are downplayed as contingent upon the unique
ideological orientation of Islam, thus implicitly essentializing Islamic
activism as unintelligible in comparative terms and perpetuating beliefs in
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Islamic exceptionalism ... scholarship has tended to ignore developments
in social movement research that could provide theoretical leverage over
.
. activism.
..
,11s
many Issues
to II
s am1c

This study will fill the gap. There are indeed various methods that can be used to analyse
'Azzam' s ideas of jihad such as operational tools analysis, critical discourse analysis and
political ideology approaches. However, based on the above explanation, it is asserted
that the framing approach is a viable tool for the proposed study. It offers a
comprehensive and stable paradigm to examine 'Azzam's jihad ideas. Like any other
approach, it has imperfections and is not without criticism but it is a well-established
approach that has been used by many other researchers to study various movements,
individuals and ideas. 116

Unit of analysis, research questions, assumptions and structure
The unit of analysis of this study is, 1) 'Azzam's jihad ideas - the primary unit of
analysis of this study, 2) 'Azzam's interpretation of the event, i.e. the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan - a subsidiary unit of analysis to support the understanding of 'Azzam's
jihad ideas.

The study will be divided into the following chapters, not including this introduction
chapter.

Chapter 2: Locating Jihadist Tenorism within Security/Strategic Studies

The chapter seeks to justify the relevance of this research work within strategic studies. It
will argue that jihadist terrorism is not an intellectual and strategic anomaly, nor an
115 Quintan Wictorowicz, ed.lslamic Activism: A Social Movement Theory Approach, (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 2004), 3.
116
Ibid, pa11 3; Sidney Tan·ow, Power in Movement, 106-22; See also Hank Johnston and John A. Noakes,
eds. "Frames of Protest: A Road map to a Perspective," Frames of Protest: Social Movement and the
Framing Perspective, (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2005) and DavidS. Meyer, Nancy Whittier &
Belinda Robnett (eds.), Social Movements: Identity, Culture and the State, (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2002); Aldon D. Morris and Carol McClurg Mueller (eds.), Frontiers in Social Movement Theorv,
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992).
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aberration which scholars could safely ignore. In particular, the chapter will explicate the
role of ideas in security and strategic matters.

To this end, the chapter is divided into two parts. The first part will make a case for
locating this research work within strategic studies. The second part will offer a broad
understanding of the interest-based paradigm in security matters which on the surface
appears to challenge the relevance of this research topic to strategic studies. It will then
proceed to introduce ideational approach to strategic studies. Based on the latter, it will
make a case that the former could not derail the relevance of this research topic to the
field.

Chapter 3: Shades of Jihad Ideas and Trail of Militant Viewpoint

This chapter provides the literature rev1ew for this research. It will reconstruct the
findings of scholarly work on the evolution of jihad ideas since the first century of Islam
till recent times. It will provide a theoretical and historical understanding of jihad ideas as
a background and foundation to this research topic.

The chapter will begin with the concept ofjihad as it is understood from Islam's primary
sources and conventionally held by scholars of this study. It will then look into the
evolution of the construction and invocation of jihad ideas across different and important
periods of Islamic history. It will give special attention to the evolution of the current
extreme strand by tracing its sources to individuals, groups and events.

The topic of jihad has often held the interests of Muslim and non-Muslim scholars alike
contributing to massive works from the classical period till now. As it is not possible to
offer an exhaustive review of all scholarly works on jihad, the chapter will focus on the
more recent works.

Chapter 4: 'AbdAllah 'Azzam's Jihad Ideas
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This chapter will highlight 'Azzam's jihad ideas based on books, articles and transcripts
from his audio cassettes. It would encompass the following:

• Definition of jihad

•

Status of jihad in Islam

• Other ideas relevant to jihad

• Types of jihad
• Ruling of jihad in today' s context
•

Stages of revelation

•

Objective ofjihad

•

Legitimate fighter

•

Ethics and rules of jihad

• Mat1yrs
•

Jihad and irhab (terrorism)

• The idea of Al-Qa'idah
Chapter 5: Framing Jihad for Mobilisation

This chapter will investigate the following research questions, 1) How did 'Azzam frame
his jihad ideas? 2) How did the context in which he lived influence his ideas? 3) How did
he use that context to frame his ideas in order to achieve his objectives?

Based on 'Azzam's jihad ideas and the understanding of context, this section will explain
the working of the idea using the framing perspective of social mobilisation theory
(SMT). The assumption is that what is critical in 'Azzam's jihad ideas and the views of
other jihadists are not the ends per se but it is rather in how these ideas function as
ideologies that mobilise the mass in order to achieve their political objectives.

Chapter 6: The Implications of 'Azzam's Ideas for National Security
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This chapter will investigate the following research questions, 1) What are the
implications of 'Azzam's jihad ideas for national security?; 2) In what ways could his
ideas pose a security problem?

Here, the study will analyse the impact of 'Azzam's ideas on national security and the
international system. The section will also analyse his ideas from the perspective of
contemporary terrorism studies.

Chapter 7: 'Azziim & Beyond: Insights for Current Counter-Jihadism Work

This chapter seeks to analyse 'Azzam's ideas and practices of jihad that would have, 1)
negative impacts on the national security of many non-Muslim countries and could
potentially have serious repercussions on global security; 2) the potential to counteract
current jihadist ideology.

It also analyses some of the structural factors that were responsible for 'Azzam's
popularity and the proliferation of his ideas, seeking a way to mitigate them.

Despite its focus on 'Azzam, this study also seeks to uncover lessons that would
contribute to the existing work against jihadist groups. In this regard, this chapter
addresses the findings and all other issues arising from this study with the objective of
providing insights to de-legitimise the cunent jihadist ideology, thereby mitigating its
threat to national and global security.

Conclusion

This chapter has traced the cause of the dramatic September 11 incident to an important
event- the mobilisation of Muslims for jihad against the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
It has also identified 'Azzam's jihad ideas as the key to the mobilisation process. The
Soviet-Afghan war mobilisation has a causal link to the emergence of the cunent strand
of jihadism that threatens security today.
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The chapter has asserted that the threat of jihadism can only be overcome through the
understanding of what is jihadism and what are its historical roots. Despite the important
role that 'Azzaro played and the effect of his jihad ideas, he has been hitherto an understudied figure.

The chapter has identified the framing approach and Snow et al.' s model as the
appropriate tools for analysis and reconstruction tool of 'Azzam's jihad idaes. It has set
out the aim of this study, which is to significantly contribute to the academic field, in
particular to the study of Islamism, jihadism, and counter-tenorism.
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CHAPTER2

LOCATING JIHADIST TERRORISM WITHIN SECURITY/STRATEGIC
STUDIES

Introduction

The previous chapter established 'Abd Allah 'Azzam as an important figure who was
influential in popularising the concept of jihad amongst Muslims during the SovietAfghan war, such that it eventually evolved into contemporary jihadism and led to the
emergence of Al-Qaeda. It has also demonstrated the relevance of understanding
'Azzam's jihad ideas in order to understand and mitigate the current threat of jihadism.

This chapter sets out to answer the question, "In what ways is this study relevant to the
field of strategic studies?"

Some scholars consider the study of tenorism as a separate field from strategic studies.
They regard terrorism as a criminal act that should fall within the domain of domestic
politics, which today is closely associated with homeland security studies. To them ideas,
like jihadism or specifically 'Azzam's jihad ideas, are seen as abstractions that are not
relevant to security and strategic matters because it is held that the primary concern in
security and strategic matters is power, measured in material terms.

This chapter will argue that jihadist terrorism is not an intellectual or strategic anomaly,
nor is it an abenation that scholars could safely ignore. The arguments in this chapter will
seek 1) to locate jihadist terrorism within security studies, and 2) to explicate the role of
ideas in security and strategic matters.

For this purpose, this chapter is divided into two pmis. The first part will make a case for
locating this research work within strategic studies. The second part will offer a broad
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understanding of the existing paradigms in security matters. It will then proceed to
introduce an ideational approach to security studies.

Relevance of Jihadist Terrorism to Strategic Studies

Introducing strategic studies
In his book An Introduction to Strategic Studies, Barry Buzan cites various definitions for
strategic studies: "the art of distributing and applying military means to fulfill ends of
policy", by Liddell Hart; "exploiting military force so as to attain given objects of policy"
by Hedley Bull; "the relationship between military power and political purpose" by Colin
S. Gray and "the art of dialectic of two opposing wills using force to resolve their
dispute" by Andre Beaufre. 1

In essence, strategic studies is about the use of military force, whether actual or as a
threat, to achieve certain political objectives. The most important of these is the survival
of the state from extermination, or protection of its sovereignty from external powers that
are set to subjugate its land, impose their will on it or interfere in its internal affairs.
Security in this context is regarded as the most valued national interest. 2

The issues concerned within the strategic studies, among others, are about how war starts
and ends, how peace can be achieved, nuclear weapon deployment, deterrence and the
use of air, sea and land power, and the impact of technology on the military. The domain
is the international system wherein states interact with one another. It is impm1ant to note

Barry Buzan, An Introduction to Strategic Studies: Military, Technology & Imernational Relations, (New
York: St. Ma11in's Press, 1987), 3-4. See various definitions of strategy provided by Edward N. Luttwak in
Edward N. Luttwak, Strate&ry: The Logic of War and Peace, (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard
University Press, 2001), 267-9. See also Basil Liddell Hart, Strategy the Indirect Approach, (London: Faber
& Faber, 1967), 335; Hedley Bull, "Strategic Studies and Its Critics," World Politics, 20, no. 4 (July 1968):
593; Andre Beaufre, An Introduction to Strategy (London: Faber & Faber, 1965), 22; Colin S. Gray,
Strategic Studies and Public Policy: The American Experience, (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press,
1982), 2.
2 Arnold Wolters, "National Security as an Ambiguous Symbol," Political Science Quarterly, 67. no. 4
(December 1952): 481-4.
1
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that due to the interconnectedness of strategic studies with other related fields, it

IS

difficult to make a clear demarcation of what belongs to which field. 3

Traditionally, the term "strategic studies" was interchangeable with "security studies". In
an article entitled The Renaissance of Security Studies, Stephen M. Walt introduces
security studies "as the study of the threat, use and control of military force. It explores
the conditions that make the use of force more likely, the ways that the use of force
affects individuals, states, and societies, and the specific policies that states adopt in order
to prepare for, prevent, or engage in war. " 4 According to Lawrence Freedman,
"international security addresses questions of force: how to spot it, stop it, resist it, and
occasionally threaten and even use it. It considers the conditions that encourage or
discourage organized violence in international affairs and the conduct of all types of
military activity." 5

The tendency today, however, is to view strategy studies and security studies as separate
but inter-related fields. 6 This is due to the wide acceptance of the extended meaning of
security among scholars. Bill McSweeney observes the evolution of both fields;

"The term 'security studies', denoting a wider branch of teaching and
scholarship than the military tradition of strategic studies, is of relatively
recent coinage. American usage tends to conf1ate the two tenns, by
contrast with the European. A distinction between strategic studies and
security studies has evolved in the practice of scholars moving from the
concerns with military forces and weapons to the wider consideration of
economy and politics. Buzan defines the focus of strategic studies as 'the

3Buzan,

Strategic Studies, 3-5
M. Walt, "The Renaissance of Security Studies," International Studies Quarterly, 35, no. 2 (June
1991): 212.
5Lawrence Freedman, "International Security: Changing Targets," Foreign Policy, 110 (Spring 1998): 48.
6Bill McSweeney, Security, Identity and Interests: A Sociology of International Relations, (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1999), 26-7; Helga Haftendorn, 'The Security Puzzle: Theory-Building and
Discipline-Building in International Security," International Studies Quarterly, 35, no. 1 (1991 ): 15;
Buzan, Strategic Studies, 2-5; Richard K. Betts, "Should Strategic Studies Survive?", World Politics, 50,
no. 1 (October 1997): 26-30.
4 Stephen
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effects of the instruments of the force on international relations'. This is
not remote from the common, standard - if questionable - definition of
'security studies' as 'the study of 'the threat, use, and control of military
force' ." 7

To understand strategic studies better, one can look at its relationship with fields that are
related to it in the following four concentric circles.

International Relations

Richard K. Betts writes,

"Within the field of international relations constantly driven by sectarian
debates about overarching frameworks like realism, liberalism and their
'neo' variants, the murky boundaries of strategy fuel controversy. To
clarify where strategic studies should fit, think of a subfield of three
concentric circles: at the core is military science (how technology,
organisation and tactics combine to win battles); the outermost inclusive
ring is security studies (everything that bears on the safety of a polity); and
in the middle lies strategic studies (how political ends and military means
interact under social, economic, and other constraints)." 8

Thomas G. Mahnken shares the same view. 9

7

lbid, 26; See also Haftendorn, "The Security Puzzle," 15.
"Should Strategic Studies Survive?", 8-9.
9 Thomas G. Mahnken, "The Future of Strategic Studies," Journal ofStrutegic Studies, 26, no. 1 (March
2003): X.
8 Betts,
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Betts and Buzan also allude to the field of international relations as the fourth concentric
circle. Buzan compares the relationship between strategic studies and international
relations to that of the heart and circulatory system within the human body.

"Just as one cannot understand the whole organism without understanding
the heart and circulatory system, neither can one understand the purpose
and function of the heart and circulatory system without seeing them in the
context of the complete body. Strategic Studies is similarly a vital
component of the larger whole of International Relations. It has elements
that make it distinct, but it is connected in myriad ways that severely limit
the extent to which the two can be disconnected without risking
potentially

fatal

misunderstanding.

International

Relations

without

Strategic Studies would seriously misrepresent the major realities in play
between states. Strategic Studies detached from the International Relations
would be in danger of seeing only the conflictual element in relations
between states and taking it as the whole reality ... International Relations
cover a broad spectrum which includes political, economic, social, legal
and cultural relations as well as military ones.'' 10

Locatingjihadist terrorism in strategic studies

Traditionally, the primary concern of strategic studies is the security of the state from the
threat of external military force. Thus, the field has a nanower focus and is primarily
preoccupied with the use of military force during armed conflict.

This, then, raises the question on the relevance of jihadist terrorism to the field. Al-Qaeda
for example, as the primary representative of jihadist terrorism threatening state security,
is not a state actor. It is a transnational organisation that has been known to operate in
Afghanistan, Pakistan and Iraq with affiliates and allies in various other countries.

10 Buzan,

Strategic Studies, 3-4. See also David A. Baldwin, "Review A1iicle: Security Studies and the End
of the Cold War," World Politics, 48, no. 1 (October 1995): 141.
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Despite its small s1ze, Al-Qaeda has succeeded in winning over some segments of
Muslims in various countries to take up causes for the organisation. 11 There is also the
impression that terrorism does not resemble modem war as it is traditionally understood
in strategic studies. Thus, it is seen as a secondary threat that does not deserve a
legitimate place in the field. 12 Most states regard terrorism as a crime that falls under the
purview of law enforcement agencies. The emergence of homeland security studies as a
direct consequence of the September 11 terror attacks has pulled jihadism further away
from strategic studies. 13

The following arguments, however, will place the relevance of jihadist terrorism within
strategic studies.

Like other related studies, strategic studies has been affected by recent developments in
the international arena, triggering new thinking, reconceptualisation and revisiting of
traditional understandings. Within strategic studies, concepts such the transformation of
strategic affairs, transfonnation of warfare, fourth-generation warfare and asymmetric
warfare have emerged and are relevant to this research. 14

Today, these concepts have been influential in shaping strategic and military affairs. The
underlying percept of the transformation of strategic affairs, transformation of warfare,
fourth-generation warfare and asymmetric warfare is the increasing importance of
inegular and unconventional war. 15

11 Jessica Wolfendale, "Terrorism, Security and the Threat of Counterterrorism," Studies in Conflict &
Terrorism. 30, no. 1 (January 2007): 5-7; Dan Caldwell and Robert E. Williams Jr, Seeking Security in an
Insecure World. (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2005), 172, 182, 185.
12 See Richard H. Shultz and Andreas Vogt, "It's War! Fighting Post-11 September Global Terrorism
through a Doctrine of Preemption," Terrorism and Political Violence, !5, no. I (Spring 2003 ): 3-4.
13 William J. Brenner, "In Search of Monsters: Realism and Progress in International Relations Theory after
September 11," Security Studies, !5, no. 3 (July-September 2006): 2-4.
14
Stephen Zunes, "Redefining Security in the Face of Terrorism," Peace Review, 14, no. 2 (2002): 5, 7; See
also Victor D. Cha, "Globalisation and the Study oflnternational Study," Journal ofPeace Research, 37,
no. 3 (May 2000): 391-403, Mark Sedgewick, "Al-Qaeda and the Nature of Religious Terrorism,''
Terrorism and Political Violence 16, no. 4 (Winter 2004): 801-2; Lawrence Freedman, Transformation of
Strategic A{fairs, Adelphi Paper No. 379 (New York: Routledge, 2006), 53-60; Caldwell and Williams,
Securitv in an Insecure World, 22.
15 Freedman, Strategic Affairs, 5-10.
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What triggered the transformation of strategic affairs, according to Lawrence Freedman,
is the revolution in political affairs. Freedman writes:

"The reasons for suggesting that a transformation of strategy is now
underway reflect the demilitarization of inter-state relations, particularly
among great powers, and the expansion of the state system as a result of
decolonization, which has resulted in many new states that are also
internally not stable. Often, this instability leads to violence and brings
irregular forces into being ... " 16

Violence perpetrated by irregular forces, as exemplified by ethnic clashes in Rwanda and
by the militia in Somalia, often poses security problems not limited to the respective
countries and require intervention by the international community through the
deployment of regular armed forces to stabilise the situations or mitigate the
consequences. 17 However, regular forces have been trained primarily for conventional
warfare and are as yet ill-equipped for irregular and unconventional conflict. This has
ramifications on strategic decision-making and the operational aspects of military
operations.

With the new thinking on strategic affairs, comes a new and expanded role for military
forces. Increasingly today, military forces are being deployed for non-traditional military
roles such as peacekeeping, humanitarian intervention, nation-building, disaster and
emergency response and even to combat transnational jihadist tenorism. These new roles
are known as military-operations-other-than-war (MOOTW). 18

To be effective in the new conflict environment and with their new roles, military forces
must have a good understanding of the characteristics of emerging, fundamentally
irregular and asymmetric, warfare. In this respect, Martin Van Creveld's work on the
16 Ibid, 9-10. A similar observation was also made by Martin Van Creveld, The Transformation of War,
(New York: The Free Press, 1991 ), 193-8.
17 Ibid, 10.
18 Ibid; See Daniel Eyman and Taylor Seybolt, "Humanitarian Intervention and Communal Civil Wars:
Problems and Alternative Approaches," Security Studies, 13, no. 1 (Autumn 2003 ): 33-78.
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transformation of war as well as WilliamS. Lind's and Thomas X. Hamme's work on the
fourth-generation warfare (4GW), have been instructive. According to these authors, the
future war will be characterised by:

•

highly irregular, unconventional and decentralised approaches, also known as lowintensity conflict.

•

asymmetric operations such as attacking and exploiting political, economic,
population and symbolic targets with the objective of demoralising the psyche of
governments and populations so as to diminish the effectiveness of the military power
of nation states.

•

irregular and non-state belligerents in the form of terrorists, guerrillas and bandits,
masked in "deception, denial, stealth and related techniques of intelligence
statecraft", wearing no uniforms and seeking to blend into the population of the
targeted state.

•

non-professional

belligerent

combatants

primarily

motivated

by

fanatical

ideological/religious-based loyalties.
•

network-based and transnational belligerents with global reach, making full use of
infmmation technology.

•

belligerents unconstrained by laws and the conventions of war that apply to states.

•

battlefields profoundly impacted by modern communication and transportation
technologies with no clear battle fronts, making the traditional distinction between
civilian and military targets irrelevant.

•

the use of new and innovative means, including weapons of mass destruction, marked
by unlimited violence and indiscriminate targets with the objective of inflicting
maximum destruction.

•

the nature of the enemy offers few targets that are vulnerable to modem conventional
weapon systems. 19

This summary is based on Shultz and Vogt, "It's War!", 6-7. See Van Creveld. Tran~formation of War,
193-8; Thomas X. Hammes, The Sling and the S~one: On War in the 21' 1 Century, (Minnesota: Zenith
Press, 2004): chapter 14; WilliamS. Lind, "The Changing Face of War: Into the Fourth Generation,"
Marine Corps Gazette, (October 1989): 22-6.
19
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This look at the new concept of warfare and the new role of military forces calls to mind
the global war on terrorism (GWOT), a war which to a large extent is a campaign against
jihadist terrorism, launched and led by the United States?0 According to Freedman, "A
further twist has been added by the arrival of super-terrorism as a major security threat
and the campaign led by the Bush administration to deal directly with those responsible
for the past acts of terrorism and potentially for future acts." 21

The GWOT resembles many aspects of the new warfare. It is asymmetric because of the
limited power possessed by the belligerents. 22 The transnational character of jihadist
terrorism - and jihadist objectives - has blurred the traditional understanding of
battlefields. 23 This has been exemplified by the bombings in London, Madrid and Bali.
Jihadist groups, with Al-Qaeda's instigation, have also conducted numerous attacks all
over the world since the September 11 incident and the commencement of the GWOT. 24

The GWOT is a war against networks rather an organisation. Marc Sageman observes
that the perpetrator is more a network of a social movement, or of less formal
organisations, rather than a specific one. These separate entities are linked in patterns of
interaction with various degrees of cooperation through a complex web of direct and
mediated exchanges. These networks, then, have given birth to self-radicalised
individuals who are not affiliated to jihadist groups or Al-Qaeda, but are sympathetic to
1ts 1"d eo 1ogy an d causes.~75
0

The conf1ict waged by Al-Qaeda has been characterised by the indiscriminate targeting of
civilians. Bin Laden pronounced, ''The ruling to kill the Americans and their allies -

" 0 See Hammes, Sling and Stone, chapter 10, 11 and 12; Shultz and Vogt, "It's War!'', 8; Sedgewick,
"Religious Terrorism," 795-814.
" 1Freedman, Strategic AfTairs, I 0, 44-8, 65-73.
""Ibid, 49-54.
" 3National Strategy for Combating Terrorism, The United States of America, February 2003, 5-10.
24
Marc Sageman, Leaderless Jihad: Terror Networks in the Twenty-First Century, (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2007), 135-9; See data for tetTorism attacks in 2007, e.g. Country
Reports on Terrorism 2007, United States Department of State Publication and Office of the Coordinator
for Countetierrorism, April 2008, 7-9.
" 5Marc Sageman, Leaderless Jihad, 133-46; Marc Sageman, Understanding Terror Network, (Philadelphia:
University ofPennsylvania Press, 2004), 137 and chapter 5.
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civilians and military - is an individual duty for every Muslim who can do it in any
country in which it is possible to do it." 26 The resulting deeds are seen clearly in the
September 11 incident and subsequent attacks in London, Madrid, Bali and many other
places.

Due to the ideological nature of the enemy and the nature of its ideology, it has been
widely realised that the success of the GWOT will rely on the battle for hearts and minds.
It is a "war of ideas" rather than a war of firepower. 27

One of the lessons that can be learned from the GWOT, Freedman suggests, is the
importance and impact of not only ideas in fuelling the conflict, but also images such as
the pictures of the abused prisoners at Abu Ghraib. He writes, "This suggests that a focus
on the kinetic aspects of war must miss some of the more intriguing, difficult and
significant features of contemporary conflict." 28

With the ongoing military operations in two major theatres of the GWOT- Afghanistan
and Iraq - played by military forces of multiple countries, the correlation between the
new concept of warfare and the fight against j ihadist terrorism is not just theoretical. 29

The relevance of the new concept of warfare in the GWOT should also be seen from the
perspective of the jihadists themselves. Jihadist literature has revealed keen interest in
learning from it for operational use, as observed by Andrew Black from the work of
jihadist strategist Mui?tafa Satmaryam Na~?ir (aka Mustafa Setmariam Nasar), whose nom
de gucrrc is Abu Mus'ab Al-Sut1y. 30 It is, then, appropriate to assume that the close
resemblance of jihadist operations in Iraq, Afghanistan and other places are not
coincidences, but carried out with a belief in its advantage and utility value.
" 6 "World

Islamic Front statement on Jihad against Jews and Crusaders," A!-Quds AI- 'Arahiy, 23 February
1998.
" 7 Country Reports on Terrorism 2007,223. See also Shultz and Vogt, "It's War!", 7-21.
" 8Freedman, Strategic Affairs, 71.
" 9 Ibid, 5-10,44,47-54,65.
30 Andrew Black, "Al-Suri's Adaptation ofFolllih Generation Warfare Doctrine," Terrorism Monitor4, no.
18 (21 September 2006); See also Shanne Drennan and Andrew Black, "Fourth-Generation Warfare and
International Jihad," Inte!!igence Review, 18, no. 10 (October 2006 ).
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Admittedly, the jihadists are not the only protagonists for the United States and its allies.
There are other groups with various ideological leanings. Also, not all jihadist groups
employ terrorism tactics. But the presence of jihadist groups that have been closely
related to terrorism is undeniable. The launch of military operations in Afghanistan only a
few weeks after the 9/11 attacks clearly points out its direct relations with the fight
against jihadist terrorism. 31

Mahnken opines that the future health of strategic studies would rely on its ability to
illuminate relevant issues, and jihadist terrorism is one of the issues that merit special
attention. 32

Strategic studies, as the main field of study on military strategy and operations, could
provide insights and guidance required by military commanders at various levels today.
Insights from strategic studies scholars could contribute to the success ofthe GWOT and
boost the relevance, and subsequently reputation, of the field among military
commanders and civilian policymakers.

Admittedly, the idea of new warfare has not gone uncontested. Colin S. Gray claims that
what has been called as new warfare will not fundamentally change the nature and master
narrative of war. Some of his views are:

•

War remains as an ·'organized violence threatened or waged for political purposes.''
Its primary means is ··physical force·· used with the objective of imposing one's will
on the enemy.

•

War is still characterised by uncertainty, chance and friction. The advancement of
technology, pm1icularly infonnation, communication and precision technology, does
not change the war's characteristics.

31 Freedman,

32 Mahnken,

Strategic Affairs, 48.
''Future of Strategic Studies," xi-xiv.
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•

War will never be obsolete as factors that could trigger it continue to exist. Although
there have been increased aversion against war among Western countries, the idea is
not necessarily shared by other cultures. Furthermore, politics, which ultimately is
about power, will continue to use warfare as an option.

•

Emerging new security agendas such as environmental degradation, economic
instability and cultural identity, will not make war or national defence less important.
He writes, "The old reasons for conflict have not disappeared, while the new agenda
items are themselves all but certain to spark future warfare."

•

Geopolitics remains an important factor for war. To Gray, the "geopolitical tale does
not change ... the principal story of war will be yet further endeavours by the powers
of the 'Midland Ocean, pre-eminently the United States, to deny Eurasian domination
to the menace of the era. Most probably, that menace will be China and Russia, in
alliance, though it could be an axis of China and EU-Europe."

•

The advancement of technology only affects warfare, but not war. Warfare is the
conduct of war and may not necessarily be military. The history of war has always
been synonymous with the history of weapons technology, but "war's other context,
the political, social, cultural and strategic, will be as, or more important than the
technological." Focus on technology, as found in the idea ofthe revolution in military
affairs, "explains too little of the rich and complex multi-dimensionality of war and
strategy."

•

Terrorism is just a mode of inegular warfare that has always been part of warfare.

•

Future warfare will be similar to current ones. They will be either regular or inegular
warfare. The fonner is between regular armed forces of states and the latter is
between the armed forces of the state and other belligerents. Regular conventional
warfare as understood will not be superseded by irregular, asymmetric or fourthgeneration types. 33

In essence, Gray does not consider the "future war" as suggested by V en Creveld, Lind
and Hammes as a complete transfonnation of war. To him, "future warfare will be much

33 Colin

S. Gray, Another Bloody Century: Future Wwfare, (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 2006), 30,
31, 59, 168.
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like past warfare, albeit with different machines and in somewhat different political,
social and cultural contexts. The continuities will far outreach the discontinuities ....
'There is no future warfare' ... future warfare will simply be warfare." 34

Nonetheless, Gray does not totally reject the effect of advancements in prec1s1on
weapons,

information

and

communication

technology

and

the

"post-modem"

characteristics of belligerents like Al-Qaeda in the conduct of war and their relevance to
strategic studies. These characteristics, according to him, will affect how war will be
fought, but not change the nature of war. Gray however agrees that from a strategic
perspective Al-Qaeda has to be theologically delegitimised35 before it can be overcome.
This cannot be effectively accomplished without a thorough understanding of its ideology
of which 'Azzam figures prominently.

Freedman also indicates the relevance of jihadist terrorism to strategic studies when he
relates the GWOT with strategic studies in his work on the transformation of strategic
affairs. 36

If jihadist terrorism closely resembles the new warfare that is the major topic of strategic
studies today, then, the study of it becomes important and relevant. If the war against
jihadist terrorism is primarily a war of ideas, then, strategic scholars must understand the
ideology that underlies jihadist terrorism and the field of strategic studies must embrace
and encourage research in jihadism. Freedman writes, "To understand those who resort to
terroristic tactics, it is helpful to consider their ideology and political programme as a
whole. It then becomes apparent that many quite distinctive groups have indulged in
terrorism, which is why analysts tend to distinguish between religious, nationalist, leftist,
rightist and cultist typcs." 37

34 Ibid,

165-7.
244.
36 Freedman, Strategic Af}ctirs, 44-8, 65-71.
37 Ibid, 45.
35 Ibid,
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Freedman's idea on the importance of strategic narrative in determining victory in war
supports this study on jihadism and 'Azzam's jihad ideas. To compose a strategic
narrative that can provide legitimacy of one's war effort and delegitimise the enemy, one
needs to have correct answers to questions such as on the nature of the enemy, support
received by the enemy and narratives that support the enemy's genesis, growth,
maturation and transformation, to enable effective strategy which will undermine the
efficacy of narratives that animate and mobilise support for the enemy's objective. 38
Similarly, Mahnken supports the view that success against Al-Qaeda will demand a good
understanding of its strategic thought. 39

The relevance of this research is magnified in the light of Peter R. Neuman's and M.L.R.
Smith's observations that despite the subject's popularity after September 11, there has
been an absence of any meaningful examination of terrorism from a strategic viewpoint.
This is despite, they note in 2005, the online book retailer Amazon.com having 20,000
titles on terrorism available. 40

A cursory survey of Journal of Strategic Studies, an important journal for the field, would
conoborate Neuman's and Smith's observations. The journal publishes six issues per
year, with an average of five articles per issue. Since the September 11 incident, the
number of journal articles related to terrorism has been very small ( 11) compared to the
total number of published articles (270). 41 Fut1hermore, there has been none published on
the underlying ideas of Muslim militancy from a strategic point of view. There was,
however, attention given to the matter of winning heat1s and minds in the context of
counterinsurgency- a special issue was dedicated to it. 42

38 Ibid,

22-6.

19 Mahnken,

"Future Of Strategic Studies," xii.

~ 0 Peter R. Neumann and M. L. R. Smith, "Strategic Terrorism: The Framework and Its Fallacies," Journal

ofStrategic Studies. 28, no. 4 (2005): 571-95.
~ 1 This is based on an approximate calculation of9 (volumes, 2002-2009) x 6 (issues/year) x 5

(articles/issue).
~ 2 "Special Issue: 'Hearts and Minds?': British Counter-Insurgency from Malaya to Iraq," Journal of
Strategic Studies. 32, no. 3, 2009.
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While this research will not provide a comprehensive study of jihadism, it will contribute
to the broader objective of understanding jihadism through the study of 'Azzam's jihad
ideas. Based on the above, it is asserted that this research topic is very relevant to
strategic studies.

The importance and relevance of this research from the perspective of the traditional
understanding of security/strategic studies is further reinforced by the following
observations.

Before the emergence of the idea of transformation of strategic affairs and new concepts
of warfare, developments in thinking about strategy had expanded its meaning to beyond
the use of military force. Strategy has been conceptualised to encompass all available
means of power - social, economic, political, as well as military. This perspective is
currently known as grand strategy. 43 Based on the grand strategy approach, a wider
understanding of any actor or key figure - including ideology - is important to win a war.

Ideas in Security Studies

It has been highlighted in the previous chapter that jihadism is the driving force for

terrorism today . .Tihadism espouses the attainment of political power or the overthrow of
existing regimes so as to establish an Islamic state or a caliphate via violent means.

The above asset1ion presents a problem for the power/interest-based paradigm, which is
also materialist-positivist, that remains dominant in the field of security studies. The

paradigm holds that the primary driver of international politics, which encompasses
security issues, is defined in terms of power. This paradigm represents the traditional
security perspective which is founded on the following impm1ant points:

•

Every state has a single identity; it is a self-interested power/security-seeker and a
rational actor. According to neo-realism, the identity of the state is derived from

41 Freedman,

Strategic AfTairs, 9, 28.
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anarchy44 , as the objective structural reality of the international environment or
international politics. Classical realism, however, viewed that it is derived from basic
human nature that is a power-seeking creature who constantly seeks to dominate
others.
•

In view of the anarchical nature of international politics and the human lust for
power, security from external subjugation or interference is the primary interest of all
states.

•

Not all states are benign actors. After attaining superior power, some states seek to
subjugate others out of greed or imperialist ambition or strategic security imperative;
and there is no reliable method to ascertain a state's intention.

Both the anarchy and ambiguity of states' intention create uncertainty in the international
arena. Because states regard security as their primary interest, they consider it prudent to
be wary and cautious about other states' intention and motives by maintaining a posture
of deterrence through constant power accumulation, alliance or some other strategy. 45

A rationalist variant within this paradigm is that the material calculation of costs and
benefits actually drives politics. States would always opt for policies that bring greater
material benefit relative to the material cost. Similarly, policies are abandoned or changed
if the cost is greater than the benefit. Thus, ideas on their own do not drive the state
C'
46
pre1erences.

~~Anarchy here does not imply disorder or chaos. It refers to "the absence of any central authority over the
sovereign states means that world politics necessarily approximates the imagined state of nature depicted
by Thomas Hobbes, among others, in which there is a "war of all against all" ... '' Catha! J. Nolan. The
Greenwood Encyclopedia of Imemational Relations, l, (Westpot1: Greenwood. 200 I). 55. "The opposite of
anarchy is hierarchy, the condition in which units are organized so that one is entitled to command and
others are required to obey." Martin Griffiths (ed.), Encyclopedia oj1mernational Relations and Global
Politics, (London: Routledge, 2005), 20.
~ 5 John Mersheimer, The Tragedy of Great Power Politics, (New York: W.W. Not1on, 2002), 12-22; Felix
Brian C. Schmidt, "Realist conception of power," Power in World Politics, Felix Berenskoetter and M. J.
Williams, eds. (New York: Routledge, 2007), 43-62; Dale C. Copeland, "The Constructivist Challenge to
Structural Realism: A Review Essay," International Security, 25, no. 2 (Autumn 2000): 187; See Kenneth
Waltz, Theory of International Politics, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1959); Stephen M. Walt,
"Intemational Relations: One World, Many Theories," Foreign Policy, 10, Special Edition: Frontiers of
Knowledge (Spring 1998): 29-46.
~ 6 Sheri Berman, "Ideas, Norms and Culture in Political Analysis." Comparative Politics, 33, no. 2 (January
2001): 231-50.
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Since the materialist-positivist holds that "all true knowledge is scientific" 47 , meanmg
that all analyses must be based on "observable, preferably, quantifiable regularities that
can be measured and subjected to empirical test" 48 , power is invariably defined in
material terms. Explaining rationalist approaches, David C. Thomas writes "individuals
act in ways that appear most likely to help them achieve preexisting interests which are
generally defined in material terms." 49

Two most important measurements of power emerge from this paradigm: military and
economic capabilities. The former belongs to the realist tradition while the latter to the
liberalist. 50

Because ideas are abstractions that cannot be measured, direct causal explanations for
any phenomenon - if we use this paradigm - cannot be reached. Thus, it is asserted that
ideas cannot be a factor in analysing intemational politics.

The role of ideas, according to this paradigm, is relegated to providing rationalisations
and justifications for an underlying material basis, or simply to providing mere rhetoric.
States construct ideas in response to material development or changes in relative power,
not the opposite. 51
0

47 Ian Bulloc, Oliver Stallybrass and Stephen Trambley, eds. The Harper Dictionary of'Modem Thought.
(New York: Harper and Row, I 9il9), 669.
48 Albert S. Yee, ''The Causal Effects of Ideas on Policies,"' International Organization 50, no. 1 (Winter
1996): 71.
49 David C. Thomas, "Human Rights Ideas, the Demise of Communism, and the End of the Cold War,"
Journal of Cold War Studies 7, no. 2 (Spring 2005): 111.
50 David A. Baldwin, "Power and International Relations," Handbook of International Relations, Walter
Carlsnaes, Thomas Risse, Beth A, eds. (London: Simmons, Sage Publications, 2002), 177-88; Schmidt,
"Realist conception of power," 49, 50, 54, 61; Ted Hopf, "The Promise of Constructivism in International
Relations Theory," International Security, 23, no. I (Summer 1998): 177.
51 Nina Tannenwald and William C. Wohlforth, "Introduction: The Role ofldeas and the End of the Cold
War," Journal of Cold War Studies, 7, no. 2 (Spring 2005): 6-7; William C. Wohlforth, "Realism and the
End of the Cold War,'' International Security, 19, no. 3 (Winter 1994-5): 96-100; See Berman, "Ideas,
Norms and Culture," 231-50.
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In this paradigm, ideas play only a supplemental role in interest-based and rational-actor
explanation models. In other words, those who operate within this paradigm are
essentially utilitarian. 52

Ideas Matter Actually

Ideas, in the context of this discussion, refer to "subjective claims of the world, causal
relationships or the normative legitimacy of certain actions." 53 They include abstractions
such as worldviews, policy prescriptions, beliefs about right and wrong, knowledge,
culture and ideology. 54 They are cognitive constructs that direct behaviour.

Ideas that are of interest in international politics concern collective, shared and intersubjective beliefs that constitute identities and orientate behavioural regularities. 55 To
understand ideas and their role in international politics, Ninna Tannewald describes four
types of ideas:

1. Ideologies defined as belief systems or doctrines shared by a group, class, culture or
state that reflect their social needs and aspirations. Examples of these are liberalism,
Marxism and fascism.
2. Normative or principled beliefs defined as those that distinguish right from wrong
and just from unjust. They consist of values and attitudes that provide the standards
of behaviour. An example of a normative belief is the belief in universal human
rights.

5 'Craig

Parsons, "Showing Ideas as Causes: The Origin of the European Union,·· International
Organization, 50, no. 1 (Winter 2002): 48-50; Margaritah H. Petrova, "The End of the Cold War: A Battle
or Bridging Ground Between Rationalist and Ideational Approaches in International Relations?", European
Journal of International Relations, 9, no. 1 (March 2003): 131-5, 149; Nina Tannenweld, "Ideas and
Explanation: Advancing the Theoretical Agenda," Journal of Cold War Studies, 7, no. 2 (2005): 18-20;
Berman, "Ideas, Nonns and Culture," 235, 242-4; See Robert D. English, "The Sociology of New
Thinking: Elites, Identity Change, and the End of Cold War," Journal ofCold War Studies, 7, no. 2 (Spring
2005): 70-1; See Michael C. Desch, "Culture Clash: Assessing the Importance ofldeas in Security
Studies," International Security, 23, no. 1 (Summer, 1998): 141-70.
51 Parsons, "Ideas as Causes," 48.
5-lTannenweld, "Ideas and Explanation," 14; Tannenwald and Wohlfm1h, "Role of Ideas," 6; Petrova, "The
End of the Cold War," 136; Hopf, "Promise of Constructivism," 177.
55 Ibid, 15.
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3. Causal beliefs defined as those that direct individuals on how to achieve their
objectives using the best possible means.
4. Policy prescriptions defined as "the specific programmatic ideas derived from causal
or principled beliefs or from ideologies. They are precise causal ideas that facilitate
policymaking by specifying how to solve particular policy problems." They are
associated with specific strategies and policy programmes. 56

Scholars who hold the view that ideas do matter significantly (ideational paradigm) assert
that the realm of international politics is not just about material power. This is because
there are many instances where material notions of interest cannot offer satisfactory
explanations of events occurring in international politics. 57 For example, materialistpositivist-rationalist explanations do not satisfactorily explain the reasons behind:

•

Gorbachev's failed foreign policy which eventually led to the collapse of the Soviet
Union, the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact and finally the end of the Cold War, in
spite of the Soviet Union's significant material capability, the United States' decline
in material power and the availability of other policy options. 58

•

Why the United States regards North Korea's possession of a few nuclear weapons
and Iran's nuclear programme as a threat, but not the larger quantity of nuclear
weapons held by the United Kingdom and France.

•

The Western countries' boycott of South Africa under apartheid mle even though it
did not pose an imminent security threat and instead could offer significant trade and
economic oppm1unities.

Scholars of the ideational paradigm are heterogeneous in their views and orientation.
They come from various traditions such as constmctivism, feminism, critical theory,
socio-psychology and post-modernism. However, they share basic foundational views
about the role of ideas in international politics.
56 Ibid,

15-6.
"Culture Clash," 142-4.
58 See for example Robert D. English, "Power, Ideas, and New Evidence on the Cold War's End: A Reply to
Brooks and Wohlf01ih," International Security, 26, no. 4 (Spring 2002): 70-92; Thomas, "Human Rights
Ideas," 110-1.
57 Desch,
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The ideational paradigm v1ews international politics as a social phenomenon where
interaction among actors, and between actors and the structure occur in the form of
practices like social learning, education, emulation, competition, persuasion, networking,
commerce, conflict and war in the domestic and local domains. 59 From these interactions,
two important ideas are constructed that will fundamentally shape their conduct in
international politics. The first is the identity of the actors that, 1) makes a "person"
aware of who he is; 2) tells others who a "person" is; 3) identifies who the others are and;
4) sets interests and preference. 60 The second idea is the meaning of the structure to the
actors that interact with it. 61

The identity of self and others, and the ideas about interest, preferences and structure are
all mutually constituted and endogenous to the interaction, not exogenously given by the
structure as held by the materialist-positivist paradigm. 62 Mutual constitution means that
in the interaction among actors, and between actors and the structure, all the elements
provide and derive meanings from each other and are inseparable.

Since a state interacts with many other states at any pm1icular time and in different
political settings, it derives different meanings about its identity and the structure
depending on the equation or elements involved in the interaction. This then will set for
the state different interests and preferences depending on the elements that constitute all
of them. Thus, in stark contradiction to the materialist-positivist paradigm, the ideational
paradigm views that the state in international politics could have multiple identities and
interests at the same time, and that the identities and interests could change with the

elements that constitute them. Thus, ideas also offer explications to change in
59 Ibid, 167; See Hopf, "Promise of Constructivism," 171-200; John Kurt Jacobsen, "Duelling
Constructivism: A Post Mortem on the Ideas Debate in Mainstream IR/IPE," Review of fnternational
Studies, 29, no. I (January 2003): 39-60; Tannenweld, "Ideas and Explanation," 20-5.
60 Hopf, "Promise of Constructivism," 174; See English, "Sociology of New Thinking," 43-80.
61 See Alexander Wendt, "Anarchy is What States Make of It: The Social Construction oflnternational
Power Politics," fntemational Organization, 46, no. 2 (Spring 1992): 391-425; Walt, "International
Relations," 29-46.
6 cHopf, "Promise of Constructivism," 175-6; Jacobsen, "Duelling constructivism," 51; See Alexander
Wendt, "On Constitution and causation in International Relations," Re•·iew on International Studies, 24, no.
5 (December 1998): 101-17.
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international politics - the emergence of new ideas that provide the basis for new political
relationships. 63

In other words, the state has no single identity and interest, anarchy has no single
meaning or determinant logic. i.e. leads to war and conflict, and the state responds
differently to international political settings depending on what she makes out of her
identity, the identity of the others and anarchy. 64 Both identity and anarchy are variables,
not constants, in international politics. 65

The state has a wider range of choices than is assumed by neo-realism, although these
choices could be constrained by the structures that are mutually constituted by states and
. I practices.
.
66
soc1a

Because social interactions that constitute the state's identity and interest involve not only
other states, this paradigm holds that the construction of identity, interest and the
meanmgs m the structure is not the sole doing of the states. Parties that are equally
responsible include, among others, social and intellectual elites, epistemic communities,
institutions, bureaucracies, activists and members of the media. 67

Ideational scholars argue that it is ideas that give material factors causal effect because
they give meaning to them and to the structure that shapes interests and preferences. This

63 lbid, 176, 180, 193-4; Tannenwald and Wohl fmih, "Role ofldeas," 5; See Copeland, "Constructivist
Challenge to Structural Realism,'' 187-212.
64 Copeland, "Constructivist Challenge to Structural Realism," 188, 194; Jacobsen, "Duelling
constructivism," 50; Parsons, "Ideas as Causes," 50.
65 Hopf, "Promise of Constructivism," 176; See Alexander Wendt, Social Theory of International Relations,
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999).
66 Copeland, "Constructivist Challenge to Structural Realism," 177, 180.
67 Stephen G. Brooks and William C. Wohlfmih, "Power, Globalization and the End of the Cold War:
Reevaluating a Landmark Case for Ideas," international Security, 25, no. 3 (Winter 2000/01): 9; Thomas,
"Human Rights Ideas," 139; Berman, '·Ideas, Norms and Culture," 235; English, "Sociology ofNew
Thinking," 73-5; Tannenweld, "Ideas and Explanation,'' 30.
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eventually dictates the state's policy and the conduct of actors in international politics. 68
Material forces have no influence except where they are mediated by ideas. 69

Thus, ideational scholars would offer the following explication for the three examples
discussed earlier:

Gorbachev's foreign policy which had led to the end of the Cold War was the result of
his social interactions with the West and domestic social and intellectual elites, and the
failure of communism to fulfil his ideals. These catalysed new thinking on the identity of
the West and the USSR itself, set new interests and provided new meanings to security in
relation to the international political environment which eventually contributed to
Gorbachev's new policy of rapprochement with the West and of peaceful retrenchment
from Eastern Europe. 70

The different attitudes adopted by the United States towards Iran, North Korea, the
United Kingdom and France vis-a-vis their respective nuclear weapons and nuclear
programmes were due to the identity that it attached to each of these countries. Iran and
North Korea were regarded as members of the "Axis of Evil", representing the
authoritarian and tyrant regimes seen as anathema to the free and democratic world which
France and the United Kingdom are identified to be pm1 of. As Iran and North Korea are
regarded as threats to the values held by the free and democratic world, the few nuclear
weapons, or the potential to develop nuclear weapons in the hands of these countries
were believed to be more dangerous than the larger numbers held by countries not of the
same identity. Since the United States views itself and is viewed by some as the great
power among the free and democratic world, it feels compelled to act against the hostile
others for the security of all. 71

68 Tuomas

Forsberg, "Economic Incentives, Ideas, and the End of the Cold War: Gorbachev and German
Unification," Journal of Cold War Studies, 7, no. 2 (Spring 2005): 145-7, 163-4; Tannenweld, "Ideas and
Explanation," 20.
69 Petrova, "The End of the Cold War," 147.
70 See Thomas, "Human Rights Ideas," 110-141; English, "Sociology of New Thinking," 43-80; Desch,
"Culture Clash," 143-4; Forsberg, "Economic Incentives," 142-64.
71 Checkel, "The Constructivist Turn," 326.
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The Western countries' boycott of South Africa during apartheid was motivated by
human rights norms rather than the economic benefits that South Africa offered. Having
economic relations with the apartheid regime - an identity that contradicted the human
rights norms - was not consistent with the identity that Western countries attached to
themselves. In this instance also, interest was shaped by values, not material
consideration. 72

To understand the influence of ideas in policy through social practices by various actors
as held by ideational scholars, Albert S. Y ee' s diagram below is helpful. 73
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Policy
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into
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NGO carriers of
ideas
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I
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carriers of ideas
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The merit of the ideational paradigm, and its advantage above the materialist-positivist
paradigm lies in its ability to explain why some states acted contrary to the structural
imperatives of the international system as exemplified in the above three examples and
provide alternative understanding of the world. 74

7:>Ibid,

336-7; See Thomas, "Human Rights Ideas," 110-141.
"Causal Effects ofldeas," 87.
74 Hopf, "Promise of Constructivism," 167.

73 Yee,
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In summary, ideas matter in international politics and security affairs. They do have
intrinsic values and roles independent from the material factor.

Current Trend

The unexpected end of the Cold War has brought the ideational paradigm to greater
prominence in international relations studies and all its subfields. It triggered criticism by
ideational scholars against the materialist-positivist paradigm, in particular the neorealism variant, for its inability to predict and offer satisfactorily causal explanations of
events. This compelled materialist-positivist scholars to respond in defence of it. 75

The dialogue that ensued between scholars of the two paradigms has had significant
impact on the study of international relations and its subfields. This dialogue has helped
to close the gap and bridge the differences between the two. 76

The study of international relations is increasingly geared towards reconciliation between
the different paradigms and the inter-paradigm analysis of international politics. Stephen
Walt, a prominent neo-realist scholar, for example, lays down various approaches for the
study. 77

Although ideational scholars argue that interest is often perceived through ideas, they
admit that interest does not simply change by changing ideas and meanings. Ideas that
have stabilised are not easy to be replaced with new ones due to material, structural and
institutional constraints. 78 Many ideational scholars also admit that, despite the important
role that ideas play, political life is not ideas all the way down but a combination of ideas,
75 Georg

Sorensen, "IR theory after the Cold War," RevieH· oflntemational Studies. 4, no. 5 (December
1998): 83-4; Thomas, "Human Rights Ideas," 110-1; Yee, "Causal Effects of Ideas," 69; Berman, ''Ideas,
Norms and Culture," 231; Desch, "Culture Clash," 148; Petrova, ''The End ofthe Cold War," 115-6, 122;
Tannenwald and Wohlfarth, "Role of Ideas," 5.
76 Petrova, "The End ofthe Cold War," 115-63; Tannenwald and Wohlfot1h, "Role of Ideas," 9; Wohlfot1h,
"Realism," 97; Sorensen, "IR theory," 89-91; Copeland, "Constructivist Challenge to Structural Realism,"
211; English, "Sociology of New Thinking," 80.
77 Walt, "International Relations," 29-46; Walt, "The Renaissance of Security Studies," 211-39; See
Sorensen, "IR theory," 83-1 00; Jacobsen, "Duelling constructivism," 42, 49-51.
78 Hopf, "Promise of Constructivism,'' 181; English, "Sociology of New Thinking," 75.
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material and other factors. 79 However, most ideational scholars will tend to argue that
ideas, most of the time, play a more important role than material factors. 80

Today, most scholars of different paradigms have conceded that international politics can
hardly be a mono-causal event, meaning that ideas and material factors do matter and
each could have a greater role than the other depending on the circumstances. 81

Extreme views that insist on either ideas or material factors playing the dominant role do
exist, but are extremely rare. 82

With the acceptance of the ideational paradigm as part of the study of international
relations and its security studies branch, this, thus, implies that the study related to
jihadism, a type of idea, or specifically, the jihad ideas of 'Azzam, and its relation with
the current threat of terrorism, is relevant to the field of security studies and its strategic
studies subfield.

Conclusion

This chapter has located jihadist tenorism within strategic studies.

Traditionally, jihadist terrorism falls under the topic of irregular warfare. Its relevance
increased with the introduction of new concepts such as fourth-generation and
asymmetrical warfare.

79

William C. Wohlfarth, "Ideology and the Cold War," Review of International Studies, 26, no. 2 (April
2000): 327; Petrova, "The End of the Cold War," 116; Copeland, "Constructivist Challenge to Structural
Realism," 188.
R0 Tannenweld, "Ideas and Explanation," 21-3; See English, "Power, Ideas, and New Evidence on the Cold
War's End," 70-92; Jacobsen, "Duelling constructivism," 39-60; Thomas, "Human Rights Ideas," 110-41.
81 William C. Wohlfmih, "The End of Cold War as a Hard Case for Ideas," Journal of Cold Studies, 7, no. 2
(Spring 2005): 166-8; Wohlfarth, "Realism," 94; Wohlfarth, "Ideology and the Cold War," 331;
Tannenweld, "Ideas and Explanation," 20-2; Petrova, "The End of the Cold War," 145-52; Yee, "Causal
Effects of Ideas," 70; Desch, "Culture Clash," 170; Parsons, "Ideas as Causes," 48.
~"Sorensen, "IR theory," 86-91.
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Although non-traditional security differs from strategic studies due to its expanded
concept of security, it is still related when it comes to the issue of new warfare. The
developments that have occurred in international politics, military technology and
warfare make it difficult to think of topics in strategic studies without relating it to nontraditional security.

Furthermore, jihadist terrorism, seen as a threat to human security perpetrated by
transnational and non-state actors is indeed relevant to non-traditional security.

The power/interest-based paradigm that questioned the relevance of ideas to security
matters does not derail the study of jihadism from its place in strategic studies because it
is not the only lens which can be used. Ideational paradigms that inform the role of ideas
in security matters has been widely accepted by scholars as one of the many lenses
through which security matters can be analysed. Increasingly also, scholars are calling for
inter- and multi-paradigm views of security.

Based on the above, it should be concluded that the chapter has sufficiently made a case
for the relevance of the study onjihadism within security/strategic studies. The relevance,
however, is not only theoretical. Since the outbreak of the GWOT, which has caused
massive deployment of military forces in Iraq and Afghanistan, the relevance of this
study has significant value in strategic thinking.
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CHAPTER3

SHADES OF JIHAD IDEAS AND TRAIL OF MILITANT VIEWPOINT

Introduction

The previous two chapters have demonstrated the academic and practical value of this
study and its relevance to strategic studies.

This chapter offers a literature review of the study and attempts to reconstruct and collate
the findings of scholarly work on various jihad ideas from the

ih century till today so as

to provide the theoretical and historical basis for understanding 'Azzam' s jihad ideas.

The chapter will explore the concept of jihad from Islam's primary sources and widely
held perspectives of scholars in this field. It will illustrate, based on the relevant
literature, four major strands of jihad ideas: classical, traditionalist, reformist and
militant. The chapter is thus divided in accordance to these four strands. Each section
provides a literature review of each strand. The chapter then ends with comments from
various scholars. The comments offer nuanced insights on the study of jihad and the
evolution of jihad ideas in Islamic tradition that would be useful when analysing
'Azzam's ideas and the phenomenon ofjihadism in the subsequent chapters.

The classical strand of jihad ideas refers to those found in major works on jihad or
Islamic jurisprudence during the period right after the Prophet until the introduction of
modern ideas to the Muslim world by the West from the 18 1h century onwards. It is an
impotiant strand because it provides the foundation for all other strands. None of the
other three strands is totally free fi"om the influence of the classical strand.

Reformists seek to reconcile classical jihad ideas with modern concepts of war and peace.
Radical reformists however, see little relevance for classical Islamic thinking in the
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contemporary period. Traditionalist and militant jihadists share a common objective,
which is to preserve all classical Islamic ideas and bring Muslims back to its earliest
principles.

As this research will be explored through the prism of strategic studies, this chapter will
give special attention to the militant strand of jihad and trace the individuals, groups and
events significant to its development. However, as the volume of work on jihad is
extensive, this chapter will focus on the more recent literature.

Classical Strand of Jihad
This section will provide an overview of jihad ideas in classical works. These works are
still revered by Muslim scholars and remain as the main texts on the subject. To a certain
extent, classical jihad ideas continue to be disseminated to the Muslim public. 1

Revisions and reinterpretations by the traditionalist, reformist and militant strands will be
highlighted where appropriate.

Meaning ofjihad
All classical scholars agreed that the word ''jihad'' canies general and specific meanings.
The term "jihad" is derived from the Arabic word jahada, which means "to strive". The
etymological meaning (and, for our purposes, the general meaning) of jihad is to strive to
cany out God's commands, be it in performing righteous deeds or in restraining oneself
from evil. The specific meaning of jihad is armed striving. There has been ceaseless
discussion by Muslim scholars on the objective and target of armed jihad. These
discussions will be summarised in the following sections?

1

Reuven Firestone, Jihad: The Origin of Holy War in Islam, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 5.
Khayr Haikal, A!-Jiiliid Wa AI- QI"tiil FF Al-Siyiisah Af-Shar 'lyah, Min bar AI-Jihad Wa AITawh1d, bab 1, fa~l 1, 2-5, http://www.tawhed.ws/c?i=41 (accessed July 26, 2010); 'Afiy ibn Mul)ammad
AI-Mawarcl1y, Al-A!1kiim Al-Su(taniyah Wa AI- Wilayat AI- Dlnlyah, (Bayrut: Dar AI-Kutub AI-· Ilm1yah,
1982), 7; Abdul Aziz A. Sachedina, ''The Development of Jihad in Islamic Revelation and History," Cross
Crescent and Sword: The Justification and Limitation of War in Western and Islamic Tradition, James
Turner Johnson and John Kelsay, eds., (New York: Greenwood Press, 1990), 37; Bernard Lewis, The Crisis
of Islam: Holy War and Unholy Terror, (London: Phoenix, 2004), 28.
2 M ul)ammad
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Classical Muslim jurists (fuqaha') often used the word "jihad" as a synonym for armed
conflict and would refer it to armed conflict when it is followed by "fi sab11 Allah" (in the
path of Allah). 3

Fundamental prerequisite
Classical scholars agreed that for armed conflict to be recognised as jihad, it must be
done fi sab11 Allah where the intention must be purely to promote the religion of Allah or
li i'la' kalimat Allah (to elevate the word of Allah), and comply with the shar1'ah as
revealed in the Qur'an and exemplified by the Prophet in the hadith (Prophetic
traditions). Any actions conducted for worldly gain is not recognised as jihad. 4

Variousforms ofjihad
There are various forms of jihad recognised in classical works. Personal jihad, also
known as the greater jihad, encompasses self-development and the purification of the self
from evil desires. Verbal jihad means to offer advice to those who need it, while jihad
with the hand, refers to performing community services or even armed jihad. Hence,
armed jihad, also known as the lesser jihad, is just one of the many forms of jihad in
Islam. 5

Theological basis
The theological basis of jihad is clearly stated in the verses of the Qur'an. Fmihermore,
the permissibility of armed jihad is reinforced through the verbal pronouncements,
encouragements and actions of the Prophet as reported in many hadiths. This proves that
jihad- and indeed annedjihad- is an integral pmi of the shm=i'ah.

Stages ofjihad

3 Ibid,

6, I 0-1; Majid Khadduri, War and Peace in the Law of/slam, (Baltimore: The John Hopkins Press,
1962), 53-7; Firestone, Jihad, 16-8.
"Sayyid Sabiq, Fiqh Al-Sunnah, 3, (Bayrut: Dar Al-Kitab Al-'Arably, 1987): 22-3; Ibn Nuhas, Mashiiri'
Al-Ashwiiq lid Ma;>iiri' AI-' Ushiiq, (Birmingham: Maktabah, no date), 71-3.
5 Ibn Al-Qayylm Al-Jawzlyah, Ziid Al-Ma 'iid Fl Hady Khayr AI- 'fbiid, 3, (Bayrut: Muassasat Al-Risalah,
1992): 5, 8-12,72-4: Ibn Nuhas, Mashiiri' Al-Ashwiiq, 9.
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Classical scholars agreed that jihad had been introduced in stages. While there 1s
disagreement on the number of stages, the overall picture is as follows.

Before the hijrah (migration to Medina), Muslims only carried out the jihad of selfpurification (greater jihad) and peaceful propagation of Islam. This was despite the fact
that the early Muslims in Mecca were being abused and persecuted by the pagan Arabs.
After the hijrah, Qur'anic revelation brought about the second stage, that armed jihad as a
form of self-defense was permissible but not obligatory. The third stage is marked by the
obligation to perform armed jihad, specifically as an act of self-defense against those that
had initiated hostilities. The fourth and final stage called upon Muslims to wage armed
jihad against non-Muslims, even outside the context of self-defense. The final stage has
been a subject of much debate among scholars, even to this day. 6

The Importance ofjihad

Jihad is necessary to defend against the onslaught of the enemies of Islam as well as in
pursuing the interests of Islam. It is also regarded as the pinnacle of Islamic devotion. 7
However, classical scholars disagreed on whether greater or lesser jihad was more
important. Those who considered greater jihad more important, argued that jihad of selfpurification must precede participation in armed jihad (lesser jihad) so as to ensure the
sincerity of one's intention. 8

Those who attributed greater importance to armed jihad pointed out that Muslims
martyred in armed jihad would be rewarded with the expiation of all sins, entry to God's
heaven without undergoing trial and the privilege to intercede for seventy relatives. 9

Ruling ofarmedjihad

6Ibid,

70-1; Sabiq, Fiqh Al-Sunnah, 209; Firestone, Jihad, 50-65.
76-88; Ibn Nuhas, Mashiiti' Al-Ashwiiq, 8-11.
8AI-Jawz1yah, ZiidA!-Ma'iid, 6-7.
9 Sabiq, Fiqh Al-Sunnah, 16-21, 24-6; Muwaffiq Al-Dln ibn Qudamah, Al-Mughnl, 10 (Bayrut: Dar AlFikr, 1984): 362-3; Shams Al-Din ibn Qudamah, Al-Shar~1 Al-Kablr 'Ald Matn Al-Muqni', 10 (Bayrut: Dar
Al-Fikr, 1984): 364-5; Ibn Nuhas, Mashiiti' Al-Ashwiiq, chapter 2 and 3; Khadduri, War and Peace, 62-5;
Firestone, Jihad, 100.
7Ibid,
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A majority of classical scholars regarded armed jihad as farcJ kifiiyah, a communally
obligatory act, in which the obligation is lifted from the community when a member of
the community performs it. 10

However armed jihad becomes

fare~

'ayn, or personally obligatory, m the following

circumstances:

1. When they are in the midst of a battle, Muslim fighters are prohibited from deserting
the battlefield.
2. Where the enemy forces have transgressed or occupied parts of Muslim land,

Muslims living in the occupied land are obligated to retaliate by arms. If they are
unsuccessful, the obligation then falls upon Muslims living within the vicinity and so
on until the enemy has been successfully defeated. However, some scholars consider
it fanJ kifiiyah for Muslims who are not in the immediate vicinity of the enemyoccupied territory.
3. When there is a general mobilisation for armed jihad by a Muslim ruler, the

obligation applies on all Muslims. 11

On Fighters
According to classical scholars, armed jihad 1s obligatory when a person meets the
following criteria:

1. Muslim
2.

Male

3. Free (defined as someone who is not enslaved)
4. Of sane mind
5. Has attained puberty
10 Ibid, 10, 359-60, 359-60, 11; M uryammad Al-Khar1b Al-Sharb1n1y, Mughnr Al-Mul}tiij, 4 (place not cited:
Dar AI-Fikr, date not cited): 207-9; Khadduri, War and Peace, 60; Muryammad ibn Rushd AI-Qurrubly,
Bidiiyat Al-Mujtahid Wa Nihiiyat Al-Muqta~id 1 (place not cited: Dar AI-Fikr, date not cited): 278. For an
English translation of this book's chapter on jihad, read "The Legal Doctrine of Jihad: The Chapter on
.Jihad From Averroes' Legal Handbook, Al-Bidaya, Jihad in Classical and Modern Islam, Rudolph Peters
(Princeton: Marcus Wiener Publication, 2005), 27-42.
11 Ibid, 11-2; Ibid. 361-2; Ibid, 360, 364; Ibid, 219; Ibid; Ibid, 12-3.
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6. Has sufficient means to prepare himself and support his dependents
7. Has no physical disability

8. Has attained permission from his parents and creditors so that his debts would not
become a liability to his family should he be killed in battle or become physically
disabled. 12

Women may participate in non-combat duties such as in the treatment of the wounded
and the preparation of food, subject to the permission of the authority and their respective
mahram (immediate male guardians) or husbands. 13

However, when a Muslim territory is under attack, and anned jihad becomes fard 'ayn,
all the abovementioned criteria are lifted. Children, women and slaves may be mobilised,
or they may join the jihad without pennission from their respective parents, mahram,
husbands, creditors, and according to some scholars, the authority. 14

Classical scholars divided legitimate participants of armed jihad into two categories:
murtaziqah (paid fighters) and mutawwi'ah (volunteer fighters). The former are those
who have been registered as fighters and receive payment for their services from the
ghan1mah (war booty), while the latter are those who participate in armed jihad on a
voluntary and ad-hoc basis. The volunteer fighters may be given some form of
remuneration for their services based on the authority's discretion. 15 However they are all
required to obey the policy and commands of the authority and military commanders. The
fighters may themselves offer advice or feedback to the authority or commanders, where
nccded. 16

1"Ibid,

12, 14; Al-Sharb1n1y, Mughnl A!-Mu{Itiij, 216-7; Al-Quq ubly, Bidiiyat A!-Mujtahid, 278-9; Ibn
Qudamah, AI-Sharfl Al-Kabl!; 361-2, 514-5; Ibn Qudamah, A!-Mughnr 375-9; Al-Sharbln1y, Mughnl AlMu!Jtiij, 216-7; Al-Mawardly, A!-A{lkiim A1-Su(tan7yah, 36; Ibn Nuhas. Mashari' Al-Ashwiiq, 12;
Khadduri, War and Peace, 83-6.
13 Ibid, 13; Ibn Qudamah, Af-Shar~ A1-Kab7I; 361-2; Ibn Qudamah, A!-Mughnr 384-6; 1-!asan Ayyub, AtJihad Wa Al-Fida1yah F/ Al-lsliim (Bayrut: Dar Al-Nadwah, 1983), 136-7.
14
Al-Sharb1n1y, Mughnl Al-Mu(ltiij, 219; Ibn Qudamah, AI-Shar~1 A1-Kab7r, 376-7; Ibn Nuhas, Mashiiri' AlAshwiiq, 12.
15 Ibid, 216-7; Ibid, 361, 514-5; Sabiq, Fiqh A!-Szmnah, 12; Al-Maward1y, AI-A{1kiim Al-Suftan7yah, 36.
16 Ibn Qudamah, A!-Sharh A1-Kab7r, 436-7.
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On the enemy

The classical works have specified those who may be considered enemies and opposed in
armed struggle as:

1. Non-Muslims who may be pagans (animists and idol worshippers) or the People of

the Book (initially referring to the Christians and the Jews, but later including the
Zoroastrians).
2. Apostates, those who have renounced Islam.
3. Bughah, those who are armed rebels defecting or challenging the authority.
4. Mul}arib, those who are armed and involved in crimes, banditry or acts that may
threaten the security of a country.

All classical scholars agreed that fighting hostile non-Muslims is a jihad, even if
originally they were dhimm1y (subjects of Muslim rule). They disagreed however on
whether armed jihad can be waged against non-Muslims who do not have peace
agreements with Muslims and are not hostile. The basis of this disagreement is whether
non-Muslims were to be fought for their hostility or for their disbelief in Islam. 17

All classical scholars also agreed that apostates should be offered the oppottunity to
repent and would only be dealt with through shat=i'ah law should they refuse. However
should they become threatening and form an armed group, then it becomes an obligation
for Muslims to subdue them with jihad. 18 This ruling also applies to the Muslim bughah
and mul}arib. However it has been ruled that Muslim bughah should not be pursued if
they are defeated in battle, unless there is a possibility that they would regroup and
resume fighting. They should not be enslaved, their properties should not be confiscated
as ghanimah, and non-Muslims should not be engaged in fighting them. As fellow

17
Ibid, 365-6, 424; Ibn Qudamah, AI-Mughni, 365, 368; At-Qur!ubly, Bidiiyat AI-Mujtahid, 279; Khadduri,
War and Peace, 75-6, 80; Sohail H. Hashmi, "Saving and Taking Life in War: Three Modern Muslim
Views," The Muslim World, LXXXIX, no. 2 (April 1999): 162.
18 Haykat, Al-liluld Wa A!-Qitiil, bab 1, fa~ I 2, mabhath 1, 4; Majid Khadduri, The l5lamic Law of Nations;
Shaybani 's Siyar, (Baltimore: The John Hopkins Press, 1966), 195, 205; Al-Mawardly, A!-A]Jkiim AISu(tanlyah, 55-8; At-Sharbiniy, Mughnl A!-Mu{1tiij, 133-43; Khadduri, War and Peace, 76-7.
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Muslims, bughah should not be treated harshly for it may be that they might have
legitimate political grievances for dissenting. 19

When dealing with an unjust ruler, classical scholars preferred to use counsel or to find
ways to replace the ruler through non-violent means. An exception, however, is made
when the ruler commits a flagrant act of apostasy. 20

Rules before battle
A majority of classical scholars held the view that armed jihad may only be waged under
the banner of a Muslim authority? 1 However, armed jihad may be carried out without the
permission of the authority when Muslims are attacked in their territory. Other times
when jihad may be carried out without official leave include when there is fear of
escalating danger while waiting for pennission to fight, when the authority has been
clearly neglectful of the requirements of armed jihad, or when the authority has
collapsed. 22 Although maintaining an army for jihad is regarded as the primary duty of
the authority, in the circumstances cited earlier, individuals may take the initiative and
organise armed jihadY One example is the establishment of ribat (frontier posts and
guards) at the borders of Muslim lands. 24

19 Ibid, bab 1, fa~l2, mabhath 2, 3-5; Ibid, 232; Ibid, 58-61; Khaled Abou EI-Fadl, "The Rules ofKilling at
War: An Inquiry into Classical Sources," The Muslim World, LXXXIX, no. 2 (April 1999): 144-50;
Hashmi, "Saving and Taking Life in War," 162.
20 Ibid, bab 1, fa~l 2, mabhath 6, 7-24; John Kelsay, Arguing the Just War inll-!am, (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 2007), 129; Tamara Sonn, "Irregular Warfare and Terrorism in Islam: Asking the Right
Questions," Cross Crescent and Sword: The Justification and Limitation of War in Western and Islamic
Tradition, James Turner Johnson and John Kelsay, eds., (New York: Greenwood Press, 1990), 133-8.
21
Ibn Qudamah, Al-Mughnl. 368, 387; Ibn Qudamah, AI-Sharz1 A!-Kablr, 367; Kelsay, Arguing the Just
War, 101; Fred M. Donner, "The Sources of Islamic Conceptions of War," Just War and Jihad: Historical
and Theoretical Perspectives on War and Peace in Western and Islamic Traditions, John Kelsay and James
Turner Johnson, eds., (New York: Greenwood Press, 1991), 51; Ibn Nuhas, Mashiifi' Al-Ashwiiq, 121.
22 Ibid, 369; Ibid, 367; AI-Sharblnly, Mughn[Al-Muf;tif;: 220.
23 Ibid, 368; Ibid, 367; Ibid, 40; Al-Mawardly, Al-AI;kiim Al-Suftanlyah, 43; Al-Jawzlyah, Ziid Al-Ma 'iid,
95-102.
24 Ibid, 370; Ibid, 368-9, 418; Ibid, 46-51; Khadduri, War and Peace, 81-2.
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Classical scholars ruled that armed jihad remains obligatory, even if the ruler is impious
or religiously corrupt. The rationale is that more harm could result from disregarding
armed jihad than the harm resulting from the ruler's character flaws. 25

Nonetheless, classical scholars encouraged peaceful propagation so as to bring nonMuslims into the fold of Islam (through conversion) or to submit to Muslim rule? 6 The
Muslim authority has to ensure that non-Muslims are provided with the message of Islam.
Alternatively, non-Muslims may become the subjects of a Muslim authority, or ratify
peace agreements with the Muslims, while maintaining their faith. If non-Muslims are
found to be hostile to Muslims, then the Muslim authority is required to make the
appropriate declaration of war before initiating hostilities. 27

Some classical scholars considered making a declaration of war obligatory before waging
an anned jihad, while others considered it as only recommended. A third opinion is that it
is obligatory to make the declaration of war on those who have no knowledge of Islam
while it is recommended to make the declaration for those with prior knowledge of Islam
or are in a situation when Islam is commonly known. 28

Rules during battle
While Muslims are prohibited from indiscriminately attacking people or property,
classical scholars disagreed on the specific groups of people and circumstances which
may necessitate going against this rule. In general, non-combatants, women and children
should not be targeted in anned jihad except when the enemy mler is a woman. There is
disagreement on the status of monks, the elderly, farmers and serfs 29 , but should they

25 Ibid,

364; Ibid, 366; Ibn Nuhas, Mashiin' AI-Ashw;.lq, 122.
Muglml AI-Mu/1tiij, 210.
' 7 Ibid, 223; Ibn Qudamah, Al-Mughni, 379; Ibn Qudamah, Al-Shar/1 AI-Kabl!; 424-5; Al-Mawardiy, AIA/Jkiim AI-Su(tanlyah, 3 7; Al-Qurtubly, Bidiiyat AI-Mujtahid, 282-3; Al-Jawzlyah, Ziid Al-Ma 'iicl, I 00;
Haykal, AI-JJ!Jiid Wa AI-Qitiil, bab 3, fa$1 2, mabhath 2, 9-21; Khadduri, War and Peace, 94-8; Richard C.
Martin, "The Religious Foundations of War and Peace, and Statecraft in Islam," Just War and Jihad:
Historical and Theoretical Perspectives on War and Peace in Western and hlamic Traditions, John Kelsay
and James Turner Johnson, eds. (New York: Greenwood Press, 1991), 99.
28 Sabiq, Fiqh AI-Sunnah, 30-3; Al-Zuhayfiy, AI-Fiqh Al-lsliimly, 419.
29 Ibid, 28, 41-2; Al-Sharb1n1y, Mughnl Al-Muhtiij, 222-3; Ibn Qudamah, Al-Mughni; 530-4; Ibn Qudamah,
AI-Sharh AI-Kablr; 390-1; Ibn Nuhas, Mashiiri' AI-Ashwiiq, 122-3; Khadduri, The hlamic Law ofNations,
26 Al-Sharblnly,
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contribute to a battle, either through direct or indirect means, the scholars agree that these
people would immediately lose their immunity. 30

In the event that non-combatants and Muslims are used as human shields or in situations
where it is difficult to differentiate them from enemy fighters, then it is permissible for
Muslim fighters to attack, while taking measures to minimise harm on non-combatants
and Muslims. Weapons are to be aimed at the fighters rather than the human shields,
hostages or places of refuge for non-combatants. 31 Restrictions are also placed on the
targeting of properties, trees, farms, cattle and buildings, unless out of necessity or in the
interest of war, as determined by the authority or military commander. 32

Desertion from battle is considered a major sin, according to classical scholars. Retreat
and withdrawal are forbidden, except in the following situations:
1. When the balance of forces is numerically, or in tenns of weaponry, unfavourable for
the Muslim army.
2. When a rational assessment concludes that remaining in battle would cause greater
harm to the interests of Muslims.
3. When the objective of the retreat is to regroup and reorganise the existing forces, or to
wait for reinforcements or for the purpose of tactical deception. 33

Classical scholars prohibited the mutilation of dead enemy fighters as this goes against
the belief in the sanctity of the human body as accorded in Islam. 34
257; Al-Mawarcfiy. AI-A{Jkaln AI-Suftanlyah, 41; Al-Qurtubly, BMiiyat AI-Mujtahid, 280-1; Al-Jawzlyah,
Ziid Al-Ma 'iid, 99; Kelsay, Arguing tht' Just War, 114; Lewis, Crisis ofll'!am, 33.
3 uibn Qudamah, AI-Mughnl. 534-5; Ibn Nuhas, Mashari' AI-Ashw<1q, 122-3; Kelsay, Arguing the Just War,
118; Nawwaf Jiayil Takru11, AI- 'Ama!iyat A/-lshtishhadiyah H A/-Miziin AI-Fiqhly, (Dimashq: Dar AIFikr, 2003), 238-41.
31 Ibid, 495-7; Ibid, 133; Ibn Qudamah, AI-Shar~1 AI- Kablr, 3 83, 395-6; Al-Sharblnly, Mughnl AI-Mu!Jtij,
223-4; Sabiq, Fiqh Al-Sunnah, 42; AI-Mawardly, AI-Ahkam AI-Su/tanlyah, 38, 41-2; Khadduri, The
Islamic Law of Nations, 95, l 00-2; Al-Zuhayfiy, AI-Fiqh A/-lsliimly, p. 423; Kelsay, Arguing the Just War,
108.
3"Ibid, 497-8; Ibid; Ibid; 384-9; Ibid, 226; Ibid, 41-2; Al-Ququbly, Bidiiyat A!-Mujtahid, 283; Lewis, Crisis
of Islam, 33; Hashmi, "Saving and Taking Life in War," l 71.
33 Ibid, 541-5; Ibid, 69-70, 124; Ibid, 379; Ibid, 224 -6; Ibid, 38-40; Al-Mawardly, Al-A{1kiim Al-Suftanlyah,
45; Al-Jawzlyah, Ziid Al-Ma 'ad, 104-5.
3-libid, 555-6; Ibid, 128; Ibid, 452-3; Sabiq, Fiqh AI-Sunnah, 41; AI-Ququbly, Bidayat A!-Mujtahid, 281;
See also Khadduri, War and Peace, 102-8; Lewis, Crisis of Islam, 33.
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While all types of weapons may be used, the Prophet had specifically prohibited the use
of fire as a method of killing. Classical scholars also cautioned against any indiscriminate
or disproportionate destruction in war. 35

Rules after battle
Armed jihad or hostility should cease, according to classical scholars, in the following
situations:
1. When the Muslim army has achieved victory.
2. When the enemy has embraced Islam and ceased hostilities.
3. When the enemy has accepted a truce or peace agreement.
4. When al-aman (a guarantee of protection) has been granted.
5. When the Muslim army has unilaterally decided to end armed jihad or withdraw from
battle.
6. When both parties have agreed to resolve the conflict through mediation or arbitration
by a third pm1y. 36

Classical scholars ruled that those who had immunity during battle (as discussed in the
section on Rules during battle) should still be protected when the enemy has been
defeated. This is discussed further in the section on prisoners of war. 37 While classical
scholars permitted the enslavement of women and children captured during battles 38 ,
contemporary scholars find this ruling redundant today. 39

15 Ibid, 495; Ibid; Ibid, 281-2; Ibn Qudamah, AI-Sharh AI-Kabii; 383; AI-Sharblnly, Mughnl AI-Mu{1tii;:
223, 226; AI-Mawardly, A/-A{1kiim AI-Su(taniyah, 52; Khadduri, The Islamic Law ofNations. 102.
16 Ibid, 536-7: Ibid, 42, 78-82; Ibn Que! amah, AI-Shar~1 AI-Kablr, 412-6; AI-Sharblnly, Mugluzl A/-Mu{1ta};
237-9, 260-4; AI-Mawarcfiy, Al-A{1kiim A/-Su(tanlyah, 51; Khadduri, The Islamic Law ofNations, 158-94;
Khadduri, War and Peace, 133-7.
37 Ibn Qudamah, A/-Shar/1 A/-Kabii; 396-7; Khadduri, The Islamic Law of Nations, 100-1; AI-Zuhayfiy, A/Fiqh Al-lsliimly, 470-2.
18 Ibid, 413-5; Ibn Qudamah, Al-Mughnr 393-401; AI-Sharblnly, Mughn/Al-Mu{Jtii}; 227; Al-Ququbly,
Bidiiyat AI-Mujtahid, 279.
19 ''Islam and Slavery," lslamOnline, (March 21, 2007),
http://www. islam on Iine.net/ servlet/Satellite?pagename= Islam Online-Eng! ishAsk Scholar/FatwaE/FatwaE&cid=lll9503543640 (accessed July 26, 2010); "Enslavement ofPOWs,"
Islam Online (May 26, 2004 ), http://www .islamonline.net/servlet/Satellite?pagename=IslamOnline-Eng! ishAsk Scholar/FatwaE/FatwaE&cid=l119503548540 (accessed July 26, 2010); "Toriuring Iraqi POWs:
Legal and Juristic View," ls/amOnline (February 13, 2006),
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The territories of the defeated enemy would become part of Dar Al-Islam (Land of
Islam), the administration of which will be discussed in a later section on war booty.

Non-Muslim inhabitants of the conquered territory may remain and retain their lands if
they agree to become dhimm1y. By entering into this contract, they become the subjects
of Dar Al-Islam with its respective rights and obligations. Among these obligations is the
jizyah (poll tax). The elderly, those with physical disabilities or are poor are exempt from
jizyah. Non-Muslims who choose to serve in the military, which is only compulsory for
Muslims, are also exempt from jizyah. 40

Most classical scholars ruled that only the People of the Book may become dhimm1y and
be subject to the jizyah. This rule has been extended to include Zoroastrians. Other nonMuslims (i.e. pagans), had to embrace Islam or leave for non-Muslim territories- where
they may be targets of armed jihad again. 41 The Muslim authority is obligated to treat its
dhimm1y subjects justly, protect them, and guarantee the freedom to practice their
respective religions and laws within Dar Al-Islam. 42 However the dhimm1y contract
dissolves when the dhimm1y subject embraces Islam, f1ees to an enemy territory or
commits acts that breaches the contract. 43

Classical scholars ruled that only a Muslim authority may seek a truce and ratify peace
agreements with enemies. 44 These agreements should not exceed ten years or whatever is
the discretion of the authority. 45 It is considered a major sin for a Muslim to breach the
http://www. islam on Ii ne.net/serv Iet/Satellite?pagename= lsi am Online-Eng! ishAsk Scholar/FatwaE/FatwaE&cidoo 1119503548448 (accessed July 26, 201 0).
40 Ibn Qudamah, Al-Shur~ Al-Kabil; 586-8, 572-8, 242-5; Sabiq, Fiqh Al-Sunnah, 42-3; Khadduri, The
Islamic Law of Nations, 142-57; AI-Zuhayfiy, Al-Fiqh Al-Isliim7y, 445; Abu Al-A'la AI-Mawducfiy, lfuqLiq
Ahl Al-Dhirnrnah Fi Al-Dawlah Al-Isliimiyah. (Qahirah: Dar AI-An~ar, date not cited), 26-8.
41 Ibn Qudamah, Al-Mughnl, 357-63, 382, 563-5; Al-Zuhaylly, Al-Fiqh A!-Isliimly, 295-7; Ibn Nuhas,
Mashiiri' Al-Ashwiiq, 122.
42 Sabiq, Fiqh Al-Swmah, 46; Al-Zuhayfiy, Al-Fiqh Al-fsliimly, 450.
43 Ibn Qudamah, Al-Mughnl, 578, 596-9, 612; Ibn Qudamah, Al-Shar~ Al-Kablr, 623-5; Al-Jawzlyah, Ziid
Al-Ma'iid, 136-7, 153-4.
44 Ibid, 513-3; Ibid, 565-75; Al-Ququb1y, mdiiyat Al-Mujtahid, 283; Al-Zuhayfiy, Al-Fiqh Al-lslrlmly, 4379.
45 Ibid, 510; Ibid, 567-8; Ibid, 441; Ibid, 283-4: Al-Jawz1yah, Ziid Al-Ma'iid, 421.
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terms of a peace agreement. Truces and peace agreements may only be terminated when
there has been a clear breach or when there is a real prospect of betrayal by the enemy, in
which case the enemy must be explicitly notified. 46

In order to ensure commitment to the terms, the agreement may include tributary
payment to the Muslim authority or the exchange of collaterals. Scholars disagreed on
whether it is permissible for Muslims to offer tributary payment to the enemy in order to
effect a truce or peace agreement. 47

Al-Aman is a guarantee of protection to non-Muslims who are not subjects of Dar AlIslam, entering the territory for legitimate purposes such as business, social visit or
diplomatic duties. The maximum period of stay under al-aman is one year. 48

While there was a consensus among classical scholars that the Muslim authority has the
power to offer al-aman, there was disagreement on whether individuals within Dar AlIslam may offer al-aman without the permission of the authority. A majority of the
scholars ruled that individuals have this authority as long as they are Muslim men or
women who have reached puberty and are of sound mind. Al-Aman may be granted
verbally, in writing or through actions that can be construed as such an accord. However,
al-aman should not give rise to any hatm to Muslims. 49

The diflerence between al-aman and a truce or peace agreement is that the latter is an
agreement to cease hostility while the former is a guarantee of security to travel into Dar
Al-Islam. The latter docs not necessarily entail the former, as the subjects of a teiTitory
with peace agreements would still need al-aman when travelling into Dar Al-Islam. 50

~ 6 Ibid, 508, 574; Ibid, 573-4; AI-J awzlyah, Ziid Al-Ma 'iid, 300-315.
~ 7 Ibid, 509, 600-2; Sabiq, Fiqh Al-Sunnah, 42; AI-Ququbly, BMiiyat AI-Mujtahid, 283; Khadduri, The

Islamic Law of Nations, 154-5; Khadduri, War and Peace, 202-22.
Bibn Qudamah, Al-Shw)1 Al-Kablr, 547-8; Sabiq, Fiqh Al-Sunnah, 42; Khadduri, The Islamic Law of
Nations, 158-94; AI-Sharblnly, MughniA!-Mu]Jtiij, 237-9; AI-Zuhayfiy, AI-Fiqh Al-!sliimly, 430-4.
49 AI-Zuhayfiy, Al-Fiqh Al-!sliimly, 431-3; Ibn Quclamah, Al-Mughnl. 474; Ibn Quclamah, Al-Shar~1 AIKablr, 546-7; AI-Ququbly, Bidiiyat AI-Mujtahid, 280; Khadduri, The Islamic Law ofNations, 158-60.
50 1bid, 434; Sabiq, Fiqh A!-Swmah, 73-4.
4
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Management of war booty
Classical scholars have divided war booty into three types: 1) ghan1mah, 2) fay' and, 3)
salb.

Ghan1mah refers to all properties, such as food, weapons and valuables, which are
obtained from the enemy through direct combat, during or after the battle. The Qur'an
has laid down a clear injunction on the distribution of ghan1mah. Traditionally, one-fifth
should be set aside and allocated for the following:

1. Fi sabil Allah- for any purpose that serves the interests of Islam and Muslims.
2. The Prophet's livelihood.
3. The Prophet's family.
4. Orphans.
5. The poor.
6. Wayfarers. 51

After the death of the Prophet, allocations for the Prophet and his family were stopped. A
minority of classical scholars suggested that the portion should be allocated, at the
discretion of the authority, to the interest of Muslims.

The remaining four-fifth of ghanl.mah is meant for the Muslim fighters. In general, one
share is given to each non-cavalry fighter, while two shares are given to cavalry fighters
as they have to maintain themselves as well as their mounts.

Classical scholars disagreed on the entitlement of ghanl.mah to non-Muslims, women,
children and slaves who contribute to the war effort. They proposed that the authority
should provide these people with some token payment in recognition of their

51

The Quran, 8:41.
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contribution. The value of the payment should not exceed the value of a share of
ghan1mah. 52

Fay' refers to any property obtained from the enemy through non-direct combat such as
the enemy's assets confiscated from civilian ships travelling in open seas. All fay' were
to be deposited in the Bayt

Al-M~i1

(public treasury) for the general interest of Islam and

Muslims, under the discretion of the Muslim authority. 53

Salb refers to weapons, body armour or any war equipment found on dead enemy
soldiers, and according to some classical scholars, this includes their mounts. Provided
that there is no objection by the authority, salb may be claimed by the person who killed
or disabled the enemy soldier in the battle. Unclaimed salb is distributed as ghan1mah. 54

Apart from these three types of booty, there is a special reward to motivate fighters to
perform extraordinary combat operations during battle. This is known as nafl 55 and it is
encouraged by classical scholars that part of the booty be set aside for this. Mercenaries
and those who are promised material rewards are not entitled to ghan1mah and fay'. They
are entitled only to what is promised to them. 56

A majority of classical scholars ruled that conquered lands should remain in the hands of
the original owners and should not be included as ghan1mah. Instead kharaj (land tax),
which would go into the Bayt Al-Ma!, should be imposed on the owner by the authority.

Nuhas, Mashiiri' A/-A:,Jiwiiq, 117-8; Ibn Qudamah, Al-Muglm~ 434, 442-6; Ibn Qudamah, AI-Shar/1
A!-Kabl!; 478-9, 485-503; Sabiq, Fiqh A!-Sunnah, 57-9; AI-Qurtubiy, Bidiiyat AI-Mujtahid, 285-7;
Khadduri, The Islamic Law ojNations, 106, 254-5; AI-Zuhayfiy, A!-Fiqh Al-Isliimiy, 459-60, 65; AIJawzlyah, Ziid Al-Ma 'iid, 342; Ibn Nuhas, Mashiiri' Al-Ashwiiq, 117.
51 Ibid, 117; Ibn Qudamah, Af-Shar~ A!-Kabir, 537, 545; Sabiq, Fiqh Al-Sunnah, 72-3; Khadduri, lhe
Islamic Law of Natiom, I 06-12; Al-Ququbly, Bidiiyat AI-Mujtahid, 294-5.
5 ~Ibid, 119-20; Ibid, 440-1, 485; Ibid, 60; Ibid, 113, 258; Ibid, 294-5; Ibn Qudamah, Al-Mughni~ 411-4; AIZuhayfiy, AI-Fiqh Al-lsfiimly, 453-4; AI-Jawzlyah, Ziid Al-Ma 'ad, 493-5.
55 Ibid, 428-36; Ibid, 40; Ibid, 113; Ibid, 289-90; Khadduri, War and Peace, 120-5; Ibn Nuhas, Mashiifi' A!Ashwiiq, 118.
56 Ibid, 407-8, 425, 512-5; AI-Sharbinly, Muglml AI-Mu(Jtijj, 222; Al-Jawzlyah, Ziid Al-Ma 'iid, 100-4.
52 Ibn
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However conquered lands without clear owners are to be retained by the Muslim
authority. 57 Classical scholars warned that it is a major sin to steal war booty. 58

Management ofprisoners of war
All classical scholars have empowered the Muslim authority to manage prisoners of war
in the following ways:
1. Unconditional release.

2. Release by ransom.
3. Release through the exchange of prisoners.
4. Enslavement.

While there was disagreement on whether the captured enemy combatants could be
executed, a majority of classical scholars ruled that the Muslim authority has the
discretion to determine their outcome. However, they agreed that captured women and
children are not to be executed unless they were involved in the battle. Any ransom
received for the release of prisoners will form part of the ghan1mah. 59

Modem scholars agree that enslavement is no longer relevant in today' s context after the
worldwide abolition of slavery. 60

Participation of non-Muslims in armedjihad

57 Ibid, 117-9, 342; Ibid, 234-5; Ibn Qudamah, Al-Shar~1 Al-Kablr, 529-37; Khadduri, The Islamic Law of
Nations, 256, 269-73, 278-83; Sabiq, Fiqh Al-Sunnah, 70-1; AI-Qurt ubly, Bidiiyat A!-Mujtahid, 293-4.
58 Ibid, 106-8; Ibn Qudamah, A!-Mughnl. 524; Sabiq, Fiqh Al-Sunnah, 63; Ibn Nuhas, Mashiiri" Al-Ashwiiq,
118-9; AI-Mawarcfiy, Al-AijkiimA!-Su/tanlyah, 47.
59 Ibid, 109-16; Ibid, 393; Ibid, 65-7; Ibid, 120-1; AI-Ququbly, Bidayat Al-Mujtahid, 279; Ibn Qudamah,
A!-Shar~1 A!-Kablr, 396-401, 529; AI-ZuhayJly, Al-Fiqh A!-lsliimly, 4 70-1; AI-Sharblnly, MughnFA!Mu(Jtiij, 228; Khadduri, The hlamic Law ofNations, 100-2, 100-1, 257-9; Khadduri, War and Peace, 12633; Troy S. Thomas, "Prisoners of War in Islam: A Legal Inquiry,",777e Muslim World, LXXXVII, no. 1
(January 1997): 46-51; EI-Fadl, "The Rules of Killing at War," 153-5; Hashmi, "Saving and Taking Life in
War," 174-5; Brian Bertosa, "The Treatment of Prisoners of War and Non-Combatants in the Quran,"
Canadian Military Journal, 8, no. I (Spring 2007): 20-3.
60 "Islam and Slavery," IslamOnline; "Enslavement ofPOWs," IslamOnline; 'Torturing Iraqi POWs,"
IslarnOnline; "Islam's Stance on Prisoners of War," IslamOnline (July 13, 2006),
http://www. is Iamonline.net/servlet/Sate II ite?pagenam e= Islam On! ine-EnglishAsk Scholar/FatwaE/FatwaE&cid= 1119503544610 (accessed July 26, 20 I 0).
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Classical scholars ruled that non-Muslims may participate in armed jihad whether on a
voluntary basis or with the promise of rewards. However, non-Muslim subjects of

Dar

Al-Islam should not be mobilised for armed jihad unless it had been agreed upon in their
dhimm1y contracts. In such situations, those who are mobilised or volunteer to serve
should be exempt from the jizyah.

In this respect, classical scholars ruled that it is permissible to enter into a defence
alliance with non-Muslims or seek their assistance for armed jihad as long as there are no
risks anticipated by their involvements. 61

Martyrdom

Classical scholars regarded as martyrs any Muslim killed during armed jihad, whether in
battle or subsequently from an injury. Martyrs are believed to be accorded with privileges
and rewards that they will enjoy in the afterlife. 62

Classical Shiite (Shzah) view o_fjihad

All these views on jihad are based on the Sunni classical tradition. In general, the
classical Shiite view of jihad does not depart too widely from the Sunni' s except in one
important aspect. 63 Classical Shiites hold the view that offensive jihad with the purpose
of expanding the domain of Islam is not permissible after the occultation of the last
(twelfth) imam. 64 Traditionally, classical Shiites primarily directed jihad against bughah,
61 Sabiq, Fiqh A!-Swmah, 14; Ibn Qudamah, Af-Shar~ Al-Kablr, 407-8,420-5, 521-5; Khadduri, The
h!amic Law ojNations, 258; Al-Sharblnly, MughnF A!-Mu(Itiij, 221-2.

6 " AI-Jawzlyah. Zld Al-Ma 'iid, 89-95; Ibn Nuhas, Mashiifi'
63 The key issue splitting Muslims into camps ofSunni and

Al-Ashwiiq, chapter 12.
Shiite is the succession ofpoliticalleadership
(imam) after the Prophet's demise. To Sunni, there was no divine determination on who should succeed the
Prophet; the issue was left to Muslims via the process ofshura (consultation) and popular mandate.
Conversely, the Shite view that the succession was divinely ordained as the exclusive right of the Prophet's
family (ahl al-bayt or a] al-bayt); this begins with 'Ally, his son-in-law and subsequently ~Jasan and
l-Jusayn, the Prophet's grandchildren. They were known as the imams. The Shiite, however, disagree
among themselves on the full list of the imams. See also note 64 below. See Syed Husain M. Jafri, "Shi'i
Islam: Historical Overview," The 0-'ford Encyclopedia of the Modem Muslim World, John L Esposito, ed.,
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, Vol. 4, 1995), 55-60.
64 The majority of Shi 'ites are referred to as Twelver Shi' ah (Ithna ·Ashar! yah). They believe that 'Afiy, the
son-in-law and cousin of the Prophet Mul)ammad, was the first of the 12 imams appointed by God to
succeed the Prophet as leader of the Muslim community. They also believe that the last imam, Mul)ammad
ibn f-!asan, has been in occultation and will emerge before the Last Day as the Mahdi with Jesus the
Messiah in order to fulfill their mission of bringing peace and justice to the world. See Abdul Aziz
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in this case referring to the Sunni, until this was changed by Ayat Allah Khumayn1 who
directed jihad against their own ruler, namely the Shah of Iran, Mul}.ammad Riqa Pahlavi
(a.k.a Shah Reza Pahlavi). 65

Justification for armed jihad
Despite their extensive contribution to Islamic jurisprudence, and exegeses or hadith
commentaries, classical scholars did not fully discuss the justification for armed jihad. A
particular ambiguous issue is whether it was justified to wage armed jihad just because
the enemies are unbelievers. Similarly vague also their stand on the use of armed jihad
for the expansion of Muslim rule into other territories, and for propagating Islam.

Sometimes classical works may be found to be contradictory. For example, most classical
works emphasised that there should be no compulsion in religion, that Islam should be
propagated through sound arguments, that the Muslim authority is obligated to give nonMuslims the freedom to practice their religions, and that in a battle, Muslims are
prohibited from killing non-combatants, enemy fighters who cease fighting or are
incapacitated. However, in these same works, or in the works by these same scholars, one
could find conflicting messages. For example jihad has been defined as fighting nonMuslims so as to make the word of God supreme, even without any hostility on the part
of non-Muslims. There are also instructions that the People of the Book should embrace
Islam and submit to Muslim authority by paying jizyah or risk anned jihad. Pagans have
to embrace Islam or face am1ed jihad, while the Muslim authority is obligated to wage
jihad against non-Muslim territories at least once a year. 66

Sachedina, "lthna Ashariyah," The Oxford Encvclopedia of the Modem Muslim World, John L. Esposito,
ed., (Oxford: Oxford University Press, Vol. 2, 1995), 346-9.
65 John Esposito, Unholy War: Terror in the Name of/slam, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 39;
Khadduri, War and Peace, 66-8; David Cook, Understanding Jihad, (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 2005), 111; Kelsay, Arguing the Just War. 122-4; Bruce Lawrence, "Holy War (Jihad) in Islamic
religion and Nation State Ideologies," Just War and Jihad: Historical and Theoretical Perspectives on War
and Peace in Western and Islamic Traditions, John Kelsay and James Turner Johnson, eds., (New York:
Greenwood Press, 1991), 147; Sachedina, "Development of Jihad," 40-6; AsafMoghadam, "The Shi'i
Perception of Jihad," AI Nakhlah- Fletcher School Online Journal for Issues to Southwest and Islamic
Civilization, (Fall 2003, Article 2): 1-6; Ann K. S. Lambton, "The Nineteenth Century View of Jihad,"
Studio hlamica, 32 (1970): 182-3, 188-9.
66 Al-Qurt ubly, Bidiiyat Al-Mujtahid, 284-5; Ibn N uhas, Mashiiri' Al-Ashwiiq, 11; Esposito, Unholy War,
35; Khadduri, War and Peace, 14-7, 59-60, 62-5, 144-5; Cook, Understanding Jihad, 30, 47; Kelsay,
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Rudolph Peters attributes this perfunctory treatment and intellectual disinterest on the
issue of justifications for jihad to the fact that most of the classical works were written
during the golden period of Islamic civilisation when Muslims did not encounter any
serious intellectual or political challenges. Hence there was little need for scholars to
rationalise, defend or apologise for their views. 67

The result of these ambiguous and contradictory ideas on jihad was the development of a
variety of perspectives, interpretations and strands of thinking from scholars, both
Muslims and non-Muslims, of subsequent periods, who attempt to understand jihad for
academic purposes or to offer practical guidance.

Thus, most of the works on the justification of jihad that are available today have
originated from contemporary scholars. Often these views represent the scholars' views
or their interpretation of classical works. The following sections will describe various
contemporary thoughts on jihad that have generally departed from classical ideas. In most
cases, they are attempts by scholars to reconstruct classical works or to respond to them
within new contexts. 68

Traditionalist Strand of Jihad

Traditionalist scholars are contemporary scholars who strive to maintain views that are
found in classical works with minimal adaptations to modem contexts or thinking. 69

Arguing the Just War, 100-1; Donner, "Islamic Conceptions of War," 51; Ann Elizabeth Mayer, "War and
peace in the Islamic Tradition and International Law," Just War and Jihad: Historical and Theoretical
Perspectives on War and Peace in Western and Islamic Traditions, John Kelsay and James Turner Johnson,
eds. (New York: Greenwood Press, 1991), 202; Lewis, Crisis of Islam, 27; El-Fadl, "The Rules of Killing
at War." !50; Hashmi, "Saving and Taking Life in War," 158.
67 Rudolph Peters, Jihad in Classical and Modern Islam, (Princeton: Marcus Wiener Publication, 2005),
112, 119.
68 Hashmi, "Saving and Taking Life in War," 158.
6 Q.Jihad and the Islamic Law of War, (The Royal Aal Al-Bayt Institute for Islamic Thought), 57-67.
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According to traditionalists, the justifications for armed jihad are to oppose any
incursions into Muslim land or hostilities against any Muslims, or for the propagation of
Islam to all non-Muslims who had refused invitations to either become Muslims or
submit to Muslim rule. 70 Nonetheless, traditionalists do not practice or actively advocate
aggressive jihad against non-Muslims. They rule that the jihad against the self must
supersede armed jihad (lesser jihad). 71

Unlike extreme jihadists, traditionalists do not see the establishment of an Islamic state as
central to Islamic teachings or that armed jihad is the way to achieve such a state.

Nevertheless, one should be wary of the truth claim of the classical position on the
justification of jihad; indeed, it is merely an exposition of classical works by
contemporary traditionalists. Accordingly, as much as the classical texts are too diverse
in nature, the rulings of traditionalist scholars are often too ambiguous to afford a clearcut resolution.

Reformist Strand of Jihad

A key characteristic of the refonnist strand of jihad has been its attempt to adapt the
classical ideas on jihad to the prevailing modern ideas of war and peace, and to some
extent to intemational relations. 72 Although ref01mists do not consider all ideas in
classical works to be valid in the modern context, it still maintains reverence towards
classical works. Some ref01mist scholars even seek to rationalise classical ideas in order
to make them consistent with modem thinking. 73

70 'Abd Al-Karlm Zaydan, lJ.siif AI-Da 'wah. (place not cited: Maktabat AI-Manar Al-lslamlyah, 1981), 2626; Ayyub, AI-Jjhiid Wa AI-Fjdiifyah, 86-9, 140-2; Haykal, AI-Jjhiid Wa AI-Qjti/1, bab 3, 1-21.
71 Ibid; Ibid, 32-3; 1-!asan AI-Banna, "The Message of Teaching," Sayyid Qutb, Milestones, Appendix VIII
(Birmingham: Maktabah, 2006), 248-9, 251-2.
72 Peters, Jihad in Islam, 132-3, 145, 148; Hashmi, ''Saving and Taking Life in War," 158.
71 Jihad and the Islamic Law of War, 57-67.
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Three main points on jihad have been found amongst reformists on the justification for
jihad, the broader meaning of jihad and the status of armed jihad vis-a-vis other types of
jihad.

Reformists justify jihad as a defense against any aggressions to life, property or territory.
Some of the prominent Sunni figures who are of this view were two past Grand Shaykhs
of Al-Azhar University, Shaykh Mul)ammad 'Abduh and Shaykh Mal}mud Shaltut, and
'Abduh's student, Rash1d Riqa. However, some reformists do not limit defensive jihad to
fighting against an invading force. 74

Sa '1d Ramaqan Al-But!y, among others, permits armed jihad to protect Islamic
missionaries confronted with hostilities, and to reinstate the freedom of religion for
Muslims faced with religious persecution. 75

Some reformists even make armed jihad incumbent upon Muslims to save all human
beings threatened with gross and serious injustices such as genocide. 76 In their view,
another legitimate reason for armed jihad is to retaliate against the breach of peace
agreements. 77

Sir Sayyid Al}mad Khan, however, prohibited armed jihad so long as Muslims were able
to perform their religious obligations. This was in pat1icular for Muslims in India under
British colonial rule. However, a majority of reformists rule that armed jihad was a
legitimate, although not necessarily the only means, to oppose colonial rule. n

7 ~Ibid,

21-2; Haykal, Al-Jihiid Wa AI- Qitiil, bab 3, 1-21; Mal) mud Shalt ut, "The Koran and Fighting,"
Jihad in Classical and Modem Islam, Rudolph Peters, 61, 80-2, 97, 100; Peters, Jihad in Islam, 125;
Mui)ammad Sa'ld Ramatjan Al-Bu(ly, Al-Jihiid Fl Al-!sliim: Kayf Nafhamuh Wa Kayf Numiirisuh,
(Damascus: Dar Al-Fikr, 200?), 107-11; Moulavi Chiragh Ali, "War and Peace: Popular Islam,'' Modernist
and Fundamentalist Debates in Islam: A Reader, Mansoor Moaddel and Kamran Talattof, eds., (New
York: Palgrave, 2000), 72, 83; Lewis, Crisis of Islam, 25-6; Hashmi, "Saving and Taking Life in War,"
165-8.
75 AI-ButJy, Al-Jihiid Fi Al-!sliim, 113, 291.
76 Haykal, Al-Jihiid Wa AI-Qitiil, bab 3, 11; Esposito, Unholy War, 33; Mustafa Siba 'i, Some Glittering
Aspects of the Islamic Civilization, (Kuwait: Intemational Islamic Book Center, date not cited), 100-2.
~"Peters, Jihad in Islam, 121.
:slbid, 123-4, 132.
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To support their views, reformists assert that Islam seeks to win people over mainly
through sound and rational arguments as enjoined in the Quran. Thus, the idea that
Muslims are to wage armed jihad against non-Muslims to force them to embrace Islam or
submit to the rule of Islamic authority is anathema to this principle. 79 Islam also
guarantees freedom of belief and is ready to co-exist peacefully based on amity and
mutual respect. 80

Reformist scholars insist that all Qur'anic verses that relate to jihad should be understood
with due consideration to the chronology of revelation, and that verses calling for
unconditional jihad against all non-Muslims must be read alongside verses that permit
jihad only against aggression or for self-defence. 81 Nonetheless this does not mean that
Muslims cannot take any aggressive action against hostile parties. Al-But1y believes that
it is permissible to strike at the hostile party first if there is strong evidence of imminent
aggression, not unlike the strategy of pre-emptive strikes seen today. 82

There are a number of Muslim scholars who hold this v1ew of defensive jihad.
Mul}ammad Khayr Haykal, in his comprehensive study of jihad, has listed more than 20
names and books in this category. 83

Both refmmist and classical scholars concur that the use of force is the exclusive right of
the state. Al-Bufiy asserts that armed jihad is not pennissible in the absence of the proper
authority but should not be used for the purpose of establishing such an authority. He
points out that mmed jihad was permitted only after the establishment of the first polity

79 lbid,

62-70, 121; Jihad and the Islamic Law of War, 29-33; Mahir AI-Shat1f, Ta_tawwur Mafhiim Al-Jihiid
Fl Al-Fikr Al-!sliimiy, (Damascus: Dar Al-Mada, 2008), 307-8, 311.
80Jihad and the Islamic Law of War, 20-8; AI-Sharlf, Ta,tawwur Ma!Mim Al-Jihiid, 307-8, 311; AI-Bufiy,
Al-Jihiid Fl Al-Miim, 52-4; Firestone, Jihad, 51-65, 88-90.
81 Ibid, 33-7; Ibid; Ibid, 55-63, 98-107, 265; Haykal, Al-.!ihiid Wa Al-Qitiil, bab 3, fa~ I 1, mabhath 1, 11-2;
Shalt lit, "The Koran and Fighting," 80-2; Peters, Jihad in Islam, 125-7; Ali, "War and Peace: Popular
Islam," 73-81; Hashmi, "Saving and Taking Life in War," 165.
82 lbid, 23-5; AI-Bufiy, Al-Jihiid Fl Al-Isliim, I 07-11; Hashmi, "Saving and Taking Life in War," 165-8.
83 Haykal, Al-Jihiid Wa Al-Qitiil, bab 3, 1-21.
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by the Prophet in Medina which was established through skillful diplomacy rather than
force of arms. 84

The reformists use jihad in its wider context, stressing the importance of jihad against the
self before armed jihad. 85 Armed jihad is not seen as an act of supreme devotion.
Depending on the context, non-violent jihad such as educational jihad, jihad for
development, jihad against poverty or illiteracy, should be given greater priority. 86

Hence, the reformist concept of martyrdom is not limited to death resulting from fighting
against non-Muslims. Mul].ammad 'Abduh asserts that any person who dies while
perfonning any good deed for the sake of Allah is a martyr. 87

The reformists argue that the basis of the relationship between Muslims and nonMuslims, or between Muslim and non-Muslim polities should be peace. All Muslim
countries which are members of the United Nations are regarded to have entered into a
peace agreement with other members and are bound by the United Nations' charter and
other international conventions. They support the classical view that waging armed jihad
against corrupt and unjust rulers is forbidden. 88 They seek to reinterpret concepts in
classical works closely related to jihad such as the binary classification of polities,
treatment of prisoners of war, dhimm1y status and jizyah payments to suit modem
contexts.

Refonnists find that the binary classification of Dar Al-Islam and Dar Al-Harb is a
product of the dassical scholars' interpretation of scriptural texts in relation to their
political context rather than from any Qur'anic injunction. Some reformists argue that
this binary classification has become obsolete and should be discarded. Hence, law on
s~AI-Bli!ly, Al-Jihiid Fi Al-/sliim, 196-201; AI-Zuhayfly, Al-Fiqh Al-Jsliimiy. 419; Ibn Qudamah, AlMughnr 368-7; AI-Mawarcfly, Al-Al}kiim Al-Su(tanlyah, 35; Kelsay, Arguing the Just War, I 0 I.
85 Jihad and the Islamic Law of War, 1-9.
86 Peters, Jihad in Islam, 116-7
87 AI-Shm'if, Tatawwur Mafhiim Al-Jihiid, 68-9.
88 Jihad and th; Islamic Law of War, 20-3; Fay~al Maw law!, Al-Mafiihlm Al-Asasyiah Li AI-Da 'wah AlJs/amlyah Fi Biliid A!-Gharb, http://www.mawlawi.net/Kutub.asp?cid=llO&cc-aaa (accessed July 26,

20 l 0).
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jihad should be built upon the contemporary state system. 89 The concept of neutrality,
founded in modem international law, has been introduced into the study of Muslim interstate relations and jihad. Muhammad Hamidullah' s book The Muslim Conduct of State is
.

c

an Important reterence.

90

In line with international conventions, reformist scholars rule that no prisoners of war
should be killed, unless they are found guilty of committing offences that are punishable
by death. 91

Reformists also regard the dhimm1y status found in classical works as contingent to a
bygone context. With changing realities, all non-Muslim citizens of Muslim countries
should be recognised as co-citizens with equal rights and responsibilities. While the
payment of jizyah has its basis in the Qur'an and the practice of the Prophet, reformists
argue that it as a matter for the authority's discretion. 92

Reformist scholars who maintain the concept and vocabulary of dhimm1y and jizyah in
their works argue that these terms are not meant to make non-Muslims second-class
citizens. They agree with the classical view that non-Muslims, other than the People of
the Book, cannot be considered dhimm1y and have to choose between Islam or the
sword. 93

26-9; 'Atiyyah Saqr, "Fatwa: Concept of Dar AI- Islam and Dar AI-Harb," IslwnOnlinc (October II,
2002), http://www. islam on Iine,_~1ct/serv Iet/Satell ite?pagenam e= Is lam On Iine~ Eng! ishAsk Scholar/FatwaE/FatwaE&cid=lll9503544498 (accessed July 26, 2010); Tariq Ramadan, To Be a
European Muslim (London: The Islamic Foundation, 2002), 123-4, 130.
90 Muhammad Hamidullah, Muslim Conduct of State, (Lahore: Sh. Muhammad Ashrat~ 1987), 284-8.
91 Peters, Jihad in Islam, 146; Hashmi, "Saving and Taking Life in War," 175-6; "Torturing Iraqi POWs,"
Islam Online; "Islam's Stance on Prisoners of War," IslamOnline; Yusuf AI-Qaradawi, "Islam's Stance on
Killing Captives," lslamOnline. (May 17, 2004),
http://www. islamonl ine. net/serv Iet/Satell ite?pagename= lsi am On Iine-Eng! ishAsk Scholar/FatwaE/FatwaE&cid=l119503548490 (accessed July 26, 2010).
92 Fahml Huwaycfi, Muwa_fjnun La Dhimmiyun. (Qahirah: Dar Al-Shuruq, 1999), 123-6.
93 Peters, Jihad in Islam, 122; Jihad and the islamic Law of War, 39-49; "Jizyah and Non-Muslim
Minorities," hlamOnline, (February 25, 2003),
http://www. islam on Iine .net/ servl et/Satell ite?pagename= Islam On Ii ne- Eng! ishAsk Scholar/FatwaE/FatwaE&cid= 1119503544994 (accessed July 26, 20 I 0).
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Unlike classical scholars, reformists believe that civilians and non-combatants should not
be targeted in armed conflict, a view that is closely related to contemporary
understanding and rooted in international convention. Thus, reformists reject the militant
strand (discussed later) that permits the targeting of civilians. As a corollary to this,
reformists condemn as war crimes any deliberate attacks on civilians committed by nonstate armed groups or conventional forces. 94

The reformists, however, are divided on the issue of suicide bombings. Some have
condemned the act based on the prohibition of suicide in Islam, while others permit its
use against legitimate combatants or military targets. An exception is the Palestinian
struggle against Israeli occupation where it is argued that the Palestinians have the right
to oppose the atrocities committed against them. Moreover, Israeli society do not
comprise of civilians in a conventional sense as individuals are armed and may be
mobilised at any time for military service. 95

Some reformists have even called for a reconceptualisation of jihad or a review of its use
in Muslim political practice.

In view of the abuse and misuse of the concept of jihad throughout history, Mohammed
Ayoob, a Muslim Professor in International Relations has called for ''the removal of the
word jihad from the vocabulary of politics". It was not suflicient, in his view, for the
reformists to emphasise the importance of personal (greater) jihad above political (lesser
and armed) jihad. Instead, "Muslims must totally abjure the use of the term ''jihad" in the
contemporary context". The way to achieve this is "for the scholars of Islam to reach a
consensus and declare publicly that the te1m '·jihad" no longer applies in a world of
nation-states where conflicts take place over issues of tenitory and ethnicity rather than
on the basis of the simple dichotomy between dar-al-lslam and dar-al-harb". 96

94 Ibid,

134-4, 149-70; Jihad and the Islamic Law of War, 37-9; Peters, Jihad in Islam, 178-9.
107-13; Takrut1, AI- 'Amaliyyiit AI- Jshtishhiidlyah, 102-222; Cook, Understanding Jihad, 144-9;
Kelsay, Arguing the .lust War, 141.
96 Mohammed Ayoob, "Muslims could benefit by removing the word "jihad" from the vocabulary of
politics," YaleG/obal Newsletter, 26 September 2006.
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A similar view was also expressed in The Jakarta Post by Guntur, an Indonesian alumnus
of Al-Azhar University. He calls for the abrogation of the verses on war in the Qur'an.
He writes, "Islam acknowledges a method called nasakh or the abrogation of law. It is
not a popular approach but we can take the step when certain stipulations are no longer
applicable to the contemporary context ... texts endorsing war and violence will still be
there but we will regard them as historical facts." He also urges Muslims to return to the
Pre-Medinan (period before the Prophet's migration from Mecca to Medina) teachings of
Islam. 97

Abdullahi An-Na'im, a Professor of Islamic Law who wrote the article "Why should
Muslims abandon jihad?", refers to a specific form of jihad defined as "the unilateral use
of force by Muslims in pursuit of political objectives and outside the institutional
framework of international legality and the mle of law in general." He does not reject
jihad in the form of self-defence as recognised by the international conventions and other
reformists or the use of its vocabulary in politics, but integrates the mle of jihad in Islam
into the available international conventions on war and peace with a view that both are
compatible with one another. This, according to him, is in line with the present changes
that require a rethink on the classical view of jihad. 98

Generally, reformist scholars view that classical works should be understood not only
through textual analysis, but also through contextual understanding of different phases of
the classical period.

For example, Al-Bufiy, in reviewing the position of classical scholars on the justification
of jihad, argues that jihad for defensive purposes was the position taken by a majority of
scholars of the Hanafiy, Malikly and Hanbally schools of jurispmdence. Only the
Shafi'ly school viewed jihad as fighting against kufr (disbelief). 99

97 Ida Indawati Khouw, "'Muslims should abrogate verses of war in Islamic Law," The Jakarta Post, 20
November 2008.
98 Abdullahi Ahmed An-Na' im, "Why should Muslims abandon Jihad? Human rights and the future of
international law," Third World Quarterly, 27, no. 5 (2006): 785,788.
99 Al-But1y, Al-Jihiid Fi AI- /sliim, 94.
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Reformists suggest that the binary classification of Dar Al-Islam and Dar Al-ijarb had
been used by classical scholars to ensure that the laws pertaining to jihad were applied to
the appropriate social and political environment. 100 The concept was also shaped by the
period when Islamic law was being codified, during which time Muslims were dominant
in the international political scene, and hence bore an air of superiority. 101

Reformists argue that the existence of Dar Al-ijarb does not necessarily mean a state of
war with Dar Al-Islam. From a linguistic perspective, Dar Al-ijarb could also mean a
land that could potentially be hostile unless it guarantees non-hostility through peace
agreements. The term need neither be an indication of, or itself bring about hostility and
.
. agamst
. non- M us11ms.
.
102
ammos1ty

Zaid Shakir argues that such nuances in classical works clearly rejects the idea of
Muslims being at perpetual war with non-Muslims, and that jihad is essentially a battle
against non-Muslims because of their disbelief. 103

On the classical view of dhimm1y status and jizyah, the reformists rationalise that these
were originally applied to defeated enemies and their subjects, and therefore not
applicable to the non-Muslim citizens in contemporary Muslim countries. They point out
the fact that during the early period of the Prophet's migration to Medina and before the
revelation on jizyah payment, an agreement known as the Medina Charter between the
Prophet, the Jews and Pagan Arab tribes contained similar elements that characterised
dhimmly status in most classical works. However, the non- Muslims in the agreement
were regarded as one nation with the Muslims. It was only when the Jews breached the
agreement that the verses on jizyah were revealed. Also, the hadlth records that the
Prophet did not impose jizyah on certain non-Muslims. 104
100

Jihad and the Islamic Law of War, 26-9.
Han iff Hassan, Unlicensed to Kill: Countering Imam Samudra 's Justification fiir the Bali
Bombing, (Singapore: Peace Matters 2006), 51.
10 "Donner, "Islamic Conceptions of War," 34-5, 108-9.
103 Zaid Shakir, "Jihad is not perpetual warfare," Seasons, (Autumn-Winter 2003-2004): 56.
104 Muhammad Asad, The Message of the Qur'an, (Gibraltar: Dar Al-Andalus, 1980), 262; Huwaycfi,
Muwiitimln La- Dhimmlyun, 142-5; Jihad and the hlamic Law of War, 46-50; Al-Butiy, Af-Jjhiid FT Allsliim, 131-7.
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As mentioned before, the reformists believe that classical works cannot be understood
fully without analysing the contexts from which they emerged. Similarly, reformist
thinking on jihad is not without any influence from these contexts. In the late 19th and
20th centuries, reformist thinking was, to a large extent, a reaction to the orientalist
scholars who painted a very negative image of Islam. The concept of jihad in classical
works were depicted by orientalists as a justification for Islamic imperialism,
discriminative treatments against non-Muslims and war; a concept which was regarded as
anathema to the Western idea of a just war. This negative view of Islam was spread
widely to Muslim countries through the Western education systems, media, publications
and institutions of higher learning which were established or facilitated by colonial
powers that occupied most of the Muslim countries then.' 05

One such defensive reaction could be discerned from Shalt lit's work when he wrote:

"After this expose nobody can vilify Islam anymore or misinterpret the
Koranic verses and maintain as some ignoramuses have done, that Islam
has taken up fighting as a means of propagating its Mission and as an
instrument for conversion, and that its Mission and creed were founded on
and propagated by suppression and the use of force." 106

This can also be seen in · Abduh' s exchanges with Farah An tun, a Lebanese journalist,
novelist and political writer based in Egypt, and Gabriel Hanotoux, a French historian
and Minister of Foreign Affairs ( 1894-1898). 107

Colonial powers had also brought modern Western ideas to Muslim countries. Despite
their commitment to Islam, reformists Muslims have not been spared from these new
ideas. They began to use modern vocabularies and concepts to illustrate classical ideas or

105 Ali,

"War and Peace: Popular Islam," 71, 82-92; Esposito, Unholy War, 66; Peters, Jihad in Islam, 10910, 123-5.
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frame classical terminology in accordance to modem concepts borrowed from
international law and other disciplines. An example is the use of the terms "civilian",
"combatant" and "non-combatant", which were non-existent in classical terminology and
conceptually different from the classical understanding of those who may or may not be
killed. 108

Some of these contexts have had special impacts on reformist ideas. In the aftermath of
the Sepoy Mutiny (1857) in India, Al}mad Khan forbade armed jihad against British
colonial rule so long as the Muslims were not prevented from performing their religious
obligations. Before the mutiny, Muslims enjoyed relatively privileged status in the army
and the bureaucracy, relative to the Hindus under British rule. However, Muslims began
to lose their positions to the Hindus when Muslim sepoys mutinied against their British
commanders, due to dissatisfaction over their treatment and fuelled by many fatwa of
jihad against the British rule that were propagated during that period. 109

Scholars regarded Al}mad Khan's ideas as his attempt to reinstate Muslim loyalty
towards British rule and to appease the rulers with the objective of reclaiming the status
enjoyed by Muslims before the mutiny. This was in addition to his own belief that
Muslims must change some aspects of their understanding of Islam if they are to have a
better future. Fearing that Muslims would lose out to the Hindus if India gained
independence, Khan became highly suspicious of the independence movement in
India. 110

Unlike their early counterparts, the reformists of the late 201" century had to respond
primarily to the issue of religious extremism within the Muslim society which had led to
revolts against rulers in the name of jihad. This forced the reformists such as Al-Bu!ly, to
reiterate the essentially defensive views of jihad in their works. 111

108 Peters,

Jihad in Islam, 145-8; Mary Habeck, Knowing the Enemy: Jihadist Ideology and the War on
Terror, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2006), 27.
109Richard Bonney, Jihad: From Quran to bin Laden (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004]), 192-3.
110 lbid, 123-4, 132.
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Militant Strand of Jihad

The adjective "militant" here does not necessarily connote the tendency for violence.
Here it is used to describe a strand of jihad that is strident and confrontational, and that
seeks to achieve political or social change. The methods used could be extreme and
sometimes violent. 112

Militants believe that Muslims are obligated to proactively wage jihad against nonMuslims until Islam rules supreme. They classify armed jihad into two: jihad al-daf
(defensive jihad) and jihad al-talab (offensive jihad).

While the traditionalists also acknowledge the aggressive characteristics of jihad, the
militants go futiher by viewing armed jihad as being superior to non-violent jihad. It is
seen as the ultimate act of devotion, the pinnacle of Islamic teachings and the solution to
the current subjugation of the Muslims by the West, which they attribute to the neglect of
the duty of mmed jihad. 113

Much of the militant VIew on jihad has been mentioned in Chapter 1 m the section
describing jihadist ideology. Although jihadists make up the extreme group in this
category, the illustration given also applies to non-jihadist militants. Although nonjihadist militants have not been known to be involved in actual armed activities against
the perceived enemy or authority, or to belong to any jihadist organisation, they exist
symbiotically with jihadists. Examples of non-jihadist militants were Sayyid Qutb and
Abu Al-'Ala Al-Mawducfly, the founder of Jamaat-e-Islami movement in Pakistan. They
were imp01iant ideologues who have contributed to the development of jihadist ideology
but there has been no evidence that they were ever involved in actual armed jihad.

To reiterate, jihadists believe that:
112 See

Collins Cohuild English Dictionary, (London: Harper Collins Publishers, 1995); Oxford Dictionary
(Concise), (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 10 111 edition, 1999); Macmillan English Dictionary For
Advanced Learners International Student Edition, (Oxford: Macmillan Education, 2002). For a broad
perspective of Militant Islam, see also G. H Jansen, Militant Nam, (London: Pan Books, 1979).
113 Peters, Jihad in Islam, 128, 160-1; AI-Shm1f, Ta_tawwur Maflulm AI-Jihii£i, chapter 4 and 312.
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1. Armed jihad is the ultimate act of devotion.
2. Unless otherwise stated, jihad means fighting against non-Muslims.
3. Jihad is a perpetual war against non-Muslims until they embrace Islam, or submit to
Muslim rule.
4. The world is divided into two (binary)- Dar Al-Islam and Dar Al-Jiarb.
5. Waging armed jihad in the present day is considered fard 'ayn for all Muslims until
the rule of shar1'ah prevails, all non-Muslim forces leave Muslim lands and all lands
that were historically under Muslim rule are reclaimed.
6. Suicide bombing is a commendable act for seeking martyrdom.
7. It is legitimate to target of non-Muslim civilians in order to avenge the blood of
Muslim civilians and as punishment for their support of hostile non-Muslim
governments. 114

The militants consider that it is legitimate to wage jihad against the rulers of Muslim
countries today, because they believe that these leaders have become apostates for not
ruling in accordance to the shar}'ah. Muslim civilians who support their apostate rulers
are also considered apostates and are therefore legitimate targets in jihad attacks. 115

The militants divide their enemies into two categories; the near and far enemy. The near
enemies refer to local regimes which do not rule in accordance to the shar}'ah and the far
enemies are the non-Muslim countries in the West. There has been no consensus on
which should be targeted first in jihad. 116

The militants once held the view that jihad against the near enemy must supersede jihad
against the far enemy. They had even been prepared to suspend armed jihad against Israel
and work towards establishing legitimate rule based on shm1' ah so that jihad could be
waged under the appropriate leadership. This view has since changed with the emergence
of Al-Qaeda as the main proponent of global jihad. Al-Qaeda's rationale is that the far
11 ~Fawaz Gerges, The Far Enemy: Why Jihad Went Global, (Cambridge: Camb1idge University Press,
2005), 3-15.
115 Ibid, 5; Peters, Jihad in Islam, 154; Al-Sharif, Tatawwur Mafhum Al-Jihad, chapter4 and 309-13; Kelsay,
Arguing the Just War, 131-2.
116 Ibid, 9-15; Ibid. 160-3, 175.
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enemy is guilty of backing the local regimes, which have been suppressing local militant
groups. If the far enemy is defeated, as the Soviet Union had been in Afghanistan, then
the fall of the local regimes would be inevitable. 117

Fawaz Gergez, however, offers more nuanced explanations. His explanations, among
others, relate to the internal conflict within militant circles such as competition for
prominence among various groups and the remobilising of Muslims and the militants for
a new cause after the jihad against local regimes had failed, and some of the militants
reviewed their previous ideas and called for unilateral ceasefire. 118

The militants are usually very critical of the reformists and the traditionalists. They
accuse the reformists of portraying a certain image of Islam just to placate non-Muslims,
and they disapprove of the traditionalist preoccupation with non-violent jihad at the
expense o f arme d JI"h ad. 119

Although classical works remam as the militants' pnmary source of reference in
developing their ideas on jihad, they also differentiate themselves from classical scholars
in many ways. They frame their ideas using modem vocabulary and concepts such as
"state", "revolution" and "vanguard". It is also observed that the militants' ideas bore a
strong resemblance to modem revolutionary and leftist ideology. 120

The militants often reinvent and reinterpret classical ideas in order to achieve their grand
political vision, i.e. to establish Islamic rule. Some examples are:
1. The classical view that permitted the killing of any person contributing to a war
against the Muslims has been used as a justification in the present era for targeting
civilians who suppmi a government through their taxes or votes.
117 Ibid; Ibid, 174; Peter Mandavi lie, Global Political Islam, (London: Routledge, 2007), 253-4; Muhammad
'Abd Al-Salam Faraj, The Absent Obligation, (Birmingham: Maktabah Al-Ansar, 2000), 42-9.
118 Gerges, The Far Enemy, chapter 3.
119 Peters, Jihad in Islam, 130, 16-5; AI Al-Shm'if, Ta,tawwur Mafhiim AI-Jjhacl, chapter 4; Roxanne L.
Euben, "Killing (For) Politics: Jihad, Martyrdom, and Political Action," Political Theory, 30, no. 1
(February 2002): 17-8.
120 Ibid, 129; Ibid; Ibid, 21-2: Olivier Roy, The Failure of Political Islam, (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1996), 3, 40; Habeck, Knowing the Enemy, 17-9; Gerges, The Far Enemy, 4.
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2. The permissibility of extreme acts in the midst of a battle has been the justification
for suicide bombing operations outside the battlefield.
3. The justification for sacrificing Muslims civilians while conducting military
operations is based on the permissibility of killing Muslims in tatarrus situations,
which is often discussed in classical works. Tatarrus is a situation where the enemy
uses Muslim hostages as human shields to deter the Muslim army from attacking.
4. The justification for killing civilians is based on the principle of an eye for an eye,
although in fact, such justification was never found in classical works.
5. The justification for seizing the properties of non-Muslim citizens m Muslim
countries.

The context

The context, from which the militant viewpoint emerged, as illustrated in Chapter 1, is
summarised below:
1. The militant viewpoint emerged from the movement for Islamic revivalism and
independence during the 19th and early 20th centuries.
2. The harsh treatments, tortures and injustices experienced by Muslim refonn activists
by local regimes contributed to the mutation of reform movements into militant and
jihadist groups.
3. The emergence of early jihadist movements can be traced to Egypt, when the Arab
armies experienced a humiliating defeat during the 1967 Six-Day War.
4. The success of jihad in Afghanistan against the Soviet invasion provided fetiile
ground for proponents of militant jihad to validate and spread their ideas, widen their
support base, transform their struggle to a global jihad. multiply their core members

and gain confidence to take on the superpowers of the day. This event also provided a
new lease of life for core jihadist movements in Egypt which had been effectively
suppressed by Jamal 'Abd

Al-Na~ir

(and later by J-fusnl Mubarak).

In addition to the above, the use of suicide bombs by Muslim militants can be traced to
the 1983 attack on the American and French UN peacekeeping army in Lebanon by
Shiite militia, following a fatwa issued by Shiite scholars. The ideas, practice and "know-
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how" were later transferred to a group of Palestinian leaders who had been banished by
Israel during the First Intifiiqah (1987 -1993 ). 121

Like any ideology, militant ideas evolved over time. In the beginning, their main target
was the near enemy which, to them, referred to the "apostate" rulers of Muslim countries.
This idea can be attributed to Mul].ammad 'Abd Al-Salam Faraj, a leader of the Egyptian
Al-Jihad, who wrote Al-Faikjah Al-Ghii'ibah (The Absent Obligation). 122

However, after decades of struggle with little success, and witnessing the defeat of the
Soviet army in the hands of the mujahidin in Afghanistan, the militant idea of targeting
the far enemy

~

chiefly by the United States and Israel

~

began to take centrestage.

Proponents of this view attributed their failure in defeating the near enemy to the constant
support the near enemy received from the distant enemy. This strand was popularised by
Al-Qaeda through its emir, Bin Laden, the main protagonist of the global jihad movement
until his death in 2011. 123

According to Peters, the militant viewpoint is characterised by its refusal to acquiesce to
the context, its self-assertiveness, and unbending commitment to the ideals which has led
them to wage jihad against all who stand in their way 124

Peters asserts that both the refom1ist and militant viewpoints represent two different
reactions to Westem inf1uence in the Muslim world. The former is defensive while the
latter is assertive. 125

The ideologues

To better understand the militant idea on jihad, it would be appropriate to look at the key
figures and the contexts which have contributed to its evolution.

121 Bonney,
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Some of the figures who have had profound impacts on its ideology are Ibn Taym1yah,
Mul}ammad ibn 'Abd Al-Wahhab, Rash1d Riqa, 1-fasan Al-Banna, Al-Mawdiid1y, Sayyid
Qutb, Muqammad 'Abd Al-Salam Faraj and 'Abd 'Allah 'Azzam. 126

The following sections will offer biographical accounts of these individuals, with special
attention to their ideology and their contributions to militant ideas on jihad.

Ibn Taymlyah (1263-1328)
Taq1y Al-D1n ibn Taym1yah was a respected 13 1h-century Sunni scholar of the Hanbafiy
School. He has had the most influence on modem radical ideology. 127 The ideologues of
the modem period revere him and make references to his work. He is often quoted by
Faraj in his influential book, The Absent Obligation. 'Azzam wrote, "Four people
influenced me in my life; Ibn Taym1yah on creed and theology, Ibn Al-Qayyim on
etiquette, Al-Nawaw1y on jurisprudence and Sayyid Qutb on worldview." 128

Ibn Taym1yah had issued a fatwa making it legitimate to wage jihad against the Muslim
Mongols who were then ruling Baghdad and were threatening other Muslim lands. Ibn
Taym1yah argued that since the Mongols ruled by their customary Yasa laws instead of
the sharl.' ah, he was of the opinion that their status as Mus] ims was nullified, based on the
Qur'anic verse that states that whoever governed by laws other than those revealed by
God has fallen into disbelief. It thus became obligatory for Muslims to defend and
liberate their lands through armed jihad. 129 This fatwa became the foundation for many
ideas which mutated into jihadism. Because belief in Allah as the only God requires
Muslims to accept that He is the only Being that deserves their devotion and submission;
observing the five pillars of Islam and abiding by the shm1' ah in its entirety, Ibn
Taymlyah concluded in the fatwa:

126 Habeck,

Knowing the Enemy, 17-9, 29; Gilles Kepel, The Roots ofRudical Islam, 5 and 23.
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•

It is incumbent upon all Muslim rulers i.e. the Mongols, to implement the shan' ah,

especially those rulings concerned with the social, political and economic sphere.
•

Since the full implementation of the shar1' ah requires political authority, religion and
politics cannot be separated.

•

To replace the shar1' ah with other rules (like the Yasa) is considered an act of kufr
(disbelief) because it contradicts the basic concept of belief in, and submission to,
Allah.

•

Since Islam came to abolish kufr, it is incumbent upon Muslims to bring about this
abolishment by waging armed jihad against the Mongols.

Ibn Taym1yah's fatwa and the ideas mentioned above subsequently became the basis for
the jihadists' militancy. The jihadists saw the parallel between the Mongols and the
contemporary regimes in Muslim countries. It was thus not only legitimate but also
obligatory to wage anned rebellions against all regimes in Muslim countries who ruled
by secular law. 130

Ibn Taym1yah made a departure from the dominant classical view in that he considered
jihad as the most imp011ant fard 'ayn after belief and that it is the best of all devotions.
He also brought into prominence the view held by a minority of classical scholars that
jihad should be waged against non-Muslims as well as sinful Muslims and heretics. A
few scholars also suggest that Ibn Taym1yah had extended this view to include even the
Muslims who neglected their jihad duty. 131 Hence, Ibn Taym1yah is seen as being
responsible for planting the seeds of revolutionary violence. 132

Ibn Taymlyah was not just a scholar who wrote on jihad as an intellectual exercise. His
role in mobilising Muslims against the threat of the Mongols provides inspiration to

130 Benjaman
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modem militants. His participation in battle has also provided greater credibility to his
ideas onjihad.

Ibn Taym1yah was a forceful proponent of returning to the way of the original salaf
(pious predecessors)- a way characterised by strict adherence to the literal interpretation
of the Qur'an and the sunnah (Prophetic tradition), and the opinions of scholars with
sound arguments that conform to the textual inference of the Qur' an and the sunnah. His
harsh criticism of the

~ufiy

practitioners and rationalist thinkers have influenced the way

modem salafiy (followers of the way of salaf) critique anyone who does not subscribe to
their views. 133

However not everyone who has been influenced by Ibn T aym1yah or who is a salafiy is a
militant. In fact, one could find many ideas from within Ibn Taym1yah's works that
would discredit contemporary militant ideas on jihad. 134

Mui}ammad ibn 'Abd AI- Wahhab (1703-1792)
Muqammad ibn 'Abd Al-Wahhab was an l8 1h-century scholar from Najd in the central
Arabian Peninsula in what is today Saudi Arabia. He is the founder of the movement,
commonly known as Wahhabism that is closely associated with the official religious
establishment in present-day Saudi Arabia. 135

Ibn 'Abd Al-Wahhab was responsible for reviving Ibn Taym1yah's ideas after a lapse of
500 years. He brought these ideas to the centre of Islamic theology, eventually making a
profound impact on the global Muslim community. The growth of the Wahhabi
movement was accomplished with the help of Ibn 'Abd AI-Wahhab's ally, Muqammad
ibn Sa' lid, and later with the support of Ibn Sa' lid's heirs who now rule Saudi Arabia. 136
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Although both Ibn 'Abd Al-Wahhab and Ibn Taym1yah were, according to scholars, bent
on using violence in establishing true Islam, the former was more concerned with
purifying the rituals and social domains of the Muslim community, whereas the latter was
preoccupied with the political turmoil during his lifetime. 137 Ibn 'Abd Al-Wahhab did not
have the political experience of Ibn Taym1yah. Moreover, in the late 18th century, the
House of Sa' lid was not regarded as a rightful authority to sanction any armed jihad, due
to the existence of the Ottoman caliphate. In the beginning, Ibn 'Abd AI-W ahhab and his
followers operated like a vigilante movement to purify the Muslim community from what
they perceived as superstitious and heretical practices, as well as against tribes that
competed with the House of Sa' lid for power in the Arabian Peninsula.

While Ibn Taym1yah's jihad could be regarded as self-defense, sanctioned by a righteous
authority, i.e. the Mamlliks, the jihad led by the House of Sa 'lid and its Wahhabi ally
against the Ottoman authority in Arabia seemed more like an armed rebellion by a local
militia against the ruling caliphate. 138

In this respect, it could be said that the jihad practices of Ibn 'Abd AI-Wahhab and his
followers were a departure from the dominant classical view that firstly forbade the use
of violence as a means for social reform unless mandated by the authority, and secondly
armed rebellion against a legitimate Muslim ruler. This provides insights into the
prevalent vigilante culture
. groups. 139
m1.1.1tantI extrem1st
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Ibn 'Abd Al-Wahhab's ideas were to influence the radical Muslim reformists who sought
refuge in Saudi Arabia from countries that persecuted them such as Egypt and Syria
almost a century later. They were welcomed by the regime, filling manpower needs due
to the rapid development in the country following the I973 oil crisis, and were seen as a
counter to the Nasserist socialism that was threatening the Saudi monarchy. 140

137 Habeck,
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During this period, cross-fertilisation occurred between the reformists and the politically
conservative Saudis. The result was the adoption of Wahhabi salafism by the activists in
their theology and the cultivation of the culture of social and political activism among
local Saudis. The promotion of this cross-fertilised idea as a counter-weight to Nasserist
socialism in Muslim countries contributed subsequently to the emergence of Islamic
movements that were founded on strong Wahhabi-salafiy theology and modem socio. . I activism.
. . 141
po 1Itlca

Muljammad Rashid Rkja (1865-1935)
Mul}ammad Rashid Riqa was a Syrian Muslim scholar. He was the most prominent
student ofMul}ammad 'Abduh, a Muslim reformist and Grand Shaykh of Al-Azhar. Riqa
settled in Egypt in 1897 to support 'Abduh in his reform work.

In the beginning, Riqa's ideas mirrored his mentor's reformist thinking. However, he
later became an admirer of Ibn 'Abd Al-Wahhab, and took on a more conservative and
traditional outlook. He believed that the refonnists had gone too far in their attempt to
revive the Muslim ummah and may have caused Muslims to lose their faith due to their
Westemised thinking and lifestyles. Just like Ibn 'Abd AI-Wahhab and Ibn Taym1yah,
Riqa called on all Muslims to return to the ways of the salaf (pious predecessors) and to

. entire
. Iy b y th e sh an-· ah . 142
11ve

Although Riqa was not known to have promoted militant jihad ideas or indeed incited
jihad, he was important for promoting Ibn 'Abd Al-Wahhab's ideas, and as a result, also
those of Ibn Taym1yah to early Muslim reform activists. It was against this backdrop the
m1'1'1tant stran d emerge dl43
.
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Mary Habeck writes that Riqa was the person who rediscovered Ibn Taym1yah. This,
opened up the opportunity for the Mongol analogy as a justification for jihad against a
.
.
144
Mus 11m
regime.

According to Daniel Benjamin and Steven Simon, Riqa employed the term jahiTiyah,
which was used by the Prophet Mul}ammad to refer to the state of widespread ignorance
and unbelief before revelation, to describe the state of the Muslims in his time. Riqa held
the view that governance that was not in accordance with the shar1' ah was kufr
(disbelief). This was the same idea that has become the basis of armed jihad against local
regimes by militant groups. 145

Riqa was also a teacher for Hasan Al-Banna, whose role we shall tum to now.

lfasan Al-Banna- (1906-1949)
An Egyptian school teacher, Hasan Al-Banna was the founder of the Muslim Brothers
(founded in 1928). The organisation was a popular Islamic movement that had branches
in many countries. It has int1uenced almost all other Islamic movements founded after it
and it is presently the largest Islamic movement. 146

Al-Banna was regarded by many scholars as being responsible for the spread of Islamism
and Islamist movements in the 20 1h century. Islamism was different from jihadism and
not all Islamist were jihadists. The brand of Islamism promoted by Al-Banna and the
Muslim Brothers held the view that Islam was a comprehensive religion where politics
and religion cannot be separated. They believe that it is necessary to establish an Islamic
state to realise Islam as a way of life, that Islam is the solution to all problems and that
Muslims should return to the fundamental sources of Islam, which are the Qur'an and the
sunnah. These were also the foundational ideas of jihadists. Hence, the Islamism
promoted by Al-Banna and the Muslim Brothers provided the intellectual groundwork

144 Habeck,
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which subsequently metamorphosed into jihadism. Indeed, many early militant and
jihadist groups sprang from the the Muslim Brothers as well as other Islamist movements.
These movements include the Al-Jama'ah Al-Islamlyah (Egypt), Al-Jihad (Egypt), AlTakfir Wa Al-Hijrah (Egypt), H"amas (Palestine) and H"izb Al-Tal}r1r (Palestine).

Although Ricj.a revived the ideas of Ibn Taym1yah and Ibn 'Abd Al-Wahhab, Al-Banna is
credited for popularising their ideas through the Muslim Brothers. Mary Habeck has
credited Al-Banna for rediscovering all three ideologues; Ibn Taym1yah, Ibn 'Abd AlWahhab and Ricj.a. 147

Al-Banna's jihad ideas were largely neo-classical. To him, non-violent means must be
explored before violent ones and armed jihad can only be waged after an extensive
preparation in all dimensions i.e. spiritual, political and economical. 148 However, he did
not hold the view that armed jihad should be limited to defence. 149

Al-Banna categorised armed jihad against the occupiers of Muslim lands as farcj. 'ayn.
With no apologies, he saw armed jihad as an integral part of Islam in order to save
mankind from the ignorance of disbelief, free them from "enslavement", and guide
people to the truth of Islam. He dismissed the view that jihad was a means of converting
people to Islam and colonising non-Muslims as the attempt of orientalists to tarnish and
distort the true teachings oflslam. 150

Some scholars suggest that he even put his ideas on jihad into practice through the
military and secret organisations which he formed and operated in Egypt against the
.. h , an d.m p al estme
. agamst
.
Israe 1. 151
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There is no doubt about Al-Banm1's significance in the genealogical chain of militant
jihad ideology. This can be seen from the fact that the early jihadist groups like the
Egyptian Al-Jama'ah Al-Islam1yah and Al-Jihad emerged from the Muslim Brothers'
milieu and the similarities in the worldview of the militants, Al-Banna and the Muslim
Brothers organisation he founded. 152 However, it must be pointed out that putting AlBanna in the militant jihad ideological genealogy does not imply a causal link for three
mam reasons.

Firstly, many more non-violent Islamic movements than jihadist groups have been
inspired by Al-Banna's ideas. Unlike Mul].ammad 'Abd Al-Salam Faraj, Al-Banna's
ideas are open to different interpretations. Secondly, and to reinforce the first reason, the
Muslim Brothers founded by Al-Banna has successfully evolved into a mainstream and
non-violent movement since 1965, and has become one of the strongest critics of AlQaeda's militant jihad ideology. 153 The Muslim Brothers has posed serious challenges to
Al-Qaeda's attempts at winning over Muslim audiences. This explains some of the harsh
criticisms against them by the militants, as exemplified by Ayman

Al-~awahir1y's

book

Al-Jia~ad Al-Mur. 154 Thirdly, the fact that Al-Banna and the Muslim Brothers were

harshly denounced means any person who subscribes to the Brothers' ideology would not
be easily accepted into the fold of militant groups, and the harsh criticism against them
would naturally tum them off militant jihad propagated by jihadists.

Thus, in today's context, Al-Banna's ideas propagated by the Muslim Brothers function
more as a barrier to militancy and extremism than as a conveyor belt. Some researchers·

15 ' Olivier Roy, The Failure of Political islam, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1996), pp. 1-2;
Gilles Kepel, Muslim Extremism in Egypt: The Prophet and Pharaoh, (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 2003), pp. 9-20; Lisa Blaydes and Lawrence Rubin, "Ideological Orientation and Counterterrorism:
Confronting Militant Islam in Egypt", Terrorism and Political Violence, vol. 20, no. 4, October 2008, p.
464; Simon Cottee, "Mind Slaughter: The Neutralization of Jihadi Salafism", Studies in Conflict and
Terrorism, vol. 33, no. 4, March 2010, p. 336. Gilles Kepel, Trail of Political Islam, pp. 27-32.
153 Omar Ashour, The De-radicalization ofJihadists: Tramforming Armed lslamist Movements, (New
York: Routledge, 2009), p. 44. See Marc Lynch, "Islam Divided Between Salafi-Jihad and the Ikhwan",
Studies in Conflict and Terrorism, vol. 33, no. 6, May 2010, pp. 467-87.
154 Ayman Al-2;awahir1y, Al-HaJiid Al-Mur: Al-lkhwan Al-Mus/jmtln F[ SittJn 'Aman, available at
http://www.tawhed.ws/r?i=2gxseb4t (5 September 2011).
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would even attribute the Egyptian Al-Jami.i'ah Al-Islam1yah's denouncement of violence
since 1997 to the influence of the Muslim Brothers' non-violent Islamist ideology. 155

AbtiAl-A 'ld Al-Mawdiidly(J903-1979)
Abu Al-A 'la Al-Mawdudiy was an Indian-born Muslim thinker. After the partition of the
Indian sub-continent he migrated to Pakistan where he worked as a journalist and wrote
many books on Islam and politics. He founded the Jamaat-e-Islami in Pakistan, a
movement analogous to the Muslim Brothers in Egypt.

Al-Mawdudiy had many ideas in common with Al-Banna and was also regarded as the
person responsible for providing the ideological and intellectual foundation for
Islamism. 156

In addition to being a pioneer of Islamism, he is important for his influence on Sayyid
Qutb, and his role in the spread of Islamism in the Indian sub-continent through Jamaate-Islami, and subsequently in Western countries via the migration of Indo-Pakistani
Muslims.

Scholars credit Al-Mawducfiy for introducing and/or promoting the following concepts:
•

Iii.ikim1yah: Allah is the only sovereign. Only Allah holds the right to legislate what
is qalal (permissible) and qaram (forbidden). Man as Allah's vicegerent is only
responsible to rule and judge in accordance to Allah's decree. Otherwise he is
claiming what is the exclusive right of Allah, the consequence of which is kufr
(disbelief).

•

Jiihifiyah: This refers to a state of ignorance where unlslamic practices prevail.
Although the term originally refered to the state of the Arabs before the prophethood

155

Amr Hamzawy and Sarah Grebowski, From Violence to Moderation: Al-.!ama 'a Al-lslamiya and AI.Jihad, Carnegie Papers, No. 20, April 2010, pp. 4 and 12; Lisa Blaydes and Lawrence Rubin, "Ideological
Orientation and Counterterrorism: Confronting Militant Islam in Egypt", p. 469.
156 Ibid, 50; Mandavi lie, Global Political Islam, 62-4, 68; Roy, Failure of Political h!am, 1-2, 40-3, 60;
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of Mul}ammad, Al-Mawdudiy believes that its meaning is not limited to any time or
place. 157
•

Vanguard: Core cadres of the Islamic movement must be produced through the
process of extensive tarb1yah (education and training) in order to lead Islamic reform
successfully. 158

Al-Mawdudiy also wrote a small book on jihad which held the same unapologetic view
as Al-Bannii. However, he regarded jihad as being both offensive and defensive. It is
offensive because its objective is to liberate humanity from state of jahiiiyah to Islam,
and it is defensive because of its role in defending humanity from the sway of
jahiiiyah. 159

But Al-Mawdudiy's biggest contribution to the development of the militant strand of
jihad was his influence on Sayyid Qutb.

Sayyid Qu_tb (1906-1966)
Sayyid Qutb was an Egyptian thinker and a leading ideologue for the Muslim Brothers in
the 1950s and 1960s. He was hanged in August 1966 for allegedly plotting to overthrow
the govemment and assassinate Jamal' Abd

Al-Na~ir,

the president of Egypt.

Qutb is regarded as the ideological godfather of Muslim revolutionaries. According to
Gilles Kepel, Qutb's book Ma 'iifjm

Fz A!- [adq (Milestones)

is the manifesto for the

157

The same concept was also introduced by Rashid Riqa. It is not clear, however, whether the similarity is
by coincidence or one was infiuenced by the other.
158 Abu Al-A'la Al-Mawdudly, Let Us Be Muslims, (Kuala Lumpur: The Islamic Foundation, 1991), 72-6,
94-5, 116, 120-3, 135-42, 290-1; Abu Al-A' Ia Al-Mawdudly, Al-lfukumahAl-fsliimlyah, (Qahirah: AlMukhtar Al-lslamly, 1980), 11-20, 71-82, !58; Abu Al-A' Ia Al-Mawdudly, Islamic Way of Life, (Kuwait:
International Islamic Book Center, 1994), chapter I; Abu Al-A' Ia Al-Mawdudiy, "The Political Theory of
Islam," Modernist and Fundamentalist Debate in !~lam: A Reader, Mansoor Moaddel and Kamtar Talattof,
eds. (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002), 263-71; Mandavilie, Global Political/slam, 64-8.
159
Abu Al-A' Ia Al-Mawdudly, AI-J1hiid H Sabl! Alliih. (place not cited: Min bar Al-Tawhld Wa AI-Jihad,
date not cited), 15-6, http://www.tawhed.ws/a?a=hy6rbg2r (accessed September 20, 2010); Al-Mawdudly,
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jihadists' struggle, and responsible for the intellectual gestation of radical Islamist
movements from the 1960s onwards. 160

Another of Qu!b's work that is equally influential is his exegesis of the whole Qur'an
entitled

Fz .<:iliil Al-Qur'iin (Under the Shades of the Qur'an) which brought together the

ideas of all the idealogues discussed earlier. Kepel suggested that Qutb was particularly
influenced by Al-Mawdudiy from whom he borrowed the concept of 'ubudiyah
(devotion, submission and obedience to Allah only) and hakim1yah. 161

Both Milestones and Qu!b's exegesis were written during his imprisonment from 1954 to
1964. While in prison, he endured brutal treatment and torture. This experience hardened
his hostility towards the Egyptian regime. 162

In Milestones, Qutb asserts that societies and their regimes are in the state of jahiTiyah
because they are not manifesting true 'ubudiyah and submitting to the hakim1yah of
Allah. In short they are on the verge of kufr. The solution, according to Qutb, is to wage
jihad by first carefully grooming individual Muslims with the correct understanding of
Islam into what he called the Qur'anic generation, which are in essence similar to the first
generation of Muslims. These individuals are to be the vanguards that would bring down
jahiTiyah in all its manifestations, after which true Islam can be reestablished. 163 Qu!b's
diagnosis of the current state of Muslims and essentialist analysis had tremendous
int1uence on the worldview of the militants. 164

Although Qu!b agreed that jihad was not limited to armed struggle and acknowledged the
role of non-violent jihad, he was not apologetic about the necessity of armed jihad in the

16 °Kepel, Roots of Radical Islam, 21, 36; See also Kepel, Trail of Political Islam, 34, Mandavi lie, Global
Political Islam, 241, Gerges, The Far Enemy, 7, Lewis, Crisis of/slam, 65-6,69.
161 Kepel, Trail of Political Islam, 26, 34. See Manda ville, Global Political Islam, 78-80; see Esposito,
Unholy War, 59; see Habeck, Knowing the Enemy, 38-9.
162 Kepel, Roots of Radical Islam, 25.
163 Esposito, Unholy War, 58-61; Kepel, Roots ofRadical Islam, 36; Mandavi lie, Global Political Islam, 7883; Habeck, Knowing the Enemy, 37-8; Lewis, Crisis of Islam, 68.
164 Ibid, 58; Ibid, 35; Kepel, Roots of Radical hlarn, 35; Roy, Failure of Political Islam, 41, 60; Gerges, The
Far Enemy, 5-6.
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struggle against jahifiyah even if it was not a defensive jihad. He argues that waging
offensive armed jihad against the forces of jahiliyah is legitimate because it is not
intended to subjugate or enslave people but to bring them back to their natural state of
Islam. He believed jihad is not a means of converting people to Islam, but a means of
creating an environment where true freedom of choice could exist. 165

Although Qut b did not explicitly recommend the use of bombs and weapons, his ideas,
packaged in revolutionary language, radicalised a segment of Muslim youths who were
extremely angered by their regime's brutality towards Muslim activists and were
disillusioned by the mainstream Muslim Brothers' plodding strategy. For these youths, it
was a call to arms. 166

With the lack of ideological leadership after the death of Al-Banna, many youths were
drawn to Qutb's ideas. His simple diagnosis of the problem and his articulate solution
filled the vacuum. In their eyes, his steadfastness in the face of brutal torture and his
martyrdom brought to mind the suffering of early Muslims who were persecuted by the
jahifiyah inhabitants of pagan Mecca at the dawn of Islam.

The reverence that Qutb gained from the Muslim youths made him the lens through
which they understood Al-Banna and Al-Mawducfiy. However, Al-Banna's approach,
which favoured gradual change through da'wah (peaceful propagation oflslam), and AlMawdi:id1y's non-violent open political pa1ticipation were skipped over in favour of
Qutb's revolutionary and rejectionist stand. In this regard, Qutb is regarded as the person
who reconstructed and radicalised the ideas of both these figures. 167

Muf?ammad 'Abd Al-Saliim Faraj (1954-1982)

Mul}ammad 'Abd Al-Salam Faraj was an Egyptian founding member of the Al-Jihad
organisation. He was executed in April 1982 for his role in the assassination of Anwar
165 Ibid,
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Sadat, the President of Egypt. His influence on militant thinking came through his book

The Absent Obligation. The book is regarded as the "constitution" for Al-Jihad and is
used as reference for many other jihadist groups. 168

In his book, Faraj made an assessment of all Islamic movements before him such as the
Muslim Brothers and Al-Takfir Wa Al-Hijrah. He concluded that the approaches taken
previously, i.e. political participation, social welfare and the policy of gradual change
through da'wah, hijrah and education, were all futile. According to him, some of these
approaches contradicted the teachings of Islam and the fact that none of them had
succeeded in bringing down jahifiyah seemed to affitm his assessment. 169

He suggested that the way to stop the Muslim decline was to return to the true Islam as
exemplified by the early (salaf) generation and advocated by Islamist ideologues before
him, as well as by opposing the jahil1yah forces. Armed jihad, according to him, was the
only effective way to bring down the jahifiyah after which the Islamic state, with the full
implementation of the shar1'ah, could be established. Faraj considered jihad as the sixth

°

pillar of Islam. 17 Kepel sees Faraj's book as not only a theological or ideological work,
but also as a programme for Muslim activist action against "infidel" rulers. 171

Faraj, who was clearly influenced by Ibn Taymiyah, often cited the scholar's fatwa on the
obligation of armed jihad against the Mongols. He considered the ruling Egyptian regime
and its apparatus as the 'modem Mongols' who were not ruling in accordance to the
shari' ah. Thus, his book represents a new and important shift in militant ideology since

Milestones. Islam, in his mind, can only be established from the ruins of jafiifiyah and
jahifiyah can only be brought down by armed jihad rcvolution. 172

168 Cook, Understanding Jihad, 11 0; Kelsay, Arguing the Just War, 130; Sonn, "Irregular Warfare and
Terrorism," 141-2; Gerges, The Far Enemy, 9-10.
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Before the emergence of Al-Qaeda, jihadist movements focused their jihad struggle on
the near enemy, defined as the immediate ruling regimes where jihadist movements
existed. Faraj argued that jihad against the near enemy must supersede the far enemy
because of its proximity and also that jihad against the far enemy could only be waged
under a proper Islamic authority, i.e. after the establishment of the Islamic state. Even
jihad against Israel in Palestine, according to Faraj, must wait until an Islamic state is
established in Egypt. 173

All the above scholars lay the foundation upon which 'Azzam built his jihad ideas. And
this is the subject of the next chapter.

Concluding Comments

Diverse views ofjihad
The strands of jihad ideas can be categorised as broad and ideal types. In reality, there are
subcategories for each strand as members of each strand disagreed among themselves
. came to th e fimer pomts.
.
174
w h en 1t

However, it is not the objective of this review to identify the differences within each
strand. Rather, this review seeks to provide a categorisation of jihad ideas based on
shared principles held by influential members of each strand, reflecting the diversity and
dynamism among Muslims.

Any researcher on Islam has to acknowledge that the differences of opinion in Islamic
theology and jurisprudence are the rule, and that consensus (ijma') is always an
exception. From the Qur'anic perspective, this is because God, in his wisdom, has
decreed that diversity and plurality shall be the law of the universe. More specifically, the
Qur'an states that there will always be divergence of views and differences among
173 Ibid,

42-9; Ibid, 11-5; Kepel, Roots of Radica!LI-lam, 209.
Jihad, 340; Michael Bonner, Jihad in islamic History: Doctrines and Practice, (Princeton:
Princeton University, 2006), 14.
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mankind. The Qur'an says, "If thy Lord had so willed, He could have made mankind one
people: but they will not cease to dispute. Except those on whom thy Lord hath bestowed
His Mercy: and for this did He create them ... " (The Qur'an, 11: 119).

The verse does not preclude divergence and differences among Muslims in understanding
Islam and the Qur'an in particular. It is in this light that the different strands of jihad
ideas should be understood. In fact, divergent views on jihad have not been restricted to
.
175
contemporary M us 11ms.

A majority of scholars of the subject have agreed that jihad is fundamentally complex and
due to this complexity, it has become a much contested area of study. 176 Esposito finds
that Muslims have consistently discussed and disagreed about jihad. Not only are there
diverse views on jihad at any particular time, its definition has also evolved over a period
of time. 177 Thus, according to Richard Bonney, no single, all-embracing concept of jihad
has existed and has been applied throughout the long course of Islamic history. 178

In this regard, any attempt to single out one trend or viewpoint and use it to generalise the
Muslim stand on jihad must be treated with caution. In other words, any study of jihad
must reflect the diversity of views. 179

Factors contributing to the diversity
Scholars have identified three factors, namely text, context and actors, which contribute
to the diverse strands of jihad ideas. 180

Text refers to the scripture upon which all matters petiaining to Islamic theology and
jurisprudence are built upon. Specifically, it refers to the Qur' an, the primary reference
agreed upon by all Muslims. Scholars agree that the Qur'an's position on jihad as a whole
175
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is far from coherent. It talks about peaceful propagation but also calls for armed jihad
against the disbelievers. It enjoins patience and forgiveness in the face of persecution and
harassment, but also makes self-defence obligatory. There are verses on jihad for selfdefence, but there are also verses that allow unconditional jihad against unbelievers. 181
Any attempt to understand the Qur' anic position on jihad would necessitate the linking of
all these verses by way of intellectual interpretation and methodological reasoning. Since
human interpretations are inherently diverse, the hope for producing a single coherent
view on jihad seems futile. 182

Indeed, Muslim scholars acknowledge that in order to ensure Islam's relevance across
time and space, the Qur'an was deliberately revealed with verses that are ghayrmu]Jkamiit (none definitive) allowing for various interpretations and understandings. This

allows Muslim scholars to apply the teachings of the religion in accordance to the
changing contexts. They also allow Muslim scholars to deduce different rulings on one
.

ISSUe.

183

The second contributing factor to the diverse strands of jihad ideas is the context, which
refers to the political, social or economical environment within which an interpretation of
jihad is made. 184 Indeed, the verses of the Qur'an were revealed, on many occasions, in
response to speci fie events or contexts. During the Prophet's lifetime, pre-existing
practices that were seen as good were endorsed and eventually incorporated into the
shm1' ah.

Examples of contexts that had contributed to the understanding of jihad include:
•

Pre-Islamic traditions such as the prohibition of war during specific months.

181 lbid,
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Terrorism," German Yearbook oflntemational Law (Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, Berlin, Vol. 31, 1988),
307, 324-31; Reuven Firestone, ''Conceptions of Holy War in Biblical and Qur' anic Tradition," Journal of
Religious Ethics 24, no. 1 (Spring 1996): 108.
182 Firestone, Jihad, 47-50.
181 Yusuf Al-Qaraqawly, Al-Kha;>iiis AI- 'Ammah Ll Al-lsliim (Qahirah: Maktabat Wah bah, 1977), 231-2.
18 .\Bonney, Jihad, 14: Lawrence, "Holy War," 141-58; Sachedina, "Development of Jihad," 48.
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•

Traditions which existed before a mass conversion to Islam such as in the case of
Mongols, Turks and Berbers.

•

Traditions of other communities and civilisation which Muslims interacted with such
as the Romans and Persians.

•

Contemporary norms such as the international conventions of war and peace.

•

Major events such as the Crusaders and Mongol invasion, colonisation of Muslim
lands by Western countries and the power struggles among Muslim rulers.

•

Fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) on jihad of the time. 185

The jihad ideas held by the leaders of the Egyptian Al-Jama'ah Al-Islam1yah is a good
example of the evolution of a jihad idea at a particular time by the same persons. Jihad to
them was first conceived as political and social reform in the country. After experiencing
and witnessing brutal suppression and torture, the idea evolved into overthrowing the
authority via violent means. However, the proponents subsequently denounced
voluntarily the narrow militant strand and reverted to their original idea when they
realised that their violent struggle had failed to achieve the intended outcome and has had
detrimental effects on them, the organisation, the religion and the society at large. 186

A study has shown that the current Palestinian groups hold a different concept of jihad
from Al-Qaeda. The former are nationalists waging armed jihad while the latter is a
global jihadist entity waging jihad across borders and with greater permissiveness. Jihad
in Islam can never be properly understood without incorporating diverse views and
understanding the contexts behind them. The study of jihad must be dynamic and flexible
. approac h . 187
m

The third contributing factor to the diversity in jihad ideas is the actors involved in the
formulation of jihad understanding. Michael Bonner lists the categories of actors that had
influenced or will always influence jihad ideas:

185 Donner,

"Islamic Conceptions of War," 32-3, 53-7, 91.
Jihad in Islam, 180-3.
187 Cook, Understanding Jihad, 132-3, 149.
186 Peters,
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•

Tribal warnors during the early period of Islam. They contributed to the early
classical strand of jihad by incorporating pre-Islamic traditions. Their influence
however diminished when Muslim rulers increasingly relied on regular armies.

•

Rulers. Muslim rulers have always had a vested interest in jihad. Historically, they
waged jihad against non-Muslims as a show of commitment to the religion and to
claim legitimacy and endorsement from the population. They used jihad to eliminate
rivals and opposition, and in the process, they influenced jihad ideas and rules related
to it through royal decrees, fatwa or treatises from the mufti or 'ulama' that supported
them.

•

Scholars. There were scholars who were purely academics and those who participated
in jihad campaigns, but both attempted to guide the understanding of jihad. The latter
however also attempted to mobilise Muslims to join jihad campaigns as they did.
There were also independent scholars and scholars of a particular establishment. The
diversity of scholars who operated in different contexts and had different roles would
naturally influence how jihad ideas were formulated. Their relationships with rulers
would also determine which ideas became dominant.

•

Fighters. They were either regular or volunteers who were fulfilling their religious
obligations, pursuing material gains or both. Jihad was often perpetuated due to these
interests through the use or misuse of scriptural texts and theological views. ISS

Esposito concludes that throughout history, jihad ideas were often the product of diverse
individuals and authorities applying scriptural texts to myriad contexts. 189 In a similar
vein, Bonney asserts that history is witness to continual selections of texts and doctrines
pertaining to jihad by different actors to suit their different interests. 190

The centrality of jihad to Islam and the psyche of Muslims in general mean that various
parties would continue to use jihad to pursue interests, whether religiously sanctioned or
otherwise. 191

1R8Bonner,

Jihad in Islamic Hist01y, 115, 153-5; Donner, "Islamic Conceptions of War," 47. 51-2.
Esposito, Unholy War, 64-5.
190
Bonney. Jihad, 399.
191 Ibid, 13,400.
189
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Bonney notes that throughout Islamic history, jihad had been used not only against
infidels but also against fellow Muslims. It had been used not only to defend against
aggression but also for the territorial expansion. It had been used by rulers against rival
rulers or elites for power, by rulers to quell rebellions by ordinary people and by scholars
against internal or external enemies. Participants of jihad were not only militants or
fundamentalists but also

~ufiy

practitioners who were known for their preference for the

"greater jihad". 192

The combination of the above three elements has not only resulted in diverse strands of
jihad ideas but also different genres of jihad treatises. Peters observes at least three
genres: mobilisational, instructional, and a combination ofboth.

Different genres
Treatises in the mobilisational genre muster Muslims for armed jihad in response to a
specific, well-defined political situation. This genre, according to Peters, is as old as the
history of jihad. An example of this type is Ibn Taymlyah 's work on jihad which sought
to mobilise Muslims against the Mongols. The instructional genre emerged with the
objective of providing religious guidance and rulings on jihad for Muslims. Generally, it
consisted of academic works. Reformist works that seek to reconcile jihad with
international law, compare jihad with the just-war theory or to refute the idea that Islam
was spread by the sword fall under this genre. The combination genre refers to works that
were published to jolt Muslims from their slumber but not necessarily in response to any
specific political occunence. Jihad, as elaborated in this geme, is usually framed as a

battle against the threat of an external enemy. 193

Greater jihad first

19 'Ibid, 55-8, 71-82, 127-32, 178-9, 182, 185, 187; John E. Lindsay, ibn 'Asakir (11 05-1176): Muslim
Historian and Advocate of Jihad against Christian Crusaders and Shi'ite Muslims, Rohatyn Center for
International Affairs, Working Paper Series #11, 2003, 6-7; Donner, ''Islamic Conceptions of War," 52.
193 Peters, Jihad in !slam, 103, 106, 108, 110.
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The idea that jihad encompasses greater (spiritual) and lesser (armed) jihad and that the
former supersedes the latter in importance have existed since the early period of Islam. In
fact, the Qur'an clearly points out that the greater jihad is the first concept of jihad.
Muslims during the Meccan period were obligated to focus on their spiritual development
and were prohibited from retaliating against persecution and harassment. It was later
through classical works that armed fighting became almost synonymous with jihad.
Despite this fact, classical scholars still acknowledge that the greater jihad supersedes the
.
194
l esser JI''h ad.m Importance.

Rethinking past, current and fitture
Despite calls for Muslims to speak out against and reign in the militants, the discourse of
greater versus lesser jihad is in reality a constant feature of Muslim debate across history.
Contemporary scholars, reviewing jihad-related works, find that the dominant strand now
is the refonnist one. 195

However, it will be very difficult for the idea of a totally peaceful jihad to take root
among Muslims in the immediate future. David Cook has found that the Islamic tradition
does not preclude the mixture of greater and lesser jihad. Even the

~ufiys

hold to both

concepts in their understanding of jihad. 196 The importance of aggressive jihad according
to Cook is always latent and can be brought to forth at any time. 197 In relation to this, Ann
Elizabeth Mayer, writing in War and Peace in the Islamic Tradition and International
Law, asser1s that the reformists' attempt to revise and update jihad understanding to

contemporary context has not been recognised. She suggests that there will be no single
recognisable consensus on the justification for war and the limit of violence among
Muslims. Thus, it will be difficult to derive a definitive Islamic doctrine on jihad. 1n On

194 Cook, Understanding Jihad, 4; Bonney, Jihad, 404; Sachedina, "Development of Jihad," 37-40; Euben,
"Killing (For) Politics," 12-3.
195 Cook, Understanding Jihad, 164-5; Khadduri, War and Peace, 295; Martin, "Religious Foundations of
War," 108.
196 Cook, Understanding Jihad, 31-3, 4 7, 165-6; John Ralph Willis, "Jihad Fi Sabil Allah- Doctrinal Basis
in Islam and Some Aspects of its Evolution in Nineteenth-Century West Africa," Journal of African
History, III, no. 3 (1967): 414.
197 Ibid, 30-1.
198 Mayer, "War and peace," 197-8.
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the same note also, it will be unlikely for Muslims to define jihad similar to the Christian
pacifism framework, even though they value peaceful and spiritual jihad above violent
ones.

Based on the work of scholars, two important trends may be seen in the future. Cook
suggests that the classical and militant viewpoints will have no future as the jihad to
avenge perceived wrongs inflicted upon Muslims over the past two centuries "has been a
dismal failure, with the possible exception of the expulsion of the Soviet Union from
Afghanistan." 199 He views that the era of using jihad as an effective tool for conversion
has passed and that its effectiveness in transfonning Muslim societies has been
doubtful. 200 He writes:

"It is difficult to see the situations in the world at the present time where

jihad is likely to gain the Muslim community anything. The world is
simply too interconnected . . . for jihad to separate Muslim from nonMuslims. From the growth of Muslim minorities in non-Muslim countries
to the growth of non-Muslim minorities in Muslim countries, as well as
the ongoing process of globalization, the evidence suggests that this
process will continue to expand in the coming years. Jihad cannot stop it,
at least not in its present form, even with the aid of martyrdom
.

operat10ns.

,201

Mayer, however, senses a convergence of ideas among Muslims despite the diversity of
ideas. Contemporary Muslim scholars have been keen to update the classical viewpoint.
Muslim scholars have abandoned the binary classification of Dar Al-Islam and Dar AlIiarb and have accepted the modern nation-state system in international politics. They
have also attempted to align jihad with international law and view it in the light of the

.
heory. 202
Just-wart
199

Cook, Understanding Jihad, 164.
165.
201 Ibid, 164-5.
202 Mayer, "War and peace," 198.
200 Ibid,
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Efforts made by reformist scholars must be supported. In this regard, Bonney suggests
that while the emphasis for greater jihad must continue, the understanding of jihad as a
whole must be linked with the dialogue of civilisations on an equal footing, recognising
the pluralistic nature of the contemporary world. 203

Conclusion and moving the research forward
This chapter has highlighted the diverse views of jihad ideas among Muslims and factors
that had and will continue to contribute to it. It has concluded that the diversity will
continue and consequently no singular understanding of jihad will ever emerge.

The reformist viewpoint

IS

the dominant strand held by mainstream Muslims, and

scholars are making serious and continuous efforts to revisit the classical viewpoint to
adapt it to the modern context. Against this backdrop, what are we to make of 'Azzam's
contributions to jihadist ideas? The folowing chapters seek to address this.

203 Bonney,

Jihad, 404, 407, 418.
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CHAPTER4

'ABDALLAH 'AZZAM'S JIHAD IDEAS

Introduction
The previous chapter highlighted four major jihad strands found among Muslims today.
'Abd Allah 'Azzam has been identified as an influential figure for the militant strand.
This chapter will attempt to examine 'Azzam's jihad ideas in greater detail, and will
differentiate the militant from the non-militant ideas. 'Azzam' s militant ideas are
influenced by contemporary events and mark a break from the classical strand while the
non-militant ideas are similar to those of the traditional and classical strands. This
examination will then become the basis of subsequent analysis.

The chapter will exam me 'Azzam' s jihad ideas based on his books, articles and
transcripts of lectures. The examination will be divided into the following sections:

•

'Azzam's Worldview

•

Definition of Jihad

•

Status of Jihad in Islam

•

Other Ideas Relevant to Jihad

•

Types of Jihad

•

Stages ofRevelation

• Objectives of Jihad
•

Who Can Fight for Jihad?

•

Ethics and Rules of Jihad

• Martyrs
• Jihad and Irhab (Terrorism)
•

The Idea of Al-Qa' idah

The chapter will begin by briefly illustrating 'Azzam' s religious weltanschauung
(worldview)- the set of religious ideas and beliefs that framed the way he interpreted and
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interacted with the world, and developed his theological opmwn. Reconstructing
'Azzam's broad religious worldview will provide a better appreciation of his jihad ideas.

Where 'Azzam's jihad ideas run similar to the classical view, illustrated in the previous
chapters, only brief illustration will be given followed by references to the relevant
section of the previous chapter to avoid repetition and to economise space.

'Azzaro's Worldview

As highlighted previously, 'Azzam admitted he was greatly influenced by Ibn Taym!yah
and Sayyid Qutb. 1 He was also affiliated with the Muslim Brothers, founded by I-f.asan
Al-Banna. 2 His contact with the Muslim Brothers began when in his early teenage years,
according to some of his biographies. 3

A review of materials associated with 'Azzam has revealed that his ideology bears
striking similarity to those of Ibn Taym!yah, Qutb and Al-Banna's Muslim Brothers. 4 His
ideas also conform to the broad worldview held by jihadist groups, as illustrated in
Chapter l. 5

'Azzam 's worldview is summarised as follows:

1. Islam is supreme over other religions. It is the only true religion recognised by God. 6
1 '.1\bd AIEih 'Azzam, "Sayyid Qutb: Ishrun 'Aman 'Ala AI-Shahadah," A!-JJhiicl, 23 (October 1986): 7;
· Abd Allah · Azzam, Si!si!ah FT AI- Tarblyah Al-Jihiidlyah Wa Al-Bina-· Vol. 11. (Peshawar: Maktab AIKhidmat, 1991 ), 12-3; 'Abd Allah 'Azzam, Silsilah FT A!- Tarblyah A!-Jihadlyah Wa Al-Bina-· Vol. 3
(Peshawar: Maktab AI-Khidmat, 1992), 10-2, http://tawhed.ws/a'?a=a82griko (accessed July 30, 20 10);
'AbdAllah 'Azzam, 'Arnlaq Al-Fikr Al-/sliimly, (Peshawar: Markaz AI-Shahld 'Azzam AI-I'lamiy, date
not cited), 1-15, http://tawhed.ws/a?a=a82griko (accessed July 30, 2010); 'Abd Allah · Azzam, A Message
ofYouth, (place not cited: At-Tibyan Publications, date not cited), 4.
''AbdAllah 'Azzam, Sa'iidat A!-Basharlyah, (Peshawar: Maktab Al-Khidmat, 1992), 69; 'AbdAllah
· Azzam, Fi Ziliil Sural AI- Tawbah, (place not cited: Markaz Al-Shah1d 'Azzam Al-J'lamly, date not
cited), 36, http://tawhed.ws/a?a=a82griko (accessed July 30, 201 0).
1'Azzam, "Al-Shaykh 'AbdAllah 'Azzam," 30-1.
.JSee Chapter 3, sub-section on Ibn Taym1yah, Sayyid Qutb and f!asan Al-Banna.
5 See Chapter 1, section on The Threat of Jihadist Terrorism.
(,, Azzam, AI- 'Aqldah Wa Atharuha-FT Bin a-, A!-Jay!, 6; 'Abd Allah 'Azzam, A l-Is/am Wa Mustaqhal A!Basharlyah, (Peshawar: Markaz Al-Shah1d 'Azzam Al-I'lam1y, 1980), 1-8, http://tawhed.ws/a?a=a82griko
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2. Allah is the absolute sovereign; with the absolute power to legislate over l].alal
(permissible) and l].aram (prohibited). 7 Man has been entrusted only as His caliph
(vicegerent) to uphold His commands i.e. the shaii'ah. 8
3. Islam is the only comprehensive way of life for all human beings; it recognises no
separation between religion and politics. 9
4. All virtues such as justice, freedom and happiness can only be attained through the
teachings of Islam. 10
5. Muslims are obligated to uphold and practice Islam (sharl.' ah) in its totality. The
failure to fulfill this is sinful, while its rejection is an act of kufr (disbelief). 11
6. The crux of Islam is tawh1d (monotheism) and living fully by the sharl.'ah 1s a
practical manifestation of tawhid. They cannot be separated from each other and
Muslims must accomplish both to gain salvation in the Afterlife. 12
7. The best way to understand tauhid and practice the shar1'ah is to adopt the salafiy
way. 13
8. The establishment of an Islamic caliphate or Islamic state is fundamental to upholding
Islam fully. After the collapse of the Ottoman caliphate, it became obligatory for all
Muslims to re-establish the caliphate in any part of world.
(accessed July 30, 2010); 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Jihad, La Irhab," Al-Jihiid, 27 (February 1987), 4-7; 'Abd
Allah 'Azzam, FJ Al-Jihiid Fiqh Wa fjtihiid (Peshawar: Markaz Al-Shah1d 'Azzam Al-I'Iam1y, date not
cited), 52, http://tawhed.ws/a?a=a82qriko (accessed July 30, 2010).
7Th is is similar to the concept of (1akimiyah held by Ibn Taym1yah, Al-Mawdudly, Qutb, AI-Banna and
many other Islamist groups. See Chapter 3, sub-section on Ibn Taym1yah, Sayyid Qutb and 1-jasan AlBanna. Ibid, 1, 15-23; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "In Al-Hukm Illa Li Allah," Al-Jihiid, 40 (March 1988): 4-6;
'Azzam, Silsilah Fl AI- Tarblyah Al-Jih<idiyah Wa Al-Bina-· Vol. 3, 62-71.
8Th is is similar to the concept of' ubtldiyah held by Ibn Taym1yah, Al-Mawdudly, Qutb, Al-Banna and
many other Islamist groups. See Chapter 3. sub-section on Ibn Taym1yah, Sayyid Qutb and 1-jasan AlBannii. Ibid, 15-23; 'Abd Allah · Azzam, Silsilah H AI- Tarblyah A!-Jihiidiyah Wa A!-Bim/' Vol. 13.
(Peshawar: Maktab Al-Khidmat, 1990), 88-9; · Azzam, Silsilah Fl AI- Tmblyah Al-.fihiidlyah Wa Al-Bina-·
Vol. 11, 145-70; 'Abel Allah · Azzam, ''AI-1-jakimlyah Akhtar Qaqiyah," Al-.fihiid 80 (July-August 1991 ):
46; "Abel Allah 'Azzam, Silsilah FJ AI- Tarblyah AI-Jihiidlyah Wa Al-Bina-· Vol. 2, (Peshawar: Maktab AlKhidmat, 1990), 99-134.
9 Ibid, 11, 15; 'Azzam, Kha,t AI- Ta(Jawwul AI- Tiirlkhiy, 20-1; 'Azzam, Al-lsliim Wa Mustaqbal AlBasharlyah, l-8.
10 'Abd Allah 'Azzam, "Qifuhum ... Innahum Mas' ullin," Al-.fihiid 9 (July 1985): 4-5; 'Azzam, Sa 'iidat AlBasharlyah, 1-29.
11 Another similar concept of' ubtldiyah held by Ibn Taym1yah, Al-Mawdudly, QuJb, Al-Banna and many
other Islamist groups. See Chapter 3, sub-section on Ibn Taym1yah, Sayyid Qutb and 1-jasan Al-Banna.
Ibid, 15-23; 'Azzam, Silsilah Fl AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 62-71.
12 'Azzam, Al-As 'ilah Wa Al-Aj>vibah Al-lihiidlyah. 8-9.
13 Ibid, 17; · Azzam, AI- 'Aqldah Wa Atharuh(/, 1, 14; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, Kalimiit Min Kha,t Al-Nii1; (place
not cited, date not cited), 90, http://tawhed.ws/a?a=a82qriko (accessed July 30, 201 0).
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9. Muslims are obliged to ensure that Islam eventually rules the world through the
institution of the caliphate and that all infidels submit to Islamic rule. 14
10. Life is a constant battle between the truth (Islam) and falsehood/jahifiyah (other
beliefs). There is no common ground. 15 There will always be some proponent of
falsehood/jahifiyah to stand in the way oflslam. 16
11. Armed jihad for the supremacy of Islam is not only inevitable but also a constant
feature of this life. 17
12. Muslims are enjoined to be wary, strict, stem and firm towards all infidels. 18
13. Muslims must uphold the principle of al-wala' (total loyalty and allegiance to God
and doing what pleases Him i.e. loyalty to fellow Muslims) and al-bara' (total
disassociation from anythings that displeases God). The latter includes things that are
related to kufr (disbelief) and kuftar (infidels). As such, Muslims should avoid living

1

"Ibid, 8; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, Muqaddimah F[ Al-Hijrah Wa Al-l'diid, (place not cited, date not cited), 267, 82-5, http://tawhed.ws/a?a=a82qriko (accessed July 30, 2010); 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Madha Tur1dun?",
Al-Jihiid63 (January 1990): 8-9; 'AbdAllah· Azzam, Al-Maniirah Al-Mafqiidah, (Peshawar: Markaz AIShahld · Azzam AI-I'lamly, date not cited), 1-17, http://tawhed.ws/a?a=a82qriko (accessed July 30, 201 0);
'AbdAllah 'Azzam, Al-Sara,tiinAl-Ahmar(Peshawar: Markaz AI-Shah1d 'Azzam AI-J'lam1y, date not
cited), 6, http://tawhed.ws/a?a=a82qriko (accessed July 30, 201 0). See ·AbdAllah · Azzam, Hadm AlKhiliifah Wa Binauha~ (Peshawar: Maktab AI-Khidmat, date not cited).
15 ' Azzam held a similar concept of jiihjfjyah as Ibn Taym1yah, AI-Mawdudly and Qu!b as well as a similar
stand. See Chapter 3, sub-section on Ibn Taym1yah, AI-Mawdudly, Sayyid Qutb and 1-Jasan AI-Banna.
16 'Azzam, Hadm Al-Khiliifah, 85-93; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Amrlka Wa Tijarat AI-Dima'," Al-.lihiid. 20
(July 1986): 4-5; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "AI-Jihad Wa AI-'Amal AI-Siyasly," Al-Jihiid 73 (NovemberDecember 1990): 21; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Way! Li AI-Shajly Min AI-Khall," Al-.lihad. 13 (November
1985): 4-7; · Abd Allah · Azzarn, "AI-Shabh AI-Rahlb," Al-.lihiid, 25 (December 1986 ): 4-5: · Azz[un,
"Qifi.ihum ... Innahum Mas'ulun", 4-5; 'Azzam, "Jihad, La Irhab", 4-7; 'Azzam, Silsilah HAl- Tarblyah
Vol. I I, 19-30, 107-1 0; · Azzam, Silsilah FIA!- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 7-11; · Azzam, Klw.t AI- Tahawwul AlTiirlkhJy, 1-31; 'Abd Allah . Azzam, "AI-Ijiqd Al- Yahudty Al-~allbly," Lah7b Al-Ma 'mkah. 48 (22 April
1989); · Abd Allah · Azzam, FF A!- Ta 'iimur A!- 'A/amly(Peshawar: Markaz AI-Shahld · Azzam AI-I'Iamly,
date not cited), 167-9, http://tawhed. ws/a?a=a82qriko (accessed July 30, 20 10); · Azzinn, Fi Al-.liluid: Fiqh
Wa {jtihil£1, 74; 'Azzam, Tu.tJiirA!-Hurub, (place not cited, date not cited), 1-27,
l}ttp://ta\\fhed~ws/a7a=a~:2_qriko (accessed July 30, 2010); 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, BashairAI-Nas1; (Peshawar:
Markaz AI-Shahld 'Azzam AI-I'lam1y, date not cited), 2-3, http://tawhed.ws/a'~a=a82qriko (accessed July
30, 201 0); · Azzam, Muqaddimah, 74-5; · Azzarn, Silsilah Fl A!- Tarblyah Vol. 12. 14, 90, 91-5.
17 ' Azzam. Silsilah FF A!_- Tarblyah Vol. 11, 1-15; · Azzam, Silsilah FF AI- Tarb7yah Vol. 3, 7-8; · Abd Allah
· Azzam, Fi Al-.lihiid Adiib Wa Ai}kiim (place not cited: Matbuat Al-Jihiid, 1987), 4-5; · Azzam, Kha.t AITa{JBwwul AI- Tiidkhly, 1; 'Azzam, "Jihad, La Irhab," 4-7; 'Azzam, Silsilah H AI- Tarb7yah Vol. 2, 47-8;
'AbdAllah 'Azzam, '!bar Wa Ba{>iiir Lr Al-.!IlJiid FF Al- 'Asr Al-Hiiqir, (place not cited, date not cited), 7,
http://tawhed.ws/a'?a=a82qriko (accessed July 30, 2010).
18 Ibid; Ibid.
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with them or following their lifestyles. They are also forbidden from appointing any
infidels as their rulers. 19
14. It is essential to form a core group of Muslims, Al-Qa'idah

Al-~ulbah

that is

committed to continuous education and training in religious knowledge and practices,
including participation in armed jihad. 20

In addition to the above, Ibn Taym1yah's influence in 'Azzam's thinking can also be seen
in three areas: his commitment to the salafiy way of understanding tawhid and practicing
the shaii'ah, his conception oftawh1d, which is identical to Ibn Taym1yah's exposition of
tawh1d rubub1yah, uluh1yah and al-asma' wa al-~ifat 21 , and his hostility towards sufism. 22

'Azzam's participation in the jihad in Afghanistan was not just a defensive jihad against
foreign invasion into a Muslim territory, it was also a jihad for his worldview.

Definition of Jihad

According to 'Azzam, jihad, in the Qur'an and l}adlth, refer to fighting the infidels - a
position upheld by all four major mazhabs (schools of jurisprudence), namely the
Hanafiy, Malik1y, Shaf}'ly and Hanbafiy schools. 23 He drew a parallel to the term ~alah
19 Ibid, 35-58; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "'Aqidat Al-Wala' Wa Al-Bara'," A!-JJJJiici, 45 (August 1988): 4-6;
'Azzam, f7 L{ifiif Sura£ A/-Tawbah, II, 23; 'Azzam, Silsilah FIA!- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 18-28.
20 ' Abd Allah · Azzam, "Al-Qa' idah AI-~ ulbah," Al-Jihiil/, 41 (April 1988): 4-6; 'Abd Allah · Azzam, "AlTarblyah Al-Nabawlyah Li Al-Jayl Al-Awwal," Al-.!ihiil/, 68 (May 1990): 8-9; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "AlTarblyah Fi Farn Al-lbtila'," Al-Jihii(/, 82 (September-October 1991): 48; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "AIM u'amarah." Al-Jifuid, 103 (November 1993): 41: · Azzam, Al-As 'ilah Wa Al-Ajwibah, 25; 'Azzam, f7
;p!ii!Jiirat Af-Tawbah, 10; 'Azzam, Al-!sliim Wa lvlustaqbal Al-Bas!wrlyah, 13; 'Azzam, FIAI- Ta'iimur
AI- 'Afamly, 148.
21 Tawhid rubtlblyah (monotheism in the divinity of Allah) is to believe that Allah is the only God, the
creator, the planner, the sustainer etc. of the universe. Tawhid uflthlyah (monotheism in the worship of
Allah) is to believe that none has the right to be worshipped, submitted to and obeyed but Allah. Tawhid alasma-'>va al-si!iit(monotheism in the qualities of Allah) is to believe in all names and attributes that Allah
has named and attributed to himself in the Qur'an or through the Prophet. For reference, see note 22 below.
22 'Azzam, Al-As 'ilah Wa Al-Ajwibah, 17; 'Azzam, Fi L{iliif Silrat A!-Tawbah, 87; 'Azzam, Silsilah Fl AlTarblyah Vol. 3, 177-8, 325-6. See 'Azzam, AI- 'Aqldah Wa Atharuha Fl Bin a-· A/-.Jayl.
23 Ibid, 15; 'Azzam, Fi Al-Jihiid Aiab Wa A{1kiim, 2-3; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, Fl Al-Slrah 'Ibrah. (Peshawar:
Maktab Al-Khidmat, 1992), 33; 'Azzam, '!bar Wa Ba~iii1; 1; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, Join the Caravan
(Conclusion), http://www.religioscope.com/info/doc/jihad/jihadfile.htm#defence (accessed July 30, 2010).
Arabic version, Ilhaq Bi Al-Qiifilah. http://tawhed. ws/a?a=a82qriko (accessed July 30, 201 0); · Azzam, Fi
Al-Jihiid Fiqh Wa Jjtihiid, 23-4, 28, 53, 75; 'Azzam, Silsilah Fl AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 88, 120-2, 217, 315.
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(prayer) which in Islam is restricted to a specific form of prayer only- as referred to in
the Qur' an and l}adith. Otherwise, Muslims could offer any form of prayer. This would
undermine the obligation of the five daily prayers as one of the five pillars oflslam. 24

Hence, 'Azzam felt that broadening the meanmg of jihad, based on its etymological
meaning '"to struggle", would undermine the Qur'anic injunction to fight infidels.
'Azzam believed this to be an obligation that is central to Islam and which must stand till
the end of the world. 25

He interpreted the meaning of jihad and the word fi sab11 Allah (in the path of Allah) as
used in the Qur'an and the l}adiths, to mean fighting against the infidels- a view that is
shared by classical Muslim scholars. 26

Status of Jihad in Islam

The pinnacle of hlam
Quoting a l)adith that says "the pinnacle of Islam is jihad", · Azzam saw jihad as the
pinnacle of Islamic devotion? 7 He considered it the best deed after the belief in Allah, a
point asserted also by Ibn Taym1yah. 28 'Azzam even regarded jihad as being more
important than obligatory prayer, fasting in Ramaqan, l}aj (pilgrimage) and all other farq
'ayn obligations? 9 This is because jihad is concerned with the interest of Muslims at

=~· Azzam, Fl ~ifa/ Stlrat AI- Tawbah, 78, 91, 109, 112; · Abd Allah · Azzam, lttihiifAI- 'lbiid Bi Fa~!iii! AIJihiid, (place not cited. date not cited), 2, http://tawhed.ws/a?a=a82qriko (accessed July 30, 201 0); · Azzam,
'!bar Wa Ba,'i<Jil; 1; 'Azzam, Muqaddimah, 29, 'Azzam, "Jihad, La Irhab," 4-7; 'Azzarn. Silsilah FT AITarblvah Vol. 2, 11.
25 Ibici. 110; 'Azzam, Silsilah FTAl- Tarblyah Vol. 3,121-2, 21R.
26 Ibid; · Azzam, FT AI-Jihiid Adiib Wa Ahkiim, 2-3.
,-.AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Al-'AdhabAl-'Adhb," Al-1I!Jiid5 (Aprii19R5): 4.
28 'Azzam, Silsilah FTAI- Tarblyah Vol. 2, 13; 'AbdAllah · Azzam, The Defence Of Muslims' Land
(Chapter I). Arabic version: AI-Difa-· 'An Aaufl AI-Muslimln, http://tawhed.ws/a?a=a82qriko (accessed
July 30, 2010).
29 Ibid; 'Azzam, Silsilah FT AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 51, 175-6; 'Azzam, FT AI-Jihiid· Fiqh Wa (jtihii(/, 2, I 0, 25;
'AbdAllah 'Azzam, Dhikrayiit Fjfis_tln, (Peshawar: Markaz Al-Shahld 'Azzam AI-I'Iamly, date not cited),
12-3, http:/ /tawhed.ws/a?a=a82qriko (accessed July 30, 201 0); 'AbdAllah · Azzam, Jihad Sha 'h Muslim,
(Peshawar: Markaz Al-Shahld 'Azzam Al-I'Iamly, date not cited), 25-6, http://tawhed.ws/a?a=aR2qriko
(accessed July 30. 2010); 'Azzam, '!bar Wa Ba,>iiir, 1, 9: 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Al-Sa'irun 'Ala Al-Jamr,"
Af-.IJJJiid, 19 (June 1986): 4; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Ta~flm AI-Quyud," AI-Jihii(/, 33 (August 19R7): 8; 'Abd
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large and protecting Islam from external threats, whereas the other

fan~

'ayn obligations

only concern the individual. 30 'Azzam even cited Ibn Taym1yah's fatwa which said that
Muslims are obligated to contribute their wealth or pay their obligatory zakah (tithe)
towards jihad even if it means forgoing zakah towards the destitutes. 31

Accordingly, the status of a mujahid (jihad fighter) has been exalted to such an extent
that even a sinful mujahid is believed to be superior to a pious Muslim who is not a
mujahid? 2

Jihad guarantees glory for Islam
'Azzaro's reading of history convinced him that the high commitment placed on jihad by
the early Muslims (salaf) had brought glory to Islam.

'Azzam observed that the fate of the early Muslims changed tremendously only after God
made jihad obligatory. He pointed out that within a few years after the Prophet's
migration and the commandment to wage jihad, the number of Arabs converting to Islam
grew exponentially from a few hundred to about 100,000. 33

He also highlighted that it was jihad that had brought down the two superpowers of the
time - the Roman and Persian empires - under the leadership of the caliphs. This not
only increased the tenitory of Dar Al-Islam but also brought wealth to Muslims and
increased the Muslim population - an effect that in the later years turned Islam into a
political and civilisational hegemony, which commanded respect and stJuck fear in the
hearts of infidels. 34

Allah_' Azzam, Tliin A/-Jihiid (Peshawar: Maktab AI-Khidmat, date not cited), I; 'Azzam, FF AI- Ta 'iimur
AI- 'A/amly, 38.
30 'Azzam, '!bar Wa Basiiir, 80.
31 'Azzam, Fl-?iliil S1lr;t AI-Tawbah, 111; 'AbdAllah · Azzam, "Khayr AI-A'mal Adwamuha WaIn
Qalla," LahJbAI-Ma'rakah, (17 September 1988); 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Farait! Mans1yah," LahJb AlMa 'rakah, 75 (28 October 1989).
3:>'Azzam, FIA/-Jj!Jiid- Fiqh Wa ljtJiJad, 64; 'Azzam, 'Jbar Wa Ba~aj1; 2.
33 'Azzam, Fl Al- Ta'iimur AI- 'A/amly, 7; 'Azzam, Silsilah Fl AI- TarbJyah Vol. 2, 185; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam,
"Falsafat Al-Quwwah," AI-Jjhad 69 (July 1990): 6-7.
34 Ibid, 39; 'Azzam, AI-ls/am Wa Mustaqbal AI-Basharlyah, 4-7; · Azzarn, Fl-?iliil Siirat AI- Tawbah, 53;
· Azzam, Silsi!ah Fl AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 196-7.
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According to 'Azzam, the glory of Islam was achieved because the early Muslims held
jihad as a way of life. Like any great civilisation, the glorious history of Islam was
written in blood, and therefore its glory may only be reclaimed through the same way. 35

'Azzam was convinced that Islam and Muslims will not attain glory, respect, territory and
more believers without jihad. 36 He believed that the humiliating state of the Muslims now
was due to their abandonment of their jihad duty- a view that was similarly held by AlFaraJ.. 37

Jihad guarantees the survival of Islam

As described in the previous section, 'Azzam believed in "the cosmic battle" between
Muslims, on the side of truth, and non-Muslims on the side of falsehood/jahifiyah. 38 Jihad
is necessary for Islam to attain its mission as well as for its survival and security. 39
Without jihad, Islam and Muslims are exposed to the serious threat of jahifiyah forces
and will be ove1whelmed politically, economically, militarily and culturally- which is a

7; 'Azzam, Silsilah FiAl- Tarblyah Vol. 2, 22, 140, 167; 'Azzam, Silsilah Fr AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3,
274-5; · Azzam, Silsilah FF Al- Tarblyah Vol. 12, 22-3; · Azzam, Join the Caravan (Part J); 'Azzam, FF AlJihiid- Fiqh Wa ljtihiid, II, 26-8; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Bawwabat Al-Majd," A!-Jihiid, 16 (February
1986): 4-5; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Al-Murjiftm Wa Al-'Amal Al-'AI'Jc)," A!-Jihiid 22 (September 1986): 36; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "FI Al-Tat'ikh Durus Wa 'Ibar," Al-Jihiid, 77 (May 1991): 45; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam,
"Hadha Huwa Al-rarlq," AI-Jihiid, 78 (July 1991): 47; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Hakadha 'Allaman! Af.!ihiid," Al-Jihiid, 3 7 (December 1987): 4-6; · Azzam, "Jihad, La lrhab," 4-7.
36 Ibid, 41, 50-2, 136, 149-50, 156; · Azzam, Silsilah Fr AI- Tarblyah Vol. 11, 81; · Azzam, Sifsilah Fr AfTarblyah Vol. 3, 37, 52-3, 220; · Azzam, FF AI- Ta 'iimurAI- 'Alamly, 3. 7: 'Azzam, Fi-Af-.lihiid- Fiqh Wa
!jtihiid, 30, 44-7, 72; · Azzarn, Bashii'ir AI-Na,<;I; 15; · Azzam, 'fhar Wa Basail; 9; · Azzam, Dhikrayiit
Filis_tln, 3; · Azzam, F7 Ziliil Sural A/- Tawbah, 33; 'Azzam, Defence oflvlus!ims ·Land (Chapter J); · Abd
Allah · Azzam, "Ma z;anant urn An Yakhruju," Lahlb Al-Ma 'rakah. 35 (21 January 1989); · Abd Allah
'Azzam, "Iqtiqa' AI-Tawhld Li Al-Jihad," AI-Jihiid, 68 (June 1990): 6; 'Abel Allah 'Azzam, ''Ma
Qacfiyatuna," Af-Jihiid 70 (June 1990): 6; 'Azzam, "Madha TUI'Jdiin?", 8-9.
37 'Azzam, Join the Caravan (Part 1 and 2); 'Azzam, FF Al-.!ihiid Adiib Wa A{1kam, 5; 'Azzam, FFAIJihiid- Fiqh Wa ljtihiid, 29; 'Abel Allah 'Azzam, "Lughat Al-Biq Wa Al-Sarnr,'' Al-Jihiid, 46 (August
1988): 4-6; 'Abel Allah · Azzam, "Al-rarlq W't Al-Aq~a," AI-Jihiid 102 (October 1993): 37: · Abd Allah
'Azzam, The Tmvhid of Action (place not cited: publisher not cited, date not cited), 1,
http://tawhed.ws/a?a=a82griko (accessed July 30, 2010); 'Azzam, Si!silah Fr AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 273.
38 ' Azzam, FF AI- Ta'ainur AI- 'Afamly, 43; · Azzam, Defence of Muslims' Land (Chapter 1); 'Azzam, FF AIJihiid- Fiqh Wa ljtihiid, 3, 27; · Azzam, Silsilah FF Al- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 7-11.
19 'Azzam, "Falsafat Al-Quwwah," 6-7; 'Azzarn, FF AI- Ta'iimurA!- 'Aiamly, 3, 7; 'Azzarn, ·!bar Wa Ba,>iiil;
6.
35 Ibid,
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reality for Muslims today. 40 Most Muslims share this sense of being overwhelmed, but
they disgree with the radicals that armed jihad is the solution.

'Azzam's belief in jihad as the means of establishing God's law and countering the evil
intentions of jahiiiyah forces 41 was reinforced by the following verses of the Qur'an:

"Permission [to fight] is g1ven to those against whom war is being
wrongfully waged and, verily, God has indeed the power to succour them.
Those who have been driven from their homelands against all right for no
other reason than their saying. "Our Sustainer is God!" For, if God had not
enabled people to defend themselves against one another, all] monasteries
and churches and synagogues and mosques - in [all of] which Gods name
is abundantly extolled- would surely have been destroyed [ere now] .... " 42

Jihad guarantees survival of humanity

Because 'Azzam considered Islam as the only religion for humanity, and that jihad is the
means of establishing Islam, he believed that humanity and its survival can only be
achieved and guaranteed through jihad. 43 Otherwise, jahiiiyah would prevail and
humanity will continue to suffer the ills of modem Western society. 44

Jihad produces true Muslims

'Azzam believed that Islam's glory and survival would be delivered in the hands of a
core group he called Al-Qa'idah

Al-~ulbah,

comprised of men who had undergone the

hardship, difficulty and sacrifices of jihad. He felt that many Islamic teachings such as
40 '

Azzam, Join the C({ramn (Part I); · Azzam, Silsilah FiAt- Tarblyah Vol. 2, 169; · Azzam, Silsilah FT AlTarb/yah Vol. 3, 37; 'Azzam, "Ma Qacfiyatuna," 6; 'Azzam, Al-Sara_tiinA!-A(unar, 51; 'Azzam, The
Tawhid ofAction, 2; 'Azzam, Silsilah FT AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 206-7.
41 ' Azzam, Dhikrayiit Filis:fln, 19; · Azzam, Defence ofMuslims ·Land (Chapter 1); 'Azzam, Silsilah FT AlTarblyah Vol. 2, 169; 'Azzam, Silsilah FT AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 7-11; 'Azzam, Silsilah FTAI- Tarblyah Vol.
12, 25, 64; 'Azzam, Al-As 'ilah Wa AI-Ajwibah, 39; 'Azzam, '!bar Wa Ba;;iiir, 4, 8; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam,
"Min AI-Da'wah Ila AI-Dawlah," Al-Jihiid, 47 (September 1989): 4-6; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Qanlin
Thabit," Lahlb Al-Ma 'rakah, 28 (3 December 1988); 'Azzam, "Ma z;anantum An Yakhrujli"; 'Azzam,
Kalimiit Min Khat Al-Nii1: 88.
42 The Qur'an, 22:.39-30.
43 ' Azzam, Join the Caramn (Part 1); 'Azzam, Silsilah FT AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 275.
44 'Azzam, Sa 'iidat AI-Basharlyah. 29-33.
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patience, tawakkul (reliance to Allah) and belief in qadr (predestination) can never be
understood and internalised fully until a person is put under a real test, the ultimate form
of which is in the battlefield of jihad.

A corollary to this is the view that true Islamic society can only be achieved when the
society has succeeded the test of jihad. 45

Jihad is the gauge

The centrality of jihad m Islam means, in 'Azzam's opmwn, that the level of one's
commitment to and participation in jihad is a barometer of one's belief in Allah, as well
as one's sincerity and commitment towards Islam. 46

Thus, laggardness and indifference towards jihad are considered signs of hypocrisy and a
weakness in faith. Therefore, those who have no aspiration to perform jihad are to be
abhorred. 47

In 'Azzam's view, the best opportunity to achieve all the merits of jihad was through
partipation in the Afghan jihad. He admitted that although there were jihad campaigns in
other parts of the world, none offered greater potential for success.

Other Ideas Relevant to Jihad

The importance of intention
-l'· Azzam, Dhikmyiit Filistin, 17-R; 'Azzam, The Tawhid ofActi()n, 3-8; · Azzam, .Join the Caravan (Part
!); 'Azzam, '!bar Wa Ba(Jiiii; 2, 7; 'Azzam, F/Al- Ta'iimurA!- 'Aiamiy, 7; 'Aaam. F7 ,(:iliil Siii·at AITawbah, 103; 'Azzam, Fl A!-Jihiid Fiqh Wa fjtihiid, 13, 30, 76; 'Azzam, Si!si/ah FIA!- Tarbiyah Vol. 2,
147. 155, 165, 177; 'Azzam, Silsilah FIA!-Tarblyah Vol. 3, 40, 93, 293; 'Azzam, Si!si/ah FIAl-Tarblyah
Vol. 12, 25, 64; 'Azzam, Al-As 'ilah Wa A!-Ajwibah, 39; 'Azzam, '!bar Wa Ba:;air, 4, 8; 'AbdAllah
'Azzam, "Limadha Nujahid," Al-Jihiicl. 10 (August 1985): 36-R; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Limadha Nujahid,"
Al-Jihiid, number not cited (October 1985): 40-1; 'Azzam, "Falsafat Al-Quwwah," 6-7; 'Abd Allah
'Azzam, "Duri.is Min Al-Jihad," At-Jihad, 79 (June-July 1991): 39; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Limadha
Yu'adun Al-Jihad," Al-Jihiid. 88 (July 1992): 45.
-l 6 Ibid, 24; Ibid; 'Azzam, Fl A!-Jihiid· Fiqh Wa ljtJl1iid, 12-3, 36, 41; 'Azzam, fttihiifAl- 'Ibid, 2; 'Abd
Allah 'Azzam, "IlaAl-Mutathaqifin 'AnAl-Jihad," Al-Jihiid. 2, (1985): 1-4; 'Azzam, ''Hakadha 'Allaman!
Al-Jihad," 4-7; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Qawa'id Rasakhat Fi A'maql," Al-Jihiid, 89 (August 1992): 27; 'Abd
Allah 'Azzam, "Kullu Nafs Wa Mas'ufiyatuha," LahlbAl-Ma'rakah, 31 (24 December 19R8).
-l''Azzam, fttihiifAl- 'Jbiicl, 2.
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In accordance with the classical view, 'Azzam held that fighting infidels would only be
accepted as jihad, if it was done for Allah and for the purpose of establishing His
. . 48
re 11g10n.

The division of lands
In 'Azzam's view, lands can be divided into four categories: Dar Al-Islam, Dar Al-Itarb,
Dar Al-'Ahd and Others.

His definition of Dar Al-Islam and Dar Al-Itarb is identical to that in the classical
strand. 49 'Azzam borrowed the concept of Dar AI- 'Ahd from Al-Shafj'1y, the founder of
the Shafi '1y school of jurisprudence. It refers to any territory outside of Dar Al-Islam that
has a formal peace agreement with Muslims. This includes contemporary diplomatic
agreements between states. Thus, all states that have diplomatic relations with Dar AlIslam are considered Dar 'Al-Ahd. 50 'Azzam emphasised the importance of respecting
any agreement signed by Muslims, as he considered this a definite injunction recorded in
many verses of the Qur'an. 'Azzam warned "If we [Muslims] do not fulfill [promises and
agreements], who else would?" 51 Although 'Azzam did not explicitly refer to the UN
Charter, by which all member countries including Muslim states today have a peace
agreement, it can be inferred that he could have considered UN member states to be
outside of Dar Al-fiarb, and therefore not targets ofjihad.

The last category, Others, refers to a land that was pat1 of Dar Al-Islam where the
shm=i' ah had been replaced by secular laws, either by Muslims living there or by a nonMuslim regime occupying it. This category is derived from Ibn Taym1yah 's fatwa on the
status of

13th -century

Mardin city, which had submitted to the Mongol mler and was

ruled by the Mongol traditional law, although it was populated by Muslims and defended

48 " Azzam,

I'liin Al-lihiid, 11; · Azzam, Fi Al-lihiid- Fiqh Wa ljtihii(/, 9, 45; 'Azzam, lttihiifAl- '/bad, 21-2;
'Azzam, '!bar Wa Basiii1; 5-6; 'AbdAllah· Azzam, Jadmat Qat! Al-Nafs Al-Muslirnah, (Peshawar: Markaz
AI-Shahid 'Azzam AI-I'Iamly, date not cited): 8, 10, http://tawhed.ws/a?a=a82griko (accessed July 30,
2010).
49 Ibid, 1-5.
50 Ibid, 5-6.
51 • Azzam, F7 L:iliil Siirat AI- Tawbah, 16-7, 22; · Azzam, lttihiilA!- '/bad, 24.
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by Muslim soldiers. Ibn Taymiyah considered Mardin city as being neither Dar Al-Islam
nor Dar Al-Jiarb. 'Azzam used this category for Afghanistan, which was ruled by the
local communist party supported by the Soviet Union. This category includes other
contemporary Muslim countries which are governed by laws modeled on Western
countries. 52

Four stages of Islamic struggle
From the history of the Prophet, 'Azzam had identified four stages in the evolution of
Islamic struggle. The first stage was the Prophet's public pronouncement of his
prophethood, and his invitation to people to embrace Islam and renounce paganism.

The second stage was the stage of persecution and the war of ideas with the jahiiiyah
establishment that was opposed to Islam.

The third was the stage of war when Muslims were permitted to take up arms in the name
of jihad against jahiiiyah. This stage was a protracted one, with a good number unable to
persevere. Those who stayed on would later form the core of the ummah; becoming the
leaders who led the struggle to the victory in the fourth and final stage. This was the stage
in which the Prophet made a victorious entrance into Mecca and subsequently saw the
fall of the Roman and Persian empires in the hands of the succeeding caliphs.

'Azzam postulated that effm1s to revive the Muslim ummah to its fanner glory would
have to go through the same stages. 53 In his worldview, jihad against the infidels is an
inevitable consequence of any true struggle for Islam and that jihad in Afghanistan was
the critical third stage that would catalyse the return of the glory of Islam.

Four steps ofjihad

52 ' Azzam, f'liin Al-Jihiid, 6-7.
53 'Abd Alliih 'Azzam, Shahr Bayn

AI- 'Amii!iqah, (Peshawar, Markaz Al-Shahld 'Azzam Al-I'lamiy. date
not cited), 43, http://tawhed.ws/a?a=a82griko (accessed July 30, 201 0); · Azzam, "Qan Lin Thabit,"; · Azzam,
Silsilah Fl AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 119-20.
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'Azzam defined the four steps necessary for any Muslim interested in performing jihad as
hijrah (migration), i'dad (preparation), ribat (standing-by) and finally participation in

Jl""h ad.54
Hijrah refers to migration from any lands where Muslims are unable to practice Islam
fully either due to the rampant proliferation of vices and immorality, or the fear of
persecution, to Dar Al-lslam. This is held as obligatory unless these Muslims believe that
they are able to fulfill the greater interests of Islam by remaining there. 55

Hijrah is also obligatory on Muslims whose expertise is needed in Dar Al-Islam. In
addition, hijrah to the land of jihad is considered a farq 'ayn when jihad in that land is
also farq 'ayn.

56

This link between hijrah and jihad made 'Azzam believe that hijrah was

intricately connected to jihad, and was in fact the initial step towards it. His belief
stemmed from many verses in the Qur'an. Furthermore, this was consistent with the fact
that the Prophet migrated to Medina first before God commanded him to wage jihad. 57

Since jihad is a standing obligation until the end of the world, 'Azzam reasoned that the
command for hijrah takes on a similar mle, and those who die in the course of migration
are considered mm1yrs. 58 This is because hijrah requires sacrifices, and the willingness to
perform hijrah is a sign of great commitment to Islam and strong faith. 59

· Azzam endorsed migration to Dar Al-lslam even if Muslims do not fear for their religion
or security as he considered that living with infidels is not acceptable in Islam. 60

54 For

a dedicated treatise on the topic, see · Azzam, JttihalA!- '/bad and 'Azzam, Muqaddimah,
http://tawhed.ws/a?a=a82griko (accessed July 30, 2010). 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Ahammlyah Al-Hijrah Wa
Al-I'dad," AI-Jihad106 (February-March 1994): 41.
55 'Azzam, J'liin AI-Jihad, 8; 'Azzam, Muqaddimah, 16-8, 25-7; 'Azzam, "Tahtlm Al-Quylid," 7-8.
56 Ibid; · Azzam, fttihiifAI- '/bad, 5-6; · Azzam, Al-As 'ilah Wa Al-Ajwibah, 26; · Azzam, Jihiid Sha 'b Muslim,
10.
57 'Azzam, JttihafA!- '/bad, 5; 'Azzam, Muqaddimah. 12-3, 16; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Fatliba Li AlGhuraba' ," Al-Jihad75 (January 1991 ): 46; · Azzam, Silsilah FF AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 105-6.
58 Ibid; Ibid; 'Azzam, 'Jbar Wa Ba~aiJ: 6; 'Azzam, Silsilah Fl AI- Tarblyah Vol. 12, 55.
59 'Azzam, Muqaddimah, 19.
60 Ibid, 14; · Azziim, Fl .t:ihil Siirat AI- Tawbah, 11; · Azzam, !ttihafAI- '!bad, 5.
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The second step, i'dad, refers to the preparations Muslims must undertake for jihad after
hijrah. This preparation consists of physical and military training as well as intellectual
and spiritual development. The intellectual component covers the right worldview
(fikrah), theology Caq1dah) and jurisprudence (fiqh) to ensure all actions of the individual
are in accordance to the precepts of Islam. Spiritual training refers to beautifying oneself
with patience, tawakkul, humility and compassion so as to ensure that the individual's
relationship with others (man and other creations) closely mirrors the example of the
Prophet. 61 Without the intellectual and spiritual components, 'Azzam feared that the
people who train for jihad could easily go astray and form a band ofbandits instead. 62

The importance of i'dad, in 'Azzam's v1ew, 1s recorded in the verses where Allah
reprimanded those who had asked to be excused from participation in jihad due to their
lack of preparation. This implies that true commitment to jihad must be manifested
through one's preparation at all times. I'dad is not only a practical step for the fulfillment
of one's jihad obligation but also the sign of a Muslim's sincerity, faith and commitment
to the religion. 63

After proper training, Muslims are enjoined to take up the third step- ribat. This refers to
life in the frontier posts, to carry out military operations against the enemy or to
safeguard the border from enemy attacks. Although ribat requires less exertion of
resources, 'Azzam pointed out that those who die in ribat would also receive the status of
martyrdom. Muslims are thus enjoined to establish frontier posts for security reasons and
to facilitate ribif practices. 64
61

Ibid, 21-4, 40. 83; Ibid, 35, 84-5; · Azzam, Al-As 'ilah Wa Al-Ajwihah, 26; · Azzam, Fl A!- Ta 'iimur Al'X!amly. 7, 9-10, 24-6, 51; 'Azzam, FIA!-Jihiid Fiqh Wa fjtihiid, 37; 'Azzam, ''AI-Tarblyah Fi Farn AIIbtila'," 48; 'Azzam, "AI-Tarblyah AI-Nabawlyah Li AI-Jayl AI-Awwal," 8-9; 'Azzam, Ka/imiit Min Khat
Al-Niir, 88; 'Azzam, Silsilah FIA!- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 145-52.
c'"Ibid, 21, 25; 'Azzam, lttihiifAl- 'fbiid, 8; · Azzam, Fl Al-Jihiid Fiqh Wa !jtihiid, 71; · Azzam, Silsilah H
AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 297-300; 'Azzam, Silsilah Fl Al- Tarblyah Vol. 11, 58-61; 'Azzam, Fl ;pJiil Stlrat AITawbah, 173; 'Azzam, Dhikrayiit Filis,tln, 31-2; 'Azzam, "AI-'Adhab Al-'Adhb," 4-9; 'Azzam, "Hakadha
'Allaman! AI-Jihad," 4-6.
63 'Azzam, Fl Ziliil S1irat AI-Tawbah, 84-5.
64 'Azzam, fttiiJaf_Al- 'fbiid, 9-10; 'Azzam, J'Jiin AI-Jihiid, 9; 'Azzam, Muqaddimah, 34-7, 50-I; 'Azzam, H
AI- Ta 'iimur AI- 'Afamly. 9; · Azzam, Silsilah Fl A!- Tarblyah Vol. 2, 18-9; · Azzam, Silsilah Fl A!- Tarblyah
Vol. 3, I 06-7; · Azzam, Silsilah Fl Al- Tarblyah Vol. 12, 56; · Azzam, ·!bar Wa Basiiii; 2-5; · Azzam, H AIJihiid Fiqh Wa !jtihiil/, 17, 29; 'Azzam, "Al-'Adhab AI-'Adhb," 4-9.
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In essence, 'Azzam was calling for Muslims all over the world to join the jihad in
Afghanistan where they could carry out all the four steps - migration, then joining the
training camps before being deployed to the various fronts and lastly participating in
jihad operations against the enemy.

Types of Jihad

'Azzam classified jihad into two types:
•

Jihad Al-Daf (defensive jihad). This is when Muslims are under attack. It is

fan~

· ayn

upon the affected Muslims to engage in jihad. If they are not able to repel the enemy,
the obligation first extends to other Muslims living within about a 90-kilometer radius
and then, if more fighters are needed this radius is extended until sufficiency is
achieved or until it covers all Muslims.
•

Jihad Al-ralab (offensive jihad). This refers to jihad campaigns against all Dar All-farb or non-Muslims not under the rule of Dar Al-Islam. This must be done at least
once a year by a Muslim ruler. 65

Jihad Al-ralab, in 'Azzam's v1ew was largely theoretical as his priority 1s m the
defensive jihad (Jihad Al-Daf) of Afghanistan. Furthermore, since 'Azzam's definition
of occupied Muslim lands that need to be reclaimed encompassed all lands formerly
under the rule of an Islamic caliphate, defensive jihad would be the type of jihad for
many decades to come.

Ruling of Jihad

'Azzam' s understanding of the ruling of jihad is to a large extent similar to the dominant
classical viewpoint.

Defence Of Muslims' Land (Chapterl); 'Azzam, Dhikrayiit Filis.fln, 18-20; 'Azzam, "Jihad, Li
Irhab," 4-7; · Azzam. J'Jiin A!-Jihiicf, 1; · Azzam, F[ AI-Jihiid Fiqh Wa Jjtihiid, 3; · Azzam, Silsilah FIAITarblyBh Vol. 2, 60; 'Azzam, JihiidSha'b Muslim, 5.

65 'Azzam,
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He agreed that jihad is originally

fan~

kifiiyah. In this situation, a Muslim ruler

IS

obligated to wage a jihad campaign at least once a year. 66

But, 'Azzam strongly viewed that jihad today is farc.l 'ayn. 67 He believed that this is so
not just since the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan, but since the fall of Andalusia to the
hands of Christians in 1492. He believed jihad will remain farcJ 'ayn until all lands that
used to belong to Dar Al-Islam, such as Central Asia, Mindanao, Kashmir and Chad, are
brought back under the Islamic rule. 68

Although 'Azzam's original fatwa on jihad as farc.l 'ayn was in response to the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan, the ruling was not contingent or restricted to the events in
Afghanistan, as he had clearly stated in many of his published materials. In fact, this is
one of 'Azzam's most consistent standpoints on jihad. 'Azzam offered three main
arguments.

Firstly, he held that there is already a consensus among Muslim scholars that jihad is farcJ
'ayn when an inch of Dar Al-Islam is occupied by infidels until it is reclaimed back. This
is applicable to Afghanistan and indeed to many other lands. 69

Secondly, he argued that daf

al-~ail

was an obligation upon all Muslims. Daf

al-~ail

refers to the act of resisting any transgression on personal life, honour and prope1iy. If
someone seeks to threaten the life of another person, molest/rape a woman or rob a
prope1iy, a Muslim is obligated to defend them and if the Muslm dies, in the process, he
Azzam, Defence Ofivfuslims' Land (Chapter 4); 'Azzam, Join the Caramn (Part 3); · Azzam, FrAIJj!Jiid Fiqh Wa ljtihad, 3, 13, 49, 51, 57; 'Azzam, F1 ~ilal Stlrat AI- Taw bah 77; · Azzam, Thin Al-lihiid,
2; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, The Signs of Ar-Rahrnan in the Jihad of Afghanistan, (Birmingham: Maktabah, date
not cited), 59.
(' 7 Ibid; 'Azzam, Al-As 'ilah Wa Al-Ajwibah, 7, 20.
68 'Azzam, Join the Caravan (Part 3); 'Azzam, Signs of Ar-Rahman, 59-60; 'Azzam, Defence Of Muslims'
Land (Chapter 2); · Azzam, Dhikrayiit Filis_tln, 9-1 0; · Azzam, Al-As 'ilah Wa Al-Ajwibah, 2-3, 9; 'Azziim,
FIA/-Jihiid Fiqh Wa ljtihal/, 2-3, 9, 12-9,23-4, 51, 57, 82; 'Azziim, BashiiirA!-Na{>J; 5, 13; 'Azziim,
Silsi!ah F1 AI- Tarblyah Vol. 2, 58, 73-5; 'Azziim, Si!si!ah FIA!- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 247,273,287, 315;
'Azziim, F1 ~ifiil Siirat AI-Tawbah, 77, 140, 169; 'Azziim, J'liin Al-lihiid, 8; 'Azzam, "Al-'Adhab Al'Adhb," 4-9; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, Hamiis: Al-Judhur AI- Tiirikhlyah Wa A!-Mlthiiq, (Peshawar: Markaz AlShahld · Azzam Al-I'lamly, date not cited), 17, http://tawhed.ws/a?a=a82qriko (accessed July 30, 20 I 0).
69 Ibid; Ibid; 'Azziim, Defence of Muslims' Land (Chapter 1).
66 '
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or she is considered a martyr. 'Azzam reasoned that the obligation to defend life, honour
and property could be extrapolated to defending a whole nation like Afghanistan. In fact,
he sees this latter act to be even more important. 70

Thirdly, even if jihad is considered farq kitayah in the context of Afghanistan, jihad is
only relieved from the shoulders of all Muslims when it can be fulfilled sufficiently by
other Muslims. But 'Azzam argued that this was not yet the case, pointing to the situation
in Afghanistan as well as the fact that there are many Muslim lands that are still under
infidel occupation. Thus, jihad is farq 'ayn on all Muslims until it can be satisfactorily
carried out by a group ofMuslims. 71

'Azzam's v1ew that individual participation of farq 'ayn jihad does not necessitate
seeking permission from one's parents, the authorities or creditors, is identical to the
classical viewpoint. 72 His stance is that permission is only required when jihad is farq
kitayah. 73

In addition, 'Azzam also ruled that:

•

The interest of jihad has priority above any personal interests because it is for the
greater good of the religion or the nation. Hence citing another religious duty as an
excuse for not participating in jihad is unacceptable. 74

•

Muslims should donate towards jihad rather than accumulate wealth for personal
gain. It is considered permissible for the authority to seize the wealth of the rich and
use it forjihad. 75

70

' Azzam, Defence of Muslims' Lund (Chapter J); 'Azzam, Jihad Shu 'b Muslim, 5; 'Azzam, FiAl-JihadFiqh Wa !jtihiid, 66-7, 91; 'Azzam, FJ -?iliil Stlrat AI-Tawbah, 25-6; 'Azzam, lttihafA!- 'fbiid, 3; 'Azzam,
Hamii.>, 17; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam. "Qawaim Muhammad ibn Maslamah," Al-Jihiid, 44, (1988): 4-6; 'Abd
Allah 'Azzam. "Fiqh Al-Jihad: Al-Shahld Wa Al-Shahadah," Al-Jihiid, 12 (October 1985): 38; 'Azzam,
"Falsafat Al-Quwwah," 6-7; · Azzam, Silsilah Fi AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 286.
71
• Azzam, Defence of Muslims' Land (Chapter 4); 'Azzam, Dhikrayat Filis.tln, 18-20; 'Azzam, 1'/iin A!Jihad, 1; 'Azzam, HA!-Jihiid Fiqh Wa {jtihad, 3. 18-9,21-3, 50; 'Azzam, Silsi!ah Fi AI- Tarblyah Vol. 2,
60; 'Azzam, Jihad Sha 'h Muslim, 5.
72
See Chapter 3, sub-section on Fighters; · Azzam, Silsilah Fi AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 87-8, 129, 249, 273.
n.Azzam, Fl Al-Jihiid Fiqh Wa !jtihad, 2, 7, 14-6, 22-3; · Azzam, Defence Of Muslims' Land (Chapter 3
and 4).
74
Ibid, 8, 15, 80; · Azzam, Fi AI- Ta 'iimur AI- 'Aiamly, 38; · Azzam, FJ Zi/a/ Sural AI-Tawbah, 79.
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•

It is permissible to use all zakah funds for jihad fi sab11 Allah, even if it means

leaving nothing for the other seven groups of lawful recipients (namely, the needy
[misk1n ], the poor [faq1r ], zakah collector [' amil], new convert or potential Muslim
[muallaf], slave [raqabah], wayfarer [ibn sab11] and debtor [gharim]). 76
•

It is allowed to spend all wealth for jihad purposes even if it means not givmg

anything to destitutes. 77
•

Financial contribution to jihad does not relieve a Muslim from physical
. .

.

partiCipatiOn.
•

78

The verse, "Nor should the Believers all go forth together: if a contingent from every
expedition remained behind, they could devote themselves to studies in religion, and
admonish the people when they return to them .... " 79 , which implies that participation
in jihad is not obligatory upon every Muslim, applies only when jihad is fan}
kitayah. 80

•

The obligation stands despite the numerical advantage of the enemy. The verse that
permits Muslims to retreat or suspend jihad due to the enemy's numerical advantage 81
is only applicable when jihad is

fan~

kifayah. When jihad is fan} 'ayn, Muslims must

uphold jihad even ifhe is alone. 82

'Azzam held that it is obligatory to incite Muslims for jihad, be it fare} 'ayn or kitayah,
because the means towards an obligation is itself obligatory. s3 Those who discourage
Muslims from jihad have committed a grave sin similar to those who prevent them from

' 5 Ibid,

4, 65-6; · Azzam, De{ence of Muslims' Lund (Chapter 3); · Azzam, Silsilah Fi AI- Tarblyah Vol. 2, 60,
81.
76
' Azzam, Fi :{iliil Stirat A!- Taw bah, 110-1.
7
- Ibid, 112.
7
~· Azzam, Defence o.f Muslims' Land (Chapter 3); 'Azzam, Join the Carm·an (Part 3); · Azzam, Fi AlJJ!Jiid· Fiqh Wa ljtJ/Jii(/, 3.
79 The Qur'an, 9:122.
80 ' Azzam, Defence ofMuslims' Land (Chapter 3); 'Azzam, Join the Caramn (Part 3 and Conclusion);
'Azzam, Silsilah Fl A!- Tarblyah Vol. 2, 157; 'Azzam, Fi :{ilal Siirat AI-Tawbah, 167, 184; 'Azzam, Jihiid
Sha 'b Muslim, 41; 'Azzam, Fl Al-Iihad- Fiqh Wa fjtihad, 2; · Azzam. Muqaddimah, 64.
81 The Qur'an, 8:65-6.
82 ' Azzam, Silsilah Fl Al- Tarblyah Vol. 2, 10; 'Azzam, Si/silah Fl AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 316; 'Azzam, "II a AIMutathaqifin 'AnAl-Jihad," Al-Jihiid 3.
83 ' Abd Allah · Azzam, "Ilhaq Bi AI-Qafilah," Lahlb Al-Ma 'rakah, 33 (7 January 1989).
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performing obligatory prayers. 84 'Azzam considered Muslims today as sinners for
allowing many Muslim lands to remain occupied. The non-participating 'ulama' bear a
greater sin for they are supposed to be role models for Muslims.

Although jihad is an obligation for all Muslims, 'Azzam ruled that it must be performed
collectively because the purpose of jihad cannot be achieved by fighting individually. 85
This means that Muslims must fight under a rightful authority, and this traditionally
refers to a ruler of Dar Al-Islam. In the absence of such an authority, 'Azzam suggested
that Muslims should organise themselves by forming a jama' ah (group) and appointing a
leader, or join an existing jihad group. He asserted that the threat posed by the enemy on
Muslim lands and the religion dictates that jihad must be carried out despite the absence
or the dereliction of authority. It is the duty of the 'ulama', according to 'Azzam, to incite
and lead Muslims in performing this obligation. 86 In any case, 'Azzam believed that jihad
is an obligation that Muslims should strive to perform regardless of whether it was ruled
as farq 'aynor kifayah. 87

In 'Azzam' s worldview, jihad will continue to be farq 'ayn until an Islamic state exists
and all lands fonnerly belong to the Islamic caliphate are returned to Islamic rule.

Stages of Revelation

'Azzam held the same classical view on the four stages of Qur'anic revelation on jihad. 88
However, he favoured the view that the final stage, i.e. the revelation of jihad verses in
chapter 9 of the Qur' an, abrogated all earlier jihad verses. 89

This leaves the infidels with only these options:
S-J'Azzam, FIA!-Jihiid Fiqh Wa Jjtihiid, 42; 'Azzam, Fl.<:iliil Silrat AI-Tawbah, 125; 'Azzam, Join the
Caravan (Part 3); 'Azzam, Bashii'irA!-Na~r, 5, 13.
85 'Azzam, Join the Caravan (Part 3); · Azzam, J'liin AI-Jihiid, 2
86 Ibid; · Azzam, Jihad Sha 'b Muslim, 5; · Azzam, AI-Sara_tiin Al-AfJmar, 53; · Azzam, Silsilah H AI- Tarblyah
Vol. 3, 175; 'Azzam, Silsilah Fl AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 273.
87 'Azzam, Silsilah Fl AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 86-7; 'Azzam, Silsilah FF Al- Tarblyah Vol. 12, 9.
88 See Chapter 3, sub-section on Stages of Jihad.
80 'Azzam, Silsilah FIAI- Tarbiyah Vol. 2, 33-6; 'Azzam, FIAl-Jihiid: Fiqh Wa litihiid. 3, 43-4, 70-5, 84-5.
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•

embrace Islam; or

•

remain a non-Muslim but submit to Islamic rule and pay jizyah; or

•

become targets of Muslims aggression. 90

The final revelation on jihad, according to 'Azzam, prescribes the basis of Muslim-infidel
91
.
re1atwns as war, not peace.

Objectives of Jihad

Jihad is to be undertaken for the following objectives:
•

To revive Muslims from their current slumber to their previous glory.

•

To establish Islam above all other religions and ideologies.

•

To establish Dar Al-Islam as the political and geographical base for Islam.

•

To counter-balance and deter jahifiyah forces.

•

To help the oppressed and eliminate tyranny.

•

To attain a high position in heaven and salvation from hell. 92

It can be deduced that 'Azzam saw this as a jihad of self-defense aimed at bringing all of
Dar Al-Iiarb or all infidels under the rule of Islam. However, he assetied that proper
da 'wah (propagation) must precede any offensive jihad campaigns against Dar Al-Iiarb
or infidels. More elaboration of 'Azzam 's view on this aspect will be touched in the
coming section. The immediate objective, however, was the defeat of communist forces
and the establishment of Islamic state in Afghanistan.

Who Can Fight for Jihad?

90 Ibid,

36.
'Azzam, f7 Zifiil Siirat AI- Tawbah, I, 5, 184.
91 'Azzam, Fz'Al-Jihiid Fiqh Wa ljtihii(i, 9, 30,44-5, 52, 62, 73-4, 78, 90; 'Azzam, Muqaddimah, 26, 82;
"Azzam, 'Jbar Wa BaJiiii; 3, 5; 'Azzam, Silsilah FrAt- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 132-5, 294.
91
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'Azzam believed that all Muslims who have met the criteria as listed in the discussion on
the classical strand 93 are to perform the duty of jihad, either voluntarily or by
.

.

conscnptwn.

94

In addition to those who are exempt from jihad according to classical scholars, 'Azzam
held that, in view of the context, the exemption could be extended to persons who are
denied by governments from travelling. This may be in the form of the refusal to issue
travel documents 95 or the denial of entry visas into jihad lands. 96

However, even those who are exempted from jihad should still participate if they are able
to. In any case, they are obligated to contribute financially and constantly supplicate for
the success of jihad. 97

According to 'Azzam, fulfillment of other religious duties and obligations in a society is
not a valid reason for not participating in jihad. The same rule applies to those who have
debt. 'Azzam argued that many companions of the Prophet were indebted when they
participated in jihad. Muslims who are tied down with employment should resign from
their work and students should abandon their study. 98

'Azzam believed two types of people should be prohibited from participating in jihad;
mmjif (those who like to disseminate negative infonnation to demoralise the fighters) and
mukhzil (those who seek to discourage people from participating in jihad). 99

Ethics and Rules of Jihad

93 See

Chapter 3, sub section on Fighters.
Join the Caravan (Part 3); · Azzam, Si/silah FT AI- Tarblyah. 88.
95 Ibid, 5, 13; 'Azzam, Silsilah FT AI- Tarblyah Vol. 12, 13-4; · Azzam, Muqaddimah, 78; · Azzam, F7 :{ilal
Stlrat AI-Tawbah, 141.
96 Ibid, 4.
97 ' Azzam, Join the Caravan (Part 3); · Azzam, "II a AI-M utathaqifin ·AnAl-Jihad," 3.
n.Azzam, HAl-Jihad· Fiqh Wa Jjtihad, 59; 'Azzam, Fl:{ila/Surat AI-Tawbah,140,169._183; 'Azzam,
Join the Caravan (Part 2); · Azzam, Jihad Sha 'b Muslim, 9; · Azzam, FT AI- Ta 'am urAl- 'Aiamly, 38.
99 'Azzam, Jihiid Sha 'b Muslim, 5; · Azzam, FT AI-Jihad Aclab Wa Ahkiim, 39; 'Azzam, F7 :{iii! SLirat AITawbah, 6, 83, 86, 162.
94 'Azzam,
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In addition to the right intention, i.e. for the sake of God, 'Azzam believed that fighting
can only be accepted as jihad if it conforms to the established ethics and rules of war in
Islam.

Otherwise, there is the risk that the fighting will not be considered as a commendable and
honorable act that is aimed at pleasing God. 100

Da 'wah, warning and declaration
'Azzam was inclined to the view upheld by the majority of classical scholars that jihad
cannot be waged against infidels before ensuring that the message of Islam has been
conveyed to them. 101 After that, the infidels should be given an ultimatum and sufficient
time to make their decision.

The above process is particularly relevant for countries, individuals or communities of
infidels that have not had any prior peace agreements with Muslims. 102

Legitimate targets
The legitimate targets of jihad according to 'Azzam are:

•
•

Qutta' Al-l_'uruq/MulJaribun (Bandits/Miscreants)

•

B ughah (Rebels) 103

Infidel fighters

'Azzam held a v1ew similar to all Muslim scholars that only infidel fighters can be
targeted or fought in the jihad battlefield. 104 However, jihad must conform to the rules of
engagement.

100 lbid,

) , 8, )).
Chapter 3, sub-section on Rules Before Battle; 'Azzam, F[ AI-Jihiid A dab Wa Ahkam, 5-8.
10 c'Azzam, Tliin At-Jihad, l.
103 Ibid, 12; 'Azzam, HAl-Jihad Adab Wa A(1kam, 5, 26-7.
10.JSee Chapter 3. sub-section on Rules During Battle; 'Azzam, F[ Al-Jihad Adiib Wa Ahkiim. 5.
101 See
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While classical scholars disagree on whether fighting qutta' al-turuq and bughah were
considered jihad, they acknowledged that it is legitimate in Islam. 'Azzam's stand on this
was, however, not clear. It is probable that he regarded it as jihad because firstly, both
were covered in one of his main treatises on jihad titled Fi Al-Jihad: Adab Wa Al).kam
(Jihad: Ethics and Rules) and, secondly, he reiterated that those who were killed in
fighting against these two groups are considered martyrs by a majority of classical
scholars. 105 However, 'Azzam emphasised that da' wah and warning must precede jihad
against both qutta' al-turuq and bughiih.

Qutta' aHuruq was a term used by 'Azzam to describe the people who attacked and stole
from the mujai)idin's supply convoy or fought the mujaqidin because they refused to pay
protection levies to them.

Non-legitimate targets

Similar to the classical viewpoint, 'Azzam ruled that it was not permissibe to target nonfighters such as women, children, unanned ordinary folk, old men and monks. He,
however, upheld the majority view that all non-fighters would lose this immunity if they
contributed to the war either through money, ideas or spreading propaganda aimed at
raising the morale of their soldiers and/or demoralising the Muslim mmy. 106

Thus, 'Azzam ruled that it is permissible to kill Jews in America or American Jews if
they were found to be contributing to Israel. He cautioned that one must be guided by
consideration of benefits

(ma~alih)

versus the banns (qarar) which may be caused, as

well as the fatwa of Ahl Al-Thughur, scholars who have pm1icipated in armed jihad. To
'Azzam, Ahl Al-Thughur are the people qualified to provide appropriate and accurate
advice in this matter. 107

105 ' Azzam, FT Al-.lihiid- Adiib Wa A{1kiim, 26-7; 'Azzam, "Fiqh Al-Jihad: Al-Shahld Wa Al-Shahadah,"
38.
106 See Chapter 3, sub-section on Rules During Battle; Ibid, 5, 9-15; 'Azzam, J'fiin Al-.lihiid, 12.
107 Ibid, 111, 156; 'Abd Allah · Azzam, "Waqafiit Jihacfiyah," Al-.lihiid, 107 (April 1994): 21; 'Azzam, AIAs'ilah Wa AI-Ajwibah, 29; 'Azzam, FT Al-.lihiid· Fiqh Wa Jjtihiid, 11-2, 49-50; 'Azzam, Fl AI- Ta 'iimur AI'Aiamly, 12; 'Azzam. Silsilah Fl AI- Tarblyah Vol. J, 249; · Azzam, Silsilah Fl AI- Tarblyah Vol. 12, 54.
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On monks and clergymen, 'Azziim said those who live and mix with the society can be
targeted but those who live in monasteries seclusively cannot. The former is assumed to
have contributed to war, just like members of any religious institution within the society.
A similar rule is also applied to the nobles and elites. 108

However, this immunity did not apply to Afghan communists, regardless of gender. He
reasoned that their ideology was inherently hostile and detrimental to Islam and that they
were apostates punishable by death. He also highlighted that women today played an
active role in promoting ideologies and that their beliefs could afiect their immunity
status. 109

Targeting dhimm1ys and those who have made peace agreements with Muslims is strictly
forbidden. The same applies to those who have surrendered. 110

The rule on targeting property Is also similar to the classical viewpoint, 111 which
advocates minimal destruction to end hostility by incapacitating the enemy's fighting
ability but not a total destruction of infrastructure. The power to decide lies with the
rightful authority, i.e. the ruler and/or military commander. One example of
impermissible destruction of property is an act that would bring about famine. 112

'Azziim held a firm view on the impermissibility of killing Muslims indiscriminately. 113
He wrote Jar1mat Qatl Al-Nafs Al-Muslimah (The Crime of Killing Muslim Life) as a
response to conflicts among jihad groups in Afghanistan that had, on many occasions,
taken the lives of Muslims. It is believed that each Muslim life is as sacred as the holy
land of Mecca. 'Azziim ruled that killing fellow Muslims is a grave sin that may qualify a

108 'Azzam,

!'fan Af-jjhad, 13-4.
Azzam, FF Af-Jjhad A dab Wa AIJkiim, 45-53; · Azzam, Jarlmat Qat!. 2-6, 10-1; 'Azzam, A!-Sara.tan AlA(unar, 23-6.
IIOJbid, 5.
111 See Chapter 3, sub-section on Rules During Battle.
11 "'Azzam, HAl-Jihad Adab Wa Ahkiim, 5, 16-22; 'Azzam, J'lan Al-.lihacf, 14.
111 ' Azzam, JttihaFAl- '!bad, 9, 12, 14, 117.
109 '
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person a permanent place in hell. Those who collaborated with or sheltered someone who
had killed a Muslim risked receiving the same punishment as that of the killer. 114

However, 'Azzam reiterated that the above rulings did not apply to Muslims who were
fighting on the side of the Afghan communist regime or working for any intelligence
agency belonging to the infidels, as they were considered apostates and must be fought
and killed. 115

Peace agreement and cease fire
'Azzam ruled that any peace agreements which contradicted the shar1'ah is null and void.
This is especially if the agreement caused the suspension of jihad indefinitely. When
jihad is deemed as farq 'ayn, he made the ruling that no peace agreements should be
ratified until all occupied lands are reclaimed. This is to avoid any neglect of jihad duties
due to the peace agreements and the de facto surrender of Muslim lands to infidels.
Hence, 'Azzam asserted that ratifying peace agreements with the Afghan communist
regime was not an option and that the regime had to surrender the government to the
116
. h'd'
muJa
1 m 1ea d ers.

However, if an agreement was signed, 'Azzam warned that Muslims should commit to all
the terms of agreement. The

l~acfith

that says "war is deception", according to him, only

applies to those who has no peace agreements with Muslims and that the use of peace
agreements as a part of a ruse for deception is an act of betrayal forbidden in Islam. 117

Nonetheless, 'Azzam reminded Muslims to be wary of infidels whom he considered
inherently dcceitful. 118

114 ' Azzam, Jarlmat Qat!, 2-6, 10-1; · Azzam, lttihiifAI- 'Ibid, 12; 'Azzam, Silsilah Fl AI- TarbJyah Vol. 3,
26-7.
1 15 ' Azzam, F7 Ziliil Siirat AI- Tawbah, 122.
1 16 'Abd Allah :Azzam, "AI-Muft] Ghul Rahman," Al-Jihiid, 21 (August 1986): 4-7; · Azzam, "Amrlka Wa
Tijarat AI-Dima'," 4-5; 'Azzam. "AI-Jihad Wa Al-'Amal AI-Siyasly," 21.
1 17 'Azzam, F7 Ziliil Stlrat AI-Tawbah, 17.
I 18 Ibid, 22.
.
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Tactics and means

Although the use of modem weaponry such as rifles, artillery and rockets were
potentially problematic from the dominant classical viewpoint because they can cause
collateral damage, 'Azzam ruled their permissibility on the basis of the inevitability of
their use and as long as they are not used against non-legitimate targets. 119 He forbade the
use of fire for killing and burning unless there is real necessity. 120

'Azzam held the view that suicide is forbidden in battle, 121 but he endorsed the use of
daring tactics that could risk the lives of Muslim fighters similar to the contemporary use
of commando raids. While he acknowledged that classical scholars were divided on the
issue, he preferred the view that permitted it. Citing those views, he asserted that suicide
is carried out due to despair, while these tactics were conducted for the noble cause of
exalting the word of God, to protect fellow fighters, to prevent greater harm (such as
occupation) and to fight and strike fear in the enemy. Furthe1more, the practice has had
many precedents among the early Muslims and had been endorsed by the companions of
the Prophet. It is considered permissible so long as it can achieve either of two purposes:
bringing benefit to Muslims by raising their morale and motivating them to fight, or to
destroy the enemy. 122

On the same basis also, he endorsed human-driven bombs; be it in the form of explosiveladen vehicles or vests. 'Azzam did not recognise the difference between the classical
practice of daring acts during battle and the human bomb. Although in reality, the fonner
is not necessarily suicidal and is not killed by his own weapon. 123

Another tactic endorsed by 'Azzam during jihad was the use of assassination which was
not restricted to military targets. It could also be used on:
119 Ibid,

13; 'Azzam, F[Al-Jihiid Xdiib Wa Ahkiim, 24-5.
Tliin Al-Jihiid, 12.
.
121 'Azzam, JarlmatQatl, 7.
122 'Azzam, Silsilah FT.i_l- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 218-9, 316; 'Azzam, F{ AI-Jihiid Fiqh Wa ijtihiid, 30, 31, 39;
'Azzam, FTAl-Jihiid Adiib Wa Af:Ikiim, 21; 'Azzam, lttihiifAI- 'lbiid, 15;' 'Azzam, F1 Al-Slrah 'Jbrah, 5663.
123 Ibid, 129-30; 'Azzam, Silsilah FT AI- Tarblyah Vol. 12, 112; · Azzam, Sa 'iidat Al-Basharlyah, 7; "Abd
Allah 'Azzam, "Min Fiqh AI-Jihad," AI-Jihiid, 7 (June 1985): 37-8.
120 'Azzam,
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•

political leaders of a hostile country (he specifically mentioned Russian and
communist leaders)

•

every Jew who extended support and sympathy to Israel

•

boastful anti-Muslim leaders of secular and atheist parties

•

anyone who stood by Israel. 124

He based this view on the verse that says, " ... then fight and slay the Pagans wherever ye
find them, and seize them, beleaguer them, and lie in wait for them in every stratagem (of
war) ... ". 125 He also highlighted that the Prophet was reported to have commanded some
of his companions to assassinate certain infidel leaders for their hostility towards him and
the religion. Hence, · Azzam considered that it was important to revive this neglected
tradition of the Prophet in order to deter the enemy during the Afghan jihad period. 126
However, he was against the idea of assassinating leaders of Muslim countries in order to
establish an Islamic state. Instead, he prescribed da' wah and preparation first. 127

'Azziim stressed that the decision for an assassination mission must be referred to and
approved by the 'ulama' and leaders who held the mandate of the people. They, then,
have to determine whether the potential benefits are indeed greater than the harm. In the
case of leaders of Muslim countries, he ruled that the 'ulama' must first make a case of
apostasy vis-a-vis the targeted leader. 128

Fighting in the sacred months and land
The four sacred months known among Arabs during the period of the Prophet were Dhu
Al-Qa'dah (11 111 month), Dhu Al-Hijjah ( 12 111 month), Mulprram (1st month) and Rajb (6 1h
month). Fighting and shedding blood during these months were regarded as abominable
acts. Classical scholars however differed on whether the sanctity of these months should
still be recognised after the Prophet's era.

1c4 'Azzam,

··Qawaim Mul)ammad ibn Maslamah," 4-6; 'Azzam, Fl.L{iliil Stlrat AI-Tawbah, 15.
Qur'an, 9:5.
126 ' Azzam, "Qawaim M ul)ammad ibn Maslamah," 4-6; 'Azzam, Fi L{iliil Stu·at AI- Tawbah, 15,
sAzzam, F!Al-Jihiid- Fiqh Wa !jtihiid, 35-7.
lcRJbid, 39.
125 The

1
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'Azzam held the view that the practice of abstaining from fighting during these months
had been abrogated after the conquest of Mecca because the Prophet attacked the people
of Taif in the month of Dhu Al-Qa'dah and a few months after it. Thus, Muslims are
allowed to wage jihad anytime. This is more so, according to him, when jihad is fan} 'ayn
because the Qur'an says:

"They ask thee concemmg fighting in the Prohibited Month. Say:
"Fighting therein is a grave (offence); but graver is it in the sight of Allah
to prevent access to the path of Allah, to deny Him, to prevent access to
the Sacred Mosque, and drive out its members." Tumult and oppression
are worse than slaughter. .. " (The Qur'an, 2:217)

The Arabs also abhorred fighting and shedding blood in the sacred land of Mecca. This
rule remains effective, according to 'Azzam, except if it is transgressed upon first by the
enemy. 129 Thus, jihad operations in Afghanistan continued throughout the Islamic year.

Personal ethics & attributes
Apart from the right intention and conformance to the law of jihad, 'Azzam also
emphasised the importance of personal ethics for Muslim fighters. This will be elaborated
in the section on 'Azzam's idea of Al-Qa'idah- the Muslim vanguard group.

Desertion, retreat and withdrawal
'Azzam's view on desertion, retreat and withdrawal is consistent with the classical
strand. 130 Thus, those who left jihad in Afghanistan for unacceptable reasons such as
disillusiomnent or impatience risked committing the grave sin of abandoning jihad.

Prisoners of war and the vanquished

1:> 9 'Azzam,
130 See

Fi Ziliil S1n·at Af-Tawbah, 75-6.
Chapter.3, sub-section on Rules During Battle; 'Azzam, "Kullu Nafs Wa Mas'ullyatuha".
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While 'Azzam acknowledged the difference of opinions among the classical scholars on
the permissibility of killing enemy POWs, he was inclined to permit it, subject to the
discretion of the authority. 131 He cited two conditions that permit the killing - when a
POW refuses to march along with the Muslim army or when he is injured and is
incapable of marching, which would make him a serious liability. 132

Communist Afghans however were considered either zindiq (libertine/atheist) or
apostates and were subject to the death penalty. Even if they were to repent following
their capture, it was still permissible to kill them as punishment and deterrence to others.
This, according to 'Azzam, was the rule held by the majority of classical Muslim
scholars. 133

'Azzam agreed with the majority view that a captured infidel spy should be killed. For an
infidel spy who was under any peace or non-hostility agreement such as dhimmah, truce
or al-aman agreement, 'Azzam preferred the death penalty as deterrence to others. The
punishment for captured Muslims who spy for the enemy, according to 'Azzam, is based
on the discretion of the authority. The death penalty is, however, permissible. 134

On quqii' aHuruq, 'Azzam viewed that the punishment had been fixed by the Qur'an. 135
It was either:
•

execution

•

crucifixion

•

banishment (imprisonment)

•

cutting off one hand and the opposite leg

The choice of the above punishment is either based on the discretion of the Muslim
authority or the severity of the offence.

'Azzam, Fi Al~Jihiid Adiib Wa A(1kiim, 44, 50-1; 'Azzam, Fi ;;:iliil Sural AI-Tawbah, 13-4.
54-5.
133 Ibid, 46-9; · Azzam, Al-Saratiin Al-Ahmar, 23.
114·
.
. - - .
:_
· Azzam, F1 Al~.!Jhad Adab Wa Ahkam, 54-7.
135 The Qur'an, 5:33-4.
.
131

13 "Ibid,
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It is not permissible, according to 'Azzaro, to practice torture on POWs and the
. h ed peop Ie. 136
vanqUis

Others
'Azzaro upheld the practice of bay'ah (pledge of allegiance) in jihad because it

IS

a

recognised tradition of the Prophet. The purpose, according to 'Azzaro, is to strengthen
one's resolve and commitment to jihad. In that regard, he ruled on the permissibility of
renewing it from time to time or for specific purposes such as before engaging in major
operations. He based this on the practice of the Prophet who took a special bay' ah from
his companions known to be the Bay'at Al-Riqwan. 137 The bay'ah was made to avenge a
companion, who had been killed while negotiating for the safe passage of Muslims to
Mecca for pilgrimage.

Unlike many Islamic groups, 'Azzaro did not view anything wrong with Muslims giving
multiple bay' ah to different people or groups as the bay' ah that is practiced in this
instance was not a bay' ah to a caliph.

'Azzaro, however, cautioned that no bay' ah should demand total and unconditional
obedience on all matters as such obedience is only reserved for God. Obedience to any
human being must be conditional. At least, it should not contradict the shari' ah. It has
been established by all scholars that there is no obedience to anybody, who is in
disobedience to God. Secondly, no bay' ah should prevent anybody from perfonning
anything that is enjoined by the shml.' ah. 138

'Azzaro considered that the state of war between Dar Al-lslam and Dar Al-Jiarb does not
necessarily prohibit trade between the two domains or between subjects of both domains.
However he was against the trading of hannful substances even if they were to infidels.
During one of his travels to the inner part of Afghanistan with Hekmatyar, he came
136 '
137 '

Azzam, F7 A!-Jihiid Adiib Wa Ahkiim, 53; · Azzam, F7 Ziliil Siirat AI-Tawbah, 13.
Azzam, JttihiilAI- '!bad, 1o.
.
.

138 Ibid,
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across an opium plantation and subsequently questioned the owner. The owner explained
that the opium was to be sold to infidels, implying that it was not for personal use and
would not harm Muslims. Nonetheless 'Azzam asserted that Islam forbids all acts that
were harmful whether to the one self or to others, and prohibited drug trade. 139

Martyrs

'Azzam regarded the highest form of martyrdom is that in jihad battle. He ruled any
Muslim man, woman or children who died in battle sincerely for the sake of God
regardless of whether they died immediately in battle or later due to injury, and whether
at the hands of the enemy or due to friendly fire, including those who died fighting quqa'
aHuruq and bughah, as martyrs. For 'Azzam, martyrs are the creators and shapers of the
ummah. The greatness of the martyr's position in God's eyes and their reward should
inspire Muslims to strive for it or at least aspire to die a martyr's death. The yearning to
achieve martyrdom in the battlefield helps fighters overcome the difficulties of jihad. 140

Jihad and Irhab (Terrorism)

'Azzam made no apologies that Islam makes irhab (contemporary Arab word used for
terrorism) an obligation upon Muslims based on the Qur'an and the hadith. 141

God has said in the Qur' an:

"Against them make ready your strength to the utmost of your power,
including steeds of war, to strike terror into (the hemis of) the
.

enemies ...

,.142

139 'Abd

Allah 'Azzam, "Jiarb Al-Afyiin," LahlbAI-Ma'rakah 54 (3 June 1989).
'Azzam, Fl Al-Jihiid· Fiqh Wa !jtihii{/, 65, 67; 'Azzam, 'Jbar Wa Ba~iiir, 4.
141 'Azzam, Silsi!ah Fl AI- Tarblyah Vol. 2. 49-50, 58; 'Azzam, Dhikrayiit Fffjs_tln, 17-9.
1• 2The Qur'an, 8:60.
1.J 0
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It is reported in a l}adith narrated by Al-Bukhar1y and Muslim that God has promised

victory for the Prophet by instilling fear in the enemy's heart, even when a Muslim army
is at a distance of a month's march.

'Azzam even claimed that the Prophet was the first Muslim who struck fear and terror in
the hearts of the infidels. The sign of true Islam, according to 'Azzam, is that it is feared
by the enemy. On the contrary, the sign of corrupted Islam is that it is liked by the enemy.
'Azzam quoted the l}adith:

"The People will soon summon one another to attack you just like people
seated around a platter of food invite one another to consume that food."
Someone asked, "Will that be because of our small numbers at that time?''
He replied, "No, you will be numerous at that time: but you will be froth
and scum like that carried down by a torrent (of water), and Allah will
take the fear of you from the hearts of your enemy and cast al-wahn into
your hearts." Someone asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, what is al-wahn?"
He replied, ''Love of the world and dislike of death." (Narrated by Abu
Dawud and Al}mad) 143

Irhab, in 'Azzam 's view, is an extension of jihad. Commenting on the above verse, he
wrote, "If there is no fighting (jihad), there will be no terror on the infidels. They, then,
will never respect us. Without fighting, the enemy will not fear us, the religion will not be
victorious and we will have no existence in this life:· 144

All the above are meanings extracted from · Azzam' s own words. Whether this would put
'Azzam's notion and practices of terrorism similar to what is held by the current AlQaeda and jihadist groups of the same ilk will be discussed in the concluding section of
this chapter.

143 '
144 '

Azzam, Muqaddimah, 43.
Azzam. Silsilah Fl AI- Tarblyah Vol. 2, 50.
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For now, it is sufficient to note that the word irhab has two different meanings in Arabic
use. The Qur'anic perspective of the word essentially refers to the concept of deterrence
as understood in strategic studies. This can be implied from the Qur'anic verse that
commands Muslims to strike fear in the enemy by getting "ready your strength to the
utmost of your power, including steeds of war", not through indiscriminate or
premeditated attacks on civilians. The second usage refers to what is currently known as
terrorism, which implies a premeditated indiscriminate attack.

The Idea of Al-Qa' idah

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, 'Azzam, in his writings, highlighted the
mutual interplay between the ideas of Al-Qa'idah and jihad. 'Azzaro's usage of AlQa'idah also implies a relationship with Bin Laden's Al-Qaeda, the most prominent
jihadist group and proponent of contemporary jihadism.

'Azzam expounded his idea of Al-Qa'idah in his article Al-Qa 'idah Al-$ulbah which
appeared in the April 1998 issue of Al-Jihiid magazine. Some researchers have suggested
that it was written as the founding document of Bin Laden's Al-Qaeda. Due to the close
nexus between 'Azzaro's ideas of Al-Qa' idah and jihad and their implied association with
Bin Laden's Al-Qaeda, it is crucial to look at his Al-Qa'idah concept in order to
understand his jihad ideas.

The concept

By Al-Qa'idah, 'Azzam was refening to a group of Muslims, functioning as the
foundation upon which the ummah and its structure should be founded and developed. Its
strength will establish God's rule in this world, divert mankind from worldly
preoccupations to the comprehensiveness of Islam and to resist and subdue the hostile
.-I11·n1y ai1. 145·
Ja

"Al-Qa'idah Al-~ulbah," 4-6; 'Azzam, F7 .:?iliil Siirat AI-Tawbah, 10; 'Azzam, Al-As 'ilah Wa
AI-Ajwibah. 25; '6-zzam, "Al-Tarblyah Fi Farn Al-Ibtila'," 48; 'Azzam, "Al-Mu'amarah," 41; 'Azzam, Fl
A!- Ta'iimurAl- 'A/amly, 148.
145 'Azzam,
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It also referred to the first generation of Muslims, i.e., the companions who after being

educated and moulded by the Prophet himself, brought glory to Islam after the Prophet's
death through territorial expansion and civilisational contributions. This generation was
what 'Azzam envisoned Al-Qa'idah to be. To re-invent this historical generation, the
Prophet's approach should be emulated. 146 Al-Qa' idah was to function as the Islamic
Movement that will ignite the potential of the ummah. 147

In

Al-Qa~idah

Al-Sulbah, 'Azzam explained the rationale for this group. He wrote "As

long as the ideology- even if it originates from the Lord of the Worlds- does not find
this self-sacrificing vanguard that spends everything in his possession for the sake of
making its ideology prevail, this ideology will be still-born, perishing before it sees light
and life." 148 'Azzam blamed the absence of Al-Qa'idah among Muslims on the
widespread mischief and destruction caused by jahifiyah.

The qualities
'Azzam listed the following essential qualities of Al-Qa'idah:

•

Withstand tribulation

'Azzam believed that glory and victory belongs only to those who have passed God's
tribulations. He wrote: "Trial polishes the spirit, cleanses the soul and purifies the heatt
from meanness and pettiness....

The more tribulation there is, the closer victory

gcts ... " 149 Elsewhere, 'Azzam likened Al-Qa'idah to building blocks, which had to be
burnt before they can be used as building foundations.

•

Asceticism/abstinence

'Azzam extolled the virtue of shedding worldly attachments and desires. He wrote:

146 'Azzam,

"Al-Tarb1yah Al-Nabaw1yah Li Al-Jayl Al-Awwal," 8-9; 'Azzam, A!-f>liim Wa Mustaqba! A!-

BasharJyah, 13.
"Al-Qa'idah Al-~ulbah," 4-6.
trans. Reuven Paz, The Brotherhood of Global Jihad (Supplement No. 1), 16-21, http://www.eprism .org/images/The%20brotherhood%20of%20global %20Jihad%20-%20final.doc (accessed July 30,
2010).
149
Ibid.
147 'Azzam,
148 1bid,
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"Abstinence is the very foundation of Jihad. Affluence is the biggest
weakness that befalls nations, spoils their kids and undermines their
humanity .... We can clearly see that Allah's Prophet adopted abstinence
on purpose, and the same holds true of his companions, despite the fact
that the world was at their feet." 150

•

. . m
. t he [;mt. hiS! , perserverence 152 and d evotwn
. to G o d
Deep conv1ct1on

This includes additional prayers at night. He wrote: "These additional prayers are
provision for Jihad; they are its spirit and its life." 153

•

Al-Walcl' (loyalty to Allah) and Al-Bara-· (disassociation from kufr).

Staying true to these two principles will ensure that Al-Qa'idah will not be swayed,
unlike the Kemalists who had sold Palestine to Britain and abolished the Ottoman
caliphate in exchange for powef. 'Azzam wrote: "There are so many Kemalists in our
nation who sold it for a piece of bread or a word of recognition or a glass or a prostitute.
The lack of the sense of loyalty and devotion in the minds of many led them and those
following them into the depths ofhell." 154

•

Fully aware of the international conspiracy against Islam

In other articles, 'Azzam mentioned the following attributes of Al-Qa' idah:
I. Truthful to Islamic principle

2. Defends Islam
3. Ready to sacrifice even one's life
4. Confronts jahifiyah
5. Free from worldly desires
6. Understands the confrontation between Islam and jahifiyah

150 Ibid.
151 Ibid.
152 Tbid.
153 Ibid.
15 ~Ibid.
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7. Loves martyrdom
8. Posssesses 'izzah (honour). 155

There is no contradiction between the attributes listed in the main article

(Al-Qa~idah

Al-

$ulbah) and the others. The above list can be subsumed under those that were mentioned
in the former. In fact, there is no fundamental difference between the attributes
specifically mentioned for Al-Qa'idah and the general attributes of Muslim fighters in
jihad mentioned previously.

The means
'Azzam believed that the means to regenerate Al-Qa'idah is through a long process of
tarbiyah (education) of the individuals, fundamentally, in matters of creed

Caq1dah)

similar to the Prophet's 13 years in Mecca where he was preparing the early companions
for greater responsibilities, which included managing an Islamic polity in Medina after
the migration and waging jihad against the infidels. Without this long process oftarb1yah,
"there is no chance for the believing society to come about, and if it came about without
it (without that understanding) it would be like a house on sand blown away by the first
storm or even a gust of wind", 'Azzam wrote. 156

In 'Azzaro's view, there were several reasons why this long period of tarb1yah is crucial
before embarking on jihad. It was to provide a code of conduct for those wanting to go on
jihad, fuel them with the mental stamina and spiritual strength to persevere throughout
the long process of jihad while successfully guarding themselves against the temptations
which they may encounter along the way.

157

Integral to the tarb1yah process is God's tribulation. 'Azzam wrote, "No mission can be
divested of the element of testing.'' 158 The most important school for tarbiyah is jihad and

155 'Azzam,
156 'Azzam,

"Al-Tarblyah Fi Farn Al-Ibtila'," 48.
"Al-Qa'idah Al-~ulbah," 4-6.

157 Ibid.
158 Ibid.
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its battlefield. He wrote, "The long Jihad will bring people's qualities to the fore and
highlight their potentials. " 159

It is in this regard that 'Azzam saw the jihad in Afghanistan as a fertile training ground

for the regeneration of Al-Qa'idah. He attributed the success of jihad in Afghanistan to
the existence of Islamic movements under the leadership of inviduals such as Hekmatyar,
Rabban1, Sayyaf and Yunus

Khali~

who were already educated and trained by Islamic

movements before the jihad and gained further strengths by their involvement in jihad.

Eight guiding principles
'Azzam listed eight principles for the tarb1yah of Al-Qa'idah:
1. It must jump into the fire of the toughest tests and into the waves of fierce

trials.
2. The training leadership shares with them the testing march, the sweat and the
blood. The leadership must be like the motherly warmth of a hen whose
chicks grow under its wings, throughout the long period of hatching and
training.
3. This vanguard has to abstain from cheap worldly pleasures and must bear its
distinct stamp of abstinence and frugality.
4. In like manner it must be endowed with firm belief and trust in the ideology,
instilled with a lot of hope for its victory.
5. There must be a strong determination and insistence to continue the march no
matter how long it takes.
6. Travel provision is among the most important items on this march. The
provision consists of meditation, patience and prayer.
7. Loyalty and devotion.
8. They must grasp anti-Islam machinations all over the world. 160

I 59 Ibid.
160 Ibid.
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In 'Azzam's view, not every Muslim can be Al-Qa'idah but every Muslim is obligated to
support Al-Qa'idah with their money and lives.

Commenting on 'Azzam

'Azzam's jihad ideas are essentially classical with a militant bent. Some of the features
which characterized 'Azzam's jihad ideas as classical militant are:
•

Jihad means fighting the infidels

•

Jihad is perpetual war between Muslims and infidels

•

The basis of relationship between Muslims and infidels is war, not peace

•

The objective of jihad is not just self-defence but to establish Islam above all religions
and ideologies

•

Reclaiming land that was part of Dar Al-IsEim from the infidels is an act of selfdefence against transgression

•

Glorification of everything and everyone related to jihad (armed fighting for Islam).

•

Incitement of Muslims to practice jihad

Indeed, a substantial part of 'Azzam' s jihad ideas are continuous with classical tradition,
but with a salafiy take on theological issues. The ideas are characterised by great
deference to the opinions held by classical scholars, strict adherence to the classical
scholars' methodology of ijtihad or deduction from the Qur'an and the l}acfiths, based
primarily on three impmiant sciences popularly known as
Islamic Jurispmdence),

U~ul

U~ul

Al-Fiqh (Science of

AI-Tafslr (Science of Interpreting the Qur'an) and

U~ul

Al-

Hacfith (Science ofHa(fith). The approach is essentially literalist and textualist in nature.

However, the fundamental problem with 'Azzam is that such an approach gtves
precedence to the opinions of classical scholars, which are contingent on the contexts in
which they were formulated. It restricts the understanding of classical viewpoints to
literal and textual analysis, and denies perspectives generated from other disciplines such
as the social sciences and humanities which are equally relevant to the study of ideas and
laws.
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In 'Azzaro's classification of lands into

Dar Al-Islam and Dar Al-Jiarb,

he essentially

applied what had been formulated by classical scholars and sidestepped the differences in
the context then and now. This is despite the fact that such classification was an ijtihad
(rational deduction) of the scholars and not an injuction from the Qur'an and l}adith.
Thus, Muslim scholars are not obligated to adhere to it.

Another problem in 'Azzam's approach is his neglect of contemporary international
conventions on war in his formulation of jihad ideas, thus, potentially ignoring the
established

legal

maxim

m

Islamic

jurisprudence,

Al-' Adah

Mul}akkamah

-

custom/convention as a binding law. Based on 'Azzam's own view on the importance of
Muslims to abide with all contractual agreements, it could be argued that the ratification of the
Geneva Conventions by Muslim countries binds Muslims who are citizens of those
Muslim states. Muslims in non-Muslim countries are also bound, based on the above
points, to follow the law. Thus, the practice and understanding of jihad cannot be
oblivious to these rules or they will risk breaching them.

There are two aspects of' Azzam' s jihad ideas which depart from the classical viewpoint.
His ruling on the contemporary practice of "martyrdom operations" has no precedent in
classical works. Classical works refer to daring acts in the battlefiled where the risk of
death was high and even if a person was killed, it would not be by his own weapons. The
other aspect is the pcnnissibility of armed rebellion against a ruler - a position that a
majority of classical scholars would have serious reservations about. On this issue,
'Azzam ruled that jihad against the ruling Afghan regime canied the same ruling as jihad
against the invading Soviet mmy. He suggested that jihad in Afghanistan did not begin
when the Soviet army invaded the country but had begun earlier against the local
communist regime. In this respect, 'Azzam, like other jihadist groups, resmied to takfirbranding the rulers of the local Afghan regimes as apostates for their communist ideology
and persecuting Afghans on the basis of their religion. 'Azzam, however, disapproved of
using this same tactic against the ruling regimes in the Arab countries, because the
conditions were not as favourable as in Afghanistan.
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Nonetheless, it should be pointed out that 'Azzam's jihad ideas also carried features of
restraint that distinguished it from the jihadism practiced by the Egyptian groups that had
preceded him and the current Al-Qaeda network. The latter has become more permissive
and trans-national in nature. This restraint could also be seen from his recognition of
modem diplomatic relations as valid peaceful agreements and visas as equal to the
classical al-aman concept in Islam. Muslims, thus, are not allowed to launch any attacks
on infidel countries as long as this relationship stands, or to attack any infidel who enters
Muslim countries with a valid visa. 161

While 'Azzam had made a ruling that rulers of Muslim countries who were found guilty
of apostasy and those who supported Israel may be attacked, he also laid down several
conditions to restrict the practice. He asserted that consultations must be made with a
council of 'ulama', who will then issue a fatwa, before the attack. Such attacks should not
cause greater harm to Islam and Muslims. Thus, the matter cannot be decided by any
individual or group independent of a credible religious authority.

'Azzam's notion of jihad to establish an Islamic state was mass-based and not
uncoordinated jihad waged by disparate groups against the authority. Thus, he did not
consider acts of assassinating apostate leaders practiced by some jihadist groups as the
right way to bring down the jahifiyah system.

During the Afghan jihad, 'Azzam had not sent foreign Muslim fighters to launch attacks
against the Soviet Union's interests outside the Afghan battlefield as practiced by the
resistance or terrorist groups of his time. Except for limited operations against the Soviet
army based in border regions, the hinterland of the Soviet Union and its civilians were
largely spared from any attacks. 162 This is starkly different from the practice of Chechen
jihadists against the Russians. There has been no evidence that 'Azzam had urged
Muslims to attack the enemy wherever they are found as practiced by Al-Qaeda today.
161 'Azzam,

Fi Ziliil Siirat AI-Tawbah. 14-8, 50.
Azzam, Al-As 'ilah Wa Al-Ajwihah, 6, 11, 43-4; 'AbdAllah · Azzam, "Usud Khiqabuhum Dam AIUsud," Al-Jihiid, 31 (June 1987): 4-7.

162 '
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Instead he had called on Muslims to travel to Afghanistan in order to wage jihad against
infidels there. 'Azzam's involvement in jihad in Palestine and Afghanistan had been
primarily a defensive act against external aggressions.

It can then be said that the aforementioned idea ofirhab (terror) found in 'Azzam's works

referred to the concept of deterrence and not terrorism as it is conventionally used today.
This can be further supported by 'Azzam's assertion:

"In Islam, ends do not justify means; Islam disputes Machiavelli's idea
(ends justify means) or Lenin's idea (for the sake of benefit, do whatever
you wish). For instance, Islam honours agreements and treaties; it
therefore does not allow the liberation of a city by breaching an agreement
or forsaking a treaty. Likewise, Islam does not allow the killing of children
and the kidnapping of women for the sake of inducing pressure on the
enemy.

,, 163

Having said that however, 'Azzam's strict adherence to the classical view that nonfighters can be targeted if they contributed to hostilities against Islam via ideas, wealth
and other means, could be used to justify terrorism in today's context.

lrd·Azzam, J'liin Al-Jihiid, 9.
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CHAPTERS

FRAMING JIHAD FOR MOBILISATION

Introduction
After the in-depth study of the source of 'Azzam's jihad ideas, this chapter will explain
the workings of 'Azzam' s ideas using the framing perspective of the social mobilisation
theory (SMT). The assumption is that the critical issue in 'Azzam's brand of jihad as well
as that of other jihadists is not the ideas per se but how the ideas function as an ideology
in order to achieve specific political objectives.

Most proponents of the fi-aming perspective hold that framing was often used to persuade
people to act or subscribe to the ideas that underlie an act. Frames are also constructed by
social entrepreneurs when they tap on their cultural and cognitive stocks, which includes
among others, worldview and ideas. Thus, it is important to understand the worldview
and ideas of a person or movement before understanding and analysing the frame.

This chapter will answer the following research questions: I) How did 'Azzam frame his
jihad ideas? 2) How did the context in which he lived inf1uence his ideas? 3) How did he
use that context to frame his ideas in order to achieve his objectives?

Because the concept of framing is essential to understanding this chapter, it will be useful
to recapitulate the concept, the model that underpins it, the rationale for its choice and its
intended use in this research work, as elaborated in the first chapter.

"Frame" here refers to an interpretive lens that simplifies and condenses the complexity
of the world. It helps individuals to interpret, perceive and label events in their lives and
indeed the world. Like a camera lens that includes or excludes elements of a scene, a,
frame punctuates and encodes, includes and excludes, objects, situations, events and
experiences so that meanings may be derived.
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The framing model used in this work is Snow et. al's collective action frames. In this
model, a frame is not only a lens by which to interpret and provide meanings to events
but it is a means of mobilising target audiences to change situations that have been
defined as unjust.

A collective action frame constitutes three key elements or sub-frames:
•

Diagnostic frame that defines the problem or unjust situation requiring change and
attributes its causal agent, i.e. who is to be blamed.

•

Prognostic frame that defines the solution to the said problem and attributes its causal
agent, i.e. who is responsible to change the situation.

•

Mobilising frame that rationalises the "call to arms" and motivates people to action.

All contemporary scholars of SMT and framing stress that ideas and frames are not
merely cognitive products that are fixed and static. Ideas and frames are concunently
shaping and are shaped by the context.

In this regard, scholars have recommended the dynamic approach in analysing ideational
elements which requires investigating how each cognitive element (i.e. worldview, jihad
ideas and frame), influence and are being influenced by each other; and how these
cognitive elements influence and are being influenced by the context (i.e. political
structure and opportunity, resources, targeted audiences and opposition forces).

The result of this would be the presence of multiple frames that are incoherent or
contradictory due to responses to, or influences from various interacting elements such as
ditTerent audiences, changes of opportunity, internal constraints, ideational revisions and
counter-forces. The same dynamic also would have caused frames to evolve over time.
Ideas and frames in this regard are dynamic, emergent and contested.

On a similar note, Mark Juergensmeyer writes, "But it [religion] does not ordinarily lead
to violence. That happens only with the coalescence of a peculiar set of circumstances -
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political, social, and ideological - when religion becomes fused with violent expressions
of social aspirations, personal pride, and movements for political change."'

This chapter will attempt to capture this dynamism by using framing to analyse 'Azzam's
jihad ideas with the hope that it will generate better understanding and, when necessary,
better responses to his ideas.

It is important to highlight that Snow et. al's model of framing is used primarily here as a

tool to analyse 'Azzam's ideas dynamically, and not to validate the model through its
application on 'Azzam' s jihad ideas. Thus, the chapter will give greater focus to
'Azzam' s jihad ideas rather than the application of the model itself.

This chapter begins with an analysis of 'Azzam's worldview and the contextual factors
that contributed to its Islamist character. It identifies, from 'Azzam' s ideas elaborated in
the preceding chapter, two collective action frames - distinct but inter-related - whose
functions are to effect mobilisation. These frames are jihad to defend Afghanistan, and
jihad for Islamism.

The chapter then proceeds with a detailed analysis of the two frames using Snow et. al.
framing model. The analysis seeks to strip the components of the frames according to the
model, i.e. the frame resonance/alignment and the frame resonance strategy. This is to
understand the potency of 'Azzam's ideas in effecting mobilisation during the SovietAfghan War period.

The chapter also highlights inconsistencies found in 'Azzam's ideas and points out their
utility value for counter-jihadism work.

Finally, the chapter illustrates some challenges faced by 'Azzam in the form of counterframes that also underscored some ofthe contextual factors that shaped his ideas.

1
Mark Juergensmeyer, Terror in the Mind ol God: l11e Global Rise ol Religious Violence, (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2003), 10.
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'Azzam's Worldview and Jihad Ideas

Based on the preceding chapters, it is clear that 'Azziim held an Islamist world view
which can be traced to his long affiliation to the Jordanian chapter of the Muslim
Brothers? He was reportedly talent-spotted by the Muslim Brothers at a young age due to
his intelligence and piety. The head of the Jordanian Muslim Brothers paid him frequent
visits to keep track of his development. 3

'Azzam was not a low-ranking follower or mere sympathiser of the Muslim Brothers. He
provided military training to delegations from Syria sent by Marwan Hadid, one of the
leaders of the Syrian Muslim Brothers, during his involvement with the resistance
movement 4 . He also had access to the family of the late Sayyid Qutb, namely,
Mul}ammad Qutb, I-Jam1dah Qutb, Aminah Qutb and her husband Kamal Al-Sanan1r1ythe person who was responsible for convincing 'Azzam to join the jihad in Afghanistan.
Unless 'Azzam was a recognised senior member of the Brothers, such close relations and
collaborations would not have been possible due to the strict internal security measures
practiced by the Brothers against external threat. 5

This indicates that 'Azzam must have gone through the Muslim Brothers' extensive
tarblyah program to qualify for such a position in the group and thus explaining
'Azzam's Islamist tendency. During the tarb1yah program, he must have been exposed to
Qutb's ideas which were then required reading. 'Azzam himself had, by his own
admission, been attracted to Qutb's ideas whom he described as of the most inf1uential
persons in shaping his Islamic worldview. 6

Azzam, Fi Ziliil Siirat Al-Tawbah, 3; 'Azzam, Fi Al-Jihiid: Fiqh Wa fjtihiid, 77.
'"AI-Shaykh 'Abd Allah · Azzam," 31.
-l· Azzam, f!amiis, 14; 'Azzam, Fi .?iliil &irat Al-Tawbah, 10; 'Azzam, Muqaddimah, 82-3; 'Azzam,
Dhikrayiit Filis_tln, 9.
5' Azzam. ''Ya 'Uiama' AI-Ummah! Man Yasuddu Makan AI-Shahld," 85-6.
(" Azzam, "Sayyid Qu~b", 7; · Azzam, Si/silah Fi Al- Tarblyah Vol. II, 12-3; 'Azzam, Si/silah Fi AlTarblyah Vol. 3, 10-2; 'Azzam, A Message of Youth, 4.
o,

3 ' Azzam,
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In this regard, 'Azziim shared two broad ideological characteristics with jihadist groups:
Islamist worldview and militant jihad ideas.

In studying 'Azzam's worldview and jihad ideas, it can be concluded that jihad in
'Azzam's view was not the end but a means for Islamism, 7 albeit an important one
compared non-violent means. 8 'Azzam held that the ultimate glory and victory of Islam
over other religions and ideologies can only be achieved through armedjihad. 9

However, a study of Islamism reveals that not all Islamists subscribe to the militant jihad
viewpoint of 'Azzam and not all members of the Muslim Brothers hold such a view. At
least three senior Muslim scholars known to be affiliated with the Muslim Brothers have
shown distinct differences with 'Azziim on the issue of jihad. These are Sa '1d Ramaqiin
Al-But1y, a senior Syrian scholar, Yusuf Al-Qaraqaw1y a well-known scholar in the
Muslim world, and

Fay~al

Mawlawl., a leader of the Lebanese chapter of the Muslim

Brothers.

Al-But!y's view of jihad, discussed in the third chapter of this volume, is reformist. 10 AlQaraqiiw1y's view, as reflected in his recent book on jihad, does not fundamentally differ
from Al-But1y's. 11 Mawlawl., in one of his treatises available on his personal website,
clearly seeks to construct a theological basis for peaceful relationships and cooperation
between Muslims and non-Muslims on the basis of universal values and common
benefits. 12

See Chapter 4, subsection on Only jihad guarantees the survival of Islam.
subsection on The Pinnacle of Islam.
9 Ibid, section on 'Azzam's Worldview.
10 See Chapter 3, section on Reformist Viewpoint.
11 Yusuf Al-Qarac_lawly, "Jihad Renegotiated," islam Online,
http://www.islamonline.net/servlet/Satellite?c=Article C&cid=1158658460384&pagename=Zone-EnglishLiving Shariah%2FLSELayout (accessed August 2, 2010); Rajab Abu Maleeh, "AI-Qaradawi's Fiqh
Jihad: A Book Review," Is!amOnline,
http://www .islamonl ine.net/servlet/Satellite?c= At1icle C&cid= 1248187409877 &pagename=Zone-EnglishLiving Shariah%2FLSELayout (accessed August 2, 2010). See also Yusuf AI-Qarac_law1y, Fiqh Al-JihiidDiriisah Muqiiranah Li Ahkiimih Wa Falsaj(Jtih Fi Dhaw' AI-Qur'iin Wa Al-Sunnah (Qahirah: Maktabah
Wahbah, Vol. 1-2, 2009).
1
'Mawlawl, Al-Matahlm A!-Asiislyah, chapter 3.
8 Ibid.
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This thus raises the question. Despite sharing the same worldview and being raised on the
same tradition of the Muslim Brothers, why was 'Azzam's jihad viewpoint inclined to the
militant strand?

The answer is both ideational and contextual. From an ideational perspective, 'Azzam
held that the final revelation on jihad calls upon Muslims to wage jihad against nonMuslims unconditionally, and had abrogated previous verses that sanctioned jihad for the
purpose of self-defence. 13 Juxtaposing this with 'Azzam's other view that all nonMuslims are inherently hostile towards Muslims and will never cease to oppose them
until they abandoned the religion, 14 leads to the conclusion that jihad against nonMuslims is inevitable and a necessity for the survival and supremacy of Islam. 15

This distinguishes 'Azzam from the other three scholars who reject the abrogation
argument and the generalisation that all non-Muslims are inherently hostile.

Two points can be made on the ideational influence on 'Azzam's militant jihad
viewpoint. Firstly, as mentioned earlier, it had set jihad as the means and not the end.
Secondly, it functioned as 'Azzam's frame in mobilising people for jihad.

From a contextual perspective, three events contributed significantly to 'Azzam's
inclination towards the militant strand of jihad. The first was, in his own words, the
humiliating experience of witnessing the defeat of the Arab military forces and the
capture of his family's land by the Israeli forces during the 1967 war. 16 While the event
justified his engagement in armed jihad, albeit for the reason of self-defence, it affirmed
his view of the hostile nature of non-Muslims. 17 To him, the aggression originated not

13See

Chapter 4, section on Stages of Revelation and Conclusion.
section on "Azzam's Worldview.
15 Ibid, subsection on Only Jihad Guarantees Glory for Islam and Only Jihad Guarantees the Survival of
Islam.
16 See Chapter 1, section on 'AbdAllah 'Azzam: His life and role during the Soviet-Afghan War.
17 See Chapter4, section on 'Azzam's Worldview.
1 ~Ibid,
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only from Israel but also from non-Muslim countries that supported the country
politically and militarily. 18

Secondly was his participation in armed resistance against the Israeli occupation. He and
like-minded Muslims organised the resistance forces in the occupied territories from
Jordan under the auspices of the main resistance organisation, the PLO. They had their
own base known as the Shuyukh (Elders/Scholars) Base. This continued for almost two
years before the Jordanian government banned all such activities following the 1970
Palestinian rebellion against the monarch. 19

'Azzam admitted that this period was among the most meaningful of his life, apart from
his involvement in the Afghan jihad. To him all his life was in vain except for his
involvement in jihad in Palestine and Afghanistan. 20

His expenence of witnessing miracles during battles, achieving battle successes and
gaining respect due to his exploits fuelled the fire in him, strengthened his resolve on
jihad and convinced him that jihad was the right way. For 'Azzam, jihad was not only
legitimate but also a way to erase the humiliation, retrieve the confidence and pride in
Muslims and reinstate Islam's glorious past. After the ban on all armed resistance
activities in Jordan, he kept looking forward to recreating the experience in other places
until the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. 21 Juergensmeyer described this as a sense of
empowerment in place of a sense of humiliation, desperation and marginalisation. 22

Thirdly was 'Azzam's involvement m the jihad against the Soviet occupation of
Afghanistan in mobilising, recruiting and managing the foreign fighters. This historic
event, from his militant jihad perspective, validated his view of the hostile nature of non-

Dhikrayiit Fih~tln, 33-4; 'Azzam, Hamiis, 5-11.
Al-As 'ilah Wa AI-Ajwibah, 2, 20, 31; · Azzam, Fl AI-Jihiid Fiqh Wa ljtihiid, 77; 'Azzam,
Jfamiis, 9, 14-5; · Azzam, Si!silah F! AI- Tarblyah Vol. I 0, 58-63; 'Azzam, Si!silah Fl AI- Tarblyah Vol. 11,
74-8; 'Azzam, Si!silah Fl AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 288-9.
" 0 'Azzam, FlAI-Jihiid Fiqh Wa ljtihiid, 14.
1
" 'Azzam, Silsilah Fl AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 35.
ccJuergensmeyer, Terror in the Mind of' God, 191-8.
18 'Azzam,

19 'Azzam,
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Muslims towards Islam and reaffirmed his jihad experience against Israel on a greater
scale. In addition, his emphasis on jihad above other means suited his role best as the
mobiliser, recruiter and organiser of jihad. No one in his position would have turned to
the reformist viewpoint of jihad because it lacks the militancy needed for effective
mobilisation.

It is important to note that all of 'Azzam's elaborations on his militant jihad ideas were
recorded either in print or in audiocassette during this period. Thus, one should not
discount the influence of the jihad in Afghanistan and the role that it played on the
development of his jihad ideas. 'Azzam did not publish materials on jihad prior to his
involvement in Afghanistan. His death before the conflict came to the end after the fall of
the local Afghan regime in 1992 means that there are no other records except those
produced in the period of the Soviet-Afghan war.

After examining the ideational and contextual factors that influenced 'Azzam's militant
jihad, the next question to be answered is which of the two factors had greater influence.

It is argued here that contextual factors played the greater role in shaping 'Azzam' s
militant jihad and the following three points are offered to support this asset1ion.

Firstly, a look into 'Azzam' s history indicates that there was no involvement in armed
jihad activities from 1971, when a ban was placed on all resistance activities in Jordan,
until his participation in the Afghan jihad in the early 1980s. It is instructive to note that
despite his militant jihad viewpoint, he did not organise his own jihad group in Jordan or
join any existing jihad group while he was studying for his Ph.D in Egypt. This is
significant considering that there were numerous armed activities organised by
Palestinian and jihadist groups at the time.

Secondly, 'Azzam lamented that one of the reasons he could not wage armed jihad
against Israeli occupation was due to the suppression by the Arab authorities through
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strict border controls. Armed resistance was not possible without direct confrontation
with these authorities, and thus would only cause greater detriment. 23

The third point is 'Azzam's affiliation to the Muslim Brothers which was significant in
moderating 'Azzam' s practice of jihad, despite its ideational importance and emphasis.
This was because by the early 1970s the Muslim Brothers had eschewed the use of
violence in favour of peaceful democratic process and was working towards
reconstituting its own idea of jihad. The Muslim Brothers is also known for its pragmatic
approach to its struggle compared to many other Islamic movements. 24 As a senior
member of the Muslim Brothers, 'Azzam had to abide by the group's general policy and
restrain his practice of jihad.

Fourthly, 'Azzam wrote a paper titled Al-lsliim Wa Mustaqbal Al-Basharlyah (Islam and
the Future of Humanity) in 1980, a year before his participation in Afghan jihad. In this
paper, 'Azzam argued that humanity was in a very sorry state due to the spiritual void
and psychological crisis that secularism had caused in distancing human beings from
spiritual guidance, i.e. the religion. He asserted that Islam is the only force that could
offer a remedy. What is interesting is that, unlike his Islamist stance during his
participation in the Afghan jihad, the mention of jihad in the paper is negligible and the
element of militant jihad (i.e. framing jihad as the ultimate means and call for
pa1iicipation in armed jihad) is absent. 25 In fact the word ''jihad'' and its derivatives are
used only six times in the 11 ,000-word paper and are only mentioned in the context of
refuting those who viewed jihad as purely defensive? 6

In addition, the document also contained 'Azzam's early concept of Al-Qa'idah Al~ulbah

(the core group) and four points of action to save humanity. Unlike his article in

1988 which was dedicated to the concept, 'Azzam did not place strong emphasis on
23 'Azzam, The Defence Of Muslims· Land (Chapter2); 'Azzam, D!Jjkrayiit Fi/L\jln, 4-12, 43-5; 'Azzam, f7
Ziliil Sural Al-Tawbah, 154-5.
:·.JSana Abed-Kotob, "The Accomodanitionists Speak: Goals and Strategies of the Muslim Brotherhood of
Egypt," International Journal of Middle East Studies, 27, no. 3 (August 1995): 336-7.
25 'Azzam, A!-lsliim Wa Mustaqba! Al-Bashadyah, 1-15.
'r'Ibid, 23.
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armed jihad. There was no mention of the importance of armed jihad in building the
character of Al-Qaeda. The four points of action also did not include jihad and jihad was
not mentioned in the explanation of any of the points. 27

It could then be argued that the above four points indicate clearly that 'Azzam's ideas and

practices of jihad were very much shaped by external contextual factors, not only in
affirming his militant tendency, but also in restraining jihad practices and limiting their
proliferation.

In the subsequent section, it will be argued that the contextual factors provided him with
the opportunity to practice militant jihad and catapult his ideas onto the global stage, thus
releasing him from the abovementioned policy of the Muslim Brothers.

From Worldview to Collective Action Frames

This section seeks to reconstruct 'Azzam's collective action frame as defined earlier for
the purpose of mobilising Muslims.

Two main frames can be identified from 'Azzam's jihad ideas. The first frame which
emerged in his early writings was jihad for defending Afghanistan against the Soviet
invasion and helping the oppressed fellow Afghan Muslims.

The second was jihad for Jslamism. This frame was less prevalent in 'Azzam 's early
material when he initially joined the Afghan jihad but was used subsequently in parallel
with the first. However, it differed from the first in its diagnosis, prognosis, broad scope
and inclusiveness. This makes it suitable as a master frame.

Firstfi·ame: Jihadfor defending Afghanistan
'Azzam's diagnosis in this frame was that the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan with the
help of the local communist Afghans was a transgression of a Muslim territory, life,
c:lbid, 23-7.
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property and honour. He ruled that this transgression was lpram (forbidden) and must be
corrected. Islam has made it obligatory that Muslims stop any transgression and it is
obligatory to protect Muslim territory from non-Islamic forces and reclaim any occupied
Muslim territory from the establishment and perpetuation of kufr (disbelief). Strategically
also, the occupation of Afghanistan by the atheistic communist Soviet power posed a
serious threat to neighbouring Muslim countries such as Pakistan and the Gulf States. The
cause of this problem was the Soviet occupation forces and its local communist agents. 28

There were no other solution to this problem other than waging defensive jihad and
although the primary duty of this fell on the Afghans, all Muslims were obligated to share
the responsibility with the Afghans. Thus, it was obligatory for all able-bodied Muslims
to travel to Afghanistan and participate in jihad. 29

To encourage participation, 'Azzam used a combination of motivations that were positive
and negative; religious and strategic; and personal and altruistic. Positive motivations
encompassed the promise of a noble status accorded to martyrs, redemption of all sins,
salvation in heaven while the negative motivation included reminders of the great sin of
non-compliance of an important far<J 'ayn, namely defensive jihad. Both were also
religious and personal in nature. The strategic motivation was the threat posed by the
presence of Soviet military bases in Afghanistan to all Gulf States within range of Soviet
missiles, bombers and fighter planes. Altruistic motivation was the fight for the political
and religious freedom of the Afghans and the removal of their suffering.

The key element of this frame was the defence and liberation of Afghanistan from a
foreign aggressor and its local collaborator.

Secondframe: Jihadfor Islamism

The Defence Of Muslims' Land (Chapter 4); · Azzam, Join the Caravan (Part 2 & 3); 'Azzam,
The Signs of Ar-Rahman, 7.
c'Jibid, (Chapter 1, 2 &3); Ibid, (Part 3 & Conclusion).

:>S· Azzam,
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For 'Azzam, Islamism was not just a worldview for guiding his jihad ideas but also a
frame for mobilising Muslims from all over the world for jihad. This can be seen in the
way Islamism was linked to the call for jihad in Afghanistan in the first frame.

In this second frame, 'Azzam diagnosed that the main problem was the humiliating status
of Islam and Muslims which he attributed to internal and external factors. The former
referred to Muslims who had abandoned the religion and adopted secular ideologies as
their worldview and practiced Islam only ritualistically. External factors refer to nonMuslims who unceasingly conspired against Islam and Muslims in order to perpetuate
kufr (disbelief). The larger consequence of this is the widespread human suffering due to
the degradation of civilisation and humanity. 30

'Azzam's prognosis was the establishment of an Islamic state in any pm1 of the world as
a base for the full implementation of the shari' ah and Islam as the way of life so as to
generate a dedicated core group (Al-Qa'idah

Al-~ulbah)

that would function as the

catalyst for the rebirth of a true Islamic community, as exemplified by the first Muslim
generation (salaf), thus reinstating Islam's supremacy over other religions and ideologies.
The responsibility of transforming this prognosis into reality fell on the shoulders of all
Muslims, and the means was through wagingjihad. 31

'Azzam argued that Afghanistan provided the best opportunity and the most fertile
ground for realising these ideals as Muslims could practice and experience real jihad that
had been denied in other Muslim countries. Unlike in other countries, jihad in
Afghanistan received wide supp011 from the people and was led by those who shared the
Islamist worldview. He argued that the Palestinian struggle was, in contrast, led by
unlslamic groups. Thus, jihad in Afghanistan provided not only a suitable base for an
Islamic state but the people (Afghans and non-Afghans) to be groomed as the core group.

10 See

Chapter 4, section on 'Azzam's Worldview.
''Ibid, section on The Idea of AI-Qa' ida h.
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In addition to this were the great rewards promised in Islam for jihad participants and the
freedom for the Afghans to practice their belier_3 2

The key element of this second frame is the establishment of an Islamic state or caliphate
being the central idea in Islamism.

Analysing both frames
'Azzam's writings may be divided into four categories or subjects: 1) jihad in
Afghanistan and jihad rulings, 2) Islamic laws such as those pertaining to l)alal meat,
marriages and contracts, 3) Islamic worldview, and 4) issues of the day.

There were books written for each category. The first frame, that of defending
Afghanistan, can be found in the first category while the second frame, that of jihad for
lslamism, can be found in the third and fourth categories. This research does not cover
the second category as it has little relevance to the present topic.

The review of materials in the first, third and fomih category showed that both frames
fonned a distinct nan·ative. They do not form a sub-narrative for the other. Although each
is related to the other, the relation is not inclusive. In other words, each frame can exist
independently.

It is on this basis that this research seeks to reconstruct two different collective action
frames from his writings, instead of reconciling both into one.

Early print materials relevant in verifying 'Azzaro's first frame are two of his early jihad
treatises and his articles published in his Af-Jj!Jjjd magazine. The two jihad treatises are
Ayit Al-Rahmin Fl JjiJid Al-Afj;!Jiin (The Signs of Al-Rahman [Allah the Merciful] in

the Jihad in Afghanistan) and

Al-D(fa~

'An Aracfl Al-MusfjmiJJ (Defence of Muslim

Lands) in 1983 and 1984 respectively.
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Although the two treatises were published in 1983 and 1984, it is important to note that
the ideas must have been conceived much earlier. This is particularly significant as AlDifa-. is the shorter version of the original draft. 33

Ayat Al-Rahmiin documented miracles encountered by Muslim fighters in their struggles
against the enemy. The call and ruling related to jihad is only touched upon towards the
end34 and the key element of the second frame is absent. Al-Difa-·, his most famous jihad
treatise, was written primarily as an elaborate fatwa that jihad in Afghanistan was farq
'ayn upon Muslims, with the clear objective of mobilising Muslims to support and join
the struggle. 35 The key element of the second frame (i.e. jihad for Islamism) was only
mentioned in two short paragraphs in the whole document. 36

Similar arguments were also discerned from his articles written during the first year
(1984) of Al-Jihad magazine. The key element of the second frame is sparsely touched
upon. Most of the articles were about the need to defend Afghanistan through jihad.

The reason for the formation of the first frame was because 'Azzam, as a non-native of
Afghanistan was still familiarising himself with the general level of religiosity, religious
orientation and norms in Afghanistan. This was imp01iant in order for him to gain trust
and acceptance.

In this regard, the frame suited the situation because it dealt directly with the problem at
hand (i.e. the Soviet invasion) and it appealed to the basic sense of injustice in all human
beings. Compared to the second, the first frame was the surest option because it resonated
with Afghans in general. This helped to elevate his position among the locals.

Although the first frame was theologically grounded, its narrow focus and nationalist
bent, i.e. jihad for the liberation of Afghanistan, did not sit well with 'Azzam's Islamist

33 '

Azzam, The Defence Of Muslims' Land (Introduction).
The Signs ofAr-Rahman, 60-75.
35 'Azzam, The Defence Of Muslims' Land (Chapter 1, 2 &3).
36 Ibid, (Chapter 2, 4).
34 'Azzam,
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worldview. For Islamists, jihad has to serve a broader agenda than the liberation of
Afghanistan from foreign invasion. The Islamist worldview dictates the establishment of
the supreme political power of Islam, where Muslims and non-Muslims submit to its rule.

As an Islamist who was often judged by the consistency of his actions with the
worldview that he believed in, 'Azzam had to be true to himself and to his fellow
Islamists. This is the hallmark of an Islamist which 'Azzam himself demanded from jihad
participants in Afghanistan.

After he had familiarised himself with the situation and succeeded in building good
relationships with leaders of various Afghan groups, 'Azzam was convinced that his
worldview was also shared by the leaders whom he called the sons of the Islamic
movement (a term usually refening to lslamist groups). 37 According to him, they were
products of the Islamic movement's tarb1yah (education) and they had expressed
commitment to the establishment of an Islamic state in Afghanistan and subsequently
extending jihad to other occupied Muslims lands such as Palestine. 38

This encouraged 'Azzam to construct the second frame and to use it concurrently with the
first.

In 1986, 'Azzam wrote in '!bar Wa

Ba,~·iik Li

Af-Jjhiid Fi AI- 'A.JrAl-Hiicjk (Lessons and

Learning Points for Jihad in Contemporary Time) that jihad was to serve the mission of
spreading Islam to all. To him, land has no value unless it is ruled in accordance to God's
dictates and shm1'ah. Jihad is an injunction and also a necessity in view of the
obstructions laid down by jahillyah. 39

The second fi"ame also served an imp011ant mobilisation objective to recruit jihad
participants from two significant segments of Muslims. They were:
''AI-Qa'idah Al-~ulbah," 4-6.
6; 'Azzam, Si!silah Ff AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 42, 55, 59; · Azzam, The Defence Of Muslims' Land
(Chapter 2); · ~zzam, Dhikrayiit Fili5:fln, 31-3; · Azzam, Ff :{:ifiii &irat Al-Tawhah, 154; 'Azzam, Ff AlTa'iimurA!- 'Aianily, 12-3.
39 'Azzam, '!bar Wa Ba~iiir, 6-8.
37 'Azzam,
38 Ibid,
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•

members of non-jihadist Islamist groups. The frame appealed to this segment as jihad
in Afghanistan was a legitimate defensive act recognised by the sharJ.'ah and it
provided the opportunity to serve the Islamist cause through the dissemination of the
Islamist worldview among the local and foreign jihad participants, and the
enhancement of the education and training of Islamist cadres;

•

members of jihadist groups, such as the Egyptian Al-Jama'ah Al-Islam1yah, that were
already waging unsuccessful campaigns against their local Muslim rulers. For this
segment, jihad in Afghanistan suited their jihadist tendency and provided them with
the training base for their members and safe havens for their leaders. Participation in
Afghan jihad would not only help their vision of establishing an Islamic state in
Afghanistan but would subsequently enhance the jihad that they have been waging
unsuccessfully against their own governments.

Although these two frames were different in content, they were used to fulfil each other's
objective. The basic appeal of the sense of injustice in the first frame resonated with the
general Muslim population regardless of their level of religiosity or religious orientation
(i.e.

~ufiy,

traditionalist, salafiy, activist etc.). It was rooted primarily on the legitimacy of

the act of self defence and the nobility of the Afghans in defending their homeland. Their
pm1icipation in Afghan jihad would not only increase the number of fighters in the field
but also expose them to the Islamist world view propagated by 'Azzam and supported by
local Afghan leaders. The exposure and socialisation process throughout their stay in
Afghanistan converted these Muslims into supporters of the Islamist world view.

The second frame which appealed to the two specific segments brought in volunteer
leaders, preachers and trainers who helped in circulating the Islamist worldview among
all jihad participants including ordinary Afghans, strengthened Islamist control of the
struggle and improved the effectiveness of jihad.

In conclusion, the two frames contributed to the realisation of each frame's prognosis of
the problem, i.e. the liberation of Afghanistan (for the first frame) and the subsequent
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establishment of an Islamic state in Afghanistan and the spread of Islamist worldview
among Muslims (for the second frame).

Understanding the dynamic interaction between ideational and contextual elements, as
mentioned above, has been useful in understanding the emergence of these two different
frames and their concurrent use by 'Azzam.

Frame Resonance/ Alignment

For a collective action frame to fulfil its function, it must resonate with the target
audience. Under Snow et. al.' s model, this is achieved by aligning the frame with the
individual's interests, values and beliefs. 40 There are six factors that affect frame
resonance under this model: 1) Frame consistency; 2) Empirical credibility; 3) Credibility
of the frame's promoters; 4) Experiential commensurability; 5) Centrality; and 6)
Narrative fidelity. 41

The focus ofthis section is to analyse the presence ofthe above factors in 'Azzam'sjihad
ideas that would provide insights to its appeal and the dynamic behind their construction.

The first fl-ame- defending Afghanistan
There is a high degree of consistency in the narrative of the first frame. The consistency
here refers to its logical complementarincss in its different aspects i.e. tactics, diagnosis,
prognosis, core values and beliefs. Firstly, the call for jihad to defend Afghanistan is
consistent with the universal idea that people have the right to resist foreign occupation.
This is clearly stated in the UN Charter.

Secondly, there was little contention among the majority of Muslim scholars on the
legitimacy of jihad in Afghanistan. The theological position on this has already been

40David

A. Snow eta!, "Frame Alignment Processes," 464.
Hank Johnston and John A. Noakes (eds.), "Frames of Protest," Frames of Protest: Social Movement and
the Framing Perspective, (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2005), 11-2; David A. Snow and Robert D.
Benford, "Framing Process and Social Movements,"' 619-22.

41
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deliberated at length in the first chapter from the classical, traditional, reformist and
militant strands. In this regard, the call for jihad is consistent with the frame's diagnosis
and struck a chord with the core values of Muslims that Islam enjoins them to uphold
justice, help the oppressed and obligates defensive jihad.

Thirdly, in term of tactics, i.e. armed jihad, it has been commented in the fourth chapter
that the overall tactical conduct of jihad by 'Azzam had been restraint with no report of
indiscriminate targeting of civilians or acts of terrorism. This is consistent with the ethics
of jihad.

Although the issue of occupation was contested by ce1tain segments of the international
community especially those who were allies of the Soviet Union, it resonated with the
majority of leaders of Muslim countries and indeed Muslims at large.

To support the credibility of the frame, 'Azzam invoked historical and contemporary
evidence of the ill-treatment of Muslims living under the ruling communist regime of the
Soviet Union in the form of genocide, denial of religious freedom and annexation of
Muslim lands in Central Asia. 42 Moreover, 'Azzam made reference to the attempts of the
communist regime to impose communism on the local people and challenged their
religious values. 43 In addition, 'Azzam also highlighted the suffering, displacement and
killing of millions of Afghans. 44

This resonance was boosted by the wide media coverage naturally drawn due to its news
relevance, and encouraged by the United States and its Western allies as part of the Cold
War politics against the communist Soviet Union.

Knowing the high deference given to classical sources and in line with his training as a
scholar, 'Azzam used classical resources to support his argument. This also added to the

42 '

Azzam, Al-Sara.tiin Al-Ahmar, 23-6.
Allah 'Azzam, "AI-Yawm Afghanistan Wa Ghadan 'Arabistan,'' AI-Jihiid, 15 (11 January 1986): 4-

43 'Abd

6.
44 'Azzam,

"Way! Li AI-Shajly Min AI-Khafi," 7; 'Azzam, Dhikrayiir Filistln, 22.
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credibility of his frame and its arguments and consistency. He further sought
endorsements for his call for jihad in Afghanistan from many prominent scholars of the
time which included the late 'Abd Al-'Az1z ibn Baz, the Grand Muft1 of Saudi Arabia.
This can be seen from the book Al-D!fa~, his main publication on jihad in Afghanistan. 45

'Azzam did not promote himself as a scholar and none of his books or writings carried
his Ph.D title from Al-Azhar University. However, his ability to craft the jihad treatise
from classical sources and the testimonies he received from reputable scholars of the time
were sufficient to affirm his scholarly status and make him a credible promoter, thus
adding to the overall credibility of the frame. More importantly, 'Azzam called for jihad
participation from the land of jihad. His migration to Pakistan with his family and
resignation from a secure job to dedicate himself to jihad was seen as exemplary. 'Azzam
was not like those scholars who only issued fatwa that supported jihad in Afghanistan
from the safety of their respective countries.

Many other Muslims experienced occupation but not all of them would invoke jihad for
mobilisation. This can be seen, for example, in the case of the PLO's struggle against
Israel and the Moro National Liberation Front's clash against the Philippine govemment.
'Azzam could have used a different frame such as national independence or the right of
self-detennination in his call to defend Afghanistan. His use of jihad as the frame was
significant. It was primarily ideological, but it had an important effect on resonance.

As a religious scholar, 'Azzam was most familiar with jihad as a concept. It was unlikely
for him to invoke other secular frames for, as a hardcore lslamist, it is an abomination to
base one's action on something other than Islam. For him, if jihad was the solution, it
must be declared as such without apology. To apologise was a sign of defeatism 46 as
jihad and its meaning have been detennined by the Qur'an. 47

45 '

Azzam, The Defence Of Muslims' Land (Introduction & Letters of Acknowledgement); ·AbdAllah
· Azzam, Qi;;a,, Wa AJ;diith. (Peshawar: Maktab Al-Khidmat, 1992), 85-8.
46 'Azzam, Dhikrayiit Filis,tln, 17-21.
47 See Chapter 4, section on the Definition of Jihad.
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While the use of jihad in the frame was ideological, it had tremendous resonance with
Muslims because of the strong link between jihad and Islam.

It has been mentioned in the first chapter that the jihad in Afghanistan occurred against

the background of an Islamic resurgence all over the world. 48 'Azzam himself
acknowledged this when he made a comparison of Cairo in the early 1970s and the late
1970s. There was a stark increase in the congregation of mosques, more Muslim women
wore the hijab (head cover) and more youths participated in Islamic activities on
campuses. 49 With the increased importance of Islam among Muslims in general, jihad
resonated very strongly with them.

This resonance was further enhanced with the use of Islamic discourse in explicating the
situation and putting forth the argument to support the frame where, in the process,
Islamic values, beliefs and symbols were inevitably weaved together. Examples of
values, beliefs and symbols emphasised by 'Azzam to support the frame were:

•

Values: establishing justice for all, making sacrifices in the path of God, enjoining
good (encouraging jihad in Afghanistan) and correcting evil (fighting the occupation),
helping fellow Muslims in distress, having pride (by overcoming the humiliating state
of Muslims) and being truthful to the faith (striving to practice the shar1'ah fully and
establishing it in the society).

•

Beliefs: sin and hell for neglecting jihad, reward and heaven for those participating in
jihad.

•

Symbols: miracles that symbolised the blessedness of jihad, mm1yrs that symbolised
the heroic commitment to Islamic values.

'Azzam gave miracles and martyrs extra impm1ance in his materials. This can be seen
from a book in which he recorded the occurrence of miracles 5° and allocated many pages
48 See

Kepel, The Trail of Political Islam, 137-50.
Al-/sliim Wa Mustaqbal Al-Basharlyah, 10-2.
50 See 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, The Signs of Ar-Rahrnan in the Jihad ofAfghanistan (Birmingham: Maktabah,
date not cited).

49 'Azzam,
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in his monthly Al-Jihiid magazine to eulogise martyrs. Miracles and martyrs have always
been integral aspects of Islamic faith, being important symbols and concepts held by
Muslims. Stories of miracles and martyrs symbolise blessedness of jihad. If the jihad was
not true, it would not have been blessed with miracles and martyrs, whose deaths were
often accompanied by miracles. Both the miracles and martyrs reported by 'Azzam
played up to the Muslims' closely held values, and the belief that God, the All-powerful
created miracles as symbols of truth and righteousness. 5 1

Thus, the use of jihad as a frame with all its consequences creates both the sense of
centrality and narrative fidelity among Muslims. A frame resonates well with its targeted
audience, according to Snow et. al, when the views attached to it is central to the core
values and beliefs of the target audience. Narrative fidelity refers to the extent to which
the frame fits into the dominant culture of the target audience, its narratives, myths and
.
.
52
b as1c
assumptwns.

'Azzam did not only use ideas to promote the frame. He used extensive images in print
and video. In fact, it could be said that he was a pioneer in the use of battle videos and
exploited the media to promote his call for jihad. Recognising the importance of the
media in advocating a cause, he lamented the lack of Muslim journalists to report on the
jihad in Afghanistan or promote the cause. 53

· Azzam widely distributed to the Arab world images of the destructive effects of the
occupation and the sufferings of the Afghans in his Al-Jihiid magazine. Videos of jihad
operations conducted against the enemy were also widely circulated.

51 Cook,

Understanding Jihad, 153-61; David Cook, Martyrdom in Islam (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2007), 44, 165-71.
5 "Snow et al, "Frame Alignment Processes," 619-22; Johnston and Noakes ( eds.), "Frames of Protest," 11-

2.
53 'Abd Allah 'Azzam, "Ayna Al-~ahfiy Al-Muslim," Al-Jihiid, 10 (1 August 1985): 4-7; Al}mad Muwaffaq
Zaydan, "Al-Janib Al-I'lam1y Fi Hayat Al-Shah1d 'AbdAllah 'Azzam," Al-Jihiid, 74 (NovemberDecember 1990): 47.
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Daily news reports in print and video by the mainstream media also indirectly reinforced
'Azzam's frame to the Muslim audiences. 'Azzam's use of images and the mainstream
media reports were powerful tools in stoking emotions for support and participation.
They reinforced the resonance through experiential commensurability, when the frame is
congruent with the targeted audience's daily experience. Even though most of the foreign
volunteers had not experienced foreign occupation, many of them came from tyrannical
and suppressive countries. The images also reinforced the empirical credibility of the
frame.

The second frame- jihad for Islamism
The second frame is more contentious compared to the first because a significant number
of Muslims disagree on the diagnosis and prognosis of the Muslim issues. As observed
by scholars, most Muslims are not Islamists in their religious outlook and orientation.
Nevertheless, the frame is till consistent on its own terms.

If Islam is a way of life that is supreme above all other religions and ideologies, and the
only one accepted by God, it follows that all human beings must either embrace it or
submit to its rule. If jahil1yah is the anathema to Islam, it will not only seek to undermine
Islam but also destroy it, and life becomes a cosmic battle between Islam and jahifiyah.
Jihad is a necessity in order to respond to jahiriyah hostility or to pre-empt it. If Islamic
politics is a part of Islam as a way of life and jihad cannot be achieved without a polity,
hence it becomes obligatory to establish an Islamic state or caliphate.

To give credibility to the frame, 'Azzam used various sources. The first source was the
Islamic intellectual tradition which refened to verses from the Qur'an and hacfith.
'Azzam referenced the works of Muslim scholars and thinkers, in particular, Ibn
Taym1yah and Qutb. He also cited the consensus held by Muslim scholars that rulers who
refused to rule by the shari' ah has fallen into kufr. 54

54 '

Azzam, "In Al-Hukm Ilia Li Allah," 4-6; 'Azzam, "Al-!iakimlyah Akhtar Qacflyah," 46; 'Azzam,

Silsilah Fi A!- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 62-71.
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The second source is history. To support his view on the jahifiyah unceasing hostility
against Islam, 'Azzam selected events in the history of the Prophet such as the
persecution of the Muslims by the Meccan Quraysh and their war against Muslims in
Medina, 5 5 the Jewish antagonism to the Prophet's propagation and their betrayal of the
peaceful co-existence in Medina 56 , and the hostility of the Christian Romans and the
Magian Persians to the Prophet's peaceful propagation. 57 Other well-known historical
events were the Crusades, 58 the colonisation of Muslim countries, 59 the fall of the last
caliphate in Turkey, 60 and the establishment oflsrael at the expense of the Palestinians. 61

The third source was 'Azzam's analysis and experiences of certain events in which he
highlighted the failure of the rulers of Arab countries and their collaboration with foreign
jahifiyah, thus discrediting the ideologies they subscribed to. 62 He pointed out that the
corrupt practices of the rulers have caused backwardness and moral decadence in Muslim
society. They also betrayed the Palestinian cause by abandoning the struggle and forming
alliances with the enemy. 63 In this regard, 'Azzam highlighted the Western influences on
the everyday lives of Muslims on the streets and provided his analysis of the history of
the Israel-Palestine conflict. 64

As with the first frame, 'Azzam' s credibility as a Muslim scholar contributed to the
credibility of this frame.

Here again the Islamic resurgence that was at its pinnacle at the time is relevant. When
'Azzam was actively promoting jihad in Afghanistan, the Islamist worldview had become
one of the main trends in Muslim societies, contributing to the fidelity of 'Azzam's

Fi Ziliil Stlrat AI- Tawbah, 2-4, 16-7, 19-20.
25, 25. ·55.
57 Ibid. 53.
58 Ibid, 56.
59 Ibid, 71; 'Azzam, TujjiirAf-Huriib, 7, 22, 24-7.
60 ' Azzam, Hadm Af-Khiliif'ah, I 0-37.
61 'Azzam, Dhikrayiit Filis_tln, 33-45; 'Azzam, Hamiis, 1-18.
62 'Azzam, Al-Qawmlyah (publisher not cited, place not cited, date not cited), 1-17,
http://www.tawhed.ws/a?a=a82griko (accessed August 2, 2010)
63 'Azzam, Dhikrayat Filis_tin, 4-12,36-8.
(,.jlbid.
55 ' Azzam,

56 Ibid,
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narrative and its centrality to the general understanding of Islam and, in particular, of the
Islamists. What they saw and experienced of the backwardness of Muslim society, the
corrupt practices of the rulers, the prevalent influence of the western lifestyle, moral
decadence and the failure of the secular ideology all amounted to experiential
commensurability with the audience.

Frame Resonance Strategy

Snow et. al. identified four strategies used by frame promoters to achieve resonance with
target audiences. As this has been elaborated upon in the first chapter, the strategies are
summarised here:

1. Frame bridging. This occurs when two or more frames that have an affinity, but were
previously unconnected, are linked, such as the linking of Islam with politics to
produce frames of political Islam.
2. Frame amplification. This involves highlighting certain issues, events, beliefs or
values as being more salient than others. It is usually manifested in catch phrases such
as "Islam is the solution", for value or belief amplification.
3. Frame extension. This occurs when the frame is presented to extend beyond the social
movements' interest to areas that are presented to be important to the target audience.
4. Frame transformation. This refers to "changing old understandings and meanings
and/or generating new ones" to generate support and mobilise the target through: a)
transformation of domain-specific interpretive frames, and b) transfonnation of global
interpretive frames. This is akin to radically changing the target audience's worldview

or idcology.65

The first frame
'Azzam used the bridging strategy in the first frame to express the legitimacy of the act of
defence against foreign occupation. The legitimacy of the act is universal and can be

65 Johnston

and Noakes (eds.), "Frames of Protest," 11-2; Snow and Benford, "Framing Process and Social
Movements," 619-22; Snow et al, "Frame AI ignment Processes,'' 467-70, 4 72-5.
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secular, but the use of the word "jihad" is a bridge between the act and Islam. By using
the word "jihad", it gave a religious connotation and made the act an obligation on
Muslims. 66

Looking into 'Azzam's jihad ideas, one could deduce that he viewed:
•

Islam as the only lens for Muslims to view this world and, thus, there could not be
another word for the act of defence against foreign aggression other thanjihad. 67

•

Muslims should be wary of placing their trust with non-Muslims. Non-Muslim
support in a war should only be sought if Muslims are in control of the situation and
could ensure that there would not be any betrayal from them. 68

•

One of the causes of the Muslim problem is the Muslims who abandoned jihad, in
particular, and Islam, in general. The solution, therefore, was to bring Muslims back
to the Islamic way of life, encompassing jihad as the pinnacle of the religion. 69

Based on the above, it could be said that the bridging strategy here has been influenced
by 'Azzam's ideational position as a scholar and an Islamist. Even the choice of the
audience was guided by the ideas that he believed in, rather than strategic and pragmatic
consideration. Thus, the use of the word "jihad" has been consistent with his world view
and the frame's narrative, i.e. diagnosis, prognosis and intended audience as the agent of
change.

'Azzam' s world view and jihad ideas are limited to Muslims. The centrality of Islam to
Muslim values, beliefs and cultures, especially the Afghans themselves, resonated with a
significant segment. Thus, his bridging strategy was effective with the target audience.

It is impmiant to note that the use of jihad in this frame did not originate from 'Azzam. It
had been used by the leaders of Afghan groups before 'Azzam's participation in it and

66 See

Chapter 4, section on the Ruling of Jihad.
Chapter 4, section on the Definition of Jihad.
68 See Chapter 4, subsection on the Participation of Infidels in Jihad.
69 'Azzam, FJA!-Jihiid Fiqh Wa !jtihiid, 44-6; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Mu'iidalah Rabbanlyah," Al-Jihiid, 12
(15 October 1985): 4-7; 'Azzam, Join the Caravan (Part 1).
67 See
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'Azzam's frame was an endorsement of theirs. However, his ideational position was
critical in determining the use of jihad for this frame because if the Afghan leaders' claim
of jihad had not been valid, he would not have joined the cause as he had abandoned the
Palestinian armed struggle under the PLO.

'Azzam's amplification strategy for the frame, from the perspective of this model, was
his view that jihad is

fan~

'ayn for all Muslims. This allowed him to mobilise Muslims all

over the world for jihad duty, and push aside conditions such as the consent of parents,
creditors or the authorities and excuses such as studying and performing religious duty in
the society except those which had been explicitly excused by the shari' ah. 70

In fact, he amplified the

fan~

'ayn ruling by asserting that it should not revert to farq

kirayah until Afghanistan and all other lands formerly under the Islamic caliphate were
reclaimed. He projected a vision of a protracted farq 'ayn jihad. 71

'Azzam also highlighted the atheistic characteristics of communism and the Soviet
Union's ill treatment of Muslims living within its borders which amplified the frame and
effect resonance. He cited the death of millions of Muslims through the genocide policy,
the closure and destruction of mosques and restrictions of Islamic practices. 72 He
depicted the local Afghan communist regime in the same manner. The local regime's
anti-Islamic policies could be traced to King

~ahir

Shah, the last Afghan monarch who

ruled the country from 1933 until 1973, whom 'Azzam attributed to "Westemising"
Afghan Muslims in his attempt to modemise the country. He cited a story that the king in
one of his public addresses had stepped on a burqa' (a traditional head dress that covered
the whole body for Afghan women) signifying the end of a dark period and the beginning
of an enlightened period. Muslim scholars and traditional Afghans who were strongly
rooted in Islam were enraged. When Afghanistan became a republic, it soon fell under the
influence of communism through communist cadres trained by the Soviet Union.
Increasingly the ruling regime became hostile towards Islam through a delslamisation
70 See

Chapter 4, section on the Ruling of Jihad and Who Can Fight for Jihad?
See Chapter 4, section on the Ruling of Jihad.
72 'Azzam, Al-Sara,tan Al-Ahmar, 23-6.
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policy, imposition of communist ideology and lifestyles, and the persecution of
Muslims. 73 There were stories of burqa' -clad Afghan women who drowned themselves in
the river in order to protect their honour from the regime's officials. 74 This, thus, became
the basis for 'Azzam's sub-narrative to the frame that jihad in Afghanistan did not begin
with the invasion of the Soviet army and would not be stopped by its withdrawal. Instead,
it should continue until the rule of Islam was established. This was not only amplification
on his part but also a response to the status of jihad after the withdrawal of the foreign
army. By amplifying the evil nature of the enemy, 'Azzaro reinforced his justification for
jihad and delegitimised the sanctity of the lives of the enemy and their propaganda.

'Azzam also sought to amplify the noble characteristics of leaders of the Afghan groups
and the Afghan people in general. Although he conceded that they were not free from
flaws and weaknesses, 'Azzam highlighted their bravery in confronting a superpower
enemy, which many Muslim societies, such as in Palestine, had failed. The Afghans had
been largely shielded from the influence of jahiiiyah and maintained their traditional
values such as honour and piety. Their women remained covered and committed to their
traditional role as mothers and homemakers unlike women in other Muslim societies
whom 'Azzam described as being "naked" and had been seduced to leave their traditional
roles for work outside their homes. The leaders of the Afghan groups were either
qualified scholars like Sayyaf and Rabbani, or individuals who had been trained by the
Islamic movements (i.e. ''sons of the Islamic movement") and were fully committed to
Islam and jihad. 75

Embedded in the notion of farq 'ayn was the dire situation in Afghanistan, amplified by
the images and videos that contributed to the sense of urgency in order to achieve the
transfonnation strategy.

'Azzam's use of images in print and video could be regarded as his frame extension.
Images and videos always captivate human attention and are more effective in conveying
73 ' Azzam, Qi,m;> Wa Ahdiith, 1-29.
nAzzam, The Defence OfMuslims ·Land (Chapter 2 & 3); 'Azzam, Join the Caravan (Part 2 & 3).
75 Ibid; · Azzam, D!Jjkrayiit Fjfi!>fin, 31-3: · Azzam, "Al-Qa'idah Al-~ ulbah," 5-6.
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emotional messages such as sufferings and bravery. By using photos and videos, 'Azzam
extended his frame to capture the interests of people. They also lent credibility to the
frame. Thus, linking the photos and videos with the frame enhanced the resonance with
the audience. 76

'Azzam's frame amplification that jihad was

far<~

'ayn was also his frame transformation

strategy. It sought to transform the Muslim's slumber and passivity to a sense of urgency.
It transformed the prevalent understanding that jihad was far4 kitayah, i.e. "someone else
does it and I will be excused", or was the duty of professional soldiers. As mentioned
before, by ruling jihad as far4 'ayn, 'Azzam made it legitimate to not conform to the rules
applied in far4 kitayah. He argued that the far4 kifayah ruling was not valid anymore
because it had been the consensus of Muslim scholars that when a Muslim territory was
transgressed, jihad became far4 'ayn to the people of the land and the ruling extended to
other Muslims if the former are unable to effectively repulse the enemy. This was his
analysis due to the asymmetric power balance between the Afghans and the Soviet
army. 77

'Azzam's frame transformation strategy also sought to transform the audience from their
state of passivism to activism. 78 The narrative of Afghan suffering was used to justify
far4 'ayn while the obligation that Muslims have to render assistance to their brethren
was constantly emphasised. 79

In his diagnosis, 'Azzam acknowledged that Muslims have largely lived in a long
slumber, which has led to their backwardness and humiliation. This was pmtly related to
their ignorance and neglect of jihad, and their lifestyles which were antithetical to his
f!·ame. Hence, it was necessary to transform their old understanding of jihad and lifestyles
to generate their support and mobilise them.

76 See

Andrew Silke, "Holy Warriors: Exploring the Psychological Processes of Jihadi Radicalization",
European Journal of Criminology 5, no. I (January 2008): 114-5.
77 ' Azzam, The Defence Of Muslims' Land (Chapter 2 & 3); · Azzam, Join the Caravan (Part 2 & 3).
78 Ibid, (Chapter 2 & Final Word); 'Azzam, Join the Caravan (Part 2 & 3).
79 ' Azzam, Join the Caravan (Part 1).
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From the perspective of the model, this transformation could be regarded as a domainspecific type that is "fairly self-contained but substantial changes in the way a particular
domain of life [i.e. jihad] is framed, such that a domain previously taken for granted is
reframed as problematic and in need ofrepair". 80

'Azzam took on another transformation strategy when he began to witness schisms and
the abandonment of jihad arising from differences in religious practices between local
Afghans and the foreign volunteers. 'Azzam called upon all foreigners to align their
religious practices in accordance to the Afghan norms as long as they were still within the
recognised schools of jurisprudence while they were in Afghanistan. This, according to
'Azzam, was for the greater good of jihad and to avert disharmony and distrusts towards
the foreigners 81 as the media were spreading the propaganda that the foreigners were
there to spread Wahhabism. 82 'Azzam cited fatwa to support his view that tolerating
differences in ritual practices is permissible for a nobler objective:

"The Afghans are a faithful people who recognize manhood, chivalry and
pride, and do not appreciate trickery or hypocrisy. When they love a
person, they will give their life and soul for him, and if they dislike him
they will not show it at all. A person should desist from certain actions of
the prayer when he first mingles with them, in order to give himself a
valuable chance of reaching their hearts so that he will be able to instruct
and educate them and thus improve their worldly and religious conditions.
Imam Ahmad and Ibn Taymiyyah have given verdicts to this etlcct." 83

The second frame
80

Snow et al, "Frame Alignment Processes," 474.
'Abd Allah 'Azzam, "Risalah Ila Al-Shabab," Al-Jihiid, 7 (June 1985): 28-9; 'Azzam, Muqaddimah, 77;
· Azzam, Fi A!-JJ!Jiid Fiqh Wa !jtihii(f, 83; 'Azzam, Jihad Sha 'b Muslim, 7-8; 'Azzam, Shahr Bayn Al'Amiiliqah 38-9; 'Azzam, Silsilah Fi AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 142-3; 'Azzam, Silsilah FiAt- Tarb/yah Vol. 12,
143-50; 'AbdAllah · Azzam, "Risalah II a Am1r AI-M ujahid1n AI-'Arab Fi Shakardarah (Kabul)," Lahlb
Al-Ma 'rakah 54 (3 June 1989).
8"'Azzam, Fi Al-Sirah 'Jbrah, 44-9; 'Azzam, Sa 'iidat Al-BacSJwrlyah, 56-8, 66.
83 'Azzam, Join the Caravan- Conclusion.
81
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There were three key bridging strategies found in 'Azzam's ideas: 1) bridging Islam with
defensive armed struggle, 2) bridging Islam with the state, and 3) bridging the jihad in
Afghanistan with the Islamic state.

The first bridging has been discussed in the earlier in the examination of the first frame,
and will not be repeated here.

The idea of the Islamic state introduced in the second frame was a bridge between two
domains that are not necessarily connected. Similar to the use of jihad for the defence of
Afghanistan, this bridging has had the same effect in providing a religious slant to a
political objective that could be framed in a secular fashion. The bridging has made
possible the ruling that the establishment of the Islamic state, in particular in Afghanistan,
was obligatory and thus justified the mobilisation of Muslims.

However, the third bridging was the most important of all because it linked the two
frames together. Each bridge was complementary to the other. Those who were mobilised
by the first frame would contribute to the second, and vice versa. In this way, more
Muslims could be reached to serve both frames, even if they had not necessarily
subscribed to Islamism or, the idea of the establishment of an Islamic state in
Afghanistan.

There were many amplification strategies used to enhance resonance in this frame.
'Azzam amplified the backwardness of Muslims and Muslim countries against the West,
and the inherent hostility of non-Muslims towards Islam, and how their beliefs, values
and culture contradicted with Islam and were propagated to counter Islamic teachings. He
asserted that rejecting the establishment of an Islamic state was a serious negation of
faith. In this regard, 'Azzam's logic dictated that since Islam could not be fully
established and made supreme without a polity, the polity is then fundamental to Islam
too. In this strategy, · Azzam depicted jahifiyah as an evil force which could only be
countered by Islam. 84 At the same time, he claimed that jihad in Afghanistan had the best
84 See

Chapter 4, section on 'Azzam's Worldview.
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potential for the establishment of an Islamic state. 85 'Azzaro's characterisation of all nonMuslims as jahifiyah was used to dismiss any counter-frames that challenged his.

The extension strategy related to this frame was similar to the first frame

~

the use of

images in print and videos amplified the blessed nature of jihad and the plight of the
Afghan people caused by the occupying force and its local collaborators.

The transformation which 'Azzaro sought to create resonance with the targeted audience
was different from the transformation sought in the first frame. In this frame, 'Azzam
wanted Muslims to perceive Islam as a way of life, which included politics, the concern
for their individual religious piety and that of the society at large. The latter was anchored
to the argument that Islam obligates Muslims to reform society through da 'wah and jihad
for the promotion of good and the elimination of evil. Both da 'wah and jihad, according
to 'Azzam, were fan~ 'ayn in view of the sorry state of Muslims and the world at large. 86
This transformation is fairly global in its interpretative frame, which according to the
model, is a frame that seeks to radically change the worldview or ideology of the target
audience. 87

Emerging Inconsistencies

The use of the two frames, diverse audiences and the complexity of the myriad of issues
that 'Azzam tried to address resulted in some inconsistencies and tensions in his ideas.

The major inconsistency was 'Azzaro's view on the need of proper education and training
(tarblyah) in Islamic worldview, jurispmdence, ritual and ethics before taking up arms
for jihad. In his mind, without proper education and training those involved could
potentially create problems such as the lack of perseverance in the face of jihad, abuse of
weapons (such as for the purpose of banditry), and non-compliance to the authority, and

83 ' Azzam,

The Defence Of Muslims' Land (Chapter 2).
Chapter4, section on 'Azzam's Worldview.
87 Snow et al, "Frame Alignment Processes," 473-4.
86 See
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the laws and ethics of jihad. 88 He discussed these issues in jihad documents on AlQa'idah

Al-~ulbah

written before and during Afghan jihad. The former outlined a brief

curriculum and the latter highlighted some expected outcomes. 89

The above, however, does not fit with 'Azzam's other view that all Muslims were to join
jihad in Afghanistan unless they were exempted as stated in the Qur'an. 90 If Muslims had
to be educated and trained prior to participating in jihad, some have to be exempted from
jihad for a certain of period of time to undergo these trainings, while others must be
exempted to conduct the necessary training programs. If the logic of preparation was
extended to other fields such as engineering, medicine and military that were equally
important for the success of jihad campaigns, then more people could be exempted. In
other words, not every Muslims were obligated to abandon their occupation in order to go
to Afghanistan to bear arms. Some have to stay behind to fulfil other related tasks, in line
with the original injunction of the Qur'an. 91 'Azzam, however, did not provide insights
on how these two contradictory positions could be reconciled.

It could be argued that the mam sources for this inconsistency are his ideas and his
experience in the jihad field.

'Azzam's Islamist worldview developed during his years with the Muslim Brothers. The
Muslim Brothers emphasised systematic and structured ideological training at all levels
of membership. 92 This influence was reflected in 'Azzam's pre-Afghan jihad documents
on the concept of Al-Qa' idah AI-~ ulbah. 93

~~See Chapter 4, section on The Idea of Al-Qa' idah. · Azzam, ''Al-Qa'idah Al-~ulbah," 4-6; · Azzam, "AlTarblyah Al-Nabawlyah Li Al-Jayl Al-Awwal," 8-9; 'Azzam, "Al-Tarblyah Fi Farn Al-Ibtila'," 48;
'Azzam, "AI-M u'amarah," 41; 'Azzam, Al-As 'i/ah Wa AI-Aiwibah, 25; 'Azzam, FJ ;pfiil s_urat Al-Tawbah,
10, 21; 'Azzam, Al-ls!iim Wa Mustaqbal Al-Basharlyah, 13; 'Azzam, Fi AI- Ta'iimur AI- 'A/amly, 148.
89 'Azzam, AI-ls/am Wa Mustaqbal Al-Basharlyah, 14; 'Azzam, "Al-Qa'idah Al-~ulbah," 4-6.
90 See Chapter 4, section on the Ruling of Jihad.
91 The Qur'an, 9:122.
9"Ehud Rosen, "The Muslim Brotherhood's Concept of Education," Current Trend inlslamist Ideology,
Hillel Franklin et al, eds. (place not cited: Hudson Institute, Vol. 7, 2008), 115-26; 'Abd Al-Hafim
Mal)mud, Manhiij AI- Tarblyah 'fnda Al-lkhwiin A!-Mus!imln: Diriisah Tah!J!Jyah Tiidkhlyah, (AlMan~urah: Dar Al-Wafa', 1991), 387-99, 553-68.
93 ' Azzam, Al-lsliim Wa Mustaqba! Al-Bashadyah, 13-4.
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On the jihad battlefield, 'Azzam encountered Muslim youths in Afghanistan who were
more militant than him. Some of them belonged to or were influenced by the Egyptian
Al-Jama'ah Al-Islam1yah and Al-Jihad that were both more inclined to commit acts of
terror in the name of jihad. 94 From the Muslim Brothers' perspective, this phenomenon
resulted from the lack of proper religious training and guidance. 'Azzam realised that if
they were not curtailed, these youth could bring detriment to themselves and jihad in
Afghanistan as they had done to the Islamic movements in Egypt. 95

'Azzam declared a general mobilisation of Muslims for the jihad in Afghanistan during
the early period of his participation, and subsequently emphasised the importance of
education and training prior to involvement in jihad, as he had done in his writings during
the pre-Afghan period. This was clearly stressed in the 1988 article dedicated to the
concept of Al-Qa'idah Al-~ulbah which was meant to guide future jihad work. 96

It has been argued that this reiteration was his attempt to mitigate the effects of his

general mobilisation effort which had brought Islamically untrained individuals to the
jihad field, some of whom were members of the more radical groups.

It can also be concluded that this inconsistency was the effect of using two different

frames in order to maximise the resonance. The general mobilisation view was always
embedded in the first frame, while the stress upon education and training was embedded
in the second frame.

Another inconsistency that was found in 'Azzaro's material was his praise for the likes of
Khalid Islambull, Marwan Had1d and Kar1m Al-Anadully while having strong views
against waging jihad on Muslim rulers. Islambull was sentenced to death for his

9 ~Huzaifah,

son of 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, Interview by AI- 'Arab1yah (July 26, 2005),
http://www.alarabiya.net/programs/2005/07/28/1535l.html (accessed August 2, 20 I 0).
95 'Azzam, Muqaddimah Fi, 21, 25; 'Azzam, fttihafAI- '/bad, 8; · Azzam, f7 AI-Jihiid Fiqh Wa /jtihiid, 71;
· Azzam, Silsi/ah f7 AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 297-300; · Azzam, Silsilah f7 AI- Tarblyah Vol. 11, 58-61; · Azzam,
f7 .?ifiil Slirat Al-Tawbah, 173; 'Azzam, Dhikrayiit Fi!is.f!n, 31-2; 'Azzam, "AI-'Adhab AI-' Adhb," 4-9;
'Azzam, "Hakadha 'Allaman! AI-Jihad," 4-6.
96 'Azzam, "AI-Qa'idah Al-~ulbah," 4-6.
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involvement in the assassination of Anwar Sadat, the President of Egypt. Hadid was a
fellow member of the Muslim Brothers in Syria who engaged in armed rebellion against
Hafi~

Al-Asad's rule and was later arrested before he died in prison. Al-Anaqufiy was

sentenced to death for his involvement in an attempted coup in Egypt in 1974. 97

The third inconsistency is 'Azzam's view that both the United States and the United
Kingdom were Dar Al-Ji.arb. This was not consistent with his view that the modem
practice of diplomatic relations constituted a formal peaceful agreement under the
shar1'ah, binding Muslim countries and their subjects. 98 He often emphasised that Islam
obligates Muslims to uphold all agreements and denounce treachery.

The reasons for the last two inconsistencies cannot be explained by an analysis of
'Azzam's writing. However, it highlights the complexity of' Azzam's ideas as a result of
his role as a scholar and activist confronted with a complex situation.

Also, these inconsistencies provide some insights into the dynamic interaction between
the two frames and the interaction between the framer and its context, and that they do
not exist in a vacuum. Thus, an analysis of 'Azzam's ideas should be done with this in
mind.

Frames and Counter-Frames

Some of the dynamics that are always encountered in framing are counter-frames,
criticism and refutation from within and without. A review of' Azzam's writings clearly
reveal the counter-frames and criticism that he had to face, and his attempts to answer
and refute them.

97

'Azzam, FJ Ziliil Siirat AI- Tawbah, 8-10.
Chapter ·4, subsection on The Division of Lands.

98 See
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The merit of looking into 'Azzam's frames and ideas together with their counter-frames
and criticism is that they provide insights into how his frames and ideas were constructed.
This allows better understanding of the content of his ideas and frame.

There were three sources of counter-frames which concerned 'Azzam: 1) the enemy he
was fighting against (i.e. the Soviet Union and its local collaborators), 2) other nonMuslim entities such as Western countries and the international media, and 3) fellow
Muslims.

The following paragraphs will lay down the counter-frames from these sources, 'Azzam's
responses to them and how they relate to his overall jihad ideas. Some of the counterframes were produced by more than one source.

Enemy

One counter-frame produced by the local Afghan regime is found in 'Azzam's writings.
It was in the context of the regime's invitation to leaders of jihad groups or field

commanders for reconciliatory talks and peace agreements so as to discuss the possibility
of a joint government in order to stop the bloodshed of fellow Muslims and Afghans. The
invitation was also an attempt by the regime to frame the issue as a conflict between
fellow Afghan Muslims rather than a jihad between Muslims and the apostate communist
Afghans, and thus a domestic political problem rather than a jihad against foreign
occupation. 99 This counter-frame was prevalent in the run up to the Soviet anny's
withdrawal and after it.

'Azzam responded by rejecting the offer. He argued that such reconciliations were
forbidden in Islam because peace agreements are forbidden as long jihad remains as farq
· ayn. 100 Using his second frame, he reiterated that the objective of the Afghan jihad was
not restricted to repulsing a foreign power from the land but also to establish an Islamic

99 ' Azzam,

Fl Al-Jihiid· Fiqh Wa !jtihiid, 21; 'Azzam, "Lughat Al-Biq Wa Al-Samr," 4-6; · Abd Allah
· Azzam, ''Al-Baghal Bi Mi'ah Shuyu'ly," Al-Jihiid, 49 (December 1988): 4-6; ·AbdAllah · Azzam, "Rijal
Wa Ahdath," Al-Jihiid, 59 (September 1989): 6-9.
100 See Chapter 4, subsection on Peace Agreement & Cease Fire.
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state, a vision that was also widely shared by leaders of Afghan jihad groups. The idea of
a joint government was rejected because it would have compromised the principle of alwala' wa al-bara' (allegiance to God and non-allegiance to kufr). 101

Also, 'Azzam asserted that all Afghan communists were apostates who deserved corporal
punishment and should be opposed until total victory was achieved. 102

Among the three sources, 'Azzam did not really deal with the enemy's counter-frame,
perhaps perceiving it as being irrelevant in challenging his frames. The lack of credibility
of the enemy's frame could be seen from the low support they received from the Afghans
and other Muslims.

Non-Muslims

From 'Azzam's materials, this category could be divided into two: international media
and major powers of Western countries.

These two sources were reported to have framed Afghan jihad as a civil war between the
Alghans rooted in domestic political issues rather than religion. 103 There were also
attempts to frame fight against the mling regime as exploits for personal gain 104 and that
some were seeking to spread Wahhabism or fundamentalist Islam. 105

'Azzam dismissed these frames by using his amplification strategy on the evil nature of
the enemy. He considered the frames as attempts by the jahifiyah to stop the revival of
Islam, prevent Muslims from supporting jihad and curtail the spirit of jihad among
Muslims. He asserted that the non- Muslims were well aware of the effects of jihad on
101 Ibid, subsection on 'Azzam's Worldview; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Azlmah Wa Ta~mlm," Al-Jihiid, 34
(September 1989): 4-7.
10 "Ibid, subsection on Legitimate Targets and Illegitimate Targets.
103 'Azzam, Silsilah FiA!-Tarblyah Vol. 12, 45-7; 'Azzam, "Madha Tur1dun'?," Al-Jihiid, 63 (January 1990):
8-11.
104 ' Abd Allah 'Azzam, "Lakin Hamzah La Bawakl Lah," Lahlb Al-Ma 'rakah 71 (2 September 1989; · Abd
Allah 'Azzam, "HasbunaAllah, Wa Ni'ma Al-Wakll," Al-Jihii£1, 61 (November 1989): 6-9.
105 'Azzam, Fi A!- Ta 'iimur A!- 'Aiamly, 6; 'Azzam, Fi Al-Sirah 1brah, 44-9; 'Azzam, Sa 'iidah AlBashiiriyah, 56-8, 66; 'Azzam, Al-As 'i/ah Wa AI-Ajwibah, 3-4; · Abd Allah 'Azzam, "Al-Hiqd AI-Yahudiy
Al-$afibly," LahlbAl-Ma'rakah. 48 (22 April 1989).
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Muslims and the danger they would encounter if Muslims were to return to the religion.
This would mean the fall of their power and cultural domination similar to the historic
fall of the Roman Empire and parts of Europe following Muslim conquest. 106

To support his assertion, 'Azzam pointed to the fact that most international media were
owned by the Jews and then constantly provided negative reports on Islam and
Muslims. 107

In this regard, 'Azzam framed non-Muslims as inherently anti-Islam to legitimise
negative attitudes and hostilities towards them by Muslims. On the other hand, his frame
that leaders of Afghan groups were committed to the cause of Islam, jihad and the
establishment of a true Islamic state was also his response to the international media and
major powers. He would often quote the leaders in his writings and rep01ted their
. . ch arters to prove th e1r
. commitment.
.
108
orgamsatwn

His response to the civil war frame from these sources was similar to his response to the
local regimes' frame mentioned earlier.

Fellow Muslims

'Azzaro's frames were also contested by fellow Muslims. In fact, it could be said that
opposition from fellow Muslims were the most serious. 'Azzaro's refutation to this
opposition made up a large p01tion of his responses to criticisms on his f!·ames. The
following paragraphs will illustrate some examples. In essence, the counter- fl-ames
challenged 'Azzaro's frames by questioning the legitimacy of jihad, its

fare~

'ayn status,

and its priority above other Islamic concerns.

The salafiy scholars and their followers claimed that Afghans practiced shirk
(polytheism), heresy and abominable practices such as wearing talismans, praying to
106 'Azzam,

Fl Ziliil Siirat Al-Tawbah, 53.
Al-lfunlb, 7; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Haqarat Al-Irth Al-Thalith," Al-Jihiid, 57 (July
1989): 4-6; 'Azzam," Hasbuna Allah, Wa Ni'ma Al-Wak11," 6-9.
10 R'Azzam, "Al-Qa'idah Al-~ulbah," 4-6; 'Azzam, The Defence Of Muslims' Land (Chapter2); 'Azzam,
Signs of Ar-Rahman, 8-9.
107 'Azzam,

Tujjar
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tombs and smoking. Some of them suggested that the war in Afghanistan was
fundamentally a conflict between heretic Afghans and communist apostate Afghans, not
between Muslims and non-Muslims, and hence not a jihad that deserved widespread
Muslim support. 109

To respond to this argument, 'Azzam reverted to his strategy of amplifying the noble
characteristics of the Afghans in general and their jihad leaders in particular. He rejected
the accusation that Afghans practiced shirk and were heretical. In reality, the alleged
polytheistic practices such as praying to tombs and wearing talismans were contentious
issues among Muslim scholars. Although it is better not to practice them, 'Azzam
believed that they should be tolerated for the greater good of jihad for the protection of
Islam. He insisted that the process of correcting the alleged practices, character flaws and
weaknesses should be done gradually. Even if Afghans and their leaders' religiosity were
far from desirable, he highlighted the view held by classical scholars that the jihad
obligation must be fulfilled even under corrupt leaders or commanders. He opined that
the harm from the spread of communism was greater than the harm from the alleged
f1aws and weaknesses of the Afghans. 110 He wrote, ''As long as they are Muslims, it is
obligatory to fight alongside with them. The banner in Afghanistan is Islamic and the
goal is the establishment of the religion on earth." 111 He argued that those who refused to
perform jihad under with unrighteous anny were actually following "the practice of the
Hururiyah (one of the [deviationist] sects of the Khawarij and their likes; people who
adopt the way of vain and [sic.] cautiousness emanating from lack of knowledge." 112

He also borrowed the reformist viewpoint by arguing that even if Afghans were not
Muslims or were heretics, they were the oppressed and persecuted people that Islam,

FJ Al-Jihiid Fiqh Wa /jtJJJii(/, 5-7; 'Azzam, Silsilah f7 AI- Tarblyah Vol. 12, 51; 'Azzam, Silsilah
FJ AI- Tarblyah Vol. 13, 94-8; 'Azzam, FJ Ziliil Stlrat Al-Tawhah, 66, 149.
110 Ibid, 5-7,64, 100-7; 'Azzam, FJ -?iliil Siirat AI-Tawhah, 21.
109 'Azzam,

111

'Azzam, The Defence Of Muslims' Land (Chapter 2).
(Chapter 4); 'Azzam, FJ A!-.fihiid Fiqh Wa ljtihiid, 32; 'Azzam, FJ -?ifa! Siirat AI- Tawbah, 5-7;
'Azzam, J'!iin Al-Jihiid, 3; 'Azzam, Silsilah FJ AI- Tarblyah Vol. 3, 286-7; 'Azzam, Silsilah FJ AI- Tarblyah
Vol. 12, 11-2; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "Min Fiqh AI-Jihad," Al-Jihiid, 8 (June 1985): 34-5.
11 'Ibid,
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being a religion for all mankind, called upon Muslims to assist them in order to eliminate
. and persecutiOn.
. 113
oppressiOn

'Azzam's general mobilisation of jihad in Afghanistan was challenged by the view that it
distracted Muslim attention and support from the Palestine issue which was more
important because it concerned a Muslim's holy site, the

Al-Aq~a

mosque. Instead of

mobilising Muslims to Afghanistan, efforts should be channelled to Palestine. 114

'Azzam's response was to bridge jihad in Palestine with jihad in Afghanistan. He first
asserted that Palestine remained an important issue for all Muslims. However, he viewed
that Afghanistan provided better opportunity for successful jihad. There were fewer
constraints to patticipating in jihad in Afghanistan compared to Palestine. Furthermore,
the success of jihad in Afghanistan would be an important stepping stone for the
liberation of Palestine because it would provide the necessary experience, manpower and
spirit of jihad among Muslims. To assure them, he claimed that all Afghan leaders were
committed to the liberation of Palestine upon victory in Afghanistan. He reported that all
Afghans were praying that God gave them victory in their land so they can attain
martyrdom in Palestine. Giving priority to the Afghan jihad was legitimate and would
also eventually serve the Palestinian cause. Through such arguments, he bridged both
struggles in one narrative in order to please supporters of the Palestinian cause and the
. . liS·
At,ghan cause he was ch ampwmng.

Some Muslims viewed that the jihad in Afghanistan required funding rather than
manpower from outside Afghanistan. Thus, there was no need for Muslims in other pa1ts
of the world to join the fight and there was no need to mobilise all Muslims. 116 'Azzam,
however, dismissed this view. He claimed that the presence of Muslims from other
places, especially the Arabs, was needed to motivate the Afghans in their struggle. In
addition, Afghans loved and respected the Arabs for being the same race as the Prophet.
Azzam, FJ Al-Jihiid Fiqh Wa fjtihad, 90; 'Azzam, Jihad Sha 'b Muslim. 7-9.
Azzam, Al-As 'ilah Wa Al-Ajwibah, 7.
1 15 ' Azzam, Si!si!ah FJ AI- Tarblyah Vol. 11, 78-80; · Azzam, The Defence Of Muslims' Land (Chapter 2);
· Azzam, Dhikrayat Filis,tln, 31-4.
1 16 'Azzam, FJ At-Jihad Fiqh Wa Jjtihiid, 49.
113 '

114 '
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Arabs often played important roles in providing religious guidance to Afghans and
becoming intermediaries when there were disputes. 117

'Azzaro also had to respond to allegations that the Afghans were seriously factionalised
and that it was best for other Muslims to stay away from their conflicts. 118 In response,
'Azzaro called for the involvement of the Arab brethren who could bring harmony among
Afghan groups. He argued that there was nothing in the shar!' ah that forbade jihad when
groups disagreed with one another in the battlefield. 119

Other Muslims questioned the legitimacy of the jihad. They considered the conflict as a
civil war that was nationalist in nature, and the clash of two superpowers with the
Afghans as pawns rather than jihad. 120 Hence, participation in the war would only serve
the interests of the superpowers and drain Muslim resources. 'Azzam insisted that this
assertion is the non-Muslims' attempt to tarnish and downplay jihad in Afghanistan. 121

While some reformists supported the Afghan jihad and 'Azzam's mobilisation efforts,
they were inclined towards a non-violent solution. Although his extensive work on jihad
was also a response to the refonnist stance of a defensive jihad, 'Azzaro viewed
proponents of non-violent jihad for the Afghan problem with contempt, dismissing them
as scholars of the establishment with a defeatist mentality. The same label was given to
those who challenged his Islamist frame and tried to project the image of Islam that is
moderate and non-fundamentalist. 122

He argued that labels such as fundamentalist, militant, radical and moderate were all
created by the jahifiyah to confuse Muslims and distract them from true Islam. 'Azzaro
117 'Azzam, Muqaddimah, 70; 'Azzam, Jihad Sha 'b Muslim, II; 'Azzam, f7 AI- Ta 'iimurAI- 'Aiamly, 12;
'Azzam, "Aiimah Wa Ta~mlm," 4-7.
118 Ibid, 79; 'Azzam, f7AI-.!ihiid Fiqh Wa ljtihii(/, 21.
119 'Azzam, The Defence Of Muslims' Land (Chapter 4).
1" 0 ' Azzam, Muqaddimah, 80; · Azzam, Silsilah f7 AI- Tarb7yah Vol. 12, II, 16, 45-7; 'Azzam, f7 Al-.fihaa:
Fiqh Wa fjtihiicl, 2!; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, "A Hashafan Wa Su' Kllah," Al-.fihiid, 62 (December 1989): 69; · Azzam, "Madha Turldun," 8-11.
121 Ibid, 64-6.
1
""' Azzam, Tujjiir AI-Jfuriib, 10; · Azzam, Silsilah f7 AI- Tarb7yah Vol. 12, 98; · Azzam, Silsi!ah f7 AlTc1rblyah Vol. 13, 26-7; · Azzam, f7 AI- Ta 'iimur AI- 'Afamly, 6; · Azzam, "Al-!iiqd AI- Yahu(fly Al-~allbly".
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claimed the true Islam is feared and disliked by the kuftar (infidels) and that Muslims
should be sceptical of moderates and progressives rather than the fundamentalists,

.

.

..

terronsts, extremists or m1 11tants.

121

Finally, some Muslims held that the general mobilisation of all Muslims for jihad in
Afghanistan on the basis of fan~ 'ayn was not realistic and appropriate because it would
create serious vacuum of manpower for religious duties in other societies. 124

In this regard, 'Azzam wrote:

"If only Muslims would apply their Allah's command and implement the
laws of their Shariah concerning the General March for just one week in
Palestine, Palestine would be completely purified of Jews. Similarly, the
situation in Afghanistan would not last long if only the Ummah would
march forward. Moreover, there would not be an absence of Da'i
[preacher], nor would their homes be destroyed by the going out of their
women. Instead, in every instance, we wait and we weep. We watch the
Islamic region as it falls under the domination of the Kutiar, until it is
swallowed whole, then we finally (sic) eulogise with much sighing and
.

streammg tears.

, 125

In another book, he rhetorically wrote:

''Some others excuse themselves by claiming that their presence in their
country is necessary for the purpose of education and upbringing. For
such people, we present the words of al-Zuhri:

Bashii'kAl-Na~r. 2-3; 'Azzam, Muqaddimah, 74-5; 'Azzam, Jarlmat Qat!, 1-2: 'Azzam, Fi
Zi/iil S£irat AI-Tawhah, 22, 27.
1•2.J, Azzam, lhe Defence Of Musli'!_IS 'Land (Chapter 4); 'Azzam, Fi AI-Jihiid Fiqh Wa Jjtihiid, 46;
'Azzam, Fi AI- Ta 'iimur AI- 'Alamiy, 12.
125 Ibid.
123 'Azzam,
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"Sa'id Ibn al-Musayyib went out to battle at the point where he had lost
the use of one of his eyes. He was told, 'You are an invalid,' but he said,
'Allah has summoned forth the light and the heavy. So if I cannot fight, I
will swell the ranks and guard belongings.'" ... Matters have reached a
critical point, the noose is tightening, the situation is grave for the
Muslims, so when will we go forth? And for how long will we sit back
doing nothing?" 126

'Azzam essentially believed that the harm resulting from not confronting the enemy was
graver than the harm resulting from the vacuum created by those answering the call of
jihad.

Conclusion

The amount of effort 'Azzam put into the construction of his jihad thought, the detailed
argument he researched and put forth, the amount of ideological materials he produced
and the emphasis on ideological indoctrination and training, point to the importance of
ideas to effect participation in the Afghan jihad and its revival among Muslims.

But this chapter has also shown that 'Azzam's ideas were not purely cognitive and
theological. They were also shaped by non-ideational factors such as his targeted
audiences and political opportunities.

With regard to ideational influences, 'Azzam's ideas on jihad were fundamentally shaped
by his lslamist worldview which he got from his affiliation with the Muslim Brothers. He
viewed the Afghan anned stmggle against the Soviet invasion as jihad for self-defence,
not an ethno-nationalist liberation cause. This, then, allowed him:
•

to extend the jihad duty to all Muslims regardless of their nationality or ethnicity,

•

to restrict his target audiences to Muslims only because, in his view, the role of nonMuslims in jihad was very limited due to their lack of trustworthiness and inherent

1:> 6 'Azzam,

Join the Caravan (Part 3).
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hostility towards Muslims, in addition to his belief that jihad was a perpetual war
between Muslims and non-Muslims,
•

to colour his mobilisation message with Islamic beliefs, values and symbols that
resonated with societies whose cultures were strongly influenced by Islam, in view of
the resurgence of Islamic revivalism in most Muslim societies during the period.

In his Islamist worldview, Muslims had to wage jihad in Afghanistan to repulse the
occupying forces as well as contribute to the establishment of an Islamic state that would
implement the shar!'ah and extend it to all occupied Muslim lands (such as Palestine and
Spain). This accounts for his use of two parallel frames -jihad in Afghanistan and jihad
for Islamism.

With regard to non-ideational influences, his militant jihad views were significantly
influenced by events that occurred during his lifetime. These were witnessing Israel's
victory over the Arab forces in 1967, which led the capture of his birthplace and his
participation in armed struggle against the Israeli occupying forces.

His ideas were also the product of political opportunities that resulted from the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan. It provided opportunities for 'Azzam to revive his jihad
experience by participating in it, and taking up the role of a mobiliser and coordinator for
foreign volunteers. This strengthened his jihad ideas. 'Azzam was able to build networks
and gain access and allies that allowed him to propagate his jihad ideas to a global
audience. Without these opportunities, it is doubtful that 'Azzam and his jihad ideas
would have achieved such prominence and influence. This is also in view of a lull in
jihad that spanned a decade in 'Azzam' s life, which would probably have continued had
the Soviet invasion not happened.

The use of the first frame resulted from his initial unfamiliarity with the Afghans and its
utility value to resonate with the larger Muslim audience.
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'Azzam's use of two parallel frames had contributed not only to the mobilisation of
Muslims for jihad in Afghanistan and the spread of jihad understanding among Muslims
but also the proliferation of Islamism to those who answered his call and to the Muslims
at large. His jihad for Islamism frame was also tolerated by those who would not have
subscribed to or would have been against such views, such as the Muslim leaders and
non-Muslim elites who gave him the opportunity to tour all over the world and spread the
message of jihad for the defence of Afghanistan against the leader of the communist bloc.

However, the resonance of 'Azzam's two frames was not the function of their intrinsic
appeal only but because they were also hinged on a set of conditions external to them.
These were: I) their close fit with the audiences' life experiences, and 2) centrality and
fidelity to their beliefs, values and cultural symbols.

This chapter has shown how 'Azzam's frames were made credible, central and relevant
by primarily hinging on Islamic values, beliefs and symbols that penneated Muslim
societies. This was further reinforced by the global wave of Islamic resurgence and
mounting frustration towards other worldviews that had failed many Muslim societies.

While studies of social movement recognised the role of incentive in effecting
mobilisation, this, however, was not so in 'Azzam' s case. 'Azzam did not rely on
material incentives to effect mobilisation. In fact, he considered seeking monetary
rewards as an incentive for jihad forbidden. Although he saw the need for some form of
remuneration to perform certain duties in jihad, he made it clear that the amount must not
go beyond the basic needs of the person. 127

This again points to the importance of ideas in 'Azzam' s mobilisation in persuading the
audience. He did it by transforming his audience from pacifist to activist, from self-

1c7 '

Azzam, The Defence Of Muslims· Land (Chapter 4); · Azzam, Fl Al-lihad Fiqh Wa ljtj!Jad, 53-4.
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centredness to altruism, and using his frames to resonate with the audiences' "cultural
tool kit". 128

'Azzam's approach is known as "motivational framing" described by Benford and Snow,
as an approach where leaders succeed in mobilising people through a call to arms or
normative collective action. In this context, participation is framed as "a moral duty or
obligation, whether driven by "moral shock" or by deeply held values and beliefs,
irrespective of the costs and benefits likely to affect those involved." 129 This explains the
participation of the foreign Muslim volunteers in the Afghan jihad - a high risk venture
without material incentives.

The dynamic approach in analysing the framing of 'Azzam's jihad ideas has been very
useful. It discloses that 'Azzam's effort to mobilise Muslims had not been a smooth
process. Indeed, he had to face much criticism and numerous counter- frames in the
process and had to dedicate significant effort to respond. Interestingly, the greater
challenges he encountered were from Muslims themselves and those who answered his
call. Some were appalled by the Afghans' religious practices and behaviours, which
according to their understanding were far from Islamic and therefore did not deserve
suppm1.

'Azzam's broad appeal to all Muslims brought an assortment of Muslims, some of whom
posed serious challenges among themselves and with the local Afghans. Some of them
were more radical. They promoted terrorism which was at odds with · Azzam' s classical
approach to jihad conduct. 'Azzam' s leadership was also challenged by those who
answered his call.

1 "~Carrie

Rosefsky Wickham, "Interest, Ideas and Islamist Outreach in Egypt,'' Islamic Activism: a Social
Movement Theory Approach, Quintan Wictorowicz, ed. (Indiana: Indiana University Press, 2004), 232;
Ann Swidler, "Culture in Action: Symbols and Strategies," American Sociological Review. 51, no. 2 (April
1986): 273,277,281.
1" 9 Carrie Rosefsky Wickham, "Interest, Ideas and Islamist Outreach in Egypt,"' 232.
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All these had tremendous impact on 'Azzam's two frames. However, they would not be
fully understood if serious consideration was not given to the interactive nature of ideas
and their context.
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CHAPTER6

THE IMPLICATION OF 'AZZAM'S IDEAS FOR NATIONAL SECURITY

Introduction

After analysing 'Azzam 's jihad ideas from a framing perspective, this chapter will seek to
analyse the implications of these ideas on national security.

The chapter will investigate the following research questions: 1) What are the
implications of'Azzam's jihad ideas on national security? 2) In what way could his ideas
pose a security problem?

The study will analyse the impact of 'Azzam' s ideas within the context of effecting
mobilisation.

Scholars on security and its related branches have acknowledged that the concept of
security today can be approached from two broad perspectives - traditional and nontraditional. The former concerns the survival of the state from extennination, or the
protection of its sovereignty from external powers that are set to subjugate its territory,
impose their will on it or interfere in its internal affairs. 1 Security in this context is
regarded as the most important value and the most treasured national interest. 2 The latter,
however, has been best described by Emma Rothschild in What is Security?:

''The ubiquitous idea, in the new principles of the 1990s, is of security in
an 'extended' sense. The extension takes four main forms. In the first, the
concept of security is extended from the security of nations to the security
of groups and individuals: it is extended downwards from nations to

1Prabakharan

Paleri, National Security: Imperatives and Challenges, (New Delhi: Tata-McGraw Hill,
2008), 33-4,42-3,66-7.
2Arnold Wolfers, "National Security as an Ambiguous Symbol," Political Science Quarterlv, 67, no. 4
(1952): 481-4.
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individuals. In the second, it is extended from the security of the nations to
the security of the international systems, or of a supranational physical
environment: it is extended upwards, from the nation to the biosphere. The
extension, in both cases, is in the sorts of entities whose security is to be
ensured. In the third operation, the concept of security is extended
horizontally, or to the sorts of security that are in question. Different
entities ( such as individual, nations and 'systems') cannot be expected to
be secure or insecure in the same way; the concept of security is extended,
therefore from military to political, economic, social, environmental, or
'human' security. In the fourth operation, the political responsibility for
ensuring security (or for invigilating all these 'concepts of security') is
itself extended: it is diffused in all directions from national states,
including upwards to international institutions, downwards to regional or
local government, and sideways to nongovernmental organisations, to
public opinion and the press, and to the abstract forces of nature or of the
market." 3

Despite the accepted use of the extended meaning of security, it must be noted that the
field of strategic studies remains closely associated with the traditional meaning of
security. In that respect, the concept of national security in this chapter will be largely
based on the traditional perspective of security while incorporating the new generation
warfare perspective, which is pm1icularly concerned with threats emanating from nonstate actors or trans-national groups and the use of asymmetric warfare tactics. All these
have been elaborated at length in chapter 2 which discussed the relevance of this study to
strategic studies.

The chapter will be divided into three sections. The first section identifies specific aspects
of 'Azzaro's jihad ideas which have serious implications on national security. The focus
here is on the content of the ideas, such as his concept and perspective on the law of jihad

3 Emma

Rothschild, "What is Security?," Daedalus, 124, no. 3 (Summer 1995): 55. See also Paleri,
National Security, chapter 3.
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which have already been elaborated on in the last two chapters. As this study is focused
on security, theological, social and other implications will not be discussed. However, it
should not be construed that they are any less important.

This section will highlight the negative implications of 'Azzam's jihad ideas and
practices for national security. It will identify and explicate how two of his ideas could
pose threats to state security. The two ideas are: 1) the duty to reclaim all past Muslim
lands that are currently part of, or occupied by, non-Muslim states, and 2) the duty to
wage jihad al-t alab (offensive jihad) against non- Muslim territories until they are either
part of or submit to the rule of Dar Al-Islam.

The second section highlights non-ideational structural factors that accompanied
· Azzam' s jihad ideas and contributed to its proliferation. They are: I) precipitant events
that provided justification for collective action frames and context for mobilisation, and
2) powerful allies that provided directly or facilitated indirectly, assistance for
mobilisation. The section argues that both contributed significantly to a petmissive
enviromnent for 'Azzam's jihad mobilisation. The section, then, shows the interplay
between · Azzam' s jihad ideas and these factors within our understanding of the current
threat from jihadist groups and the efforts to overcome it.

The third section identifies some of · Azzam' s jihad ideas, which despite their militant
jihadist bent, are different from the dominant ideas held by current jihadist groups like
AI-Qaeda. The section identifies these as rather '"positive" implications of· Azzam' s jihad
ideas and practices because they could potentially be used to counter the contemporary
jihadist ideas and practices. · Azzam' s jihad ideas and practices identified under this
category are his opposition to acts of rebellion against Muslim rulers and prohibition of
indiscriminate attacks, attacks against enemies outside cont1ict zones or in nonbelligerent countries, and the use of terror tactics.

'Azzam's Ideas and Security
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This section will discuss two of 'Azzam's jihad ideas which have direct implications for
national and international security.

The first, was his view that it was obligatory to reclaim all previous Muslim territories
which have come under non-Muslim rule today, such as Palestine, Chad, Eretria,
Chechnya, Romania, Bulgaria, Spain and Hungary. By his definition, Singapore should
also be included. He considered that armed jihad was imperative

(fare~

'ayn) in order to

fulfil this obligation, 4 This would require a Muslim state, individual or organisation to
instigate or wage armed jihad against the countries that rule those lands and, to a lesser
degree, to subvert or cause the fall of the ruling government or its annexation by a
Muslim state. Until this obligation is fulfilled, all Muslims are considered to be living in
.

sm.

5

Although 'Azzam agreed that the Muslim states and their subjects are obligated to honour
all international agreements, such as diplomatic agreements and the UN Charter
forbidding all hostilities, he considered the obligation of waging jihad as a greater
priority. 6 Thus, Muslim states would have to nullify their agreements in the name of
jihad. Until then, the process of subverting and undermining other governments
politically, economically and socially was the order of the day as no one country would
.

want to wage war agamst a strong enemy.

7

'Azzam's view would also mean that individual Muslims could take the initiative to form
a group and the group could network with similar groups across boundaries to fulfil the
obligation. This facilitated the emergence of trans-national groups like Al-Qaeda which
continues to subvert governments and subsequently wage jihad all over the world. 8
4 See

Chapter 4, section on the Ruling of Jihad. A similar view is held by ajihadist ideologue: 'Atlyyat
Allah AI-Ubly, Ajwibah Fi lfukm AI-Nafir Wa Sharf AI-Muta,>addl Li AI- Takfir, (publisher not cited, place
not cited, 2010), 4, http://www.tawhed.ws/c'?i=371 (accessed August 16, 2010).
5 Ibid.
6 See Chapter 4, section on Other Relevant Ideas to Jihad, Status of Jihad and Ruling of Jihad in Islam.
7 See Paleri 's Threat Matrix Cube that identifies eight types of threat to national security, 1) direct-overtinternal, 2) direct-covert-internal, 3) direct-oveii-external, 4) direct-covert-external, 5) indirect-overtinternal, 6) indirect-covert-internal, 7) indirect-overt-external, 8) indirect-covert-extrenal, in Paleri,
National Security, 85-9.
8Paleri, National Security, 85-9.
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Although 'Azzam's concept of the al-aman agreement would reqmre that Muslim
subjects of non-Muslim countries abide by their citizenship contract, 9 the idea that
Muslims are obligated to wage jihad for the liberation of all previous and current Muslim
lands that are occupied by non-Muslims has motivated some Muslims to undermine their
own governments, as seen in the London-based Al-Muhajiroun. 10 The terror plots by
citizens or permanent residents in non-Muslim countries, who were inspired by AlQaeda's militant jihad, are testimonies to this threat. Some of these terror groups and
their plots include:
•

The Singapore cell of the Indonesian Jemaah Islamiyah, which comprised of
Singapore citizens, planned attacks on various Western targets in the country. 11

•

Five individuals, who were mainly naturalised citizens of the United States, plotted
attacks on the Fort Dix military base in New Jersey. 12

•

Six Yemeni-Americans popularly referred to as the "Lackawanna Six" of the Buffalo
cell provided support to Al-Qaeda. 13

•

Four citizens of the United Kingdom carried out the London Underground bombing
on 7 July 2005. 14

•

Five men, who were either citizens or permanent residents of the United Kingdom,
were convicted for charges related to the plot of bombing the London Underground
on 21 July 2005. 15

•

Four Australian citizens plotted to attack a military base in Melbourne on August
2009. 16

'1

See Chapter 4, Conclusion.
Paleri's Threat Matrix Cube, in Paleri, National Security, 85-9.
11 See Ministry of Home Affairs, The White Paper: The Jema~h lslarniyah Arrest and the Threat ol
Terrorism, Singapore, 2003.
lc Amanda Ripley, "The Fort Dix Conspiracy," Time, 6 December 2007.
11 Roya Aziz and Monica Lam, "Profile: The Lackawanna Cell," PBS Frontline, 16 October 2003.
1 ~"In Depth: London Attacks," BBC News,
http:!/news.bbc.co.uk/2/shared/spl/hi/uk/05/london blasts/what happened/html/ (accessed August 2, 201 0).
15 "Fifth July 21 bomber faces sentence for failed London terror attack," Mai/online, 19 November 2007,
http://www .dai lymai l.co.u k/news/ article-494936/Fi fth-J ul y-21-bom ber-faces-sentence-fai I ed-Londonterror-attack.html (accessed October 25, 2010).
16 Cameron Stewart and Lauren Wilson, "Police swoop on Melbourne homes after Somali Islamist terror
plot exposed," The Australian, 4 August 2009.
10 See
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These subversive activities against the interests of non-Muslim countries also posed
serious national security concerns for Muslim countries when they were conducted within
their territories, as seen in the bombings in Indonesia. 17

Marc Sageman, in his study of various terrorism cases in Western countries, observed the
shift of the threat of terror attacks from external sources to "home-grown wannabes" who
were unaffiliated to jihadist groups but are aggrieved by international events such as the
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, and inspired by militant jihad ideas such as 'Azzam' s. 18

In this regard, respective governments have been understandably concerned with the
ideas espoused by 'Azzam and the existence of movements, and local and international
mobilisation. The existence of groups like Al-Qaeda and the Indonesian Jemaah
Islamiyah has proved that the implications for national security are not just theoretical.
The non-Muslim states which used to be Muslim territory spreads over various parts of
the world, and the emergence of trans-national groups or networks seeking to realise
'Azzaro's vision implies that the security concern cannot be restricted to the local level.

Another of 'Azzaro's ideas, which has implication for national security, was his idea of
jihad al-talab as discussed in chapter 4. To briefly recapitulate, 'Azzam considered that in
Islam, jihad is not only for defensive purposes. He argued that the requirement to wage
jihad al-talab was the final revelation on jihad, and had abrogated previous revelations on
the defensive character of jihad. To 'Azzam, the final revelation has determined that the
primary basis of the relationship between Muslims and non-Muslims or between Muslim
and non-Muslim states is war, and that it is necessary for Muslims to wage war until
God's religion is established and Muslims rule over all lands and people in this world. 19

17"Timeline: Indonesia bomb attacks," ABC News, 17 July 2009. See Paleri 's Threat Matrix Cube, Paleri,
National Security, 85-9.
18 Marc Sageman, Leaderless Jihad: Terror Networks in the Twentieth Century. (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2008), vii-viii, 133-6, 145-6.
19 See Chapter 4, section on Types of Jihad.
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While this may be accomplished through non-violent jihad (i.e. peaceful propagation),
'Azzam viewed armed jihad as an inevitable outcome of the hostile characteristics of

Jah"fi
1 ty ah .20
0

Furthermore, 'Azzaro considered that as long as Muslims have conveyed the message of
Islam to non-Muslims sufficiently, they may declare war and wage offensive jihad
against those who had refused to accept Islam or the rule of Muslims. In fact, he believed
it obligatory for a Muslim ruler to launch military expeditions against these territories at
least once a year. This ruling would stand, according to 'Azzam, until either the people
accepted Islam or submitted to the rule of Muslims, and can only be suspended by a
temporary ceasefire or peace agreement. 21

Unlike jihad al-daf (defensive jihad), this jihad duty is considered farq kifiiyah
(collective duty) and can only be executed by a Muslim authority. Thus, Muslim rulers
were obligated to carry out this duty and Muslim subjects were obligated to remind them
of the duty. If nothing was done, all Muslims would have to bear the sin. 22

For a non-Muslim ruler, having a neighbouring Muslim ruler who is seriously committed

.

to the idea of jihad al-talab, as propagated by 'Azzam, would indeed be a major concern.
This concern would naturally increase when the Muslim neighbouring country becomes
more powerful. 23

If 'Azzam's idea of jihad al-talab is widely accepted by Muslims and Muslim rulers, it
would have ramifications on the dynamics of international politics. Muslims, either
individually or in groups, may be encouraged to take on subversive actions against their
non-Muslim rulers, thus undermining national security. 24 Considering the number of
countries and the size of territories involved, this second idea would also have
international security ramifications.
" 0 See

Chapter 4, section on 'Azzam 's Worldview.
c See Chapter 4, section on Ethics and Rules of Jihad.
c2 See Chapter 4, section on Types of Jihad.
c3See Paleri's Threat Matrix Cube, in Paleri, National Security, 85-9.
' 4 Ibid.
·
1
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Not Just Ideas

The two previous chapters highlighted how ideas were important to 'Azzam' s efforts of
mobilising participants for jihad against the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. The two
chapters outlined how 'Azzam placed tremendous effort on ideological work such as
constructing his Islamist worldview and the two important collective action frames,
criticising opposing ideologies and frames and justifying his actions from the lens of his
Islamist worldview. This made up the bulk of his writing.

It is clear from these writings that his objective was not only to mobilise people to
perform jihad and repel the occupying Soviet enemy and its local collaborators from
Afghanistan (i.e. liberation from foreign occupation), but also to spread the Islamist
worldview which he believed to be the true understanding of Islam, and to establish an
Islamic state as the solution to the problems of Muslims.

The writings which 'Azzam produced were not mere nanatives about the world. They
covered all aspects of jihad and more importantly explicated in great detail the Islamist
worldview that is supposed to underlie Muslim action; and fatwas on various theological
issues from the Islamist viewpoint.

Conceptually, 'Azzam emphasised the importance of theological and ideological training
before and during participation in jihad, as discussed in chapter 4 on his concept of Al-

Qa' idah. He had put this into practice by organising various training camps and
conducting training sessions? 5

Based on the above, it could be said that 'Azzam' s approach to mobilisation was also
ideological.

: 5 'Azzam,

Qi?a:'i Wa Ahdiith, 126-7; Some of the material used in this study as listed in the bibliography are
transcripts from his lectures, classes and sermons delivered during training sessions. One example is Fl
-?iliil Siirat Al-Tawbah, a transcript of his lectures delivered at one ofthe training camps. See 'Azzam, Fl
;:ifiii Siirat A!- Taw bah, 17, 84, 88, 93; · Azzam, Al-As 'ilah Wa Al-Ajwibah, 18-9.
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It is important to note that militants and jihadists are not irrational. Despite their tendency
to take extreme measures, they work with rational calculation. 26 'Azzam was no
exception. Although they were not without flaws, the content of his ideas and their
constructions show tremendous rationality. 'Azzam would not have spent so much
resources and effort on ideological matters had they not been important to him. Indeed,
these matters served his cause.

The importance and effect of 'Azzam's ideological mobilisation can be found in the
testimonies of former participants of the jihad in Afghanistan, popularly known as the
"Afghan alumni". They testify that 'Azzam's books like The Defence Of Muslim Lands
and The Signs of Ar-Rahman had greatly influenced their decisions to come to
Afghanistan for jihad. 27

Another testimony is the proliferation of jihad groups in various parts of the world, the
result of the dispersal of members of the Afghan alumni who were exposed to the
ideological training during their jihad stint. This phenomenon has been noted by many
scholars and is mentioned in the first chapter of this study. 28

'Azzam' s ideological influence has been studied by the Combating Terrorism Center in
the U.S. The most influential jihad thinkers and the most popular writings among the
"'jihadist thinking class" has been documented in the Militant Ideology Atlas, a one-year
research project based primarily on Al-Maqdis1y's 29 website, the largest online repository
. I s:10
o f JI. ·1Hl d.1st 1natena

'('Tore Bjorgo (ed.), Root Causes of Terrorism: Myth, Realities and Ways Forward, (London: Routledge,
2005), 257.
c7 'Abd Allah Anas, Wjladat Al-Afj;han AI- 'Arab: Slrat 'AbdAllah An as Bayn Mas· tid Wa 'AbdAllah
'Azzam. (Beirut: Dar AI-Saqi, 2002), 14; Imam Samudra, Aku Melawcm Teroris, (Solo: Jazera, 2004), 414.
28 See

Chapter I, section on A Case for Case Study, subsection on The important role of the Soviet-Afghan
war. Some of the groups include the GIA (Algeria), GSPC (Algeria), LIFG (Libya). AI-Qaeda, JI
(Indonesia), ASG (Philippines), Hamas (Palestine) and Ibn Kha(tab's group (Chechnya).
29 '!~am @'A~im ibn Mul)ammad ibn Tahir AI-Barqawly who is popularly known as Abu Mul)ammad AIMaqdisly. He is a prominent salafiy-jihadist ideologue who is also the mentor of Abu Mu~'ab AI-Zarqaw!y,
the late emir of Al-Qaeda in Iraq. He has a dedicated website which is known as Min bar AI-Tawhld Wa AI-
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The study highlights the following findings on 'Azzam's lasting influence:

•

'Azzam was ranked sixth among the most-cited modem authors. 31

•

'Azzam's book The Defence Of Muslim Lands was ranked seventh among the most
downloaded materials on the subject of jihad ( 10,792 downloads).

•

Two of 'Azzam's other books were among the most downloaded materials on the
subject of jihad.

•

'Azzam's book The Signs of Ar-Rahman was one of the top 20 most downloaded
books from Al-Maqdis1y's www.tawhed.ws site.

•

Four of'Azzam's books were listed among the most popular texts. 32

In an online compilation of jihadist materials entitled JfaqJbah Al-Mujiihid (A Mujahid's
Bag) found in a radical forum presumably established as a recommendation for the study
of jihad, 'Azzam's name is included in a list of more than 50 individuals with 50 of his
works being among more than 2000 recommended readings (books and articles). 33

Also, 'Azzam's name has been constantly invoked as a source of inspiration and
legitimacy for jihadist groups and their supporters. A website that had dedicated itself to
disseminating news from various arenas ofjihad and promoting and soliciting support for
jihadism was named after him - azzam.com - until it was shut down after the 9/11

Jihad. The website hosts his writings and audio preachings and also serves as the largest jihadist online
library. The website is located at www.tawhed.ws. See William McCants, Militant ideology Atlas:
Executil·e Report, (West Point, New York: Combating Terrorism Center, November 2006), 8-9; see also
Joas Wagemakers, "The Transformation of a Radical Concept Al-Wala' wa Al-Bara' in the Ideology of
Abu Muhammad al-Maqdisi", Global Salafisrn: ishun 's New Religious Movement, Roe! Meijer, ed., (New
York: Columbia University Press, 2009), 91.
30 William McCants, Militant ideology Atlas: Executive Report, 4.
31 Ibid, 13
32 William McCants, Militant ideology Atlas: Research Compendium, 10-11, 22, 25.
33 Vahid Brown, "A Mujahid's Bookbag,"jihadica.com, http://www.jihadica.com/a-mujahids-bookbag/
(accessed August 2, 20 I 0).
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attacks. 34 Similarly, his name
.

operations.

IS

also used for vanous jihadist fighting units and

35

However, from the readings of 'Azzam's writings, it must be pointed out that it was not
ideas "all the way down" that had contributed to the success of his mobilisation efforts
from 1983 to his assassination in 1989.

Non-ideational structural factors have important contributions to 'Azzam's mobilisation
success as he himself has asserted in his writings. 'Azzam's ideological approach in
mobilising thousands of Muslims for the jihad in Afghanistan and increasing awareness
towards jihad and Islamism could be said to have succeeded due to opportunities such as
1) precipitant events that provided the justification for collective action frames and

context for mobilisation, and 2) the powerful allies that provided direct or indirect
facilitation for the mobilisation.

Precipitant event

The role of a precipitant event as a catalyst to political violence has been widely
recognised by scholars as noted in Rand's literature review of counte11errorism from a
social science perspective. Jt defines precipitant events as "an event or incident that helps
catalyze or trigger in behavior, pat1icularly a move toward violent action." The review
noted that one of the effects of a precipitant event is to provide a window of opportunity
for political action or violence. 36

The role of grievances as one of many root causes of political violence and precipitant
events as factors that feed into grievances have been widely recognised in the study of
political violence and terrorism. 37
~4

See http://web.archive.org/web/20001204063800/http://www.azzam.com/ (accessed August 2, 2010).
Ji udhayfah, son of 'Abd Allah 'Azzam, Interview by AI-' Arabi yah, 26 July 2005,
http://www.alarabiya.net/programs/2005/07/28/15351.html (accessed December 14, 2009); See also
Reuters, Militant group claims rocket attacks on Israel, 13 September 2009; Manzoor Ali Shah, "Peshawar
PC blast death toll reaches 17," Daily Times, 11 June 2009.
36 Darcy ME Noricks, "The Root Ca~ses of Terrorism," Social Science for Counterterrorism: Putting the
Pieces Together, PaulK. Davis and Kim Cragin, eds. (Santa Monica: Rand, 2009), 13.
37 Ibid, 13, 34-6. See Bjorgo (ed.), Root Causes of Terrorism, 256-62.
o
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Edward Newman writes, "certain conditions provide a social environment and
widespread grievance that, when combined with certain precipitant factors, result in the
emergence of terrorist organizations and terrorist acts." 38

Finally, Johan Eriksson concludes, in the study of threat politics using framing analysis,
that circumstantial factors facilitate and obstruct threat framing and thus contribute to its
societal salience. One of the three factors identified was the dramatic event. Based on
various studies, Eriksson writes, "It was suggested that dramatic events take on societal
salience more easily than both structural conditions and actors." 39

Precipitant or dramatic event here refers specifically to the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan. The gravity of the event on the Afghan Muslims provided an opportunity
for 'Azzam to emerge from his state of donnancy and take on the role of a jihad
mobiliser which catapulted him into prominence and gave credibility to his ideas among
Muslims. As noted in the last chapter, although 'Azzam had been an Islamist and was
inclined towards armed jihad after his participation in jihad against the Israeli occupation
of Palestine, he had ceased all armed jihad activities after the expulsion of the Palestinian
resistance movements from .T ordan in the early 1970s. 40 Hence if it was not for the event,
· Azzam would be unknown and would have had little impact. The prominent presence of
this event in 'Azzam' s collective action frames, as demonstrated in the previous chapter,
also testifies to its significance as a rallying call.

The event became a major source of grievance among Muslims. It is impm1ant to note
that prior to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, 'Azzam did not produce any work
instigating armed jihad among Muslims. Thus, it could be argued that both the grievances
created by the event and 'Azzam 's subsequent direct involvement as a jihad mobiliser,
38 Ibid,

13. See also Edward Newman, "Exploring the 'Root Causes' of Terrorism," Studies in Conflict &
Terrorism. 29, no. 8 (December 2006): 750.
39 Johan Eriksson, "Conclusion: Towards a Theory of Threat Politics," Threat Politics: New Penpectives on
Security, Risk and Crisis Mana[;ernent, Johan Eriksson, ed., (Aldershot, Ashgate, 2001), 220-2 .
.J 0 See Chapter I. section on A Case for Case Study, subsection 'Abd Allah 'Azzam: His life and role during
the Soviet-Afghan War and Chapter 4, section on 'Azzam 's World view and Jihad Ideas.
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became the motivation for crafting the two collective action frames. 41 It also provided
legitimacy, credibility and appeal to 'Azzam's jihad ideas and frames in the eyes of
Muslims at large.

The event also generated international support for the Afghan jihad cause from the
United States and its allies, thus lending support to 'Azzam's mobilisation efforts. 42 This
will be elaborated upon in the subsequent section.

The relationship between 'Azzam's mobilisation success and the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan has also been supported by scholars' in the field of political violence. Tore
Bjorgo' s conclusion on the root causes of terrorism is instructive. He writes,

"Repression by foreign forces or occupation by colonial powers has given
rise to a great many national liberation movements that have sought
recourse in terrorist tactics, guerrilla warfare, and other political means.
Despite their use of terrorist methods, some liberation movements enjoy
considerable support and legitimacy among their own constituencies, and
sometimes also from segments ofintemational public opinion." 43

Theda Skocpol, Frances F. Piven and Richard A. Cloward 44 highlight the importance of
historical context on the emergence of political violence. In this case, the Soviet invasion
was as much the context as the precipitant event. Piven and Cloward, in a comparative
study of the French and Russian revolutions, notes, ·'Popular insurgency does not proceed
from someone else's rules or hopes: it has its own logic and direction. It flows from

41

See Chapter 5, sections on 'Azzam's Worldview and Jihad Ideas and From Worldview to Collective
Action Frames.
42 See Chapter 1, section on A Case for Case Study, subsection on The impm1ant role of the Soviet-Afghan
war.
43 Bjorgo (ed.), Root Causes ofTerrorism, 259.
44 Noricks, "The Root Causes of Terrorism," 18-19. See also Theda Skocpol, States and Social revolutions:
A Comparative Analysis of France, Russia and China, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979);
France Fox Piven and Richard A. Cloward, Poor People's Movements: Why They Succeed, How They Fail,
(New York: Pantheon Books, 1979).
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historically specific circumstances: it is a reaction against those circumstances, and it is
also limited by those circumstances." 45

Power:fitl allies
Many researchers on the Soviet-Afghan jihad era have highlighted the involvement of the
United States and its allies in the form of financial, material and political support towards
armed jihad in Afghanistan, as part of their Cold War strategy against the communist
bloc. In facilitating the mobilisation and training of Muslim fighters and supplying
weaponry for jihad, they contributed to the Soviet withdrawal in 1989 and the fall of its
local collaborators in Kabul in 1992.46

The assistance was done covertly under the codename of Operation Cyclone. It was
estimated that between 1980-1987, the United States spent USD15-30 million to as high
as USD600 million a year on the operation. Part of the money was used to supply tens of
thousands of tons of weapons such as assault rifles, machine guns, mortars, rocketpropelled grenades and mines. 47

'Azzam attempted to downplay the United States' role in the Afghan jihad by denying
that any assistance reached the resistance groups, and kept emphasising that the US was
the enemy of Islam which sought to extinguish the spirit of jihad from Muslims.
Nonetheless, the presence of U.S. support can be inferred from his writings. 48

45 Ibid.

See also Piven and Cloward, Poor People's Movements, xi.
Sageman, Understanding Terror Networks, (Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania, 2004), 34-9,
56-59. See also George Crile, Charlie Wilson's War, (London: Atlantic Books, 2002), 508-9; Am in Saikal,
Modem Afghanistan: A HistOJ)' o{Stmggle and Survival, (London: L B Tauris, 2004), 198-200; Steve Coli,
Ghost Wars (London: Penguin Books, 2005), 46, 55-60, 88-9.
47
Saikal, Modern Akhanistan, 205; Kepel, Trail of Political Islam, 143, Crile, Charlie Wilson's War, 1656,214-6,263,269,409-10,414,514,519.
48 'Azzam, Al-As 'ilah Wa AI-Ajwibah, 11.
46 Marc
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For example, 'Azzam admitted rece1vmg Stinger missiles (portable surface-to-air
missiles) from the United States but claimed that the cost of each missile (USD70,000)
was borne by the Saudi government, thus avoiding giving credit to the United States. 49

This example corroborates with other research findings that there was collaboration
between Saudi Arabia and the United States in funding the Afghan jihad. The denial of
receiving direct assistance from the United States is not surprising. In fact, it corroborates
again with the research findings that all forms of support from the United States then,
were channelled through a third party, which may have been Pakistan or the Saudi
intelligence agency, before they were distributed to various Afghan groups. 50

In his writings, 'Azziim told stories of visits he and representatives of Maktab AlKhidmat made all over the United States for the purpose of rallying support for jihad,
apparently encountering no interference from the authority. He confirmed the existence
of an affiliate agency, Al-Kifiil} Refugee Centre, that helped to raise awareness, funds and
support for the jihad in Afghanistan, established by the Al-Fan1q Mosque in Brooklyn,
New York. He also had an account with the Independence Savings Bank for fundraising
purposes in the United States. 51 All these stories confinn that the United States then, did
not have a repressive policy towards the jihad mobilisation effm1s within its territory.

Saudi Arabia was one of the United States' key allies in supporting the Afghan struggle
against the invasion. Scholars noted that the Saudi government's dollar-for-dollar
matching of the United States financial suppmt amounted to millions of dollars. It also
adopted a non-intervention policy on jihad mobilisation within the country and lent

~ 9 Ibid, 5, 11; Azzam, F7Al-l!f7iid Fiqh Wa ljtihiid, 11, 21, 35; Azzam, F7L;iliil SllratAI-Tawbah, 105, 170;

Azzam, F7 AI- Ta 'iimur AI- 'Aiamly, 40-1; Crile, Charlie Wilson's War, 419-21, 430, 437-8; Coil, Ghost
Wars, 65-6.
50 Sageman, Understanding Terror Networks, 56-9; Saikal, Modern Afghanistan, 204-5; Crile, Charlie
Wilson's War, 198, 217, 341, 51 0; Coli, Ghost Wars, 63-8, 73-4, 81-4, 156.
51 'Azzam,Sa'iidahAl-BasharJyah, 87-92; 'AbdAllah 'Azzam, TheLojiyMountain, (London: Azzam
Publication, 2003), 47-53; 'Azzam, Muqaddimah, 55; Andrew Marshall, "Terror 'blowback' burns CIA,"
The independent, 1 November 1998; Benjamin Weiser, Susan Sachs and David Kocieniewski, "U.S Sees
Brooklyn Link to Terror Network," The New York Times, 22 October 1998.
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support through apparatuses such as the intelligence agency and religious authority, and
through semi-government organisations like the Saudi Islamic Relief Committee. 52

'Azzam was full of praise for Saudi generosity and support. He admitted that Saudi
citizens made up the largest group of foreign volunteers in Afghanistan. 53 'Azzam and his
associates were relatively free to tour the country and held conferences during haj
(pilgrimage) seasons. 54 There was even a fatwa by the Saudi Grand Muft1 55 on the
obligation of jihad in Afghanistan and of supporting it. The Saudi Arabian Red Crescent
and the Jeddah-based Muslim World League were involved in providing humanitarian
aid. 56 Other sources report that the Saudi Arabian national airline gave 75% discounts on
airfare tickets to Pakistan to support travellers who wished to join the jihad in
Afghanistan. 57

'Azzam's tours and mobilisation efforts also faced little intervention in other gulf
countries. He was full of praise for the generosity of Kuwaitis and Yemenis. 58

Pakistan was another key ally in the Afghan jihad against the Soviet invasion. Scholars
noted its function as the main conduit of United States' assistance for the Afghans
through its Inter-Services Intelligence agency. In addition, Pakistan initiated training for
the fighters, provided shelters and safe havens, opened borders and mobilised Pakistanis
for jihad. 59

s::Ibid, 31-4: 'Azzam. Al-As 'ilah Wa AI-Ajwihah, 19, 28, 43; Kepel, Trail of Political Mam, 143-5, 208;
Coli. Ghost Wars. 65-6. 154.
53 Ibid, 19, 38; Coli, Ghost Wars. 154, 83-4.
54 ' Azzam, Defence ofthe Muslim Lands, Introduction; 'Azzam, Silsilah Fi Al-Tarbiyah Vol. 11, 142.
55 Ibid; · Azzam, Qi;;a,> Wa Ahdiith, 174-5.
56 ' Azzam, Al-As 'ilah Wa AI-Ajwibah, 13; · Azzam, Qi;m,> Wa Ahdiith, 29; 'Azzam, Silsilah Ff AI- Tarbiyah
Vol. 12, 21-2; Coli, Ghost Wars, 154-5.
57 See "The Battle of the Lion's Den, Afghanistan, 1987," an account of the famous battle from various
sources published together in 'Azzam, Lofty Mountain, 85; An as, Wiliidat Al-Afghiin A!- 'Arab, 36.
58 Ibid, 1, 13, 38; Ibid; 'Azzam, Silsilah Fi AI- Tarblyah Vol. 11, 190-2; 'Azzam, Silsilah Fi A!- Tarblyah Vol.
12, 46; Kepel, Trail ofPolitical islam, 145.
59 Coli, Ghost Wars, 63-8; Sageman, Understanding Terror Networks, 56-9; Crile, Charlie Wilson's War,
103-5, 198-9,231.
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'Azzam held in high regard the President of Pakistan Ziaul Haq, and described him as a
staunch supporter who was willing to sacrifice his own life for the jihad in Afghanistan.
He viewed the death of Ziaul Haq in an airplane crash as a conspiracy against his support
of jihad. It was also a known fact that 'Azzam operated all his mobilisation work from
Peshawar, Pakistan and roamed the country freely until he himselfwas assassinated. 60

Thus, 'Azzam's accounts had pointed to a significant degree of tolerance, support,
facilitation (structural factors) or the lack of repressive policies by the United States and
its allies towards the works done by him and his associates in disseminating his ideas.
Indeed, helping the Muslim propaganda campaign against the Soviet occupation, which
included mobilisation for jihad, was part of the covert operation by the US and its allies. 61

Sageman also comes to the same conclusion. He writes,

"The global salafi jihad is without doubt an indirect consequence of U.S
involvement in that Afghan-Soviet war. Without the U.S support for that
jihad, the Soviets would probably not have withdrawn from Afghanistan.
U.S covert action supported a traditional jihad, which included foreign
Muslim volunteers." 62

In addition, 'Azzam' s mobilisation effm1s were significantly supported by the local
Afghans themselves. Shaykh 'Abd Rab Al-Rasul

Sayyat~

the leader of one of Afghan

groups popularly known among the Arabs as Al-Ittihad AI-Islamly provided guest
houses for foreign volunteers and land for training camps. 61

There is much evidence to support the existence of non-ideational structural factors that
contributed to the mobilisation and proliferation of 'Azzam' s ideas. However, the
objective here is not to provide an exhaustive list. Instead it is sufficient to validate the

60-3; 'Azzam, Al-As 'ilah Wa A!-Ajwibah, 3, 5, 32, 38, 41-2; 'Azzam, Fi ;p!iil Siirat A!- Tawbah, 41.
[bid, 51.
6 cSageman, Understanding Terror Networks, 56.
61 Ibid, 38; Anas, Wiliidat Al-Afghiin AI- 'Arab, 17-8.
60 Ibid,
61
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role of non-ideational structural factors based on 'Azzam's own accounts that were also
validated by other researchers.

Recognising that political/collective action and mobilisation does not occur in a vacuum
and that they are not only affecting but also affected by context, scholars have long
acknowledged the role of structural factors in constraining and facilitating movement of
political action and in providing the local and international environments that are
conducive (or otherwise) for successful mobilisation. 64

Specifically, many scholars of social movements have recognised the importance and the
positive effects of powerful allies within political elites on the movement's mobilisation
process. Resource mobilisation, a theory within the study of social movements, states that
the success of a movement's mobilisation is critically dependant on the availability of
resources and its effective use. One of the resources identified is the existence of
powerful allies like the United States and nations that sponsor the movement's
mobilisation. Another theory within the study of social movements

IS

political

opportunity which holds that the success of a movement is due to the political
opportunities available to it. Among the many opportunities identified by the theory is the
existence of powerful allies among the political elites that enable and facilitate
mobilisation. 65
6 ~Matti Hyvarinen, "The emerging context into collective action," The Political Context of Collective
Action: Power, Argumentation and Democracy, Ricca Edmondson, ed., (New York: Routledge, 1997), 356, 42-4; Joe Fowcraker, "Social movement theory and the political context of collective action," The
Political Context of Collective Action: Puwer, Argumentatio11 and Democracy, Ricca Edmondson, ed.,
(New York: Routledge, 1997), 64-7; Chris Rootes, ·'Shaping collective action: structure, contingency and
knowledge'', The Political Context ofCollectil'e Action: Power, Argumentation and Democracy. Ricca
Edmondson, cd., (New York: Routledge, 1997), 94-101; Ricca Edmondson and Frank Nullmeier,
"Knowledge, rhetoric and political action in context", The Political Context of Collective Action: Power,
Argumentation and Democracy, Ricca Edmondson, ed., (New York: Routledge, 1997), 211-3; DavidS.
Meyer, "Political Opportunity and Nested Institutions," Social Movement Studies. 2, no. I (2003): 18-23,
30-1; Mayer N. Zald and Roberta Ash, ''Social Movement Oragnizations: Growth, Decay and Change,''
Social Forces 44, no. 3 (March 1966): 330-2; Robert D. Benford and David Snow, "Framing Processes and
Social Movements: An Overview and Assessment," Annual Review of Sociology, 26, (2000): 628-30.
65 David S. Meyer, "Opportunities and Identities: Bridge-Bui !ding in the Study of Social Movements,"
Social Movements: Identity Culture and the State, David S. Meyer, Nancy Whittier and Belinda Robnett,
eds., (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 12-9; Nancy Whittier, ''Meaning and Structure in Social
Movements," Social Movements: Identity Culture and the State. DavidS. Meyer, Nancy Whittier and
Belinda Robnett, eds., (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 12-9; J. Craig Jenkins, "Resource
Mobilization Theory and the Study of Social Movements," Annual Reviews of Sociology, 9 (1983): 529,
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Mayer N. Zald and John D. McCarthy, in a study of the effect of religious institutions on
movement's mobilisation, write:

"Resource mobilization perspectives have stressed that resources and the
structures of everyday life are important to understanding social
movement processes, and the behavior of religious groups in this regard
offer extensive illustrations of the point. Rather than stressing the role of
religious belief in such facilitation, which was common earlier, we stress
how religious institutional structures may affect social movement
.

.

.,66

traJectones.'

Zald and McCarthy also highlight how the civil rights movement benefited tremendously
from the role played by pre-existing religious institutions such as churches and religiousbased societies. 67 This is similar to the findings in this study on the role played by preexisting Islamic groups like the Muslim World League and religious establishments in
Saudi Arabia and other Muslim countries that had significantly helped to boost the
Afghan jihad mobilisation efforts.

It could be argued that the second implication here (i.e. the importance of non-ideational
structural factors, specifically powerful allies in effecting jihad mobilisation in
Afghanistan) is supported by the general position held by many scholars that structural
factors do determine the trajectory of ideas.

It has been concluded in the last chapter that the construction of 'Azzam' s jihad frames

was not ideational "all the way down'' as it was also shaped by non-ideational factors. It
could also be said that the effects of' Azzam's jihad ideas were also due to non-ideational
531, 533, 535, 543; Jeffrey M. Ayres, "From Competitive Theorizing Towards a Synthesis in the Global
Study of Political Movements: Revisiting the Political Process Model," International Sociology, 12, no. I
(March 1997): 48-50, 52-4, 56.
66 Mayer N. Zald and John D. McCarthy, "Religious Groups as Crucibles of Social Movements," Social
Movements In an Organizational Society, Mayer N. Zald and John D. McCarthy, eds., (Oxford:
Transaction Books, 1987), 70. See also 71-2, 75, 77.
67
lbid, 71.
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structural factors. These factors were: 1) precipitant events that created major grievances,
and 2) an organised political, financial, material and military support at the international
level under the sponsorship of the United States as part of its Cold War rivalry against the
Soviet Union, and at the local level by various governments within their jurisdictions.
The consequences of these two factors were a permissive environment to effect
mobilisation for jihad in Afghanistan and the proliferation of militant jihad. Some of the
consequences were, 1) the arrival of thousands of non-Afghan volunteers for jihad who
were then exposed to the jihad ideas from 'Azzam and other strands of Islamism, 68 2) the
propagation of Islamism and jihad ideas to the Muslim masses through public talks at
mosques, organisations and conferences, and the circulation of print, audio and video
materials, 3) fundraising of millions of dollars that were partially used for ideological
propagation and mobilisation on a large scale.

These factors led to the exposure of thousands of Muslims to 'Azzam's jihad ideas,
encompassing the two ideas mentioned earlier which could have ramifications for the
national security of certain countries and to a greater extent, international security. Some
jihadists were responsible for sustaining the ideas long after 'Azzam's death and the end
of jihad in Afghanistan, and some contributed to its mutation into a more radical and
pennissive form of jihad. This pennissive form justified armed jihad at any place, by any
Muslim (children included), targeting everybody (civilians, fellow Muslims and houses
of worships) and using any tactic (suicide, betrayal or robbery) as long as the intention is
to achieve glory for Islam. All this on the pretext that Islam permits committing small
forbidden acts for the greater good (glory for Islam).

'Azzam's Ideas and Countering Terrorism

The third implication of' Azzam' s ideas is perhaps the most important. It is potentially a
potent counter-argument to current jihadist ideology. Unlike the previous two ideas of
'Azzam discussed in the previous section, it has a positive implication to the cuJTent
security problem ofjihadist ideology.
6 ~Crile,

Charlie Wilson's Wor, 521.
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The review of 'Azzam's ideological materials and his biography as discussed in chapters
1, 3 and 4 indicate that there are significant differences between 'Azzam's ideas and

practices and the current dominant jihadist strands, as exemplified by Al-Qaeda. These
differences provide a window of opportunity to refute Al-Qaeda's ideology and discredit
their practices and may be used to dissuade current militants and other Muslims from
joining them or from subscribing to their ideology. If more jihadists can be persuaded to
abandon their current ideology and/or practice as the Egyptian Al-Jamaah Al-Islam1yah,
Sayyid Imam Al-Shar1f (a former leader of the Egyptian Al-Jihad) and the Libyan
Islamic Fighting Group had done, and less Muslims are attracted to the ideology, the
current jihadist threat can be reduced significantly.

Based on the review in chapter 4, the differences between 'Azzam's jihad ideas and
practices and Al-Qaeda and its ilk can be summarised as follows:
•

'Azzam discouraged rebellion against Muslim rulers. 69

•

'Azzam discouraged attacks on Western countries, be they attacks on Western targets
or people located there. On the basis of al-aman agreement, Muslims who have been
given permission to live or enter a country have in effect entered into security
agreements that forbid any act of hostilities or legal infringements. 70

•

'Azzam was against violating Muslim lives. 71

•

'Azzam and his foreign followers did not practice random, indiscriminate attacks that
caused civilian death.

•

'Azzam and his foreign followers did not attack the enemy's interests outside the
conflict zone.

•

'Azzam and his foreign followers did not practice terror tactics such as hijacking,
kidnapping civilians, bombing civilian places (including houses of worship) and
robbery for the purpose of raising funds. 72

6 '1See

Chapter 4, Conclusion.
See Chapter 4, sections on Other Relevant Ideas to Jihad, subsection on The Division of Lands, Ethics
and Rules of Jihad sub-section Peace Agreement & Cease Fire and Conclusion.
71 See Chapter 4, section on Ethics and Rules of Jihad, subsection on Illegitimate Targets.
nSee Chapter 4, Conclusion.

70
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The last three points were based on the fact there were no records or reports of such
practices during 'Azzam's lifetime and this corroborates with findings of other
researchers 73 as well as with the literature on the Afghan jihad written by its alumni. One
of them is Abdullah Anas, an Algerian, who rejects Bin Laden's self-declaration of war.
In 2002, An as, who was also one of the commanders of the foreign volunteers during the
Afghan jihad, wrote The Birth of the Afghan Arabs in which he stressed that the Afghan
jihad in the 1980s did not introduce the culture of kidnapping civilians and killing them. 74
The mujahidin were also not enjoined to overthrow their governments upon return to
their homelands. Moreover, the Russian and Afghan embassies were even left unharmed
by the Afghan mujahidin. 75

Anas further recalled how · Azzam respected the lives of foreigners in Afghanistan. There
was an incident in which 'Azzam picked up three female Westerners who were waiting
for a taxi to get home at a very late hour. When asked why he had given them a lift,
'Azzam said that he did not want them to be exposed to any harm as the village they were
passing through was known for its banditry. 76

Another Afghan veteran who has openly condemned Al-Qaeda is Nu'man ibn 'Uthman,
better known in the Westem media as "Noman Benotman". He attended a conference of
jihadists from across the Arab world in 1996 in which Bin Laden and Ayman AlZawahidy were galvanising support to spread their ideological virus. During the
conference, ibn 'Uthman had argued that attacking the US would lead them nowhere. 77 In

73 See

Chapter 1, section on A Case for Case Study, subsection on Abdullah · Azzam: His life and role
during the Soviet-Afghan War.
74 'Abd Allah Anas, Interview by Al-'Arablyah, 27 December 2005,
http://www.alarabiya.net/articles/2005/12/2711986l.html (accessed August 2, 20 I 0).
75 'Abd Allah Anas, Interview by AI-'Arabiyah, 2 January 2006,
http://www .alaraqi_ya.net/programs/2006/0l/02119984.html (accessed August 2, 201 0).
76 Ibid.
77 Peter Bergen and Paul Cruickshank, "Osama bin Laden is losing the fight within," The Australian, 28
June 2008.
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an open letter to Al-;t;:awahir1y, ibn 'Uthman argued that the citizens of Western countries
were not to be blamed or killed. 78

Finally, the review of 'Azzam's writings m chapter 4 also did not reveal that he
harboured any views that would justify such practices.

In contrast, Bin Laden in his famous 1998 declaration of war, called upon Muslims to
attack the enemy (military and civilians) wherever they could be found, a point he
demonstrated in the 9111 attacks. 79 He also instigated Muslims to rebel against Muslim
rulers, allegedly, the lackeys of the infidel powers as outlined in his 1998 fatwa against
the Saudi govemment. 80 The randomness of their attacks, which also sacrificed Muslim
lives and extended beyond the conflict zones, has been visible in various terror incidents
all over the world. In a study entitled Deadly Vanguards: A Study of al-Qaida's Violence
Against Muslims, 313 attacks have been identified as being perpetrated by Al-Qaeda
from 2004-2008 in 17 different countries involving public places such as hotels and
markets, and 75 percent of the casualties of these attacks were Muslims. The study
compares this finding with 23 other attacks identified with Al-Qaeda from 1995 to 2003
and notes, "the trends reflected from 1995 to 2003 do not differ significantly from those
in 2004 to 2008, excluding 9111, and comparison shows that al-Qa'ida is growing more
violent and less discriminate." 81 Al-Qaeda itself admitted to this fact when its
spokesperson issued an apology for "the unintended Muslim victims of the mujahedeen
operations" in December 2009. 82

-xThe letter was published by the Jamestown Foundation in November 2007. It can be found at
http://counterideology.multiply.com/journal/itemll 05/Just sharing No man Benotman Advice to Dr. Ayman Zawahiri Nov 2007 (accessed August 2, 201 0).
; 0 "Declaration of War Against Americans Occupying the Land of the Two Holy Places," PBS Online
Ne>vshour (August 1996); "World Islamic Front statement on Jihad against Jews and Crusaders," Al-Quds
AI- 'Arably, 23 February 1998; See his admission in "Osama bin Laden transcript: AI-Qaeda leader says
Zacarias Mousaoui had no link to 9/11 attacks," msnbc.com (23 May 2006),
http://www .msnbc.msn.comlid/12938808/ (accessed October 25, 20 I 0).
80 Ibid.
81 Scott Helfstein, Nassir Abdullah and Muhammad Al-Obaidi, Deadly Vanguards: A Study of al-Qaida 's
Violence Against Muslims, (West Point, New York: Occasional Paper Series, Combating Terrorism Center,
December 2009), 2, 6, 9, 11.
~ 2 "Al-Qaeda offers 'condolences' for innocent victims," CNN, 13 December 2009.
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In addition to the reverence of 'Azzam and his ideas by the current jihadist groups, the
anti-Soviet jihad of the 1980s remains the justification for their violence. Potential
recruits are constantly exposed to riveting stories of past victories and miraculous
incidents on the battlefield. There is a conscious attempt to give legitimacy to the struggle
by drawing direct parallels with the past Afghan jihad.

The inconsistencies found in 'Azzam' s ideas identified in the prevwus chapter also
provide opportunities to mitigate the appeal of'Azzam's ideas among potential recruits.

How all these implications are addressed, however, will be elaborated upon in the next
chapter, which will address all the issues arising from this study.

Conclusion

'Azzam's jhad ideas and practices have both negative and positive implications on
national security. The negative implications arise from two of his ideas, 1) the duty to
reclaim all past Muslim lands that are currently part (occupied) of non-Muslim states, and
2) the duty to wage jihad al-talab against non-Muslim territories until they were either
part of or had submitted to the rule of Dar Al-Islam. These two ideas threaten state
security because they encourage the construction of hostile intent among Muslim rulers,
individuals and organisations that could lead to plans and actions to subvert or weaken
non-Muslim govemments politically, militarily, socially or economically until they
submit to Dar Al-Islam.

However, the effect of 'Azzam' s jihad ideas was also enhanced by two important nonideational structural factors: 1) precipitant event that provided justification for collective
action frames and conducive context for mobilisation, and 2) powerful allies that directly
provided or indirectly facilitated mobilisation. Both created a permissive environment for
jihad mobilisation.
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Although the abovementioned structural factors have been based on a specific study of
'Azzam, they have value in addressing the current security concern posed by jihadist
ideology. As indicated earlier, many scholars have looked into the role of such structural
factors in affecting framing and ideological mobilisation. This would mean that the two
structural factors have relevance in addressing the current situation, and the battle of
ideas against jihadist ideology would also require identifying other structural factors
specific to the context.

The parallel between the findings here with other researches also lend support to the preexisting view held by scholars with regards to the role of precipitant events and powerful
allies in a movement's mobilisation.

The positive implication of 'Azzam's ideas and practices are that they may be used to
discourage indiscriminate attacks, rebellions against the Muslim rulers, attacks against
the enemies outside the conflict zone or in non-belligerent countries, and the use of terror
tactics. His ideas in this regard and his practices during the Afghan jihad period were free
from such excesses and could provide potent arguments in undennining contemporary
jihadist ideas.
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CHAPTER 7

'AZZAM & BEYOND: INSIGHTS FOR CURRENT COUNTER-JIHADISM

WORK

Introduction

The first two chapters of this study provided the rationale for the study and its relevance
within the field of strategic studies and the current threat of jihadist teiTorism, giving this
study both academic and practical value.

The third chapter provided the theoretical and historical foundation to the study by
ofTering a literature review on various jihad thoughts found among Muslims today, within
which 'Azzam'sjihad ideas can be located.

The fourth chapter provided in-depth descriptions of 'Azzam's jihad ideas in order to
verify his classical roots and militant inclinations.

The fifth and sixth chapters analysed 'Azzam's jihad ideas. The former used framing to
dissect the construction of the ideas and understand their dynamic interactions with
various exogenous factors. The latter analysed the effect of the ideas on national and
international security from the perspective of traditional strategic studies.

The study of' Azzam's jihad ideas and practices in the previous chapter has also revealed
the following:

•

Two of 'Azzam's ideas have possible negative impacts on the national security of
many non-Muslim countries and could potentially have serious repercussions on
global security.

•

Structural factors are also responsible for 'Azzam's popularity and the proliferation of
his ideas.
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•

'Azzam's ideas and practices may m fact have the potential to counteract current
jihadist ideology and mitigate its security threat.

Despite focusing on 'Azzam, this study also seeks to uncover lessons that would
contribute to the existing work against jihadist groups. 1 In this regard, this final chapter
will seek to address the above three findings and all other issues arising from this study
with the objective of providing insights to delegitimise the current jihadist ideology and
mitigate its threat to state and international security.

Issues Arising: Insights & Recommendations

Addressing 'Azzam 's ideas
The two ideas of' Azzam identified as possible security concems at both state and global
levels are: 1) the duty to wage jihad al-taJab against non-Muslim territories until they
become part of Dar Al-Islam or recognise the authority of Dar Al-Islam, and 2) the duty
to reclaim all lands that were historically pmi of Dar Al-Islam.

These two ideas pose security concems as they encourage hostilities toward non-Muslim
states and governments. From the perspective of national security, where the stakes are
high, understanding potentially threatening beliefs is imp01iant in order to preempt any
hostility.

The imp01iance of understanding beliefs in determining a leader's course of action or as
causal mechanisms in international relations and foreign policy has been recognised,
especially in studies on operational codes. 2 Stephen G. Walker and Mark Schafer write,
"beliefs as subjective representations of reality'' matter in the explanation of world
politics in several ways not addressed well by general intemational relations theories.
From the cognitive theories perspective however, according to Walker and Schafer, belief

1See

Chapter 1, section on Background to the Study, subsection on The importance of counter-ideology.
G. Walker and Mark Schafer, "Structural International Relations Theories and the Future of
Operational Code Analysis," Beliefs and Leadership in World Politics, Mark Schafer and Stephen G.
Walker, eds., (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006), 23R, 240.
2 Stephen
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can "operate as causal mechanisms independently of the realities ... Instead of passively
reflecting reality, they steer the decisions of leaders by shaping the leaders' perception of
reality, acting as mechanisms of cognitive and motivated bias that distort, block and
recast incoming information from the environment. .. This role for beliefs is particularly
likely when the environment is uncertain .... It is also very likely when new information
does not fit with a leader's preexisting beliefs based on old information, stereotypes, or
other cognitive biases associated with threats to vested interests, or aroused by strong
emotions such as fear, anger, shame or hate." 3

It is important that these two ideas be addressed as they can also be found in the current

strand ofjihadism, especially that of Al-Qaeda's. Thus, addressing these ideas has direct
relevance and significance in countering contemporary jihadism and inoculating Muslims
against it. Conceptually, this should be attempted by deconstructing, revisiting and
reinterpreting classical works that had been the basis for 'Azzam' s ideas. This process
should be addressed by specialists and scholars of Islamic studies specialising in the
study of jihad ideas with the ability to reconstruct new jihad ideas that are true to Islamic
principles, suited to the existing environment and that address the security concerns
identified in this study. The resulting work would be imp011ant in countering the jihadism
that is currently being propagated among Muslims both in the real world and in
cyberspace. 4

In practice, however, the above process has already begun and is on-gomg. This is
particularly so in reference to the idea of jihad

al-tal~b

and the argument that underlies it

(i.e. the abrogation of all previous revelations after the revelation of the verse in the ninth
chapter of the Quran). 5 The reformist strand of jihad has been mostly responsible in
deconstructing, revisiting and reinterpreting the idea of jihad al-taJab found in classical
works long before the emergence of the current scourge of jihadist groups. Some of the
prominent figures in this strand are M uqammad · Abduh and Maqmud Shaltut, both were
3 Stephen

G. Walker and Mark Schafer, "Belief System as Causal Mechanism in World Politics: An
Overview of Operational Code Analysis," Beliefs and Leadership in World Politics, Mark Schafer and
Stephen G. Walker, eds., (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006), 5. See also Ibid, 239.
4 See Chapter 1, section on Background to the Study, subsection on The threat of jihadist terrorism.
5See Chapter 3, section on Reformist Viewpoint.
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the Grand Shaykh of Al-Azhar, Sa'J:d Ramacj.an Al-But1y, and Yusuf Al-Qaracj.aw1y
whose work on the jurisprudence of jihad was recently published in 2009. A review on
this strand has been made in chapter 3 of this study.

An interesting development is the publishing of works by former Muslim militants who
have renounced their violent ideology. These militants were from the Egyptian AlJama'ah Al-Islam1yah, Egyptian Al-Jihad and the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group. They
have produced more than 25 volumes of writings in which they review their previously
held violent ideologies and criticise existingjihadist groups like Al-Qaeda. 6

The reformists have offered three responses on the idea of jihad al-taJab . They assert that
the jihad is defensive in character, and argue that there are no scriptural evidences to
support the abrogation claim. They hold that verses on jihad cannot be interpreted in
isolation. Instead these verses must be reconciled with other verses to produce a true
understanding of jihad in Islam. In this respect, Muslim scholars have agreed that verses
whose meanings are general and unconditional i.e. to wage jihad against all infidels, must
be interpreted as conditional (i.e. to wage jihad against aggressors only). Jihad al-taJab, to
them, contradicts the Islamic principles they uphold which is that the basis of relations
between Muslims and non-Muslims is peace and that difference of faith is not a
justification for jihad. 7

Secondly, the reformists have sought to contextualise the classical strand in two ways: 1)
understand the classical view within its historical context, 2) offer a modem
understanding of them by tapping on other modem fields of study. On the former, they
argue that views found in classical works were shaped by the constant wars between
Muslims and non-Muslims (the Romans and the Persians) and the political culture then

6 0mar

Ashour, "Ending Jihadism?: The Transformation of Armed Islamist Movements," Arab Reform
Bulletin, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, September, 2009,
http://www.carnegieendowment.org/arbl?fa=show&article=23805 (accessed August 4, 20 I 0).
7Abu lshaq AI-Shapbiy, Al-Muwafaqat Fi UJul AI-Fiqh, (Bayrut: Dar AI-Ma'rifah, 1997, Vol. 3), 97-8,
233-5; Abu I-[ amid Al-Ghazafiy, Al-MustaJfli Min 'Jlrn AI- U,stl/, (Bayrut: Dar li)ya' AI-Turath AI-· Arab!y,
1997, Vol. 2), 48-50; Mui)amamad ibn 'Ally Al-Shawkan1y, lrshiidA!-Fului/Jld Tahq!qAl-JfaqMin 'Jim
Al-U,si/1, (Bayrut: Dar AI-Kutub Al-'llm1yah, 1999, Vol. 1), 532-4,475.
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when war was the preferred means of solving conflicts between states. On the latter,
some of them argue, based on the theories in the study of international relations, that the
view was fundamentally a response to the prevailing anarchic international system. They
offered the perspective of offensive realism, which holds that the anarchic international
system provides strong incentives for states to continuously strive for maximum
accumulation of power in relation to other states so as to guarantee its own hegemonic
power. In doing so, states pursue expansionist policies when and where the benefits of
doing so outweigh the costs. A non-hegemonic power in an anarchic international system
would be constantly concerned that other states would use force on it. 8
Thirdly, the ref01mists stress upon the importance of understanding jihad in the light of
the international conventions, which recognise self-defence as the only justification for
war. It represents the reformist interpretation of what has been an ambiguous area in the
works of traditional Islamic jurisprudence. Reformists argue that:
•

the underlying values and principles of international law on war are similar to fiqh of
jihad, which seeks to limit the destructive nature of war by imposing a code of
conduct;

•

the principles of Islamic jurisprudence recogmse customs and conventions as
secondary sources of law, and Muslim scholars are in agreement that the law should
be tailored, adjusted and changed in accordance to in the context of time and place as
long they do not contravene any principles of the shari' ah;

•

failure to abide by international conventions will put the Muslim states, communities
and Islam itself in a negative light. Muslim states also risk being sanctioned, to the
detriment of the ummah. 9

8Jeffrey W. Taliaferro, "Security seeking under anarchy: Defensive realism revisited,'' International
Security, 25, no. 3 (Winter 2000/01 ): 128-9.
9 See Abdullahi Ahmed An-Na' im, "Why should Muslims abandon Jihad'? Human rights and the future of
international law," Third World Quarterly, 27, no. 5 (2006): 785 and 788; Anisseh Van Engeland, "The
differences and similarities between intemational humanitarian law and Islamic humanitarian law: Is there
ground for reconciliation?", Journal of Islamic Law and Culture, I 0, no. I (April 2008): 84, 88-9, 91-2, 946; Anke Iman Bouzenita, "The Siyar- An Islamic Law of Nations?", Asian Journal of Social Science, 35.
no. 1 (2007): 32-5; Majid Khadduri, "Islam and the Modem Law of Nations," The American Journal of
International Law, 50, no. 2 (April 1956): 370-1; David A. Westbrook, "Islamic International Law and
Public International Law: Separate Expressions of World Order," Virginia Journal of1ntemational Law,
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In the conclusion of chapter 3, it is noted that the reformist view of jihad is the dominant
strand held by mainstream Muslims, and that Muslim scholars today are making serious
and continuous efforts to revisit the classical viewpoint to suit the modem context. Thus,
the dissemination of the reformist perspective among Muslims could potentially
undermine jihadism. Also, tapping on the cultural stock and symbols prevalent among
Muslims would give it greater resonance, especially when they are voiced through
individual Muslim scholars such as Al-Qaraqaw1y, or collectively, as exemplified by the
Mardin Conference 10 and Amman Message 11 or via respected institutions such as the AlAzhar University. Indeed, since the 9/11 attacks, the reformists have taken many
initiatives in denouncing Al-Qaeda and jihadism. This, however, should not replace
efforts to address the radicalisation of Muslim youth by jihadism given that the main
structural factor, i.e. the continual ''occupation" of Iraq and Afghanistan, remains.

However, the same cannot be said about the v1s10n of reclaiming historically Muslim
lands as a religious obligation. A review of various works on jihad, particularly from the
reformist strand, reveals a puzzling lack of attempts to study, deconstruct or contextualise
it. Muslim scholars have not responded to the militant strand's position on the issue of
historical Muslim lands, neither have they attempted to reconcile the classical view on
reclaiming occupied Muslim tenitories with the modem conception of the nation state.
819 (1992-3): 835-9, 848-55; Muhammad Haniff Hassan, "Contextual ising the Fiqh- or Law- of Jihad,"
RSIS Commentaries, (3 April 2007).
1uThe Mardin Conference was organised with the objective of revisiting the fa twa of Ibn Taymiyah, which
has been used by jihadist groups to justify indiscriminate violence, rebellions against rulers and the
excommunication of fellow Muslims. The fatwa stated that it was permissible to attack the city of Mardin
whose ruler and its defending army were Muslims but had submitted to rule ofthc Mongols who were
based in Baghdad, with the objective of reestablishing Islamic authority. The fatwa permitted the sacrifice
of Muslim civilians in the process as a matter of the lesser evi I. The conference, attended by 15 reputable
Muslim scholars from all over the world, declared that the use of this fatwa by jihadist groups has been
erroneous and inapproptiate in today's context. The conference also assetied that the classification of lands
into Dar Al-lslam and Dar Al-fiarb should no longer be applicable today and that peace should be the basis
of current intemational relations. See Introduction to the Mardin Conference and the Conference
Declaration, http://www.mardin-fatwa.com/about.php (accessed August 4, 2010); Tom Heneghan, "Muslim
scholars recast jihadists' favorite fatwa," Reuters, 31 March 20 l 0.
11 The Amman Message was an initiative by King Abdullah II of Jordan and was endorsed by more than
200 Muslim scholars from all over the world, against the proliferation ofjihadist fatwa in Muslim society.
Declared on 9 November 2004, it emphasises the importance of the tolerance of differences, prohibition of
takfir and what constitute a legitimate fatwa for Muslims today. The Amman Message's official website,
http://www.ammanmessage.com/ (accessed August 4, 2010).
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It must be noted that the modem nation-state concept was a European solution to the wars
that had plagued the continent for decades. It was realised through the Treaties of
Westphalia in 1648 which brought an end to the dynastic competition and conflicts
between the Protestant and Catholic communities of Europe. 12 As a result, Europe was
divided into demarcated territories where the right of a prince to rule over the territory
and the people living within it was recognised. This eventually led to the emergence of
the modem concept of sovereign states. 13

Although the Muslim world had not been free from internal wars, a multilateral
settlement such as the Treaties of Westphalia or their equivalent had never occurred in
Muslim history. Even during the period of multiple dynasties within the Muslim world,
the idea of a unitary polity was still upheld.

The state system practiced in the Muslim world today had been introduced by the
European colonialists as exemplified by the 1916 Sykes-Picot Agreement between France
and the United Kingdom for the control of the Middle East, and the 1824 Anglo-Dutch
Treaty of 1824 for the control of the Malay Archipelago. The system did not emerge out
of the Muslim's own tradition or initiative. Even today, a majority of the Muslim scholars
are hopeful that all Muslim countries be reunited under a single polity. Hence there has
been little effort advanced into rethinking the configuration of the state system of the
countries that had previously been part of Muslim territory.

The closest position has been that of An-Na'im within the reformist strand mentioned in
chapter 3. He suggests that, in view of the current context, the idea of jihad as '"the
unilateral use of force by Muslims in pursuit of political objectives and outside the
institutional fi"amework of international legality and the rule of law in general" should be
12 See Wyndham A. Bewes, "Gathered Notes on the Peace of Westphalia of 1648," Transactions of the
Grotius Society. 19, Problems of Peace and War, Papers Read Before the Society in the Year 1933, 1933,
pp. 61-73; Derek Croxton, "The Peace of Westphalia of 1648 and the Origins of Sovereignty,"
International Historical Review, 2, no. 3 (September 1999): 569-91; Gregory A. Raymond, "Westphalia,"
Encyclopaedia of lmernational Relations and Global Politics, Martin Gtiffiths, ed., (London: Routledge,
2005), 856-8.
11 Croxton, ''The Peace of Westphalia;' 591.
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abandoned. He seeks to fully assimilate Islamic jurisprudence of jihad into existing
international law and reinterpret them through the contemporary framework of
international law and the political system. 14 However, this perspective only addresses the
fundamentals of jihad al-talc;tb in order to prevent Muslims from waging wars against
other states in the name of jihad. Accepting the current framework would only indirectly
suggest that Muslims must forego the right to claim those lands historically under
Muslim rule which are presently part of legitimate sovereign states. What has not been
addressed are issues such as why militant jihad in this regard is considered wrong, why
the classical view has to be reinterpreted with new perspectives, and why the current
changes require new thinking. These are gaps in knowledge which should be addressed
by scholars and relevant institutions in view of the current security concern arising from
the ideology of jihadist groups.

Leveraging counter-jihadism ji-om 'Azziim 's ideas
In reviewing 'Azzaro's writings, 15 it been has highlighted that 'Azzaro's jihad ideas and
practices were significantly different from that of Al-Qaeda and its ilk. These differences
provide opportunities to refute jihadist ideology and practices and to delegitimise them.

This study has proposed that counter jihadism work should be leveraged with elements of
'Azzaro's jihad ideas and practices which are in conflict with those of the jihadists. This
can be done by highlighting the ideological differences to targeted audiences, especially,
those who are in or are associated with j ihadist circles.

The current jihadist groups and AI-Qaeda, in particular, have attempted to position
themselves as descendants of the much-revered Afghan jihad to convince Muslims of
their legitimacy. This has been observed by their use of stories of martyrs in pro-jihadist

14 An-Na'im,

15 See

"Why should Muslims abandon Jihad?", 785, 788.
Chapter 4, Conclusion.
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propaganda materials on their websites and forums 16 and the prestige enjoyed by "the
Afghan generation" within the Indonesian Jemaah Islamiyah. 17

As the review of 'Azzam's jihad ideas and practices during the Afghan jihad period has
revealed, the present jihadists have largely deviated from the practices of the first
generation of foreign Muslim fighters in Afghanistan. Highlighting this disconnection
would reveal the manipulative nature of the jihadists. 18

In line with this, gamenng the support of former Afghan jihad volunteers who have
renounced Al-Qaeda's ideology and the practices becomes equally important. Examples
of these figures are Sayyid Imam Al-Sharif, a former ideologue of jihadism; 19 Hudhaifah,
son of'Abd Allah 'Azzam; 20 'Abd Allah Anas, the former Arab aide of Al}mad Mas'ud
and 'Azzam's son-in-law; 21 Nu'man ibn 'Uthman (Noman Benotman), the fanner leader
of the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group (LIFG); 22 Nasir Abbas, the former leader of the
Indonesian Jemaah lslamiyah (JI) 23 and Ali lmron, a senior member of JI and coperpetrator of the first Bali Bombing in 2002. 24 These individuals are actively speaking
up against Al-Qaeda. They have published many books and at1icles announcing their
16 See

azzam.com, http://web.archive.org/web/2000 1204063800/http://www.azzam.com/ (accessed August
2, 2010).
17 "Deradiculisation" and Indonesian Prisons, International Crisis Group, Asia Repori, no. 142 ( 19
November 2007), 14.
18 Ibid.
10 Abdul Hameed Bakier, "Imprisoned Leader of Egypt's Islamic Jihad Challenges ai-Qaeda," Terrorism
Monitor. 5. Jamestown Foundation, no. 23 (1 0 December 2007).
20 J-! udhayfah. son of· Abd Allah · Azzarn, Interview by AI-· Arab! yah, (July 26, 2005),
http://www .alarabiya.net/programs/2005/07/28/153 51 .html (accessed August 2, 20 l 0).
21 'Abd Allah Anas, Interview by AI-'Arabiyah, (December 27, 2005),
http://www.alarabiva.net/articles/2005/l2/27/1986l.html (accessed August 2, 2010); 21 'Abd AIEih Anas.
Interview by AI-· Arablyah, (January 2, 2006), ht.!]:l://www.alarab@_.n~.t..LRT..QgL<.liTI.'?!l.Q_Q_()IQl!Ql,il<)_9J)_±.I:nml
(accessed August 2, 20 10); See 'Abd Allah An as, Wdiidat AI-Afj;hiin AI- 'Arab: Slrat 'Abd ;11/iih An as
Bavn Mas· iid Wa 'AbdAllah 'Azziim. (Bayrut: Dar AI-Saql, 2002).
22 See Mahan Abedin, "From Mujahid to Activist: An Interview with a Libyan Veteran of the Afghan
Jihad," Spotlight on Terror. 3, Jamestown Foundation, no. 2 (6 May 2005); Frank J. Cilluffo and F. Jordan
Evert, Reflections on Jihad: A Former Leader's Perspective- An In-depth Conversation with No man
Benotman, The George Washington University Homeland Security Policy Institute, Washington (16
October 2009).
23 See Nasir Abas, Membongkar Jarnaah Islamiyah: Pengakuan Mantan Anggota JI, (Jakaria: Grafindo,
2005); Nasir Abas, Melawan Pemikiran Aksi Bom Imam Samudra & Noordin M. Top, (Jakarta: Grafindo,
2007).
24 See Ali Imron, Ali lrnron Sang Pengebom: Kesadaran & Ungkapan Penyesalan, (Jakarta: Republika,
2007).
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revisionist views on jihad and have made harsh criticisms of Al-Qaeda in the media.
Some of them are directly involved in the rehabilitation and deradicalisation process of
incarcerated members of jihadist groups. However, more should be done.

Currently, access to revisionist materials is limited due to the language barrier. There is
an urgent need to translate them from their original language into languages such as
Indonesian, English, French, Russian, Urdu, Hindi and Pashto in order to reach out to the
Muslim masses and jihadist communities. It must be noted that one of the key
contributors to the spread of jihadism has been the accessibility to jihadist writings
through the Internet, and the jihadist dedication to the translation of these writings to the
languages of their target audience, especially English and Bahasa Indonesia.

The review of' Azzam's jihad ideas in chapter 5 has revealed that most of his responses
to criticism were directed to Muslims of the salafiy movement. His preoccupation with
the salafiy had been driven by his concern that their incessant censure of Afghan
religious practices would affect Muslim support for the cause.

In a study of jihadist criticism of non-jihadist salafiy, Brynjar Lia, acknowledges
'Azzam's difficulties by writing:

"There were significant differences in religious observances and practices between the
Arab volunteers, many of whom were observant Salafis, and the Afghan resistance, who
by and large observed the Hanafi school and were tolerant of Sufi shrines and other
practices that Salafis regarded as godless · innovatism' in Islam. This had been a problem
during the first Arab-Afghan experience from the mid-1980s to c. 1992, and no less so
during the 'second round' following the Tali ban's seizure of power in 1996 until its
downfall in late 2001. " 25

:> 5Brynjar

Lia, '"Destructive Doctrinarians' Abu Mus'ab ai-Suri's Critique of the Salafis in the Jihadi
Current," Global Salajism, 294.
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A similar trend has also been found among current jihadists. Al-4awahir1y has had to
dedicate extensive efforts in responding to Al-Shar1fs revisionist views and harsh
criticisms against him and Al-Qaeda by publishing a book of more than 200 pages. 26 His
letter to Al-4arqaw1y indicates his sensitivity to the Muslim criticism of attacks made on
Shiites, posting videos of beheadings and indiscriminate bombings. 27 Brynjar Lia also
notes Abu Mu~'ab Al-Siir1y's preoccupation with salafiy's criticism ofjihadists, 28 and his
view that non-jihadist salafiy is the major stumbling block for jihadist objectives. Imam
Samudra, the leader of the 2002 Bali Bombing and a member of the Indonesian JI, also
criticised the salafiy movement in his published and unpublished works. 29

The effect of these ideological challenges posed by various segments of Muslims has
been studied and will be elaborated upon in the following section.

'Azzam's jihad ideas and practices, in particular, and criticism by fonner "brothers-inarms'' and co-religionists of various strands, in general, carry significant value in
discrediting and delegitimising jihadism among Muslims and those already within
jihadist circles.

In chapter 5, a major inconsistency in 'Azzam's ideas was highlighted. Specifically, it is
the tension between the immediate need for all capable Muslims to join the jihad in
Afghanistan regardless of their occupation, and the need for proper training in Islamic
worldview, jurisprudence, rituals and ethics before joining jihad. The lack of such
training could

potentially lead to

individuals that behave in

ways that are

' 6 See Ayman Al-4awahi11y, AI- Tabri 'ah, unpublished, http://www.tawhed.ws/a?a=3i806gpo (accessed
August 4, 20 I 0). English trans. published by the Nefa Foundation,
http://www.nefafoundation.org/miscellaneous/FeaturedDocs/Zawahiri Exoneration ciaosc.pdf (accessed
August 4, 20 I 0).
c7 See "English Translation of Ayman ai-Zawahiri's letter to Abu Musab ai-Zarqawi," Weeklystandard.com,
(October 12, 2005), http://www. weeklystandard.com/Content/Public/Articles/000/000/006/203gpuul.asp
(accessed August 4, 20IO).
c8 Lia, "'Destructive Doctrinarians' Critique," 281-9,294-8.
' 9 See Imam Samudra, Selwntum Rosela Pelipur Lara, (Jakarta: Ar Rahmah Media, 2009); Imam Samudra,
Satu Jihad Sejuta Von is: Mengungkap AI Haq, Mengha/au AI Batil. (Jakarta: Ar Rahmah Media, 2008).
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counterproductive to jihad, such as carrymg out banditry and other violations of the
shar1' ah? 0

Inconsistencies such as the above should be pointed out as evidence that 'Azzam's ideas
are not divine imperatives. Rather, they were his personal interpretation of scriptural texts
in response to the context that he was in. Being a product of human intellectual
endeavour, the ideas should not be treated as definitive solutions, and thus should not be
viewed as infallible.

The suggestion to capitalise on some of' Azzam' s ideas in order to counter contemporary
jihadism should not be construed as an attempt to completely absolve him of militancy.
Despite its militant bent, 'Azzam's jihad ideas have the utility of being used to mitigate
the appeal of current jihadism among Muslims and jihadists.

31

Not just ideas but also epistemology
'Azzam was an adherent of salafism. Similarly, Al-Qaeda and most jihadist groups today
subscribe to a particularly narrow subset of salafism. Their approach to jihad could be
described as the classical methodology of ijtihad or deduction from the Qur'an and the
qadith (Prophet's tradition) based primarily on three imp01tant sciences known as

U~ul

Al-Fiqh 32 , U~ul Al-Tafs1r 33 and U~ul Al-Hadith 34 , and an exhaustive study of classical
texts to investigate their stand on pe1tinent issues. What differentiates them from other

30 See

Chapter 5, section on Inconsistency.
Chapter 4, Conclusion.
3 cThe Principles oflslamic Jurisprudence. It has been defined as "methods by which the rules ofjiqh are
deduced from their sources." See Hashim Kamali. Principles of Islamic Juri~prudence, (Petaling Jaya:
Ilmiah Publishers, 1991 ), I. See also Taha Jabir AI 'Alwani, Usu! AI-Fiqh AI-ls/ami, Source Methodology
j(Jr Islamic Jurisprudence: Methodologyfor Research and Knowledge, (Hendon: International Institute of
Islamic Thought, 1990), Chapter 1, http://www.msawest.net/islam/law/alalwani usulalfiqh/ (accessed
August 4, 2010).
33 Also known as' Uhim Al-Qur'iin. It is the science of the interpretation of the Qur'an. See Jalal Al-Din AlSuyutly, Al-ltqiin Fr · Ulum Al-Qur'iin (place not cited: Dar Al-Fikr, date not cited, Vol. 1), 1-8;
M uryammad 'Abd AI-'A:;;Im Al-Zarqanly. Maniihjf A!- 'frfiin Fl 'Uhim AI- Qur'iin, (Qahirah: Dar Al-Fikr,
date not cited, Vol. 1), 23-4.
34Also known as Mu,'>,talahA!-Jfadlth. It is the science in the study ofryacfith. Its objective is to determine
the authenticity of a ryad1th and how rulings can be deduced from it. See Muryammad 'Ajjaj Al-Kha!lb,
U,>tl! AI-Jfadlth · U!umuh Wa Mu~_talahuh (Bayrut: Dar Al-Fikr, 1989), 7-13; Esposito ( ed.), The Oxford
Encyclopedia of Modern lslarnic World, 84.
31 See
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schools of Islam are: 1) the belief in the supremacy of the scriptural texts over rational
thinking, 2) the belief in the supremacy of the literal meanings of the scriptures above
other ways of interpretation, 3) the belief that the best approach in understanding the
scriptures is through the lens of the best generations of Islam (i.e. the Companions and
those who follow their way), 4) deference to classical works which adhere to salafism
without any attempts at reinterpretation, 5) contempt towards those whom they perceive
as non-salafiy such as the

~ufiy

and rationalists (those who base their ideas on Western

philosophy and epistemology). 'Azzam himself was noted to have disagreed with the
~ufiy35 and reformist on matters related to jihad.

Thus, it could be argued that not only is it important to understand the actual jihad ideas
of · Azzam and the current jihadism but also the epistemology from which these ideas
were constructed. It should be recognised that anything that is not from the salafiy would
not be effective when challenging or engaging with the jihadists and their circles. Based
on this, the following points become important in confronting jihadists at an ideological
level: 1) jihadists belong to a distinct segment of Muslims, 2) any ideological challenge
that targets jihadists and their circle is best constructed with their salafiy approach to
religious issues in mind, 3) criticisms from fellow salafiy poses more serious challenges
to jihadists.

Prornoting debates amongjihadists and between jihadists and others

Thus far, the following has been suggested to counter jihadism:
•

Using the reformist jihad viewpoint to counter jihadism among the Muslim masses

•

Using some of 'Azzam's jihad ideas and practices against members of the jihadist
circles

•

Using former militants' revisionist views against those of the jihadist circles

•

Using salafiy critique and epistemology for the construction of theological refutation
of jihadism against those of the jihadist circles.

15 ' Azzam,

Fi Al-lihiid Fiqh Wa {jtihiid, 33; · Azzam, Al-As 'ilah Wa AI-Ajwibah Al-.lihiidiyah, 17.
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In mitigating the threat of jihadism, the above suggestions should also promote debate
among jihadists, and between them and others. This would bring about significant
benefit. One is the creation of a marketplace of ideas within jihadist circles. This, would,
to some degree, distract jihadist resources and cause division among them.

In Omar Ashour's study on the deradicalisation of jihadist groups involving the Egyptian
Muslim Brothers, Al-Jihad, Al-Jama'ah Al-Islam1yah, the Algerian Armed Islamic
Group, Islamic Salvation Army and Salafi Group for Preaching and Combat, he
concludes that social interaction is one of four important variables in disengaging Muslim
militant groups from violence to participating in previously denounced civil activities. He
describes two dimensions of interaction. One is external interaction which occurs
between jihadist and "any social actor or entity who/which does not belong to the same
ideological camp". The other is internal interaction that takes place "between the
leadership, the mid-ranking commanders and the grassroots" of jihadist groups. 36

After studying the groups, Ashour concludes that social interactions that facilitate
exchanges of ideas with non-jihadists in combination with the other variables 37 will effect
the transformation of jihadists' ideology, albeit to different degrees. The interaction
affects both the followers and leaders. For the former, the effect is limited because it may
not necessarily bring about the deradicalisation of the group. However, it still contributes
to reducing the number of the group's members and creating factions among them. For
the latter, he writes,

''Deradicalization efforts are much likely to become successful when they originate from
within the organization. Thus, internal interaction between a leadership supportive of
deradicalization and its followers is crucial, especially for containing opposition to the
process. For example in the IG's [Egyptian Al-Jemaah Al-Islamiyah]. .. many of the
followers did not supp01i the process except after meeting with their "historical

36 0mar

Ashour, The De-radicalization of Jihadists: Transforming Armed Jslamist Movements, (New York:
Routledge, 2009), 15.
37 The other variables identified by Ashour are, 1) state repression, 2) selective inducement, 3) charismatic
mil it ant leadership. See As hour, De-radicalization ofJihadists, 14-6, 13 7-41.
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leadership" and intensely debating the "theological legitimacy" as well as the costs and
benefits of deradicalization." 38

According to Ashour, the subsequent interactions between the leadership of the
deradicalised Al-Jama' ah Al-Islam1yah with other leaders had resulted m the
deradicalisation of the Egyptian Al-Jihad and the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group.

This is where all governments, Muslim and non-Muslim, can play their part to promote
and facilitate debate and contribute to the creation of a marketplace of ideas. The
marketplace of ideas on the issue of jihad would challenge the worldview of jihadism and
its underlying Islamism. This would also generate the culture of critical thinking, promote
the reevaluation of old ideas and deglamourise jihadist groups like AI-Qaeda. 39

HeatherS. Gregg repotis that in Saudi Arabia, through the Al-Sak1nah program, the very
act of drawing extremists into dialogue and debating their ideas with religious scholars
and former jihadists has opened the opportunity for alternative viewpoints and promoted
a "middle way" between extremism and secularism. 40

Multi-disciplinary approach to the study ofjihad
The previous section has reiterated the need to support and strengthen the reformist jihad
ideas so as to inoculate Muslims against jihadism. There is also a need for refonnist
scholars to respond to 'Azzam's fatwa that jihad is fanj · ayn until all historically Muslim
territories have been reclaimed.

De~radicalization of Jihadists, 140.
S. Gregg, "Fighting the Jihad of Pen: Countering Revolutionary Islam's Ideology," Terrorism
and Political Violence, 22, no. 2 (2010): 308~10; Jamie Bartlett, Jonathan Birdwell and Michael King, The
Edge of Violence: A Radical Approach to Extremism, (London: Demos, 201 0), 37~9.
~ 0 Ibid, 310. See the AI~Saklnah program's official website, http://en.assakina.com/ (accessed August 4,
2010).
38 Ashour,

30 Heather
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In view of these two points, it is thus important to promote a multi-disciplinary approach
to the study of jihad at traditional Muslim institutes of learning such as madrasah 41 and
pesantren42 as well as at universities.

Currently, this process has only been observed at Western universities within the study of
Islam or related disciplines such as international relations. Most traditional Muslim
institutions of learning still rely heavily, or solely, on classical works. Even the reformist
texts used in comparison with the classical works are largely rooted in traditional Islamic
jurisprudence. There is little comparison with modem international law, far from being
integrated to it. The study of other disciplines such as international relations in order to
understand different perspectives is rare.

These initiatives must be taken by Muslims themselves so as to avoid the perception of
colonialism by Western intellectuals. However, non-Muslims can play a part by
objectively engaging Muslim leaders and scholars.

In addition, a few other suggestions can be made;
•

to produce more Muslim scholars of traditional backgrounds specialising in jihad
from a multi-disciplinary perspective by offering scholarships;

•

to encourage research that seeks to integrate traditional jihad studies with
international law, and a multi-disciplinary approach to the study of jihad in Muslim
institutions of learning;

•

to encourage platforms for Muslim scholars of various backgrounds to revisit the
view of traditional jihad with the purpose of adapting it to modem contexts. An
example is the Mardin Conference of 2010 which brought together 15 scholars to
review Ibn Taymlyah' s fa twa, thereby producing a resolution to abandon the
categorisation of lands into Dar Al-lslam and Dar Al-Jiarb, and accept peace as the
basis of relations between Muslim and non-Muslims.

41 Madrasah

is an Arabic word which originally means school. However, it is widely used by non-Arab
Muslims for school that is dedicated for the study of Islam and its related disciplines.
4 cPesantren also means an Islamic school similar to madrasah. However, it is popularly used in Indonesia.
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With the existence of more human capital (multi-disciplinary specialists on jihad), efforts
to reach out to Muslims and Muslim students, reformulate the fiqh al-jihad (jurisprudence
of jihad) curriculum studied at traditional Islamic learning institutions, revisit the
traditional interpretations of jihad and encourage debate on this topic among Muslims
may all be facilitated more effectively.

Addressing non-ideational structural.factors
Addressing 'Azzam's two ideas as discussed above is important due to their security
ramifications and the effects they may have in radicalising individuals. But, as noted also
in the previous chapter, the ideas were not solely responsible in effecting mobilisation
and the proliferation of'Azzam's militant jihad. There were also non-ideational structural
factors involved as verified by many other studies. Hence, efforts to address threats
arising from jihadist ideology should also address the structural factors that contribute to
the appeal and spread of these ideas.

The previous chapter has identified the two structural factors as: 1) the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan in 1979 which provided justification for 'Azzam's jihad mobilisation, and 2)
powerful allies in the fotm of political elites, major powers and existing religious
institutions that had provided assistance to 'Azzam's jihad mobilisation efforts, directly
or indirectly.

The first factor is consistent with findings by various studies on political violence while
the second factor is suppot1ed by the resource mobilisation and political opp011unity
theories within the study of social movements.

The first factor also has direct relevance in addressing the threat of jihadism and its
proliferation today. Studies of the process of radicalisation have highlighted the
significance of the war in Iraq and, to a lesser extent, Afghanistan in radical ising Muslim
youths to join the jihad eff011 and plot attacks against foreign military powers in both
countries. Farhad Khosrokhavar in his book Inside Jihadism also comes to the same
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conclusion after analysing the spread of jihadism among Muslims in the West. 43 Sageman
suggests that the removal of the American forces in Iraq, among other initiatives, is
"absolutely essential if the United States wants to counter al Qaeda propaganda" and to
extinguish "the sense of moral outrage" among Muslims. 44 The same suggestion is also
found in the National Intelligence Estimate report Trends in Global Terrorism:

Implications for the United Sates. 45

In 2006, the Pew Global Attitudes project surveyed Muslim perceptions of and attitudes
to the image of the United States and its policies. Comparing with its first survey data in
2002, the project reported:
•

Since the inception, "our surveys have documented the rise of anti-Americanism
around the world, and especially in predominantly Muslim countries." Seven out of
eight people surveyed viewed the United States unfavourably.

•

"Anti Americanism is largely driven by aversion to United States policies such as the

war in Iraq, the war on terrorism, and the United States support for Israel." [emphasis
mine]
•

"Anti-Americanism worsened in the Mideast in response to the war in Iraq - but it
soared among Muslims in other pmts of the world that previously did not view the
United States poorly- notably in Indonesia and Nigeria.'' 46

Similarly, the January 2009 Gallup repmted that Muslims in the Middle East and Nm1h
Africa felt that the US withdrawal from Iraq would improve Muslim perception and
address their grievances toward the United States. 47

~ 3 Farhad Khosrokhavar, Inside Jihadism: Understanding Jihadi Movements Worldwide. (London:
Paradigm Publishers, 2009), 220, 223, 230, 2114.
~~Sageman, Leaderless Jihad, 154-5.
~ 5 See Declassified Key Judgements oft he National Inte!!igence Estimate "Trends in Global Terrorism
lmplicationsfiJr the United States," Office of the Director of National Intelligence (April 2006),
http://www.dni.gov/press releases/Declassified NIE Key Judgments.pdf(accessed August 4, 2010).
~ 6 Pew Global Attitudes Project, hlam and the West: Searchingfor Common Ground, Pew Research Centre
(July 18, 2006), http://pewglobal.org/commentary/display.php'7 AnalysisiD=l 009 (accessed August 4,

201 0).
~ 7 Opening Briefing: U.S Image in Middle East/North Africa, Gallup (January 27, 2009),
http://www. gall up.com/poll/ 114007 /Opinion-Bri efi ng-1 mage-Middle-East-North-Africa. aspx (accessed
August 4, 201 0).
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War creates grievances worldwide, similar to those seen during the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan, and it also creates the opportunity for jihad mobilisation and the
development of decentralised jihad operations outside conflict zones. When Muslim
grievances meet with jihadist worldviews and frames, radicalisation and opportunities for
jihad mobilisation is facilitated again. 48 Khosrokhavar writes, "it is clear from a review of
extremist material and interviews that militants are seeking to appeal to young American
and European Muslims by playing on their anger over the war in Iraq and the image of
Islam under attack." 49 Based on the study, he argues that the withdrawal of foreign
military forces from Muslim countries will have a direct impact in mitigating the current
threat of jihadists. A quick resolution to the wars, while ensuring the stability of countries
involved is imperative to avoid security problems at local, regional and international
levels.

Until then, efforts must be made to ofier an alternative narrative to the current quagmire.
The experience in Iraq has proven that critical segments of Iraqis could be won over
against Al-Qaeda. The Awakening Movement, which comprises of local tribal leaders
and insurgent groups, have been persuaded that Al-Qaeda is the enemy of Iraqis and that
there is greater good in collaborating with the foreign military forces. 50

The United States had successfully rallied the international community against jihadist
tenorism after the 9/11 attacks. Various laws, regimes and conventions have been
established at international and state level. 51 The result is that contemporary jihadists are
not experiencing the same structural suppori they enjoyed during the Soviet-Afghan war.

~ 8 David Gartensein-Ross and Laura Grossman, Homegrown Terrorists in the U.S and UK, Center for
Terrorism Research, Foundation for Defense and Democracies, Washington (April 2009), 53; Norick, ''The
Root Causes of Terrorism," 34-6; Halmus, Social Sciencefor Counterterrorism, 89-90; Angel M. Rabasa
et al, The Muslim World after 9111, (Santa Monica: Rand, 2004), 128-39, 171-2,282-6,317-8. 405-8;
Bartlett, Birdwell and King, Edge of Violence, 25-6, 29-30, 34.
49 Khosrokhavar, Inside Jihadism, 286.
50 David Kilcullen, The Accidental Guerrilla, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 158-76; Farook
Ahmed, Sons ofiraq and Awakening Forces, Institute for the Study of War, Backgrounder 23 (21 February
2008); Greg Bruno, Finding a Place for the 'Sons of Iraq', Councils on Foreign Relation (January 9, 2009),
http://www.cfr.org/publication/16088/role of the sons of iraq in improving security.html (accessed
August 4, 201 0).
51 Counter- Tl'ITorism Legislation and Practice: A Survey of Selected Countries, Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs of the United Kingdom (Oct. 2005); Sinapan Samydorai, "9/11 Anti-Terrorist
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However, the regimes put in place do not make the second structural factor - powerful
allies - totally irrelevant. Limited but significant allies still exist, allowing the
perpetuation of jihadist threat.

In the war in Iraq, the structural factor exists in the form of neighbouring states with
vested interests in opposing the United States. They provide direct or indirect support to
jihadist groups operating there. Direct support may take the form of the provision of
training, finance, materials, safe havens and volunteers for jihadist groups, while indirect
support may be in the form of interference in the internal affairs of Iraq in order to effect
instability and creating permissive environments for jihadist groups to operate. One
important state, in this regard, is Iran as observed by many researchers. 52 As for
Afghanistan, these structures are in the fonn of elements within the Pakistani government
and military, tribal societies bordering Afghanistan and radical religious institutions. 5 3

Perceiving itself being encircled by the United States from Iraq and Afghanistan located
at its western and eastern borders respectively, Iran has been providing support, directly
and indirectly, to insurgents and jihadist groups operating in both countries so as to inflict
hann on the United States and its allies. Its geo-strategic ambition to be a major power in
the region also means that it would seek to be actively involved in both countries with the
intent of shaping its future in alignment with its ambition. Admittedly, Shiite Iran has no
love for Sunni jihadist groups in Iraq and Afghanistan; notwithstanding this, its
pragmatism, as exemplified by its support of Hamas and its meddling in the affairs of

Measures and their Impact on Human Rights in Asia,'' September 1 I & Political Freedom: Asian
Perspectit·e, Uwe Johannen, Alan Smith and James Gomez, eds. (Singapore: Select Publishing, 2003), 2239. See Anti terrorism legislation in Singapore, Britain, Malaysia. South Africa, Canada, Australia and the
United States, Singapore Journal of Legal Studies, (July 2002); See World Anti-Terorrism Law, Jurist
Legal intelligence, http://jurist.law.pitt.edu/terrorism/terrorism3a.htm (accessed August 4, 201 0).
52 Frederic Wehrey et al, The Iraq Effect: The Middle East After the Iraq War (Summary), (Santa Monica:
Rand Corporation, 2010), xii-xiv.
53 Anthony H. Cordesman, The Afghanistan Campaign: Can We Win?, CSIS, Washington (22 July 2009),
21; See Shahid M. Amin, Pakistan's Foreign Policy: A Reappraisal, (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2000); see Deema M. Ollapally, The Politics of Extremism in South Asia, (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2008); see Shuja Nawaz, FATA- A Most dangerous Place: Meeting the Challenge of
Militancy and Terror in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas ofPakistan, CSIS, Washington (January
2009).
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both countries with the aim of undermining the coalition forces, does contribute to a
permissive environment for jihadist groups to sustain their struggle and survive. 54

Addressing the issue of Iran's and, to a lesser extent, Pakistan's support for jihadist
groups is beyond the scope of this study as it would necessitate a strategic, domestic and
foreign relations analysis. Nonetheless a comprehensive policy in addressing the above
two problems and other possibly similar structural factors is imperative to the mitigation
of the threat of jihadism.

In conclusion, prolonged war in Iraq and Afghanistan, and the continued existence of
structural factors will limit the effect of any attempt to counter and delegitimise jihadist
ideology. Counter-ideology, despite its importance and centrality in counter-terrorism
strategy, is not and cannot be the silver bullet against jihadism. Its success and
effectiveness are dependent on other aspects of counter-terrorism.

Conclusion

Six important points can be derived from this chapter. Firstly, the impmiance placed by
'Azzam on ideology for jihad mobilisation is shared by cuiTent jihadist groups and
confirmed through the works of former jihadists. All of them expended significant effort
and resources on ideological work. Based on this and many other studies on the role of
ideology in radicalising individuals, it is thus prudent to incorporate counter-ideology as
a central component to counter-terrorism. However, the role of structural factors
highlighted in the previous chapter and addressed in this chapter suggests that countering
the ideology, while important and central in counter-terrorism, is not sufficient to
mitigate the threat ofjihadism.

There may be other factors involved, but it is not within the scope of this study to identify
all of them. It is sufficient to conclude here that it remains critical for counter-terrorism

54 Rabasa

et al, The Muslim World after 9/11, 130.
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work to adopt a multi-dimensional or multi-faceted approach that would address the
ideational and non-ideational structural factors. 55

Secondly, counter-terrorism work must adopt a differentiated approach in countering
jihadism. It must target specific jihadist ideas that have direct impact on security so as to
set priorities and allocate resources. This study has identified two of 'Azzam's ideas, i.e.
the duty to wage jihad al-taJab against non-Muslim territories until they become part of
Dar Al-Islam or recognise the authority of Dar Al-Islam, and the duty to reclaim all
territories that were historically part of Dar Al-Islam. These ideas have to be addressed
and the inherent inconsistencies in 'Azzam' s ideas should be exploited to mitigate their
appeal.

Counter-terrorism work must also differentiate between ordinary Muslims and radicals,
and between the non-violent and violent radicals. Again, this differentiation will help in
prioritisation and focus. More importantly, engaging former militants with salafiy
leanings to critique jihadism as suggested by this study can only be achieved if the
differences are recognised and a differentiated approach is adopted. Indeed, this was
'Azzam's approach to jihad mobilisation as seen from the use of two different frames.

Thirdly, is the recognition that Muslims of different backgrounds must work together in
countering jihadism. They include scholars of different orientations (i.e. reformist,
traditionalist,

~ufiy

and non-violent radical, Islamist and salafiy), community leaders that

could reach out to various segments of the community and disseminate the message.
There is also a need to involve institutions of higher learning and Muslim institutions for
research work and to rethink traditional jihad ideas. Instead of looking at the moderateextremist dichotomy, a better consideration is between those who are pro-violence and
those who are against violence, even if the latter involves some radical individuals.

55 See

James W. Jones, Blood That Cries Out From the Earth: The Psychology of Religious Terrorism,
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008 ), 5-9, 27-8, 162-70.
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This does not necessarily mean that the problem of radicals should be overlooked.
However, a prudent policy must differentiate "radicalisation that leads to violence and
radicalisation that does not; they should be dealt with distinctly and accordingly". The
latter should be tackled as social or political problems, "not as a 'subset' of the al-Qaeda
threat. " 56

Fourthly, understanding epistemology is as important as understanding the intricacies of
ideas for effective counter argument. Based on the above third and fourth point, counteraguments from different approaches (i.e. salafiy, reformist and traditionalist), to religious
issues must be developed to suit different target audiences.

Fifthly, alternatives must be promoted to create a marketplace of ideas that would
promote challenges to jihadism.

Sixthly, based on the potential of a marketplace of ideas in challenging jihadism, and the
effect of interactions between jihadists and non-jihadists on deradicalisation and
disengagement as pointed out by this study, it is then concluded that the principal
approach to countering jihadism is not through the policy of repression of expression but
through a liberal attitude to dissent, disagreement and contestation. A study on
radicalisation entitled The Edge of Violence: A Radical Approach to Extremism reports;

" ... the best way to fight radical ideas is with a liberal attitude to dissent,
radicalism and disagreement. This can de-mystify and de-glamourise
tenorism without alienating large numbers of people. However - a liberal
approach depends on independent voices setting out forceful counterarguments against extremist ideas... silencing radical views must be
considered as a last option because banning radical voices will neither
prove effective nor lessen their appeal in the long term. Instead,
government and non-government agencies - including Muslims - must set

56 Ba1ilett,

Birdwell and King, Edge of Violence, 38.
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out counter arguments as to why particular radical or extremist ideas are
wrong." 57

A realistic approach to extremism is to ensure it remains on the fringes of society, and not
to totally eliminate it. Repressive policies would only force these ideas underground and
compound the problem.

This study is not only beneficial in understanding and addressing the problem of
'Azziim' s militant jihad ideas but also the problems of contemporary jihadism today.

The use of Snow et. a!.' s framing model and the broader social movement lens have been
very useful in understanding the construction of 'Azziim's jihad ideas through its
dynamic relations with factors exogenous to his cognitive domain. They have contributed
to a more contextual and nuanced understanding of 'Azziim and the key conclusion that
can be made here is that 'Azziim's jihad ideas were not the product of a pure academic
endeavour or a work of theology alone, but had sought to interpret the scripture in order
to inform his audiences on jihad in Islam.

Based on Peters' review of jihad works in Islam, 'Azziim's jihad ideas fall under the
mobilising genre, similar to Ibn T aymlyah' s work on jihad, which had sought to mobilise
Muslims against the Mongols. Works of this genre had served the purpose of mobilising
Muslims for armed jihad in response to specific well-defined political situations. It is
different from other known genres such as:

1) instructional genre, which is

characteristically academic, written with the primary objective of providing religious
guidance and rulings on jihad for Muslims; 2) reformist genre that seeks to reconcile
jihad with international law or compare jihad with the just-war theory or refute the idea
that Islam was spread by the sword; and 3) combination of mobilising and instructional
genres published to jolt Muslims from their slumber but not necessarily in response to
any specific political situation.

57 Ibid,

37, 39.
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Although a mobilising genre may not be necessarily wrong in its content, its
identification helps in putting the jihad ideas in its proper perspective. In addition to the
fact that it is a product of human intellectual endeavour, which is not infallible, correct
genre identification restricts universality. Identifying and highlighting this fact to the
public will inform them not only about the accurate understanding of the idea but also the
limit of its applicability across time and space. From a counter-ideology perspective, this
would help in responding to any misunderstanding or misapplication of jihad among
Muslims.
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